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Soul of a Nation 
 Art in the Age of Black Power
Edited with text by Mark Godfrey, Zoe Whitley. Text by David 
Driskell, Samella Lewis, Edmund Barry Gaither, Wadsworth 
and Jae Jarrell, Susan Cahan. 

in the period of radical change that was 1963–83, young 

black artists at the beginning of their careers confronted dif-

ficult questions about art, politics and racial identity. How to 

make art that would stand as innovative, original, formally 

and materially complex, while also making work that re-

flected their concerns and experience as black americans? 

Soul of a Nation surveys this crucial period in american art 

history, bringing to light previously neglected histories of 

20th-century black artists, including Sam gilliam, melvin 

edwards, Jack Whitten, William t. Williams, Howardina pin-

dell, romare bearden, david Hammons, barkley Hendricks, 

Senga nengudi, noah purifoy, Faith ringgold, betye Saar,  

charles White and Frank bowling.

the book features substantial essays from mark godfrey and 

Zoe Whitley, writing on abstraction and figuration, respec-

tively. it also explores the art-historical and social contexts 

with subjects ranging from black feminism, africobra and 

other artist-run groups to the role of museums in the debates 

of the period and visual art’s relation to the black arts move-

ment. over 170 artworks by these and many other artists of 

the era are illustrated in full color.

2017 marks the 50th anniversary of the first use of the term 

“black power” by student activist Stokely carmichael; it will 

also be 50 years since the uS Supreme court overturned  

the prohibition of interracial marriage. at this turning point in 

the reassessment of african american art history, Soul of a 

Nation is a vital contribution to this timely subject. 

D.A.P./TATe
9781942884170  u.s. $39.95  cdn $50.00  
Hbk, 8.5 x 10 in. / 256 pgs / 200 color.
September/art/african american art & culture

EXHIBITION SCHEDULE

london, uK: tate modern, 7/12/17–10/22/17
bentonville, ar: crystal bridges, 02/02/18–04/23/18
new york: brooklyn museum, 09/07/18–02/03/19

African American art 
in the era of Malcolm X 
and the Black Panthers

Four generations:  
the Joyner giuffrida  
collection of abstract art 
9781941366103 
Hbk, u.s. $55.00  cdn $65.00  
gregory r. miller & co.

ALSo AvAiLABLE

common Wealth 
9780878468157 
clth, u.s. $50.00  cdn $60.00  
mFa publications, museum 
of Fine arts, boston
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Stephen Shore 
 Edited with text by Quentin Bajac. Text by David Campany, Kristen 
Gaylord, Martino Stierli. 

one of the most influential photographers of our time, Stephen Shore 

has often been categorized as one of a group of artists of the 1970s 

who captured american popular culture in straightforward, unglamor-

ous color images. While this is true, it is only part of the story: Shore 

has worked with many forms of photography, switching from cheap 

automatic cameras to large format in the 1970s, pioneering the use of 

color film before returning to black and white in the 1990s, and, in the 

2000s, taking up the opportunities offered by digital photography, digi-

tal printing and social media.

published to accompany the first comprehensive survey of Stephen 

Shore’s work in the uS, this catalog reflects the full range of his con-

tribution, including the gelatin silver prints he made as a teenager (and 

sold to the museum of modern art); his photographs of the scene at 

andy Warhol’s Factory, in new york; the color images he made during 

cross-country road trips in the 1970s; his recent explorations of israel, 

the West bank and ukraine; and his current work on digital platforms, 

including instagram.

this book offers a fresh, kaleidoscopic vision of the artist’s extensive 

career, presenting more than 400 reproductions arranged in a thematic 

framework, each grouping accompanied by a short but wide-ranging 

essay. this unique encyclopedia-style format makes visible the artist’s 

versatility of technique and the diversity of his output, reflecting his sin-

gular vision and uncompromising pursuit of photography’s possibilities.

Stephen Shore (born 1947) was the first living photographer to have a 

solo show at the metropolitan museum of art in new york since alfred 

Stieglitz (40 years earlier). He has also had solo shows at the museum 

of modern art, new york; george eastman House, rochester; Kunst-

halle, dusseldorf; Hammer museum, los angeles; Jeu de paume, paris; 

and the art institute of chicago. Since 1982 he has been the director of 

the photography program at bard college, new york, where he is the 

Susan Weber professor in the arts. 

The MuseuM of MoDern ArT
9781633450486  u.s. $75.00  cdn $95.00  
Hbk, 10.5 x 9 in. / 336 pgs / 450 color.
november/photography

EXHIBITION SCHEDULE

new york: the museum of modern art, 11/19/17–05/28/18
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Autophoto: Cars & Photography 1900 to Now 
 Edited by Xavier Barral, Philippe Séclier. Text by Clément Chéroux, Marc Desportes, Simon Baker, 
Nancy W. Barr, Pascal ory. Contributions by Alain Bublex, Jean Todt, Alain Prost. 

Autophoto explores photography’s longstanding and generative relationship to the automobile. 

Since its invention, the automobile has reshaped our landscape, extended our geographic  

horizons and radically altered our conception of space and time, influencing the practice of  

photographers worldwide.

the book shows how the car provided photographers with new subject matter and a new way  

of exploring the world. it brings together 500 works made by 100 historical and contemporary 

artists from around the world, including robert adams, brassaï, edward burtynsky, langdon 

clay, John divola, robert doisneau, William eggleston, elliott erwitt, Walker evans, robert  

Frank, lee Friedlander, anthony Hernandez, yasuhiro ishimoto, Jacques Henri lartigue, Joel 

meyerowitz, daido moriyama, catherine opie, martin parr, rosângela rennó, ed ruscha,  

Hans-christian Schink, malick Sidibé, Stephen Shore and Henry Wessel.

capturing formal qualities such as the geometric design of roadways or reflections in a rear  

view mirror, these photographers invite us to look at the world of the automobile in a new way. 

Autophoto also includes other projects, such as a series of car models that cast a fresh eye on  

the history of automobile design, created specifically for the Fondation cartier show by French 

artist alain bublex, plus a comparative history of automobile design and photography, essays  

by scholars and quotes by participating artists. 

fonDATion CArTier Pour l’ArT ConTeMPorAin/eDiTions XAvier BArrAl
9782869251311  u.s. $65.00  cdn $85.00  
Hbk, 8.25 x 10.25 in. / 464 pgs / 300 color / 300 duotone.
July/photography

The camera’s 
romance  
with the car:  
a photo history       

PhoTogrAPhers  
inCluDe

■ robert Adams
■ Brassaï
■ edward Burtynsky
■ langdon Clay
■ John Divola
■ robert Doisneau
■ William eggleston
■ elliott erwitt
■ Walker evans
■ robert frank
■ lee friedlander
■ Anthony hernandez
■ Yasuhiro ishimoto
■ Jacques henri lartigue
■ Joel Meyerowitz
■ Daido Moriyama
■ Catherine opie
■ Martin Parr
■ rosângela rennó
■ ed ruscha
■ hans-Christian schink
■ Malick sidibé
■ stephen shore
■ henry Wessel
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Frankenstein: The First 
Two Hundred Years 
 By Christopher Frayling. 
on new year’s day 1818, mary Shelley’s novel 

Frankenstein was first published in an anony-

mous three-volume edition of 500 copies. 

Some thought the book was too radical in its 

implications; a few found the central theme in-

triguing; no-one predicted its success.

Since then, there have been many, many adap-

tations—120 films alone, at the last count—on 

screen, stage, in novels, comics and graphic 

novels, in advertisements and even on cereal 

packets. From a regency nightmare, Franken-

stein became a cuddly childhood companion—

thoroughly munstered, so to speak. the story 

has been interpreted as a feminist allegory of 

birthing, an ecological reading of mother earth, 

an attack on masculinist science, the origin of 

science fiction, an example of “female gothic,” 

a reaction to the rise of the industrial proletariat 

and much else besides. Frankenstein lives! the 

“F” word has been applied, since the 1950s, to 

test-tube babies, heart transplants, prosthetics, 

robotics, cosmetic surgery, genetic engineer-

ing, genetically modified crops and numerous 

other public anxieties arising from scientific 

research. today, Frankenstein has taken over 

from adam and eve as the creation myth for 

the age of genetic engineering.

this book, celebrating the 200th birthday of 

Frankenstein, traces the journey of Shelley’s 

Frankenstein from limited-edition literature  

into the bloodstream of contemporary culture. 

With text by renowned gothic scholar Sir  

christopher Frayling, it includes new research 

on the novel’s origins; a facsimile reprint of  

the earliest-known manuscript version of the 

creation scene; visual material on adaptations 

for the stage, in magazines, on playbills, in 

prints and in book publications of the 19th  

century; visual essays on many of the film 

versions and their inspirations in the history  

of art; and Frankenstein in popular culture— 

on posters, advertisements, packaging, in  

comics and graphic novels. 

reel ArT Press
9781909526464  u.s. $39.95  cdn $50.00  
Hbk, 9 x 11 in. / 208 pgs / 125 color / 75 b&w.
october/Fiction & poetry/Film & video/graphic 
design

Frankenstein lives!  
200 years of the book,  
the movies and the 
monster in pop culture 
and beyond
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Jasper Johns 
 Text by Roberta Bernstein, Edith Devaney, Hiroko ikegami, Morgan 
Meis, Robert Storr. 

Jasper Johns is regarded as one of the most influential artists of 

the 20th century, and has remained central to american art since 

his arrival in new york in the 1950s. With his then partner robert 

rauschenberg, Johns helped to establish a decisive new direction 

in the art world, termed “neo-dada” at the time. Johns’ striking use 

of popular iconography, “things the mind already knows,” as he put 

it (flags, numbers, maps), made the familiar unfamiliar—and made 

a colossal impact in the art world, becoming a touchstone for pop, 

minimalist and conceptual art.

this handsomely illustrated book brings together Johns’ paintings, 

sculptures, prints and drawings. From his innovations in sculpture 

to his use of collage in paintings, it gives focus to different chapters 

of Johns’ career and examines the international significance of his 

work. Featuring contributions from a range of experts, this volume 

promises to explore the depth and breadth of Johns’ oeuvre, made 

over more than half a century. 

Jasper Johns (born 1930) made his major breakthrough as a 

painter in the mid-1950s when he started using iconic, popular 

images in his paintings—an explosive move at a moment when 

advanced painting was understood to be exclusively abstract. 

Johns’ midcentury paintings’ lush, painterly surfaces resemble 

those of abstract expressionism, but Johns arrived at them through 

slow, labor-intensive processes and mediums such as encaustic. 

throughout his 60-year career Johns has worked with many dif-

ferent mediums and techniques, using the restlessness of his own 

process to explore the interplay of materials, meaning and repre-

sentation in art. 

roYAl ACADeMY of ArTs
9781910350683  u.s. $65.00  cdn $85.00  
Hbk, 11 x 11.75 in. / 240 pgs / 200 color.
november/art

EXHIBITION SCHEDULE

london, uK: royal academy of arts, 09/23/17–12/10/17
los angeles, ca: the broad, 01/18–04/18

Philip Guston: Nixon Drawings  
 1971 & 1975
Text by Musa Mayer, Debra Bricker Balken. Contributions by Phong 
Bui, William Corbett, irving Sandler, Lisa Yuskavage, Bob Mankoff, Katy 
Siegel. 

Philip Guston: Nixon Drawings is the first comprehensive collection of 

guston’s legendary satirical caricatures of the 37th president of the 

united States, richard nixon. expanding on Poor Richard (university of 

chicago press, 2001, now out of print and rare), it features some 180 

works depicting nixon and his cronies from 1971 and 1975. the book 

opens with an introduction by philip guston’s daughter, musa mayer, 

and also includes the transcript of a panel discussion moderated by 

phong bui with William corbett, irving Sandler, lisa yuskavage, bob 

mankoff and Katy Siegel.

these trenchant works were created in the tumultuous political cli-

mate of the early 1970s; the uS was reeling from the assassinations of 

martin luther King Jr. and Senator robert F. Kennedy, the chaos of the 

1968 presidential election and the enduring violence of the vietnam 

War. the publication of the pentagon papers, and nixon’s unsuccess-

ful attempts to prevent their disclosure, made the president look both 

amoral and somewhat hapless. this is the “poor richard,” a slyly politi-

cal little sneak, that appears in guston’s cartoons from the period.

a contemporary of Jackson pollock and Willem de Kooning, Philip 

Guston (1913–80) first came to fame as an abstract expressionist. He 

began reintroducing figurative elements—clumsy hands, cigarettes, 

light bulbs—into his work in the late 1960s. these late paintings were 

first exhibited, to savage critical reception, in 1970; guston began his 

nixon drawings at precisely this point in his career. caricaturing nixon, 

guston began to refine a pictorial language equally sensitive to inner 

pathos and the turmoil of the public world. 

hAuser & WirTh PuBlishers
9783906915029  u.s. $60.00  cdn $78.00  
Hbk, 11.5 x 12.5 in. / 248 pgs / 256 color / 4 b&w.
July/art/History

“Nasty, scabrous, witty, grossly unfair and one 
of the juster verdicts handed down on our 37th 
president.” —William Corbett, The Brooklyn Rail 

We are delighted to welcome hAuser & WirTh PuBlishers to the list. Books and publishing 
have played a central role in the life of the gallery since its founding in 1992. Their beautifully 
designed books serve as accessible records of their exhibitions and the artists’ work.

The art of Jasper Johns has affected nearly every artistic movement 
from the 1950s to the present

ALSo AvAiLABLE

Jasper Johns 
9780870707681 
pbk, u.s. $9.95  cdn $12.50  
the museum of modern 
art

Jasper Johns: in press 
9783775732918 
Hbk, u.s. $55.00  cdn $65.00  
Hatje cantz

Jasper Johns: regrets 
9780870709586 
Hbk, u.s. $24.95  cdn $27.50  
the museum of modern art
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Jim Marshall: Peace 
 Foreword by Joan Baez. Text by Peter Doggett. Afterword by Shepard 
Fairey. 

Jim Marshall: Peace collects the beloved photographer’s previously 

unseen “peace” photographs, taken mainly between 1961 and 1968. 

photographing across america, marshall charted the life of a symbol, 

documenting how the peace sign went from holding a specific anti- 

nuclear meaning to serving as a broad, internationally recognized  

symbol for peace. marshall captured street graffiti in the new york  

subway, buttons pinned to hippies and students, and West coast  

peace rallies held by a generation who believed, for a brief moment, they 

could make a difference.

the campaign for nuclear disarmament (cnd) symbol, also known as 

the peace sign, was designed in 1958 by gerald Holtom for the british 

campaign for nuclear disarmament. When the design spread from the 

uK to the american anti-war campaign, it caught the eye of marshall, 

who saw himself as an anthropologist and journalist documenting the 

changing times of the 1960s. in between official assignments, marshall 

started photographing the symbol and peace rallies as a personal project. 

He tabled these images on an index card in his archives labeled “peace,” 

where they remained, until now.

born in chicago, Jim Marshall (1936–2010) grew up in San Francisco, 

teaching himself photography by portraying musicians in the coffee-

houses of north beach. after a brief stint in new york, marshall returned 

to San Francisco, where he continued to cement his reputation as a  

formidably talented music photographer. marshall holds the distinction  

of being the only photographer ever honored by the grammys with a 

trustees award for his life’s work. 

reel ArT Press
9781909526488  u.s. $29.95  cdn $37.50  
Hbk, 6.75 x 9.25 in. / 128 pgs / 120 b&w.
September/photography

The life of a symbol, in the 
streets and on the subway— 
a plea for a peaceful world

ALSo AvAiLABLE

Jim marshall:  
Jazz Festival 
9781909526327 
Hbk, u.s. $75.00   
cdn $95.00  
reel art press
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2017 sPring–suMMer suPPleMenT

Jacob Lawrence: The Migration Series 
Edited by Leah Dickerman, Elsa Smithgall. Text by Elizabeth Alexander, Rita Dove, Nikky Finney,  
Terrance Hayes, Tyehimba Jess, Yusef Komunyakaa, Patricia Spears Jones, Natasha Trethewey,  
Lyrae van Clief-Stefanon, Crystal Williams, Kevin Young.

in 1941, Jacob lawrence, then just 23 years old, made a series of 60 small tempera paintings on the great 

migration, the decades-long mass movement of black americans from the rural South to the urban north 

that began in 1915–16. the child of migrant parents, lawrence worked partly from his own experience 

and partly from long research in his neighborhood library. the result was an epic narrative of the collective 

history of his people. moving from scenes of terror and violence to images of great intimacy, and drawing 

on film, photography, political cartoons and other sources in popular culture, lawrence created an innova-

tive format of sequential panels, each image accompanied by a descriptive caption. Within months of its 

completion, the series entered the collections of the museum of modern art, new york, and the phillips 

memorial gallery (today the phillips collection), Washington, dc, each institution acquiring 30 panels.

The Migration Series is now a landmark in the history of modern art. Jacob Lawrence: The Migration  

Series, now in paperback, grounds lawrence’s work in the cultural and political debates that shaped his  

art and demonstrates its relevance for artists and writers today. the series is reproduced in full; short texts 

accompanying each panel relate them to the history of the migration and explore lawrence’s technique 

and approach. alongside scholarly essays, the book also includes 11 newly commissioned poems, by  

rita dove, nikky Finney, terrance Hayes, tyehimba Jess, yusef Komunyakaa, patricia Spears Jones,  

natasha trethewey, lyrae van clief-Stefanon, crystal Williams and Kevin young, that respond directly to  

the series. the distinguished poet elizabeth alexander edited and introduces the section.

2017 sPring–suMMer suPPleMenT

Alice Neel, Uptown 
By Hilton Als. 
Foreword by Jeremy Lewison.

Known for her portraits of family, friends, writers, 

poets, artists, students, singers, salesmen, activists 

and more, alice neel (1900–84) created forthright, 

intimate and, at times, humorous paintings that quietly 

engaged with political and social issues. in Alice Neel, 

Uptown, writer and curator Hilton als brings together a 

body of paintings and works on paper of african amer-

icans, latinos, asians and other people of color for the 

first time. Highlighting the innate diversity of neel’s 

approach, the selection looks at those often left out 

of the art-historical canon and how this extraordinary 

painter captured them; “what fascinated her was the 

breadth of humanity that she encountered,” als writes.

the publication explores neel’s interest in the diversity 

of uptown new york and the variety of people among 

whom she lived. this group of portraits includes  

well-known figures such as playwright, actress and  

author alice childress, the sociologist Horace r.  

cayton, Jr., the community activist mercedes arroyo; 

and the widely published academic Harold cruse, 

alongside more anonymous individuals of a nurse, a 

ballet dancer, a taxi driver, a businessman and a local 

boy who ran errands for neel.

in short and illuminating texts on specific works writ-

ten in his characteristic narrative style, als writes about 

the history of each sitter and offers insights into neel 

and her work, while adding his own perspective. 

a contemporary and personal approach to the artist’s 

oeuvre, als’ project is “an attempt to honor not only 

what neel saw, but the generosity of her seeing.”

DAviD ZWirner Books/viCToriA Miro
9781941701607  
u.s. $55.00  cdn $70.00  
Hbk, 8.5 x 10.5 in. / 144 pgs / 57 color.
available/art

Pulitzer Prize winner Hilton Als  
on Alice Neel’s quietly political portraits 
of her uptown New York neighbors

Lawrence’s 
landmark series on 
African American 
migration in 
context

The MuseuM of MoDern ArT
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Louise Bourgeois: An Unfolding Portrait 
 By Deborah Wye. 

Louise Bourgeois: An Unfolding Portrait explores the prints and books of the celebrated sculptor. this little-known 

body of work is vast in scope—numbering some 1,200 individual compositions—and highly significant within 

her larger practice. these works encompass the same themes and motifs that occupied bourgeois throughout 

her career, and they are explored here within the context of related sculptures, drawings and early paintings. this 

investigation sheds light on bourgeois’ creative process overall, most vividly through the evolving print states 

and variants that led to her final compositions; seeing these sequences unfold is akin to looking over the artist’s 

shoulder as she worked.

published in conjunction with an exhibition at the museum of modern art, this catalog presents more than 270 

prints and books, organized thematically, and includes an essay that traces bourgeois’ involvement with these 

mediums within the broader developments of her life and career. it also emphasizes the collaborative relation-

ships that were so fundamental to these endeavors. included are interviews with bourgeois’ longtime assistant, 

a printer she worked with side-by-side at her home/studio on 20th Street in new york and the publisher who, in 

the last decade of her life, encouraged her to experiment with innovative prints that broke the traditional bound-

aries of the medium. the volume is rounded out with a chronology and bibliography that focus on prints and 

illustrated books while also providing general background on bourgeois’ life and art.

born in paris in 1911, Louise Bourgeois was raised by parents who ran a tapestry restoration business. She met 

robert goldwater, an american art historian, in paris and they married and moved to new york in 1938. early on, 

bourgeois focused on painting and printmaking, turning to sculpture only in the later 1940s. in 1982, at 70 years 

old, bourgeois finally took center stage with a retrospective at the museum of modern art. She died in new 

york in 2010, at the age of 98. 

The MuseuM of MoDern ArT
9781633450417  u.s. $55.00  cdn $70.00  
Hbk, 9 x 10.5 in. / 248 pgs / 340 color.
September/art

Josef Albers in Mexico 
 By Lauren Hinkson. Text by Joaquin Barríendos. 

“mexico is truly the promised land of abstract art,” Josef albers 

wrote to his former bauhaus colleague vasily Kandinsky in 1936. 

Josef Albers in Mexico reveals the profound link between the art 

and architecture of ancient mesoamerica and albers’ abstract 

works on canvas and paper. With his wife, the artist anni albers, 

albers toured pre-columbian archeological sites and monuments 

during his 12 or more trips to mexico and other latin american 

countries between 1935 and 1968. on each visit, albers took 

black-and-white photographs of pyramids, shrines, sanctuaries 

and landscapes, which he later assembled into rarely seen photo 

collages. the resulting works demonstrate albers’ continued for-

mal experimentation with geometry, this time accentuating a pre-

columbian aesthetic.

Josef Albers in Mexico brings together photographs, photo col-

lages, prints and significant paintings from the Variants/Adobe 

(1946–66) and Homage to the Square (1950–76) series from the 

collections of the Solomon r. guggenheim museum and the anni 

and Josef albers Foundation. two scholarly essays, an illustrated 

map and vivid color reproductions of paintings and works on paper 

illuminate this little-known period in the influential artist’s practice. 

guggenheiM MuseuM PuBliCATions
9780892075362  u.s. $49.95  cdn $64.95  
Hbk, 8 x 10 in. / 128 pgs / 110 color.
october/art/latin american & caribbean art & culture

EXHIBITION SCHEDULE

new york: Solomon r. guggenheim museum, 11/03/17–02/18/18

Albers in the “promised land 
of abstract art”: the little-
known influence of Mexico
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This first thorough survey of Bourgeois’ prints and books orients 
these works within her broader practice
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Bauhaus: 1919–1933 
 Workshops for Modernity
Text by Barry Bergdoll, Leah Dickerman, Benjamin H.D. Buchloh, 
Brigid Doherty, Hal Foster, Charles W. Haxthausen, Andreas Huyssen, 
Michael Jennings, Juliet Kinchin, Ellen Lupton, Christine Mehring, 
Detlef Mertins, Marco De Michelis, Peter Nisbet, Paul Monty Paret, Alex 
Potts, Frederic J. Schwarz, T’ai Smith, Adrian Sudhalter, Klaus Weber, 
Christopher Wilk, Matthew S. Witkovsky. 

the bauhaus, the school of art and design founded in germany in 

1919 and shut down by the nazis in 1933, brought together artists, 

architects and designers—among them anni and Josef albers, Herbert 

bayer, marcel breuer, lyonel Feininger, Walter gropius, Johannes itten, 

vasily Kandinsky, paul Klee, lászló moholy-nagy, lilly reich, oskar 

Schlemmer, gunta Stölzl—in an extraordinary conversation on the  

nature of art in the industrial age. aiming to rethink the form of modern 

life, the bauhaus became the site of a dazzling array of experiments in 

the visual arts that have profoundly shaped the world today.

Bauhaus 1919–1933: Workshops for Modernity, originally published to 

accompany a major 2009 exhibition, is the museum of modern art’s 

first comprehensive treatment of the subject since its famous bauhaus 

exhibition of 1938, and offers a new generational perspective on  

the 20th century’s most influential experiment in artistic education. 

organized in collaboration with the three major bauhaus collections 

in germany (the bauhaus-archiv berlin, the Stiftung bauhaus dessau 

and the Klassic Stiftung Weimar), Bauhaus 1919–1933 examines the 

extraordinarily broad spectrum of the school’s products, including  

industrial design, furniture, architecture, graphics, photography,  

textiles, ceramics, theater and costume design, painting and sculpture.

many of the objects discussed and illustrated here have rarely if ever 

been seen or published outside germany. Featuring approximately  

400 color plates, richly complemented by documentary images,  

Bauhaus 1919–1933 includes two overarching essays by the  

exhibition’s curators, barry bergdoll and leah dickerman, that present 

new perspectives on the bauhaus. Shorter essays by more than  

20 leading scholars apply contemporary viewpoints to 30 key  

bauhaus objects, and an illustrated narrative chronology provides a  

dynamic glimpse of the bauhaus’ lived history. 

D.A.P./The MuseuM of MoDern ArT
9781942884194  u.s. $75.00  cdn $95.00  
Hbk, 9.5 x 12 in. / 328 pgs / 510 color.
September/art/design

Paul Klee: The Abstract Dimension  
Edited with text by Anna Szech. Text by Fabienne Eggelhöfer. 

Paul Klee: The Abstract Dimension examines a previously little-explored 

aspect of the artist’s oeuvre. among the nearly 10,000 works Klee created 

in the course of his career are some of the most pioneering and influential 

examples of modernist abstraction—works that continue to resonate today.

Starting in 1913, this book presents around 100 works from all periods 

of Klee’s career, reproducing paintings and drawings from numerous re-

nowned institutions and private collections in europe and overseas. the 

works are grouped under four themes—nature, architecture, painting and 

graphic characters—that show how Klee constantly oscillated between the 

semi-representational and the absolute abstract.

Paul Klee (1879–1940) was born in Switzerland and studied at munich’s 

academy of Fine arts. Klee participated in several exhibitions between 

1911 and 1913, but the breakthrough in his career was a 1914 trip to tunis 

with august macke and louis moillet, after which he painted his first 

abstract work. From 1919 he was represented by influential dealer Hans 

goltz. Klee taught at the bauhaus from 1921 to 1931; when the ascent of 

nazism forced the closure of the bauhaus, Klee emigrated to Switzerland. 

although still working, he was in ill health until his death in 1940. 

hATJe CAnTZ
9783775743310  u.s. $75.00  cdn $95.00  
Hbk, 9.75 x 12 in. / 200 pgs / illustrated throughout.
January/art

2017 sPring–suMMer suPPleMenT

Josef Albers: Midnight and Noon 
introduction by Nicholas Fox Weber. Text by Josef Albers, Elaine de Kooning, Colm Tóibín.

Josef albers’ sustained, serial investigation into rhythm, mood and spatial movement is explored in this 

lavishly produced volume that looks at his respective gray and yellow paintings, two distinct color palettes 

pervasive to his oeuvre.

Highlighting the rich diversity of effects albers drew from a narrow range of colors, this publication  

centers around the groundbreaking “Homage to the Square (a)” (1950), the inaugural painting in the 

series that would occupy the artist until his death in 1976. the pairing of two palettes—black, white and 

grey and an array of yellows—stems in part from albers’ 1964 series of lithographs, Midnight and Noon. 

the impossible simultaneity of “midnight” and “noon” speaks to albers’ transcending of what he called 

“factual facts” in favor of the play of perception and illusion possible in art.

opening with an introduction by nicholas Fox Weber, executive director of the Josef and anni albers 

Foundation, this volume also includes albers’ own writing on Homage to the Square. additionally, elaine 

de Kooning’s historic text and colm tóibín’s recent writing explore this body of work from different  

perspectives and periods. published on the occasion of exhibitions at david Zwirner’s new york and  

london galleries in 2016 and 2017, this publication looks at one of the most influential abstract painters  

of the 20th century.

DAviD ZWirner Books
9781941701621  u.s. $55.00  cdn $70.00  
Hbk, 8 x 10.5 in. / 144 pgs / 75 color / 2 b&w.
available/art
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unsurpassed Bauhaus overview
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Eames Furniture Sourcebook 
 Edited by Mateo Kries, Jolanthe Kugler. Foreword by Eames Demetrios. Text by Charles Eames, 
Ray Eames, Pat Kirkham, Jolanthe Kugler, Matthias Pühl. 

through models, material studies, prototypes and production examples of the eames estate held 

at the vitra design museum, this publication aims to reconstruct the genesis of the most relevant 

furniture designs by charles and ray eames and shed light on their influence on the development 

of new and innovative materials. new insights into the thought processes and work practices of 

this legendary couple are revealed, designers whose work was driven by philosophical ideals that 

privileged knowledge, discovery and discipline, and embraced the potential of technology and sci-

ence for the common good.

among the most important american designers, Charles Eames (1907–78) and Ray Eames 

(1912–88) are celebrated for their groundbreaking work in furniture, architecture, exhibitions, 

graphic design, toys and film. charles and ray married in 1941 and moved to california where 

they pursued their furniture design work with molding plywood. during World War ii they were 

commissioned by the uS navy to produce molded plywood splints, stretchers and experimental 

glider shells. their molded plywood chair was called “the chair of the century” by the famous ar-

chitecture critic esther mccoy. 

viTrA Design MuseuM
9783945852200  u.s. $75.00  cdn $95.00  
Hbk, 6.75 x 9.5 in. / 300 pgs / 350 color.
october/design

Atlas of Furniture Design 
 Edited with text by Mateo Kries, Henrike Büscher, Jochen Eisenbrand, 
Janna Lipsky. Text by Alberto Bassi, Fulvio Ferrari, Mateo Kries, otakar 
Máčel, Jane Pavitt, ingeborg de Roode, Catharine Rossi, Arthur Rüegg, 
Penny Sparke, Deyan Sudjic, Wolf Tegethoff, Carsten Thau and Kjeld 
vindum, Gerald W.R. Ward, et al. 

the Atlas of Furniture Design is the most comprehensive overview of  

the history of furniture design ever published. the 1,000-page book  

documents 1,691 objects by over 300 designers and 121 manufacturers, 

and features more than 2,500 images, from detailed object photographs 

to historical documentation such as interiors, patents, brochures and  

reference works in art and architecture.

the basis for the Atlas of Furniture Design is the furniture collection held 

by the vitra design museum, one of the largest of its kind in the world, 

with more than 7,000 works. the collection is made up of pieces from 

key periods in design history and by the most significant designers and 

manufacturers of the past 200 years, including early industrial furniture 

in bentwood or metal, art nouveau and Secessionist objects, works by 

such protagonists of classical modernism as le corbusier, gerrit rietveld, 

charlotte perriand and marcel breuer, postwar figures such as Finn Juhl, 

eero Saarinen and achille castiglioni, and postmodern and contemporary 

designers like philippe Starck, marcel Wanders and Konstantin grcic, as 

well as the estates of design legends such as charles and ray eames, 

verner panton, alexander girard, george nelson and others.

Several years in the making, the Atlas of Furniture Design has employed 

a team of over 60 authors and features in-depth essays providing socio-

cultural and design-historical context to the history of furniture design, 

as well as 550 detailed texts accompanying key objects. the book is 

enriched by a detailed annex containing designer biographies, bibliogra-

phies, a glossary of manufacturers and an index, along with information 

graphics offering a complementary visual approach to the history of 

furniture design. the Atlas of Furniture Design is both an encyclopedic 

reference tool and an indispensable resource for collectors, scholars and 

experts, as well as a beautifully designed object that speaks to design  

enthusiasts around the globe. 

viTrA Design MuseuM

Special prepublication price through  
December 31, 2017: u.s. $195.00   cdn $250.00
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the Eames’ furniture

The ultimate  
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furniture design
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■ 16 infographics
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■ 57 countries
■ 1,691 objects
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National Aeronautics  
and Space 
Administration Graphics 
Standards Manual 
 Foreword by Richard Danne. Text by 
Christopher Bonanos. 

the NASA Graphics Standards Manual, by  

richard danne and bruce blackburn, is a  

futuristic vision for an agency at the cutting 

edge of science and exploration. Housed in a 

special anti-static package, the book features  

a foreword by richard danne, an essay by 

christopher bonanos, scans of the original 

manual (from danne’s personal copy), repro-

ductions of the original naSa 35mm slide  

presentation, and scans of the Managers Guide, 

a follow-up booklet distributed by naSa. 

sTAnDArDs MAnuAl
9780692586532  u.s. $79.00  cdn $100.00  
Hbk, 9.5 x 11.5 in. / 220 pgs / 129 color.
available/design

New York City Transit 
Authority Graphics 
Standards Manual 
 Compact Edition 

the NYCTA Graphics Standards Manual  

contains scans of massimo vignelli and  

bob noorda’s (unimark) modernist master-

piece. the manual describes the design and 

construction for the iconic nyc subway signs 

that we still see and use. 

sTAnDArDs MAnuAl
9780692496954  u.s. $54.95  cdn $70.00  
clth, 10.5 x 10.5 in. / 356 pgs / 176 color.
available/design

Environmental Protection Agency Graphic Standards 
System 
 Foreword by Tom Geismar. Text by Christopher Bonanos. 

in 1970, president richard nixon created the environmental protection agency (epa) to confront 

environmental pollution and protect the health of the american people. one of the epa’s top priori-

ties was consolidating numerous state offices to more efficiently carry out its goal of “working for a 

cleaner, healthier environment for the american people.”

but there was one area in which the epa—like many government agencies of the time—was ter-

ribly inefficient: their graphic design and communications department. millions of dollars were being 

wasted annually due to nonstandardized formats, inefficient processes and almost everything being 

designed from scratch.

in 1977 the epa began working with the legendary new york design firm chermayeff & geismar 

(now chermayeff & geismar & Haviv, or cgH), responsible for some of the most recognizable visual 

identities in the world, such as chase bank, pbS, national geographic, the Smithsonian institution, 

mobil oil and nbc. partners ivan chermayeff, tom geismar and Steff geissbuhler set about tackling 

this problem. the result was the 1977 US Environmental Protection Agency Graphic Standards System.

Forty years later, Jesse reed & Hamish Smyth—creators of the NYCTA and NASA Graphics Standards 

Manual reissues—have partnered with cgH and aiga, the uS’s oldest and largest professional orga-

nization for design, to publish this classic graphic standards epa manual as a hardcover volume. each 

page is reproduced at the same size as the original three-ring binder pages, using the same vibrant 

pantone inks with a total of 14 colors. 

Official Symbol of The 
American Revolution 
Bicentennial: Guidelines 
for Authorized Usage 
 Official Graphics Standards Manual
Foreword by Bruce Blackburn. Text by 
Christopher Bonanos. 

the 1976 american revolution bicentennial 

symbol was the logo for america’s 200th birth-

day party and a precursor to the naSa logo 

that bruce blackburn at chermayeff & geismar 

would design in 1974. this edition is a perfect 

facsimile of the original, wrapped in a black 

jacket with a foreword from bruce blackburn 

and an essay from christopher bonanos.  

sTAnDArDs MAnuAl
9780692774687  u.s. $45.00  cdn $57.50  
pbk, 9.5 x 11 in. / 52 pgs / 49 color.
available/design

We are delighted to welcome sTAnDArDs MAnuAl to our list.  
founded by designers Jesse reed and hamish smyth in 2014, the independent  
new York–based imprint preserves and reissues lost artifacts of design history.

sTAnDArDs MAnuAl
9780692878309  u.s. $79.00  cdn $100.00  
Slip, hbk, 9.5 x 11.5 in. / 244 pgs / 216 color.
September/design
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Essential Eames 
 Word & Pictures
Edited by Eames Demetrios, Carla Hartman. introduction by Eames Demetrios. Text by Charles Eames, Ray 
Eames. 

charles and ray eames are among the most influential designers of the 20th century. enthusiastic and tireless 

experimenters, this beloved husband-and-wife duo moved fluidly between the fields of photography, film, ar-

chitecture, exhibition-making and furniture and product design. the eames office was a hub of activity where 

the eameses and their collaborators produced an array of pioneering designs, communicating their ideas 

with a boundless creativity that defined their careers. the eameses embraced the joy of trial and error and ap-

proached design as a way of life.

From personal letters, photographs, drawings and artwork, to their products, models, multimedia installa-

tions and furniture, Essential Eames includes not only some of the designs for which they are best known, but 

provides an insight into the lives of the eameses, the eames office and the breadth of their pioneering work, 

bringing their ideas and playful spirit to life. 

viTrA Design MuseuM
9783945852170  u.s. $39.95  cdn $50.00  
Hbk, 6.5 x 9.5 in. / 216 pgs / 75 color / 50 b&w.
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Design Is Storytelling 
 By Ellen Lupton. 
good design, like good storytelling, brings ideas to life. 

the latest book from award-winning writer ellen lupton 

is a playbook for creative thinking, showing designers 

how to use storytelling techniques to create satisfying 

graphics, products, services and experiences. Whether 

crafting a digital app or a data-rich publication, design-

ers invite people to enter a scene and explore what’s 

there. an intriguing logo, page layout or retail space 

uses line, shape and form to lead users on dynamic 

journeys.

Design Is Storytelling explores the psychology of visual 

perception from a narrative point of view. presenting 

dozens of tools and concepts in a lively, visual manner, 

this book will help any designer amplify the narrative 

power of their work. use this book to stir emotions, 

build empathy, articulate values and convey action; to 

construct narrative arcs and create paths through space; 

integrate form and language; evaluate a project’s story-

telling power; and to write and deliver strong narratives.

Ellen Lupton is the author of numerous books on de-

sign, including Graphic Design: The New Basics (2008), 

Thinking with Type (2004, second edition 2010), Graphic 

Design Thinking (2011), Beautiful Users: Designing for 

People (2014) and Type on Screen (2014), How Posters 

Work (2015) and Beauty—Cooper Hewitt Design Triennial 

(2016). She is Senior curator of contemporary design  

at cooper Hewitt, Smithsonian design museum in  

new york city, and director of the graphic design  

mFa program at mica (maryland institute college of 

art) in baltimore. She received the aiga gold medal  

for lifetime achievement in 2007. 

CooPer heWiTT, sMiThsoniAn Design MuseuM
9781942303190  u.s. $17.95  cdn $23.95  
pbk, 6.25 x 8.5 in. /  
160 pgs / 250 color.
november/design

In this playbook for creative thinking, award-
winning author Ellen Lupton demonstrates 
how storytelling shapes great design

Pairing words of design wisdom with classic works, Essential Eames 
encapsulates the duo’s achievements
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Items: Is Fashion Modern? 
 Edited with text by Paola Antonelli, Michelle Millar 
Fisher. Text by Luke Baker, Anna Burckhardt, 
Stephanie Kramer, Mei Mei Rado, Jennifer Tobias. 

Items: Is Fashion Modern? presents 111 items of 

clothing and accessories that have had a profound 

impact on the world  in the 20th and 21st centu-

ries. arranged a-Z encyclopedia-style, it includes 

designs as iconic as levi’s 501 jeans, the pearl 

necklace and yves Saint laurent’s le Smoking, and 

as ancient and rich as the sari, the breton shirt, the 

kippah and the keffiyeh.

the catalog accompanies the first fashion exhibition 

to be mounted at moma since 1944. an essay by 

curator paola antonelli opens the volume, highlight-

ing the museum’s unique perspective on fashion 

and exploring the latter’s role in the changing in-

ternational landscape of design. the 111 texts that 

follow trace the history of each item in relation to 

cultural forces past and present, touching on labor, 

marketing, technology, religion, politics, aesthetics 

and popular culture, among many others. these 

concise essays are richly illustrated with a lively mix 

of archival images, fashion photography, film stills 

and documentary shots.

punctuating the book are newly commissioned 

portfolios by five international contemporary  

photographers—omar victor diop, bobby doherty, 

catherine losing, monika mogi and Kristin-lee 

moolman. each photographer was assigned to  

represent the objects in one alphabetically ordered 

section of the book, and their diverse responses 

bring a vibrant creative energy to the project.

design objects are complex indicators of larger so-

cial, cultural, political and economic contexts, and 

fashion is no exception. Kaleidoscopic yet exacting, 

Items takes readers through the history and signifi-

cance of clothing that has changed the world, from 

the bucket hat’s multifaceted sartorial journey to 

the ubiquity and perennial popularity of the white 

t-shirt and the ever-changing silhouette of the little 

black dress. it locates new centers of gravity for the 

field of fashion and asserts its role as an incisive 

and confident contributor to the broad pantheon of 

design and the visual arts. 

The MuseuM of MoDern ArT
9781633450363  u.s. $45.00  cdn $57.50  
pbk, 8 x 10 in. / 288 pgs / 350 color.
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new york: the museum of modern art,  
09/26/17–01/28/18

111 iTeMs
An A to Z of the garments, 
footwear and accessories that 
have affected global culture in 
the 20th and 21st centuries, 
including:

■ Adidas sneakers

■ Backpack

■ Ballet flats

■ Breton shirt

■ Bucket hat

■ Caftan 

■ Capri Pants

■ Cheongsam

■ Dashiki

■ Doorknocker hoops

■ Dutch Wax

■ harem Pants

■ headphone

■ head Wrap

■ hoodie

■ keffiyeh

■ little Black Dress

■ leather Pants

■ Pearl necklace

■ Pencil skirt

■ red lipstick

■ Trench Coat

■ Turtleneck

■ White T-shirt

■ Wonderbra

■ Wrap Dress

■ Yoga Pants

26    artbook.com
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GingerNutz 
 The Jungle Memoir of a Model Orangutan
By Michael Roberts. 
Foreword by Grace Coddington. 

michael roberts’ charming text and hand-drawn illustrations 

tell the story of gingernutz, an orangutan born in the wilds of 

borneo who dreams of making it big in the fashion world. at ten 

years old, gingernutz finds a copy of Vogue magazine in a bottle 

washed up on the beach. entranced by the glamorous images, 

the precocious primate sets her mind to becoming a high fash-

ion model. She grooms her coat, creates makeup from exotic 

flowers and styles her ginger-hued hair. She encounters other 

like-minded jungle creatures—the creative orangutan duo disco 

and grubbana, a haughty and chic silverback gorilla—who to-

gether create their own hyper-stylish coterie, and gingernutz 

fulfills her dream of sashaying down the runway.

the story of gingernutz is inspired by legendary model and 

fashion editor grace coddington, the longtime creative director 

of american Vogue and a close friend of the author. inspired by 

coddington’s best-selling 2012 memoir, roberts translates cod-

dington’s discovery of fashion on the isolated Welsh island of 

anglesey into a whimsical story about a wild bornean fashion 

community. gorgeously produced in a clothbound edition with 

a tip-on cover, containing 65 colorful hand-drawn illustrations 

printed on the highest quality paper, GingerNutz: The Jungle 

Memoir of a Model Orangutan is a fashionable and fun book that 

makes the perfect gift for fashionistas of all ages. 

british fashion journalist Michael Roberts (born 1947) is fash-

ion royalty: former fashion director for Vanity Fair and the New 

Yorker, he has brought his impeccable style to his work as a 

writer, illustrator, art director and photographer. He has pub-

lished several books of his illustrations including The Snippy 

World of Michael Roberts and The Jungle ABC. 

MW eDiTions
9780998701806  u.s. $27.50  cdn $34.95  
clth, 6.75 x 9.25 in. / 80 pgs / 65 color.
September/Fashion/Fiction & poetry

The House of Dior: 
Seventy Years of Haute 
Couture 
 Text by Katie Somerville, Lydia Kamitsis, 
Danielle Whitfield. 

in celebration of dior’s 70th anniversary and 

produced in close collaboration with the House  

of dior, one of the world’s most prestigious 

couture houses, this beautiful publication fea-

tures garments designed by christian dior cou-

ture between 1947 and 2017 and more than 

100 stunning images.

The House of Dior explores the story of the 

fashion house through a series of themes, fea-

turing works by the seven designers who have 

played key roles in shaping dior’s renowned 

fashionable silhouette: christian dior, yves 

Saint laurent, marc bohan, gianfranco Ferré, 

John galliano, raf Simons and maria grazia 

chiuri. it narrates dior’s rich history, including 

christian dior’s early influences, insights into 

the dior atelier workrooms, the role that acces-

sories and perfume have played in expressing 

the complete dior look and the milestones of its 

six successive designers following dior’s sud-

den death in 1957. Highlights include examples 

from christian dior’s iconic spring 1947 new 

look collection, magnificent displays of dior’s 

signature ball gowns and evening dresses, as 

well as designs from the inaugural couture 

collection of the House’s first female head de-

signer, maria grazia chiuri.

Sumptuous in its design, this large-format hard-

back is led by full-page photography of works, 

and historical and contextual imagery. Writers 

include leading fashion writer lydia Kamitsis 

and curators Katie Somerville and danielle 

Whitfield.  

nATionAl gAllerY of viCToriA
9781925432336  u.s. $65.00  cdn $85.00  
Hbk, 11 x 13 in. / 256 pgs / illustrated throughout.
november/Fashion
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melbourne, australia: national gallery of victoria, 
08/27/17–11/08/17

The perfect gift for 
fashionistas of all ages

Milestones  
of the Dior  
look from 1947  
to now ALSo AvAiLABLE

costume & Fashion 
9789462083394 
pbk, u.s. $50.00  cdn $60.00  
nai010 publishers/ 
rijksmuseum
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The Propaganda Front 
 Postcards from the Era of World Wars
Text by Anna Jozefacka, Lynda Klich, Juliana Kreinik, Benjamin Weiss. 

a socialist worker raises the red flag. adoring crowds greet Hitler and mussolini. uncle Sam orders  

americans to enlist. in the first half of the 20th century, these images and many more circulated by the  

millions on postcards intended to change minds and inspire actions. Whether produced by government  

propaganda bureaus, opportunistic publishers, aid organizations or resistance movements, postcards  

conveyed their messages with striking graphics, pithy slogans and biting caricatures—all in a uniquely  

personal form.

the more than 350 cards reproduced in full color in this book advocate for political causes and celebrate war 

efforts on all sides of the major conflicts of their time. the accompanying text shows how a ubiquitous form 

of communication served increasingly sophisticated campaigns in an age of propaganda, and highlights  

the postcards collected here as both priceless historical documents and masterworks of graphic design. 

MfA PuBliCATions, MuseuM of fine ArTs, BosTon
9780878467631  u.s. $45.00  cdn $57.50  
Hbk, 8.5 x 9.5 in. / 320 pgs / 380 color.
november/design/History

Persuasion 
on a postcard: 
propaganda from 
all sides of the 
20th century’s 
world wars

2017 sPring–suMMer suPPleMenT

Marguerita Mergentime: American Textiles, Modern Ideas  
Edited by Donna Ghelerter. Foreword by Madelyn Shaw. Text by virginia Bayer, Linda Florio, Donna Ghelerter.

Marguerita Mergentime: American Textiles, Modern Ideas serves as a definitive source on this lauded american 

designer. Working in the heady milieu of 1930s new york, mergentime (1894–1941) became best known for 

strikingly new printed fabrics, making her mark with tablecloths created to enliven american households with 

color, humor and entertainment. a member of the influential american union of decorative artists and craftsmen 

(audac), mergentime was a woman whose career placed her alongside donald deskey and russel Wright, as 

well as visionary architect Frederick Kiesler, who designed the furnishings in her new york apartment.

mergentime reshaped the sensibility of the 20th-century home at a time when modernism was being defined, 

contributing original textiles to radio city music Hall, Wright’s american Way and the 1939 new york World’s 

Fair. articles and advertisements promoted her career across the united States. today her radio city designs 

can still be seen in the legendary venue, and her fabrics reside in museum collections including the museum of 

modern art; the cooper Hewitt, Smithsonian design museum; the brooklyn museum; the museum at Fit; and 

the allentown art museum.

in this volume, essays highlight mergentime’s life and career, and over 150 images illustrate her designs that 

brought asymmetry, politics, folk art and quizzes to the table. Marguerita Mergentime: American Textiles,  

Modern Ideas reintroduces the woman who asked, “are you allergic to meaningless uninspired patterns in 

printed cloths?” and places her squarely back on the scene.

WesT MADison Press llC
9780692768273  u.s. $39.95  cdn $50.00  
Hbk, 8.25 x 10 in. / 144 pgs / 145 color / 39 b&w.
available/decorative arts

Marguerita 
Mergentime’s 
textiles reshaped 
the sensibility of 
the 20th-century 
American home
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Tattoos in Japanese Prints 
 By Sarah E. Thompson. 

many tattoo connoisseurs consider the Japanese tradition to be the finest in the world for its 

detail, complexity and compositional skill. its style and subject matter are drawn from the visual 

treasure trove of Japanese popular culture, in particular the color woodblock prints of the early 

19th century known as ukiyo-e.

this book tells the fascinating story of how ukiyo-e first inspired tattoo artists as the pictorial tradi-

tion of tattooing in Japan was just beginning. it explores the Japanese tattoo’s evolving meanings, 

from symbol of devotion to punishment and even to crime, and reveals the tales behind specific 

motifs. With lush, colorful images of flowers blooming on the arm of a thief, sea monsters coiling 

across the back of a hero and legendary warriors battling on the chests of actors, the tattoos in 

these prints can offer the same vivid inspiration today as they did 200 years ago. 

MfA PuBliCATions, MuseuM of fine ArTs, BosTon
9780878468461  u.s. $24.95  cdn $29.95  
Hbk, 7.5 x 9.75 in. / 152 pgs / 90 color.
october/art/asian art & culture

Tattoo inspiration from the glory days of Japanese ukiyo-e prints

Tommy Kane: All My Photographs 
Are Made with Pens 
tommy Kane has worked as a creative director in advertising for 

over 30 years, during which time he has kept sketchbooks, docu-

menting his surroundings with his humble weapon of choice—the 

uni-ball vision Fine point—in a style he has described as “a cross 

between robert crumb and James Jean with a large dose of MAD 

magazine thrown in.”

All My Photographs Are Made with Pens follows the international 

success of Kane’s first book, An Excuse to Draw (2014). as the title 

suggests, Kane approaches scenes with a photographic eye but 

renders them in his trademark detailed drawing style. the subjects 

are wide-ranging—wildlife, models, travel and movie sets—but all 

vividly convey his characteristic charm and wit.

born in Jamaica, Queens, Tommy Kane attended art school in 

buffalo, before moving to new york. He has created print ads and 

television commercials for major corporations (among them Sony, 

Samsung, ibm and barnes & noble). Kane has also created one 

of the most memorable advertising campaigns of the last decade 

for Steve madden (who has attributed the financial success of his 

company to Kane’s work), and for yellow tail Wine (the most suc-

cessful launch of a wine brand in uS history).

heni PuBlishing
9780993316173  u.s. $34.95  cdn $45.00  
Hbk, 8 x 11 in. / 228 pgs / 210 color.
november/art

“My drawings and 
paintings are really just the 
photographs I would have 
taken if I were not obsessed 
with sketchbooks.” 
—Tommy Kane

ALSo AvAiLABLE

Hokusai’s lost manga 
9780878468263 
Hbk, u.s. $35.00  cdn $45.00  
mFa publications, museum  
of Fine arts, boston
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Casanova: The Seduction of 
Europe 
 Edited by Frederick ilchman, Thomas Michie, C.D. Dickerson 
iii, Esther Bell. Text by Meredith Chilton, Jeffrey Collins, Nina 
L. Dubin, Courtney Leigh Harris, James H. Johnson, Pamela A. 
Parmal, Malina Stefanovska, Susan M. Wager, Michael Yonan. 

in 18th-century europe, while the old order reveled in the luxuri-

ous excesses of the rococo style and the enlightenment sowed 

the seeds of revolution, the shapeshifting libertine giacomo  

casanova seduced his way across the continent. although  

notorious for the scores of amorous conquests he recorded in 

his remarkably frank memoirs, casanova was just as practiced 

at charming his way into the most elite social circles, through an 

inimitable mix of literary ambition, improvisational genius and 

outright fraud. in his travels across europe and through every 

level of society from the theatrical demimonde to royal courts,  

he was also seduced by the visual splendors he encountered.

this volume accompanies the first major art exhibition outside 

europe to lavishly recreate casanova’s visual world, from his 

birthplace of venice, city of masquerades, to the cultural capitals 

of paris and london and the outposts of eastern europe.  

Summoning up the people he met and the cityscapes, highways, 

salons, theaters, masked balls, boudoirs, gambling halls and  

dining rooms he frequented, it provides a survey of important 

works of 18th-century european art by masters such as  

canaletto, Fragonard, boucher, Houdon and Hogarth, along  

with exquisite decorative arts objects.

twelve essays by prominent scholars illuminate multiple facets  

of casanova’s world as reflected in the arts of his time, providing 

a fascinating grand tour of europe conducted by a quintessential 

figure of the 18th century as well as a splendid visual display  

of the spirit of the age. 

MfA PuBliCATions, MuseuM of fine ArTs, BosTon
9780878468423  u.s. $45.00  cdn $57.50  
clth, 7.5 x 9.5 in. / 344 pgs / 180 color.
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EXHIBITION SCHEDULE

Fort Worth, tX: Kimbell art museum, 08/27/17–12/31/17
San Francisco, ca: the legion of Honor, 02/10/18–05/28/18
boston, ma: museum of Fine arts, 07/01/218–10/08/18

From the salon to the boudoir: the world  
of Casanova as seen through the art of his era

Kuniyoshi X Kunisada  
Text by Sarah E. Thompson, Masato Matsushima, Akira Tsukahara, Chika Kagami, Kazushi Kuroda, Noriko 
Katsumori, Yuiko Miwa. 

rival ukiyo-e masters utagawa Kuniyoshi (1797–1861) and utagawa Kunisada (1786–1865) were the two most 

admired designers of figure prints in 19th-century Japan. Famous for the realism of his portraits of Kabuki actors, 

the sensuality of his beautiful women and the luxurious settings he imagined for historical scenes, Kunisada was 

the popular favorite during his lifetime. Kuniyoshi is loved by connoisseurs and collectors today for his dynamic 

action scenes of warriors and monsters (which foreshadowed present-day manga and anime), his comic prints 

and even a few especially daring works that included forbidden political satire in disguise. With glorious full-color 

illustrations, this beautifully produced volume presents Kuniyoshi and Kunisada’s artistic rivalry through a selection 

of outstanding works from the unparalleled Japanese art collection of the museum of Fine arts, boston. 

MfA PuBliCATions, MuseuM of fine ArTs, BosTon
9780878468478  u.s. $50.00  cdn $65.00  
Hbk, 10.75 x 9.25 in. / 256 pgs / 130 color.
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Joel Meyerowitz: 
Cézanne’s Objects  
Text by Joel Meyerowitz, Maggie Barrett. 

Some years ago, while working on a 

book commission about provence, Joel 

meyerowitz visited cézanne’s studio in 

aix-en-provence. While there, he expe-

rienced a flash of understanding about 

cézanne’s art. cézanne had painted the 

studio walls a dark gray, mixing the color 

himself. consequently, every object in 

the studio seemed to be absorbed into 

the gray of the background. there were 

no telltale reflections around the edges 

of the objects, so there was nothing 

that could separate them from the back-

ground itself. meyerowitz suddenly saw 

how cézanne, making his small, patch-

like brush marks, moved from the object 

to the background, and back again to the 

objects, without the illusion of perspec-

tive. after all, cézanne was the original 

voice of “flatness.”

meyerowitz decided to take each of the 

objects in cézanne’s studio and view 

them against the gray wall (managing 

to obtain permission from the direc-

tor of the atelier—no-one had touched 

these objects in ages). His impulse was 

to place each one in the exact same 

spot on his marble-topped table and just 

make a “dumb” record of it. He then de-

cided to arrange them in rows, almost as 

if they were back on his shelf above the 

table, and made a grid of five rows with 

five objects on each row, with cézanne’s 

hat as the centerpiece.

this beautifully designed volume pres-

ents these photographs, which are at 

once marvelous photographic still lifes 

and an incredible revelation of cézanne’s 

methods. 

DAMiAni
9788862085649  u.s. $50.00  cdn $65.00  
clth, 10 x 12.5 in. / 116 pgs / 65 color.
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William Henry Fox 
Talbot and the Promise 
of Photography 
 Text by Dan Leers. Contributions by Larry 
Schaaf. 

this beautiful publication serves as a 

primer on the work of William Henry Fox 

talbot, a true interdisciplinary innovator 

who drew on his knowledge of art, botany, 

chemistry and optics to become one of the 

inventors of photography in 1839. talbot’s 

“photogenic drawings” (photograms),  

calotypes and salted paper prints are  

some of the first-ever examples of images 

captured on paper.

accompanying an exhibition at carnegie 

museum of art in pittsburgh opening in 

november 2017, this book brings together 

more than 30 photographs by talbot that 

demonstrate his wide-ranging interests, 

including nature, still-life, portraiture,  

architecture and landscape. Some of 

these images are previously unpublished. 

through thematic groupings elucidated by 

noted talbot scholar larry Schaaf, the book 

reveals the photographer’s early striving  

to test the boundaries of his medium at a 

historic moment when art and science  

intersected. With its luminous reproduc-

tions of talbot’s fragile works, this publica-

tion demonstrates that, in its earliest days, 

photography required a form of magic-

making and innovation that continues to 

inspire people today.

William Henry Fox Talbot (1800–77)  

was a “gentleman scientist” in victorian 

england. He is best known for his devel-

opment of the calotype, an early photo-

graphic process that involved the use of a 

negative, from which multiple prints could 

be made. talbot’s The Pencil of Nature 

(1844–46) was the first mass-produced 

book with photographic illustrations.  

CArnegie MuseuM of ArT
9780880390606  u.s. $25.00  cdn $32.50  
Hbk, 8.5 x 10 in. / 96 pgs / 40 color.
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pittsburgh, pa: carnegie museum of art, 
11/18/17–2/11/18

With rarely seen images, 
this handsome, affordable 
volume shows Talbot’s 
wide-ranging interests

Meyerowitz brilliantly demonstrates how 
Cézanne’s studio and its contents enhanced 
the flatness of his paintings
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Dalí/Duchamp 
 Text by Dawn Ades, Montse Aguer, Cécile Debray-Amar, William Jeffett, Pilar Parcerisas, Gavin Parkinson, Ed Ruscha. 

Dalí/Duchamp takes a detailed look at the little-explored relationship between two of the 20th century’s most fa-

mous artists. the two might seem like polar opposites at first glance—marcel duchamp (1887–1968), the father of 

conceptual art who rejected painting in 1918, appears to have little in common with the showmanlike Salvador dalí 

(1904–89), the exceptional Surrealist painter of fantastical landscapes. but the two men were united by a unique 

combination of humor and skepticism that led both to challenge conventional views of art and life in their own re-

spective ways. 

beyond their shared thematic concerns, the artists knew and respected each other. after meeting in the 1930s 

through mutual contacts within the Surrealist group, duchamp and dalí maintained a firm friendship over the follow-

ing decades, spending time together in paris, new york and catalonia, where duchamp purchased a summer house 

in cadaqués, close to dalí’s home in port lligat.

throughout this volume, expert contributors explore themes common to both artists, chief among them eroti-

cism and identity, and both men’s engagement with science, optics, religion and myth. each section of the book is 

sumptuously illustrated with key pieces from both artists’ bodies of work and features previously unpublished pho-

tographs, letters and ephemera that testify to the enduring warmth of their friendship. Dalí/Duchamp offers a fresh 

understanding of the work of two seminal artists of the 20th century. 

roYAl ACADeMY of ArTs
9781910350478  u.s. $50.00  cdn $65.00  
clth, 9.5 x 10.75 in. / 224 pgs / 280 color.
november/art

René Magritte: The Revealing Image 
 Text by Xavier Canonne. 

While Surrealists such as man ray and raoul ubac made photography an essential part of their work, rené 

magritte remained committed to painting throughout his long career. but painting and photography were 

not mutually exclusive for him, and photography actually formed an important part of his oeuvre. magritte 

built up a large photo and film archive throughout his life, although it was only discovered in the 1970s, 

more than 10 years after his death. revealing a lesser-known side of the Surrealist master, these photo-

graphs give us access to an informal magritte, from his childhood to the last years of his life. 

in René Magritte: The Revealing Image, a comprehensive catalog of magritte’s photography and film, we see 

magritte with his parents and brothers, as a newly married man with his wife georgette and with his con-

temporaries in the brussels Surrealist group. Spontaneous snapshots are complemented by posed scenes, 

including improvised tableaus with his fellow artists, parodies of famous movies, portraits of magritte at his 

easel and staged photographs that served as models for his paintings. Fans of magritte’s iconic paintings 

will find much to discover here; images where the artist and his friends hide their faces or turn away from 

the camera particularly resonate with his investigation of the “hidden visible.” 

belgian Surrealist René Magritte (1898–1967) is best known for his cerebral paintings that explore the dis-

tance between object, language and image. magritte’s careful, meticulous handling of form only makes his 

scenes more dreamlike; he once described painting as “the art of putting colors side by side in such a way 

that their real aspect is effaced.”  

luDion
9789491819735  u.s. $45.00  cdn $57.50  
Hbk, 8.75 x 11.5 in. / 272 pgs / 200 color / 200 b&w.
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Scenes from the life and art of Magritte: a biography in pictures
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St petersburg, Fl: the dalí museum, 02/05/18–05/28/18
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Harold Edgerton:  
Seeing the Unseen 
 Edited with text by Ron Kurtz, Deborah 
Douglas, Gus Kayafas. Text by J. Kim 
vandiver, Gary van Zante. 

Harold edgerton was an engineer, educator, 

explorer and entrepreneur, as well as a  

revolutionary photographer—in the words 

of his former student and Life photographer 

gjon mili, “an american original.” edgerton’s 

photos combine exceptional engineering  

talent with aesthetic sensibility, and this  

book presents more than 100 of his most  

exemplary works.

Seeing the Unseen contains iconic photos 

from the beloved milk drops and bullets 

slicing through fruit and cards, to less well 

known but equally compelling images of sea 

creatures and sports figures in action. paired 

with excerpts from edgerton’s laboratory 

notebooks, the book reveals the full range  

of his technical virtuosity and his enthusiasm 

for the natural and human-built worlds.  

essays by edgerton students and collabora-

tors J. Kim vandiver and gus Kayafas explore 

his approach to photography, engineering 

and education, while mit museum curators 

gary van Zante and deborah douglas  

examine his significance to the history of 

photography, technology and modern culture.

as Harold Eugene Edgerton (1903–90)  

once modestly described himself: “i am an 

electrical engineer and i work with strobe 

lights and circuits and make useful things.” 

born and raised in nebraska, the longtime 

mit electrical engineering professor pio-

neered the transformation of the strobe from 

an obscure 19th-century invention into a  

key technology of the 20th century. in 1962, 

edgerton appeared on I’ve Got a Secret, 

where he demonstrated strobe flash  

photography by shooting a bullet into a  

playing card and photographing the result. 

sTeiDl/MiT MuseuM, CAMBriDge
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Edgerton invented 
the electronic flash, 
capturing what the 
human eye cannot see

Photography at MoMA: 1840 to 1920 
 Edited with text by Quentin Bajac, Lucy Gallun, Roxana Marcoci, Sarah Hermanson Meister. Text by 
Geoffrey Batchen, Michel Frizot, Shelley Rice, Bonnie Yochelson. 

Photography at MoMA: 1840 to 1920 is the final volume in a set of three books that together present 

a new and comprehensive history of photography through works in the museum of modern art’s col-

lection. illustrated with over 400 reproductions, the book charts the photographic medium from early 

examples in the 1840s through its participation in international art movements such as pictorialism and 

modernism. an in-depth introduction is followed by eight chapters of full-color plates, each introduced 

by a short essay, offering a fresh lens through which to appreciate works of exceptional significance, 

surprise and influence, and encouraging creative new readings. masterworks by photographers such as 

Julia margaret cameron, roger Fenton, nadar, Frances benjamin Johnston, Henry Fox talbot, august 

Sander, edward Steichen and carleton Watkins appear alongside lesser-known gems and vernacular 

forms of photography.  

The MuseuM of MoDern ArT
9781633450288  u.s. $75.00  cdn $95.00  
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Gordon Parks: The Flavio Story 
 Edited with text by Paul Roth, Amanda Maddox. Foreword by Peter W. Kunhardt, Jr., Flávio Pinheiro, 
Timothy Potts. Text by Sérgio Burgi, Beatriz Jaguaribe, Maria Alice Rezende de Carvalho, Natalie Spagnol. 

this book explores a once-popular picture story by gordon parks and the extraordinary chain of events it 

prompted. published in Life magazine in June 1961 as “poverty: Freedom’s Fearful Foe,” this empathetic 

photo-essay profiled the da Silva family, living in a hillside favela near a wealthy enclave of rio de Janeiro. 

Focused primarily on the eldest son Flavio, an industrious 12-year-old suffering from crippling asthma, 

parks’ story elicited more than 3,000 letters and $25,000 in donations from Life readers to help the family 

and the favela.

in brazil the story sparked controversy; one news magazine, O Cruzeiro, retaliated against Life and sent 

photographer Henri ballot to document poverty in new york city. undeterred, Life embarked on a multi-

year “rescue” effort that involved moving Flavio to a denver hospital, relocating the family to a new home 

and administering funds to support the favela. the story, as well as parks’ relationship to Flavio, continued 

to develop over many years. the details of this extraordinary history provide a fascinating example of 

uS exceptionalism during the early 1960s and a revealing look inside the power and cultural force of the 

“great american magazine.”  
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Rediscovering an American Community of 
Color: The Photographs of William Bullard, 
1897–1917 
 Foreword by David P. Angel, Matthias Waschek. Text by Nancy Kathryn Burns, 
Janette Thomas Greenwood, Frank J. Morrill. 

this book presents a photographic narrative of african american and native ameri-

can migration and resettlement in the aftermath of emancipation and reconstruc-

tion. taken between 1897 and 1917 by itinerant photographer William bullard of 

Worcester, massachusetts, these photographs address larger themes involving race 

in american history, many of which remain relevant today: the story of people of 

color claiming their rightful place in society and creating a community in new sur-

roundings.

William bullard’s heretofore unpublished collection of more than 230 glass nega-

tives presenting the african american and nipmuc communities of Worcester, 

massachusetts, at the turn of the century provides an exceptional opportunity to 

significantly deepen our understanding of the use of photography at a political and 

personal level. unlike most extant photographic collections of black americans 

taken in this period, the subjects in bullard’s photographs are identified in his log-

book, allowing this book to tell specific stories about individuals and re-create a 

more accurate historical context.

in addition, though most publications engaging with african american history focus 

on the gilded age or the civil rights eras, this collection of bullard’s photographs 

exposes a critical gap in many visual histories. predating the great migration, these 

photographs portray a moment seldom stressed in the historical narrative, replacing 

stereotypical notions of poverty and dysfunction with accomplishment and respect-

ability. 
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BACk in PrinT

Tina Modotti: Photographer & Revolutionary 
 By Margaret Hooks. 
the apt subtitle of this award-winning biography, Photographer & Revolutionary, sums up the creative 

tensions that characterized tina modotti’s life and brief photographic career. active as a photographer 

for only nine years, modotti was pulled between formal and social concerns. producing striking  

modernist compositions of everyday objects, photojournalism of poverty and conflict, and portraits of 

celebrities and common people alike, modotti balanced political concerns with formal rigor.

First published in 1993 and long out of print, Tina Modotti: Photographer & Revolutionary is the  

definitive portrayal of modotti’s life and work. Few photographers are more deserving of a biographical  

treatment than modotti, whose work as an actress and artist’s model introduced her to edward 

Weston, who was to become her lover. Soon after she arrived in mexico city with Weston, modotti 

became increasingly politicized, working for the communist newspaper El Machete and establishing 

herself as the go-to photographer for the mexican muralist movement. the book includes extensive  

archival material, interviews with modotti’s contemporaries and many rare photographs. 

Margaret Hooks has written extensively on the life and work of artists, among them leonora  

carrington, Frida Kahlo, tina modotti, max ernst and edward James. Her recent writing provides  

new insight into the relationship and collaborative works of the Surrealist painters leonora carrington 

and max ernst.
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fACsiMile eDiTion

Gian Butturini: 
London 
 Text by Martin Parr, Allen Ginsberg, 
Gian Butturini, Luciano Mondini. 

in 1969 gian butturini was just over 

30 years old and a successful graphic 

designer working in advertising. His 

journey as a photographer began at 

victoria Station when he saw a young 

man staggering by with a syringe em-

bedded in a vein. He began investigat-

ing 1960s london through the nikon 

hanging from his neck.

butturini’s photographs of london are 

full of pain and sarcasm but also joy 

and lyricism—hippies and fashionable 

young women share space with the 

homeless, the pacifist demonstrations 

and the orators at Speakers’ corner. 

butturini’s london, in the photogra-

pher’s own words, “is true and bare ... 

i did not ask it to pose.” 

Gian Butturini: London is the new 

facsimile edition of butturini’s cult 

1969 photobook, which interspersed 

his black-and-white photographs with 

text by allen ginsberg. no less an 

authority than martin parr—who con-

tributes a text to this new edition—

has credited butturini’s photobook 

with containing some of the best 

photographs ever taken of the british 

capital.

Gian Butturini (born 1935) began his 

career in the early 1950s as a graphic 

designer in milan. the publication of 

London in 1969 marked his transition 

to photography. after catching the 

end of the Swinging Sixties in lon-

don, butturini continued to take pho-

tographs, documenting the troubles 

in northern ireland, Fidel castro’s 

cuba and violence in bosnia, among 

other key sights and events of the 

20th century. 
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Josef Koudelka: The Making of Exiles 
 Edited by Clément Chéroux. Text by Michel Frizot. 

in 1988, Josef Koudelka published what was to become one of his most famous and canonical series: Exiles. 

these gorgeously austere black-and-white images described the travels and everyday life of the peoples he en-

countered while roaming europe. Josef Koudelka: The Making of exiles is an exploration of the genesis and the 

making of this photographic journey.

enhanced by numerous photographs that have never been published—in particular the photographer’s self-

portraits—and captions by Koudelka, it includes numerous archival documents (such as reproductions of his 

travel journals), thumbnail reproductions of the book’s layout, an introduction by curator clément chéroux and 

an essay by photo-historian michel Frizot, who spent hours interviewing Koudelka.

Josef Koudelka was born in moravia in 1938. initially an aeronautic engineer, he launched full time into pho-

tography in the late sixties. in 1968, he photographed the Soviet invasion of czechoslovakia, publishing the 

results under the pseudonym p.p. (prague photographer). Koudelka left czechoslovakia in 1970 and was briefly 

stateless before obtaining political asylum in england. Shortly afterwards, he joined magnum photos. in 1975 

he published Gypsies. Koudelka has exhibited at moma and at the international centre of photography in new 

york, at the Hayward gallery in london, the Stedelijk museum in amsterdam and centre pompidou and the pal-

ais de tokyo in paris. 
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“Butturini’s London depicts the 
poor and the working class who 
failed to make good in the 1960s.” 
—Martin Parr
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Tria Giovan:  
The Cuba Archive 
Photography from 1990s Cuba
Text by Silvana Paternostro.

tria giovan first traveled to cuba in 1990. She 

returned 12 times over the next 6 years, shoot-

ing over 25,000 images. immersing herself in 

cuba’s history, literature and politics, giovan 

photographed interiors of homes and busi-

nesses, city streets, landscapes and, most of 

all, the people, creating a compelling body of 

work that captured the subtleties and layered 

complexities of day-to-day life in cuba. twenty 

years after the publication of her first book of 

cuban photographs, Cuba: The Elusive Island, 

giovan has returned to these images, redis-

covering in them a record of a cuba that no 

longer exists. Tria Giovan: The Cuba Archive 

selects 120 of these images, many of which 

have never before been shown. giovan reveals 

cuba at a pivotal point in its fascinating history 

and bears witness to an inimitable, resilient and 

complex country and people.

raised in the caribbean, new york–based 

photographer Tria Giovan (born 1961) has pub-

lished her work in Aperture, Esquire, Harpers, 

Travel & Leisure and Vogue, among many other 

publications. Her most recent monograph, 

Sand, Sea, Sky: The Beaches of Sagaponack, 

was published by damiani in 2011. Her work 

has been exhibited internationally and is in the 

permanent collections of the museum of mod-

ern art, the brooklyn museum and the new 

york public library, among others. photographs 

from The Cuba Archive will be featured in a 

2017–18 exhibition on cuba at the annenberg 

Space for photography, los angeles.
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Alex Webb and Rebecca Norris Webb: Slant Rhymes   
Slant Rhymes is a photographic conversation between two renowned authors and artists, magnum 

photographer alex Webb and poet and photographer rebecca norris Webb. Selected from photo-

graphs taken during the Webbs’ nearly 30-year relationship (a friendship evolving into a marriage and 

creative partnership), this group of 80 photographs is laid out in pairs—one by alex, one by rebecca—

to create a series of visual rhymes that talk to one another, often at a slant and in intriguing and reveal-

ing ways.

“Sometimes we find our photographic slant rhymes share a similar palette or tone or geometry,” 

writes alex Webb in the introduction to the book. “other times, our paired photographs strike a similar 

note—often a penchant for surreal or surprising or enigmatic moments—although often in two differ-

ent keys.”

in this volume, the artists’ photographs—many of which are published here for the first time—are 

interwoven with short text pieces by rebecca norris Webb. a deeply personal book, beautifully pro-

duced as an intimate clothbound edition with a tipped-on cover, Alex Webb and Rebecca Norris Webb: 

Slant Rhymes is an unfinished love poem, told at a slant.

between the two of them, photographers Alex Webb (born 1952) and Rebecca Norris Webb (born 

1956) have published more than 15 photobooks, many of which have become classics of the genre, 

including the collaborative projects Memory City and Violet Isle. 
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An affectionate  
play of visual  
rhyme: 30 years 
of photographic 
partnership  
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Wolfgang Tillmans 
 Text by Theodora vischer, et al. 

this publication accompanies Fondation beyeler’s 

survey on the great photographic innovator Wolfgang 

tillmans (born 1968). tillmans first made a name for 

himself in the early 1990s, with photographs that 

captured an entire generation and a youth culture of 

which he was part, and which are now iconic images 

of that era. However, he quickly expanded his focus, 

creating works with and without a camera, produc-

ing photographs printed as c-prints on photographic 

paper, as inkjet prints on paper, or as photocopies. 

Some of these photographs acquire a sculptural, 

objectlike quality. tillmans has also developed new 

compositional and formal, anti-hierarchical ways of 

installing his pictures in spaces. this substantial, cloth-

bound volume offers a comprehensive overview of his 

achievements.

Wolfgang Tillmans (born 1968) began his career in 

photography documenting Hamburg’s rave scene in 

the late 1980s. His earliest images were printed on 

digital copiers, and in the mid-1990s, living in london 

and then new york, tillmans began to foreground 

the lo-fi properties of his printed images by exhibit-

ing them pinned or taped to gallery walls. in 2005, 

at an exhibition at maureen paley gallery titled Truth 

Study Center, he further extended this approach by 

exhibiting photographs alongside newspaper cut-

tings, pamphlets and other kinds of printed matter, on 

custom-made wooden vitrines. this installation also 

brought to the fore more political themes in tillmans’ 

photography. in 2011 he traveled to Haiti to document 

reconstruction efforts following the previous year’s 

earthquakes. 
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basel, Switzerland: Fondation beyeler, 05/28/17–10/01/17

Jack Pierson:  
The Hungry Years 
 introduction by Eileen Myles. Foreword by Stephen 
Shore. 

The Hungry Years collects the early photographs of 

Jack pierson, taken throughout the 1980s—photo-

graphs that have increasingly captured the attention of 

the art world since they were first editioned in 1990.

informed in part by his artistic emergence in the era 

of aidS, pierson’s work is moored by melancholy 

and introspection, yet his images are often buoyed 

by a celebratory aura of homoeroticism, seduction 

and glamour. Sometimes infused with a sly sense of 

humor, pierson’s work is inherently autobiographical; 

often using his friends as his models and referencing 

traditional americana motifs, his bright yet distanced 

imagery reveals the undercurrents of the uncanny in 

the quotidian.

Fueled by the poignancy of emotional experience and 

by the sensations of memory, obsession and absence, 

pierson’s subject is ultimately, as he states, “hope.”

For more than two decades, new york–based artist 

Jack Pierson (born 1960) has been using the visual 

languages of photography, painting, sculpture and 

drawing to examine intimate and emotional aspects of 

everyday life. gaining recognition alongside a group of 

photographers known as the boston School, pierson 

explores the cultural construction of identity, including 

how we see and how others see us. pierson has had 

numerous recent solo exhibitions and his work is in 

the collections of the metropolitan museum of art, the 

Whitney museum of american art, the Solomon r. 

guggenheim museum, the museum of contemporary 

art, los angeles, and the San Francisco museum of 

modern art, among other museums worldwide. 
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The ’80s photographs of Boston School veteran 
Jack Pierson are at once melancholy and joyous, 
erotic and slyly witty

“All Tillmans’ work asks this question: 
how to make it new?” —The Guardian
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Martin Parr: Think of Scotland   
martin parr has been taking photographs of Scotland for more 

than 25 years. From tourists on the rainy streets of edinburgh 

to agricultural shows in orkney and the outer Hebrides,  

parr approached Scotland with his inimitable eye, building  

up a huge archive of photographs in the process. Wry and 

affectionate, simultaneously attuned to local color and the 

universality of human eccentricity, parr’s photographic vision 

finds the magnificent absurdity in everyday life.

though parr is a prolific creator of photobooks, his archive of 

Scottish images has remained largely unpublished; in fact,  

his Scottish photographs represent his largest unpublished 

body of work to date. Martin Parr: Think of Scotland collects 

these images together for the first time on the occasion  

of his solo exhibition at the newly reopened aberdeen art  

gallery. in Think of Scotland, readers can find the expected 

visual iconography of Scotland—the Highland games, the 

stunning landscapes, the bagpipers—but all given that unique 

parr twist that transforms the expected and the banal into 

something outlandish and unfamiliar.

british photojournalist and collector Martin Parr (born 1952) 

knew he wanted to become a documentary photographer 

from the time he was 14 years old. His interest in photography 

was piqued by his grandfather, who was also a photographer. 

parr studied photography at manchester polytechnic from 

1970 to 1973 and began his career as a professional  

photographer in the mid-1970s, becoming a full member of 

the magnum photographic cooperative in 1994. 
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Martin Parr: Think of Scotland 
Limited Edition   

this limited edition of 50 cop-

ies includes a print numbered 

and signed by martin parr. the 

image is titled “gourock lido, 

2004,” and features the gourock 

outdoor pool, a saltwater public 

lido in renfrewshire, Scotland. 
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Toilet Paper Calendar 2018 
Edited by Maurizio Cattelan, Pierpaolo Ferrari.

Since its first issue in June 2010, Toilet Paper has created a world that  

displays ambiguous narratives and a troubling imagination. it combines the 

vernacular of commercial photography with twisted narrative tableaux and 

surrealistic imagery. the result is a publication that is itself a work of art 

which, through its accessible form as a magazine, and through its wide  

distribution, challenges the limits of the contemporary art economy. 

the 2018 Toilet Paper wall calendar features photographs conceived by 

maurizio cattelan and pierpaolo Ferrari and taken from their magazine,  

an image-only publication devoted to the realization of surrealist ideas via 

commercial photography.
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Toilet Paper: Issue 15 
Edited by Maurizio Cattelan, Pierpaolo Ferrari.

Toilet Paper is an artists’ magazine created and  

produced by maurizio cattelan and pierpaolo Ferrari, 

born out of a passion or obsession they both cultivate: 

images. the magazine contains no text; each picture 

springs from an idea, often simple, and through a  

complex orchestration of people it becomes the  

materialization of the artists’ mental outbursts. Since 

the first issue in June 2010, Toilet Paper has created  

a world that displays ambiguous narratives and a  

troubling imagination. it combines the vernacular  

of commercial photography with twisted narrative  

tableaux and surrealistic imagery.
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Karlheinz Weinberger: Swiss Rebels 
 Edited by Esther Woerdehoff, Patrik Schedler. Text by François Cheval, Daniela Janser, Patrik Schedler. 

Karlheinz Weinberger’s day job may have been relatively uneventful—working in a Siemen’s warehouse—

but the photos he took in his spare time are anything but conformist. Weinberger’s passion, and the focus 

of this book, is the rebel youth of 1950s and ’60s Switzerland, who channeled american rock-’n’-roll cul-

ture and made it their own with their rolled-up jeans and denim jackets, bouffant hairdos, striped t-shirts 

and customized belts boasting images of elvis and James dean. Weinberger’s lusty, free-spirited and 

self-confident portraits posit the defiant attitude of youth as a response to the conservative postwar era. 

Swiss Rebels also includes homoerotic images of rockers, bikers, construction workers and athletes, many 

of whom occupy positions outside of social norms. this publication is the first to present an overview of 

Weinberger’s provocative oeuvre.

born in 1921, Karlheinz Weinberger was a Swiss photographer whose work predominantly explored 

outsider cultures. between 1943 and 1967 Weinberger published photos of male workers, sportsmen and 

bikers in the gay magazine Der Kreis under the pseudonym of Jim, taken from Hanns eisler’s song “the 

ballad of Jim.” in the late ‘50s and early ‘60s he concentrated on Swiss rock-’n’-roll youth, whom he  

photographed with both tenderness and a hint of irony. Weinberger placed little emphasis on exhibiting 

his work; his first comprehensive show took place only in 2000, six years before his death. 
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Portraits of ’50s 
and ’60s Swiss 
youth subculture 
inflected with a 
tender and ironic 
homoeroticism  

California Infernal: Anton 
LaVey & Jayne Mansfield 
 As Portrayed by Walter Fischer
Foreword by Carl Abrahamsson, Alf Wahlgren. 
introduction by Kenneth Anger. 

movie star Jayne mansfield and notorious 

Satanist anton lavey met in 1966. both were 

publicity conscious and made the most of the 

meetings, which evolved into a friendship.  

almost always present was german paparazzo 

Walter Fischer, stationed in Hollywood and  

catering to image- and scandal-hungry photo 

magazines all over the world.

Fischer’s unique collection of photos takes us 

straight into the ritual chamber of the church  

of Satan in lavey’s infamous “black house”  

in San Francisco, as well as into mansfield’s 

Hollywood “pink palace.” We also get to follow 

lavey on excursions to his friend Forrest  

“Famous monsters of Filmland” ackerman,  

to marilyn monroe’s grave, to tv studios and 

back, to Satanic weddings and Zeena’s baptism 

at the church of Satan HQ.

these were wild and narcissistic times in 

america. Few understood the power of media 

exposure better than Jayne mansfield and anton 

lavey. captured alone or together by master  

paparazzo Fischer, this devilishly handsome  

couple made headlines that still resonate  

today. the book contains an introduction by  

legendary filmmaker Kenneth anger, and  

forewords by writer carl abrahamsson and  

collector alf Wahlgren. 
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Neal Preston:  
Exhilarated and Exhausted 
 Foreword by Cameron Crowe. introduction by Dave 
Brolan. 

neal preston is one of the greatest rock photographers 

of all time. Exhilarated and Exhausted is a no-holds-

barred complete retrospective of his 40-year career. 

produced in collaboration with preston, this book marks 

the first time he has allowed unrestricted access to 

his legendary archive, which is considered one of the 

music industry’s most significant and extensive photo 

collections.

this exceptional volume is a who’s who of rock royalty. 

preston was the official tour photographer for led  

Zeppelin, Queen, bruce Springsteen and the Who,  

and has also extensively shot the rolling Stones,  

Fleetwood mac, michael Jackson and many more.  

the book includes his portraits, backstage moments, 

live performances, post-performance highs and lows, 

and outtakes.

preston’s photographs vibrate with a palpable and in-

imitable intensity. He is a true insider, and the images 

are brought alive by his accompanying text—a mind-

bending insight into life on the road as a rock-’n-roll 

photographer.

los angeles–based Neal Preston (born 1952) is consid-

ered the greatest rock photographer alive today. His  

career spans more than 40 years and his archive is one 

of the music industry’s largest and most significant 

photo collections. He has worked extensively with  

almost everyone in rock music, including led Zeppelin, 

Queen, the Who, the rolling Stones, Springsteen, 

Fleetwood mac and many more. 
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“I want the reader at the end of 
this book to feel exhilarated and 
exhausted.” —Neal Preston ALSo AvAiLABLE
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The “Odessey”: The Zombies in Words and Images 
Foreword by Tom Petty. Text by The Zombies, Scott B. Bomar, Cindy da Silva. Contributions by 
Brian Wilson, Carlos Santana, Paul Weller.

to mark the 50th anniversary of the recording of their classic Odessey and Oracle album, the 

Zombies have assembled an eclectic collection of rare and unseen photos, original artwork and 

personal memories that offer readers an intimate snapshot of one of the more influential bands 

to emerge from the uK music scene of the 1960s.

the superbly illustrated book includes handwritten lyrics for 22 songs. From early hits “She’s 

not there” and “tell Her no,” through every song on Odessey and Oracle—including the hit 

single “time of the Season”—and all the way up to today, each selection is accompanied by a 

running oral history by original band members rod argent, colin blunstone, chris White and 

Hugh grundy.

renowned artist terry Quirk, who created the look of Odessey and Oracle, designed the book’s 

cover and contributed new artwork throughout, while vivienne boucherat created a unique 

piece of art to accompany each of the 22 songs. additionally, The Odessey is rich with reflec-

tions from music journalists, friends and fans, including tom petty, who wrote the foreword, 

brian Wilson, carlos Santana, Susanna Hoffs, paul Weller, graham nash, clive davis, nate 

ruess of Fun and members of cage the elephant and beach House.

reel ArT Press/BMg Books
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noW in PAPerBACk

Dancehall 
 The Rise of Jamaican Dancehall Culture
By Beth Lesser. Edited by Stuart Baker. 

this definitive study of the 1980s Jamaican dancehall scene features hun-

dreds of exclusive photographs and an accompanying text that capture 

a vibrant, globally influential and yet rarely documented culture that has 

mixed music, fashion and lifestyle since its inception. With unprecedented 

access to the incredibly exciting music scene during this period, beth 

lesser’s photographs and text are a unique way into a previously hidden 

culture.

dancehall is at the center of Jamaican musical and cultural life. From its 

roots in Kingston in the 1950s to its heyday in the 1980s, dancehall has 

conquered the globe, spreading to the uSa, uK, canada, Japan, europe 

and beyond. this jam-packed visual history tells the story from its roots 

to its heights from the vantage of the true, respected insider. in the early 

1980s, as Jamaica was in the throes of political and gang violence, beth 

lesser ventured where few others dared, and this book is a never-before-

seen record of the exciting, dangerous world of dancehall. 

soul JAZZ Books
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Freedom, Rhythm & Sound 
 Revolutionary Jazz Original Cover Art 1965–83
Edited by Gilles Peterson, Stuart Baker. 

this is a unique collection of cover artwork of revolutionary jazz released in the 

uSa in the 1970s, a time of great political and social importance for african-

american artists. martin luther King, malcolm X and John coltrane loom large 

as self-determination, economic power and musical freedom led to artists 

finding new paths—both musical and economic. away from the mainstream, 

many of these musicians chose to “take control” of their economic worth by 

recording, releasing and distributing their own material. thirty years later and 

these artefacts are a striking reflection of the time, pre–desktop publishing, 

pre-internet, these small-run (sometimes as low as 500 copies), self-made 

sleeves are as iconic and historically important as the revolution of diy culture 

that sprang out of punk.

Soul Jazz records has produced many releases relating to this music and 

this book is the first-ever collection of this amazing artwork. it comes with a 

lengthy introduction contextualizing the music and artwork and relating how 

the music came about, plus interviews with many of the people involved.  

soul JAZZ Books
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“Like the uncompromising music they represent, all the covers 
broadcast a sense of bold, brazen ideology.” —Pitchfork

2017 sPring–suMMer suPPleMenT

Looking for Lenin 
Photographs by Niels Ackermann. Edited by Damon Murray, Stephen Sorrell. Text by Sébastien Gobert, 
Myroslava Hartmond.

in the process of decommunization, ukraine has toppled all of its lenin monuments. the authors have 

hunted down and photographed these banned Soviet statues, revealing their inglorious fate. 

as russia celebrates the 100th anniversary of the bolshevik revolution, ukraine struggles to achieve  

complete decommunization. perhaps the most dramatic demonstration of this process is the phenom-

enon of leninopad (lenin-fall)—the toppling of lenin statues. in 2015 the ukrainian parliament passed 

legislation banning these monuments as symbols of the obsolete Soviet regime. From an original  

population of 5,500 in 1991, today not a single lenin statue remains standing in ukraine.

photographer niels ackermann and journalist Sébastien gobert, both based in Kyiv, have scoured the 

country in search of the remains of these toppled figures. they found them in the most unlikely of places: 

lenin inhabits gardens, scrapyards and storerooms. He has fallen on hard times—cut into pieces; daubed 

with paint in the colors of the ukrainian flag; transformed into a cossack or darth vader—but despite 

these attempts to reduce their status, the statues retain a sinister quality, resisting all efforts to separate 

them from their history.

these compelling images are combined with witness testimonies to form a unique insight, revealing  

how ukrainians perceive their country, and how they are grappling with the legacy of their Soviet past to 

conceive a new vision of the future.

fuel PuBlishing
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Holidays in Soviet Sanatoriums 
 By Maryam omidi. Edited by Damon Murray, Stephen Sorrell. 

visiting a Soviet sanatorium is like stepping back in time. originally 

built in the 1920s, they afforded workers a place to holiday, courtesy 

of a state-funded voucher system. at their peak they were visited 

by millions of citizens across the uSSr every year. a combination 

of medical institution and spa, the era’s sanatoriums are among the 

most innovative buildings of their time.

although aesthetically diverse, Soviet utopian values permeated 

every aspect of these structures; Western holidays were perceived 

as decadent. by contrast, sanatorium breaks were intended to edify 

and strengthen visitors: health professionals carefully monitored 

guests throughout their stay, so they could return to work with re-

newed vigor. certain sanatoriums became known for their specialist 

treatments, such as crude-oil baths, radon water douches and stints 

in underground salt caves.

While today some sanatoriums are in critical states of decline,  

many are still fully operational and continue to offer their Soviet-era 

treatments to visitors. using specially commissioned photographs 

by leading photographers of the post-Soviet territories, and texts  

by sanatorium expert maryam omidi, this book documents over  

45 sanatoriums and their unconventional treatments. From armenia 

to uzbekistan, it represents the most comprehensive survey to date 

of this fascinating and previously overlooked Soviet institution. 
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Soviet Bus Stops 
 Volume II
By Christopher Herwig. Edited by Damon Murray, Stephen Sorrell. Text by owen Hatherley. 

after the popular and critical success of his first book, Soviet Bus Stops, photographer  

christopher Herwig has returned to the former Soviet union to hunt for more. in this second 

volume, as well as discovering new stops in the remotest areas of georgia and ukraine, Herwig 

turns his camera to russia itself. Following exhaustive research, he drove more than 9,000 miles 

from coast to coast across the largest country in the world, in pursuit of new examples of this 

singular architectural form.

a foreword by renowned architecture and culture critic owen Hatherley reveals new information 

on the origins of the Soviet bus stop. examining the government policy that allowed these small 

architectural forms to flourish, he explains how they reflected Soviet values, and how ultimately 

they remained—despite their incredible individuality—far-flung outposts of Soviet ideology.

the diversity of architectural approaches is staggering: juxtaposed alongside a slew of auda-

cious modern and brutal designs, there are bus stops shaped as trains, birds, light bulbs, rockets, 

castles, even a bus stop incorporating a statue of St. george slaying the dragon. an essential 

companion to the first volume, this book provides a valuable document of these important and 

unique constructions. 
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On the heels of his bestselling Soviet Bus Stops, photographer 
Christopher Herwig locates fresh wonders of the Soviet vernacular 
in Georgia, Ukraine and Russia itself
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RE–USA: 20 American Stories of Adaptive Reuse 
 A Toolkit for Post-Industrial Cities
By Matteo Robiglio. introduction by David K. Carter. 

as the global economy has changed over the past decades, it has left an architectural legacy of abandoned 

factories, warehouses and docks in its wake. but these spaces need not remain empty; the history of post-

industrial society is still being written. all over the world, abandoned industrial infrastructure is being cre-

atively repurposed. culture, leisure, sport, research, education, design, services, production, housing and 

even agriculture are finding new spaces, and, in the process, breathing life back into abandoned factories 

and their surrounding communities. Known as adaptive reuse, this process can occur at grassroots and 

official levels alike, sparked by whoever feels the power of the industrial past and dares to imagine a future 

for its legacy—whether it’s professionals, activists, decision-makers, entrepreneurs or committed citizens.

RE–USA provides a toolkit for adaptive reuse grounded in practical examples. cities and cases are selected 

to illustrate the power of innovative processes and projects based on private-public partnerships, bottom-

up initiatives, community involvement and smart design despite difficult conditions, from declining de-

mography to weak real estate values and scarce investment.

looking at the different ways several major post-industrial cities in the united States have tackled these 

challenges, architect matteo robiglio develops an eight-step procedure for making adaptive reuse work. 

Featuring case studies in new york (the High line, brooklyn bridge park), philadelphia (urban outfitters 

at navy yard, onion Flats), Washington, dc (union market), pittsburgh (ohiopyle, monongahela, bakery 

Square, penn Street, Keystone commons), chicago (the plant, 606, rebuilding exchange) and detroit  

(Shinola headquarters, Slow bbQ, eastern market, russell, packard, charlie o’green), RE–USA offers  

inspiration and guidance for how cities can use their industrial legacies for innovative future development. 

Jovis
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The Future of Public Space 
 Text by Ben Davis, Christopher DeWolf, Jaron Lanier, Justin McGuirk, China Miéville,  
Rachel Monroe, Terry Tempest Williams. 

routine discussions on public space typically omit a gamut of possibilities ripe for critical 

discussion. this book, the latest in the SOM Thinkers series, aims to address these ques-

tions. Here, rachel monroe challenges american preconceptions of the wild, wide-open 

West by addressing issues of surveillance; the series’ first fictional piece, by china miéville, 

covers an under-examined area of public space under the guise of detective fiction; a study 

of public art by ben davis sheds light on the myths and stigmas that have accrued to public 

art, also asking what it can become; christopher deWolf shares a sensory navigation trip 

through a directionless Hong Kong; at a tea ceremony in nevada’s red rock desert, terry 

tempest Williams and a group of neighbors reflect on the plight of public lands when their 

politics of place is shaken; while Jaron lanier meditates on the idea of public space online, 

linking the prevailing, free-for-all model of the internet with a characteristically american 

yearning for freedom and repudiation of rules and structure. 
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2017 sPring–suMMer suPPleMenT

Francis Kéré: Radically Simple 
Edited with text by Andres Lepik, Ayça Beygo.

more than almost any other contemporary architect, burkina Faso–born diébédo Francis 

Kéré (born 1965) stands for the social and cultural possibilities of architecture: the innova-

tive aspect of his work lies in his reliance on local residents. Kéré first made a name for 

himself in 2008 with his designs for christoph Schlingensief’s opera village africa, and 

since then he has received numerous international awards (including the 2004 aga Khan 

award for architecture), primarily for his building projects in his native burkina Faso. in 

2015, Kéré designed a “legacy campus” in Kenya for the mama Sarah obama Foundation 

(mSoF), the foundation of the sole living grandparent of barack obama, whose mission is 

to feed and educate children and impoverished families.

Kéré’s structures combine the influence of his formal training at the technische universität 

berlin with the traditional building methods of burkina Faso. in working with the local pop-

ulace, he places local social and historical needs at the center of his design concepts; resi-

dents are trained to become professionals and thus the constructors of their own futures.

this first monograph on his extensive oeuvre provides unique insight into the creative 

work of this outstanding architect and renders visible the fact that architecture not only 

revolves around buildings, but always around people as well.

hATJe CAnTZ
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Space Colonies 
 A Galactic Freeman’s Journal
By Fabian Reimann. 

at the beginning of the 1970s, american physicist gerard K. o’neill 

developed the first ideas for colonizing space. Shortly thereafter, 

Stewart brand, cyber-communard and editor of the Whole Earth 

Catalog, took up these ideas and published the book Space Colonies 

in 1977. Space Colonies, an edition of brand’s CoEvolution Quarterly, 

funded by the proceeds of the Whole Earth Catalog, took up the  

question of whether space might be colonized by the year 2000. 

artist Fabian reimann takes up brand and o’neill’s particular strain of 

techno-utopianism in Space Colonies: A Galactic Freeman’s Journal.  

in his photo-essay reimann assembles historical, present-day and 

speculative material, combining these with fictional and factual 

stories to create a composite of different images of the world. With 

global ecological disaster an even more pressing issue than it was  

in 1977, and the colonization of space still touted by some as a  

last-ditch resort, reimann looks back at the dreams and nightmares 

of the 1970s with a sophisticated visual humor.

Fabian Reimann (born 1975) is an artist working in leipzig and, since 

2004, the editor of the “ego-zine” Freeman’s Journal. His Another 

Earth Catalog, which refers back to Stewart brand’s Whole Earth 

Catalog, was published by Spector books in 2012. reimann works 

with sculpture, photography, collage, painting and text in extended 

research projects that blend history and science, and fact and fiction. 
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Anouck Durand: Eternal Friendship 
 Text by Eliot Weinberger. Translated by Elizabeth Zuba. 

this exquisitely composed photo-novel by French artist-writer anouck durand (born 

1975)—collaged from photographic archives, personal letters and propaganda maga-

zines—tells a true story that begins in albania during World War ii, stops in china during 

the cold War, and ends in israel after communism crumbles.

When the nazis invaded albania, teenage partisan refik veseli’s muslim family hid Jewish 

photographer mosha mandil, his wife and two small children. despite the dire circum-

stances, mosha instilled in refik a great passion for photography, and a friendship was 

forged in the crucible of war. after liberation, the mandils left for israel, inviting refik to 

join them, but he stayed behind to contribute to his new nation, not knowing he’d never 

see his dear friend again.

in a nuanced, wholly imagined story, durand inhabits refik’s voice as he narrates his 

journey to china where—free of albanian state censors—he attempts to mail a letter to 

mosha. She also reveals how photography, used at the behest of merciless state powers, 

becomes a tool for liberation and human connection. Says richard mcguire, author  

of Here: “a timely book about dictatorships, propaganda and friendship. imagine art  

Spiegelman meets chris marker, told in gorgeous “tricolor” photography, a knock out!” 
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Vincent Sardon: The Stampographer   
The Stampographer traverses the fantastic, anarchic imagination of parisian artist 

vincent Sardon (born 1970), whose dark, combative sense of humor is infused with 

dadaist subversion and pataphysical play. using rubber stamps he designs and 

manufactures himself, Sardon commandeers a medium often associated with petty 

and idiotic displays of bureaucratic power, then uses those stamps not to assert 

authority, but to refuse it. He scours the parisian landscape as well as the world at 

large, skewering the power-hungry and the pretentious, reveling in the vulgar and 

profane. 

in The Stampographer, there are insults in multiple languages, sadomasochistic 

christmas ornaments, and a miniature Kamasutra with an auto-erotic Jesus. Sardon 

also wields the stamp as satirical device, deconstructing Warhol portraits into pri-

mary colors, turning ink blots into pollock paint drips, and clarifying just what yves 

Klein did with women’s bodies. yet Sardon’s razor-sharp wit is tinged with the irony 

of his exquisite sense of beauty. the stamps are rarely static—they have an animat-

ing magic, whether boxers are punching faces out of place or dragonflies seemingly 

hover over the page.

Sardon’s work is provocative in its subject matter as well as in its process and dis-

semination: he not only stands defiantly outside the art world’s modes of commerce 

but his artworks (the rubber stamps themselves) are actually the means with which 

anyone can make a work of their own. The Stampographer introduces english-

speaking readers to one of the most unusual and original voices in contemporary 

French culture. 
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fACsiMile eDiTion

The Blind Man 
New York Dada, 1917
Edited by Marcel Duchamp, Henri Pierre-Roché, Beatrice Wood. introduction by Sophie Seita. 
Translations by Elizabeth Zuba.

The Blind Man was a key magazine of the early 20th century, the product of a rich network 

of proto-dada, modernist and other avant-garde new york salons and publications that intro-

duced audiences to dada in the uS. produced by marcel duchamp, beatrice Wood and Henri-

pierre roché, only two issues of the Blind Man ever appeared, but these included a who’s who 

of the new york and paris avant-gardes: mina loy, Walter conrad arensberg, Francis picabia, 

gabrielle buffet, allen norton, clara tice, alfred Stieglitz, charles demuth, charles duncan, 

erik Satie, carl van vechten and louise norton all appeared in its pages.

allegedly, the fate of the Blind Man was decided in a chess game between roché and picabia 

(who was about to put out his own dada publication, 391). and the magazine went out with a 

bang—its final issue has gone down in art history for featuring Stieglitz’s iconic photograph of 

duchamp’s “Fountain” and a defense of that work, seen now as perhaps the most important 

artwork of the 20th century. 

The Blind Man: New York Dada, 1917 brings back the magazine in a facsimile reprint, along 

with reproductions of the Ridgefield Gazook and the poster for the blind man’s ball designed 

by beatrice Wood, all packaged together in a handsome boxed set.
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Ray Johnson 
 Text by Brad Gooch. 

ray Johnson (1927–95) was a seminal pop artist, a proto-conceptualist and a pioneer of mail 

art. always one to throw sand in the gears of art-world institutions, he tended to circulate 

his work either in truly alternative spaces (like sticking up out of the uneven floorboards of a 

warehouse downtown) or through the uS postal Service. throughout his life, Johnson sent 

collages, drawings and less easily categorized forms of printed matter to friends, colleagues 

and strangers. already in 1965, grace glueck described Johnson as “new york’s most famous 

unknown artist.” 

though his work resists efforts to pin it down, Johnson can be said to have found a particularly 

useful medium in collage. collage allowed Johnson to reflect—but also to participate in— 

the modern collision of visual and verbal information that only became more frenzied as the 

20th century wore on.

this volume collects 42 collages made by Johnson between 1966 and 1994, most never  

exhibited or published before, with a new essay by writer brian gooch, who first came into 

contact with Johnson when he began receiving unsolicited mail art shortly before the  

artist’s death. the collection of works in this volume shows the artist at his most expansive, 

combining art history with celebrity, word with image and the personal with the universal. 
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Summoning Pearl Harbor 
 By Alexander Nemerov. 
Summoning Pearl Harbor is famed art historian alexander nemerov’s 

mesmerizing display of linguistic force that redefines remembering. How 

do words make the past appear? in what way does the historian summon 

bygone events? What is this kind of remembering, and for whom do we 

recall the dead, or the past?

in this highly original meditation on the past, nemerov delves into what it 

means to recall a significant event—pearl Harbor—and how descriptions  

of images can summon it back to life. beginning with the photo album  

of a former Japanese kamikaze pilot, which is reproduced in this volume, 

nemerov transports the reader into a different world through his engage-

ment with the photographs and the construction of a narrative around 

them.

through its lyrical prose, Summoning Pearl Harbor expands what we  

traditionally associate with ekphrastic writing. the kind of writing that can 

enliven a work of art is also the kind of writing that makes the past ap-

pear in vivid color and deep feeling. in the end, this timely piece of writing 

opens onto fundamental questions about how we communicate with each 

other, and how the past continues to live in our collective consciousness, 

not merely as facts but as stories that shape us. Here, nemerov’s constant 

awareness of the power of language to make an experience—seen or re-

membered—become real reminds us that great ekphrastic writing is at the 

heart of every effective description. 
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Letters to a Young Painter 
 By Rainer Maria Rilke. 
introduction by Rachel Corbett. Translation by Damion Searls. 

never before translated into english, rainer maria rilke’s fascinating  

Letters to a Young Painter, written between 1920 and 1926 toward the end 

of his life, is a surprising companion to his infamous Letters to a Young 

Poet, earlier correspondence from 1902 to 1908. While the latter has  

become a global phenomenon, with millions of copies sold in many  

different languages, the present volume has been largely overlooked.

in these eight intimate letters written to a teenage balthus—who would go 

on to become one of the leading artists of his generation—rilke describes 

the challenges he faced, while opening the door for the young painter to 

take himself and his work seriously. rilke’s constant warmth, his ability  

to sense in advance his correspondent’s difficulties and propose solutions 

to them, and his sensitivity as a person and an artist come across in these 

charming and honest letters.

this volume paints a picture of the venerable poet as he faced his mortality 

and continued to embrace his openness towards other creative individu-

als. With an introduction by rachel corbett, author of You Must Change 

Your Life: The Story of Rainer Maria Rilke and Auguste Rodin, this book is a 

must-have for rilke’s admirers, young and old, and all aspiring artists. 
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Dreams 
 By Walter Benjamin. 
Edited with text by Burkhardt Lindner. 

though published during his lifetime, Walter benjamin’s dream notes and  

theoretical reflections on dreams are collected here for the first time in a single 

volume. Dreams highlights a dimension of benjamin’s thinking that was invalu-

able for his writing and thought but which has thus far received little attention.

the first section, “dream notes,” is a comprehensive and chronological collec-

tion of benjamin’s transcriptions of his own dreams and includes unpublished 

manuscript materials. the second section, “on perception of dreams:  

awakening and dream,” features his theoretical reflections on dreams,  

ranging from short aphorisms and longer analyses of dream literature and the 

history of dreams to the political conception of a “dreaming collective” and  

its awakening.  

editor burkhardt lindner describes benjamin’s literary approach to his own 

dreams in the epilogue and gives a sketch of benjamin’s own definition of  

the dream sphere, independent of and in contrast to Surrealism and Freud’s 

interpretation of dreams.

this handsome, pocket-sized reader presents benjamin as both a great  

dreamer and an important theorist of dreams.

Walter Benjamin (1892–1940) is one of the 20th century’s most influential  

theorists and critics. a member of the Frankfurt school alongside theodor 

adorno, ernst bloch and max Horkheimer, he also maintained close friend-

ships with thinkers such as marxist theorist georg lukács, playwright bertolt 

brecht and Kabbalah scholar gershom Scholem. among benjamin’s best-

known works are the essays “the task of the translator” (1923), “the Work  

of art in the age of mechanical reproduction” (1936) and “theses on the  

philosophy of History” (1940). His major work as a literary critic included essays 

on baudelaire, goethe, Kafka, Kraus, leskov, proust, Walser and Scheerbart.  

in 1940, at the age of 48, benjamin committed suicide in portbou at the 

French–Spanish border while attempting to escape from invading nazi forces.  

Bierke
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pbk, 4.25 x 7 in. / 162 pgs.
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degas and His model 
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ramblings of a  
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pissing Figures 1280–2014 
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28 June [1938]
 
I was in a labyrinth of stairs. This labyrinth 
was not entirely roofed over. I climbed; other 
stairways led downwards. On the landing I 
realized that I had arrived at a summit. A wide 
view of many lands opened up before me. I 
saw other men standing on other peaks. One 
of these men was suddenly seized by dizziness 
and fell. The dizziness spread; others were 
now falling from other peaks into the depths 
below. When I too became dizzy, I woke up. 
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Interviews on Art 
 By Robert Storr.
Edited with interview by Francesca Pietropaolo. 

as a museum curator, academic, editor and writer, robert Storr has come into contact with the most 

important artists of our era. over the years he has amassed a major body of interviews, collected here 

for the first time in a single volume. Interviews on Art includes over 60 fully illustrated discussions, con-

ducted between 1981 and 2016, with some of the most renowned names in the art world.

interviewees represented in this book include gerhard richter, Jeff Koons, richard Serra, gabriel orozco, 

elizabeth murray, Harald Szeemann and mike Kelley (among many others), and each text is accompanied 

by relevant works and previously unpublished photographs of the artists. a number of the interviews 

are unpublished or appear in full for the first time, including those with louise bourgeois, robert gober, 

buckmister Fuller, bruce nauman, yvonne rainer and Kara Walker. 

refreshingly, Storr is as reflexive about his own work as a critic as he is about the artistic works up for 

discussion. the book is introduced with a conversation between Storr and curator and art historian Fran-

cesca pietropaolo. the two carry on a wide-ranging discussion in which they dissect the interview as a 

medium: exploring the ethics involved, various techniques and approaches as well as the limitations and 

difficulties of the process. 

Robert Storr (born 1949) is a renowned american art critic, curator and artist. trained as a painter, he 

served as curator and then Senior curator in the department of painting and Sculpture at the museum 

of modern art for more than a decade. equally distinguished as an academic, Storr led the yale univer-

sity School of art as dean from 2006 to 2016. 

heni PuBlishing
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Into Words: The Selected 
Writings of Carroll Dunham  
 Edited with foreword by Paul Chan. introduction by 
Scott Rothkopf. 

artist carroll dunham is one of the most acclaimed  

and innovative painters of his generation. but he is also 

an astute writer who has engaged with a wide variety 

of artists in the form of reviews, catalog essays and 

interviews. collected here for the first time, Into Words: 

The Selected Writings of Carroll Dunham reveals the true 

depth of dunham’s writing.

From reviews of pablo picasso and Jasper Johns to a 

gonzo peter Saul interview, to an appreciation of Kara 

Walker’s films and reflections on his own practice,  

dunham writes about what is made and why it  

matters with incisiveness, wit and candor. consider-

ing the work of a range of artists with a perspective 

inflected by a deep knowledge of art making, dunham’s 

writings provide an alternative history of the art of the 

past 100 years. Featuring an introduction by Scott  

rothkopf, chief curator of the Whitney museum of 

american art and a publisher’s foreword by paul  

chan, Into Words is an expansion of the prescribed art 

history curriculum, and an invaluable reader for anyone 

interested in contemporary art and culture.

Carroll Dunham was born in new Haven in 1949. 

Working since the late 1970s in painting, drawing and 

printmaking, dunham has fruitfully mixed abstraction 

and representation. His work has been the subject  

of numerous solo exhibitions, including a midcareer  

retrospective at the new museum, new york, as well  

as group exhibitions at institutions in the united States 

and abroad. His writings have appeared in Artforum, 

Bomb, The Journal and numerous exhibition catalogs. 

BADlAnDs unliMiTeD
9781943263080  u.s. $24.99  cdn $32.50  
pbk, 6 x 9 in. / 256 pgs / 32 b&w.
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ArTisTs inCluDe

■ louise Bourgeois
■ Buckminster fuller
■ Chris Burden
■ sophie Calle
■ vija Celmins
■ stan Douglas
■ Tom friedman
■ félix gonzáles-Torres
■ Pierre huyghe
■ Mike kelley
■ Jeff koons
■ Jac leirner
■ Paul McCarthy
■ Wangechi Mutu
■ Bruce nauman
■ gabriel orozco
■ raymond Pettibon
■ Adrian Piper
■ Yvonne rainer
■ Peter saul
■ Jack Whitten

Storr has set the critical and curatorial standard for American art

Dunham writes 
about what is 
made and why 
it matters with 
incisiveness, wit 
and candor
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BACk in PrinT

I Had Nowhere to Go 
 By Jonas Mekas. 
legendary filmmaker Jonas mekas actually came to 

filmmaking relatively late in life, and his path to new 

york was a difficult one. in 1944, mekas and his younger 

brother adolfas had to flee lithuania. they were interned 

for eight months in a labor camp in elmshorn. even after 

the war ended, mekas was prevented from returning to 

his native lithuania by the Soviet occupation. classed 

as a “displaced person,” he lived in dp camps in Wi-

esbaden and Kassel for years. it was only at the end of 

1949 that Jonas and aldolfas mekas finally found their 

way to new york city.

a new edition of mekas’ acclaimed memoir, first pub-

lished by black thistle press in 1991, I Had Nowhere to 

Go tells the story of the artist’s survival in the camps and 

his first years as a young lithuanian immigrant in new 

york city. mekas’ memoir—the inspiration for a 2016 

biopic by douglas gordon—tells the story of how an 

individual life can move through the larger 20th-century 

narratives of war and exile and tentatively put down  

new roots. in the words of phillip lopate, “this is a  

lyrical, essential spiritual anthropology.”

Jonas Mekas (born 1922) lives and works in new york. 

Filmmaker, writer and poet, he is a cofounder of anthol-

ogy Film archives, one of the world’s largest and most 

important repositories of avant-garde film. an influential 

figure in new american cinema and new york under-

ground culture, he worked with andy Warhol, george 

maciunas, John lennon and many others. mekas’ work 

has been exhibited in museums and festivals worldwide. 

sPeCTor Books
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Tell Me Something Good 
 Artist Interviews from The Brooklyn Rail
Edited by Jarrett Earnest, Lucas Zwirner. introduction and portraits by Phong Bui. 

Since 2000, The Brooklyn Rail has been a platform for artists, academics, critics, 

poets and writers in new york and abroad. the monthly journal’s continued appeal 

is due in large part to its diverse contributors, many of whom bring contrasting 

and often unexpected opinions to conversations about art and aesthetics. no other 

publication devotes as much space to the artist’s voice, allowing ideas to unfold and 

idiosyncrasies to emerge through open discussion.

Since its inception, cofounder and artistic director phong bui and the Rail’s con-

tributors have interviewed over 400 artists for The Brooklyn Rail. this volume brings 

together for the first time a selection of sixty of the most influential and seminal  

interviews with artists ranging from richard Serra and brice marden, to alex da 

corte and House of ladosha. While each interview is important in its own right, 

offering a perspective on the life and work of a specific artist, collectively they tell 

the story of a journal that has grown during one of the more diverse and surprising 

periods in visual art.

Selected and coedited by Jarrett earnest, a frequent Rail contributor, with lucas 

Zwirner, the book includes an introduction to the project by phong bui as well as 

many of the hand-drawn portraits he has made of those he has interviewed over 

the years. this combination of verbal and visual profiles offers a rare and personal 

insight into contemporary visual culture. 

DAviD ZWirner Books
9781941701379  u.s. $29.95  cdn $37.50  
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inTervieWs  
inCluDe

vito Acconci
lynda Benglis
James Bishop
Chris Burden
vija Celmins
francesco Clemente
Bruce Conner
Alex Da Corte
rosalyn Drexler
keltie ferris
simone forti
Andrea fraser
laToya ruby frazier
Coco fusco
robert gober
leon golub
ron gorchov
Michelle grabner
Josephine halvorson
sheila hicks
David hockney
roni horn
house of ladosha
Alfredo Jaar
Bill Jensen
William kentridge
Matvey levenstein
nalini Malani
Brice Marden
Chris Martin
Jonas Mekas
shirin neshat
Thomas nozkowski
lorraine o’grady
genesis Breyer P-orridge
Joanna Pousette-Dart
ernesto Pujol
Martin Puryear
Walid raad
Tim rollins and k.o.s.
robert ryman
Dana schutz
richard serra
shahzia sikander
nancy spero
hiroshi sugimoto
James Turrell
richard Tuttle
stanley Whitney
Jack Whitten
Yan Pei-Ming
lisa Yuskavage

“The Rail is the 
best publication 
of its kind in 
New York— 
and it keeps 
getting better.”  
–Paul Auster

“I was enormously moved by it.” 
—Allen Ginsberg

“Jonas Mekas’ diaries have an aching 
honesty, puckish humor and quiet 
nobility of character.” —Phillip Lopate

ALSo AvAiLABLE

Jonas mekas:  
Scrapbook of the Sixties 
9783959050333 
pbk, , u.s. $35.00  cdn $45.00  
Spector books

Kara Walker Luc Tuymans Suzan Frecon Sarah Sze

Ai Weiwei Alex Katz Dorothea Rockburne Rirkrit Tiravanija
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Art and China after 1989:  
Theater of the World 
 By Alexandra Munroe with Philip Tinari, Hou Hanru. Text by Jane 
DeBevoise, Katherine Grube, Lu Mingjun, Stephanie H. Tung, Anthony 
Yung, Xiaorui Zhu-Nowell. 

published on the occasion of the largest exhibition of contemporary  

art from china ever mounted in north america, organized by the  

Solomon r. guggenheim museum, Art and China after 1989: Theater of 

the World explores recent experimental art from 1989 to 2008, arguably 

the most transformative period of modern chinese and recent world 

history.

Featuring over 150 iconic and lesser-known artworks by more than  

70 artists and collectives, this catalog offers an interpretative survey of 

chinese experimental art framed by the geopolitical dynamics attend-

ing the end of the cold War, the spread of globalization and the rise 

of china. critical essays explore how chinese artists have been both 

agents and skeptics of china’s arrival as a global presence, while an  

extensive entry section offers detailed analysis on works made in  

a broad range of experimental mediums, including film and video,  

ink, installation, land art and performance, as well as painting and  

photography. 

Featured artists include ai Weiwei, big tail elephant group, cai  

guo-Qiang, cao Fei, chen Zhen, chen chieh-jen, ding yi, geng Jianyi, 

Huang yong ping, Kan Xuan, rem Koolhaas/oma, libreria borges, 

liu Wei, liu Xiaodong, new measurement group, ou ning, ellen pau, 

Qiu Zhijie, Shen yuan, Song dong, Wang guangyi, Wang Jianwei, yan 

lei, yang Jiechang, yu Hong, Xijing men, Xu bing, Zeng Fanzhi, Zhang 

peili, Zhang Hongtu, Zhang Xiaogang and Zhou tiehai. an appendix  

includes a selected history of contemporary art exhibitions in china, 

artist biographies and a bibliography. 

guggenheiM MuseuM PuBliCATions
9780892075287  u.s. $75.00  cdn $95.00  
Hbk, 9.25 x 11.25 in. / 320 pgs / 225 color / 50 b&w.
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EXHIBITION SCHEDULE

new york: Solomon r. guggenheim museum, 10/06/17–01/07/18
bilbao, Spain: guggenheim museum bilbao, 05/04/18–09/23/18
San Francisco, ca: San Francisco museum of modern art,  
11/20/18–02/24/19

Club 57: Film, Performance,  
and Art in the East Village, 
1978–1983 
 Edited with text by Ron Magliozzi, Sophie Cavoulacos.  
Text by J. Hoberman, Jenny Schlenzka, Laura Hoptman,  
Lucy Gallun, Ann Magnuson. 

the east village of the 1970s and 1980s continues to thrive 

in the public’s imagination around the world. located in the 

basement of a polish church at 57 St. mark’s place, club 57 

(1978–83) began as a no-budget venue for music and film 

exhibitions, and quickly took pride of place in a constellation 

of countercultural venues in downtown manhattan fueled by 

low rents, the reagan presidency, and the desire to experi-

ment with new modes of art, performance, fashion, music, 

and exhibition. a center of creative activity in the east village, 

club 57 is said to have influenced virtually every club that 

came in its wake.

published to accompany the first major exhibition to examine 

this scene-changing, seminal alternative space in full, Club 

57: Film, Performance, and Art in the East Village, 1978–1983 

taps into the legacy of its founding curatorial staff to examine 

how the club environment of new york in the 1970s and 

1980s became a model for a new spirit of interdisciplinary 

endeavor. the richly illustrated publication features film  

and video stills, photographs of club events and activities, 

ephemeral documents such as flyers, posters and period 

zines, and a robust plate section of rarely seen artwork  

from the period by the likes of Keith Haring, Kenny Scharf, 

tseng Kwong chi, Kitty brophy, Fab Five Freddy, richard 

Hambleton, dan asher, ellen berkenblit and John Sex.  

The MuseuM of MoDern ArT
9781633450301  u.s. $45.00  cdn $57.50  
Hbk, 9 x 10.5 in. / 176 pgs / 225 color.
october/Film & video/performing arts
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new york: the museum of modern art, 10/31/17–04/01/18

Twenty years of experimental 
art from a globalized China

How one small, no-budget 
club became a crucible of 
East Village creativity
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Damien Hirst: Treasures from the Wreck  
of the Unbelievable 
Foreword by Francois Pinault. introduction by Martin Bethenod. Text by Elena Geuna, Simon Schama,  
Henri Loyrette, Franck Goddio.

this fully illustrated catalog accompanies damien Hirst’s (born 1965) most ambitious project to date, Trea-

sures from the Wreck of the Unbelievable. the exhibition of 189 works is now on display in venice, across 

the two expansive museum spaces of the pinault collection: punta della dogana and palazzo grassi.

exceptional in scale and scope, this complex project has been almost ten years in the making and tells the 

story of an ancient shipwreck and its recent discovery. the catalog features 200 color plates, installation 

images and a comprehensive, illustrated list of works with texts on selected pieces. also included is an 

essay by underwater archaeologist Franck goddio, who discovered the lost city of thonis-Heracleion off 

the egyptian shore in 2000. in addition are contributions from historian Simon Schama and curator Henri 

loyrette, former director of the louvre, as well as the exhibition’s curator, elena geuna.

oTher CriTeriA
9781906967802  u.s. $100.00  cdn $130.00  
Hbk, 10.25 x 12.5 in. / 322 pgs / 200 color.
october/art

Damien Hirst: Treasures from  
The Wreck of the Unbelievable 
The Undersea Salvage Operation
Photographs by Christoph Gerigk.

evoking the classic dive books popularized by Jacques-yves cousteau, 

this limited-edition, leatherbound publication follows the underwater ex-

pedition that accompanied damien Hirst’s latest project, Treasures from 

the Wreck of the Unbelievable. Shot in the indian ocean over a number 

of years, the extraordinary underwater images of the artworks’ recovery 

were photographed by christoph gerigk, who has twice been awarded 

the World press photo Foundation’s prize for international photojournal-

ism for his work on egypt’s sunken cities. also featured are photographs 

of the above-water operation by Steve russell Studios. Signed by the 

artist and numbered in an edition of 1,000, the publication includes 128 

full-color images, 94 of which are double-page spreads. the book’s pages 

feature a die-cut hole and gold-edged paper.

oTher CriTeriA
9781906967819   
u.s. $350.00  cdn $450.00  Sdnr30
Hbk, 11 x 13 in. / 240 pgs / 128 color.
September/art

Damien Hirst: Treasures from  
the Wreck of the Unbelievable 
One Hundred Drawings
introduction by Amie Corry.

this exquisite limited-edition book with leather-ribbed spine presents a 

series of drawings on vellum and paper, rendered in a range of mediums 

including silverpoint, ink, lapis lazuli pigment and gold leaf. complete  

with scrawled annotations and collection stamps, the renaissance-style 

drawings depict each of the 100 artworks that constitute damien Hirst’s 

Treasures from the Wreck of the Unbelievable, the subject of an exhibition 

at the pinault collection’s two venetian museums—palazzo grassi and 

punta della dogana—until december 2017. the book features a compre-

hensive list of works in the drawing series and a text by amie corry.

oTher CriTeriA/MArsilio
9781906967826   
u.s. $200.00  cdn $260.00  Sdnr30
Hbk, 11.75 x 14.75 in. /  
212 pgs / 100 color.
September/art

“It takes a kind of genius to push kitsch to the point where it 
becomes sublime . . . this fictional museum is not only impressive,  
but moving.” —Jonathan Jones, The Guardian

EXHIBITION SCHEDULE

venice, italy: punta della dogana and 
palazzo grassi, 04/09/17–12/03/17
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Kanye West: YEEZY Season 3–4 Zine 
 Photographs by Jackie Nickerson. 

Kanye West: YEEZY Season 3–4 Zine showcases the third and fourth collections of Kanye 

West’s yeeZy footwear, apparel and accessories line, both presented in 2016. dark, at-

mospheric photographs by Jackie nickerson make up a purely visual work, devoid of any 

text. YEEZY Season 3–4 Zine is emphatically not a lookbook; the clothes are photographed 

in lush, tactile close-ups, but bodies receive the same treatment. Some of West’s trusted 

collaborators and muses make appearances, including teyana taylor, playboi carti, luka 

Sabbat and amina blue. 

YEEZY Season 3–4 Zine is an incredible object, printed in an oversized format on rough, 

uncoated Kamiko paper with intensely black inks. it is the third installment of yeeZy’s 

limited-edition season zines, all collaborations between West and nickerson. 

Kanye West (born 1977) is a musician, artist, producer and designer. He has been named 

twice by Time magazine as one of the 100 most influential people in the world.

Jackie Nickerson (born 1960) is a conceptual documentary photographer. Her books in-

clude Farm (2002), Faith (2008) and Terrain (2013), and in 2008 she was awarded the aib 

art prize. nickerson’s work has been exhibited internationally at institutions including the 

national gallery of ireland in dublin, the national portrait gallery in london and the Santa 

barbara museum of art. 

sTeiDl
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Visionaire 66: Ritual 
Set 2: Adjaye/Gvasalia/Sanders
Visionaire releases its 66th issue, Ritual, with two sets of sculptures in the form of sculptural scented 

candles created by six world-renowned artists. each is published in an edition of 200 copies. the 

first set featured maurzio cattelan, barbara Kruger and bruce Weber; the second features david ad-

jaye, demna gvasalia and Scarlett Johansson by rupert Sanders.

World-famous architect david adjaye saw his candle as “an opportunity to explore the evolution of 

a geometry over time, exploiting the ephemerality of form that contrasts with the perceived perma-

nence of architecture. evocative of a four-tiered architectural façade, the candle embraces mutabil-

ity and calls attention to the strange and often beautiful complexity that emerges as the idealized 

shape devolves.” the candle smells of wet stone, created by iFF.

demna gvasalia, founder of vetements and creative director of balenciaga, transforms the banality 

of a tubesock into a sculptural edifice that smells like fresh laundry, with scent concocted by iFF.

Film director rupert Sanders embraces the latest in 3d-capture technology to portray Scarlett Jo-

hansson in two parts: human exterior and robotic interior, replete with facial features and mechanic 

musculature. iFF created the scents of “electricity, smoke and chaos.” the three perfumers are part 

of international Flavors & Fragrances inc., a leading innovator in sensorial experiences. the candles 

were produced by au in brooklyn, founded by andrej urem. au uses locally sourced raw materials, 

sustainable packaging and ethical production practices. 

visionAire
9781941340028  u.s. $1,800.00  cdn $2,350.00  Sdnr20
boxed, special edition, 6 x 9.5 in. / 3 candles.
September/art

Benoît Peverelli: Chanel Backstage 
if you’re ever lucky enough to make it backstage at one of chanel’s fashion shows, at paris’ 

grand palais or another exotic location, you might catch sight of a certain photographer pas-

sionately clicking away as he weaves his way past models, celebrities and Karl lagerfeld him-

self. that photographer is benoît peverelli, who has been photographing backstage at chanel 

since 2010, and this book gathers the best of his work for the house.

presenting a tight edit from more than 3,000 original photos, Chanel Backstage comprises 

four volumes, one for each of chanel’s collections: Haute couture, ready-to-Wear, cruise and 

métiers d’art, which celebrates the savoir-faire of the numerous ateliers producing embroi-

dery, beading, buttons and more—all by hand. peverelli depicts the beauty and secrets of the 

backstage world, but also revealed here are the fittings leading up to the show—exclusive 

meetings between lagerfeld and the chanel Studio at 31 rue cambon, where each model’s 

garment, accessories, makeup and hair are individually adjusted and perfected late through 

the night for the next morning’s show.

born in 1970 in Switzerland, Benoît Peverelli began his career as a photojournalist for Swiss 

daily newspapers. in 1991 he cofounded the music magazine Vibrations and in 1993 he re-

located to new york where he worked for publications including the New York Times, Life 

magazine and John F. Kennedy Jr.’s political magazine George. peverelli has furthermore pho-

tographed musicians throughout the americas and africa, and shot record covers for labels 

including blue note and verve. in 2002 he returned to europe, settling in paris where he took 

up fashion photography while continuing to make portraits and reportage. in 2014 peverelli co-

edited the Steidl book Balthus: The Last Studies.

sTeiDl
9783958293434  u.s. $85.00  cdn $105.00  
Slip, hbk, 4 vols, 5.5 x 7.25 in. / 800 pgs / 780 color.
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visionaire 66: ritual 
Set 1: cattelan/Kruger/Weber
9781941340011 
boxed, special edition,  
6 x 9.5 in. / 3 candles. 
u.s. $1,800.00  cdn $2,350.00  
Sdnr20
visionaire

“Visionaire is a 
creative  
playground . . .  
a cabinet  
of irresistible 
curiosities. A  
daring iconoclast 
dressed to thrill.”
—The New Yorker
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The Jewelry of Ideas 
 The Susan Grant Lewin Collection
Foreword by Caroline Baumann. Preface by Susan Grant Lewin. 
Edited with text by Ursula-ilse Neuman. Text by Thomas Gentille. 

The Jewelry of Ideas is published in conjunction with cooper 

Hewitt, Smithsonian design museum’s exhibition celebrating gifts 

from the Susan grant lewin collection of contemporary Jewelry. 

this renowned collection, built by the new york–based lewin over 

several decades and recently donated to cooper Hewitt, captures 

the diversity and achievements of art, or studio, jewelry with nearly 

150 significant works by designers from the united States, europe, 

asia and australia.

the brooches, necklaces and rings—the majority of which were 

made in the last 15 years—reveal how these contemporary jewelers 

have revolutionized the medium. many take their cues from age-old 

jewelry conventions but transform them into expressions of our 

time. others confront social, political or highly personal concerns 

using unconventional materials and techniques that range from tra-

ditional metalsmithing to computer-aided design.

among the more than 100 featured designers are giampaolo 

babetto, gijs bakker, Friedrich becker, david bielander, iris eichen-

berg, eva eisler, Sandra enterline, arline Fisch, thomas gentille, 

Herman Hermsen, John iversen, daniel Jocz, Herman Jünger, Jiro 

Kamata, otto Künzli, bruno martinazzi, bruce metcalf, dorothea 

prühl, Wendy ramshaw, Joyce Scott, Kiff Slemmons and art Smith.

descriptions of specific works demonstrate that while the mastery 

of materials and techniques is critical to the creative process, it is 

not an end in itself, but only the means to accomplish an aesthetic 

vision. process statements from each designer and a full gallery of 

the jewelry accompany the narrative sequence of extraordinary, stir-

ring, uncommon pieces from this consummate collection. 

CooPer heWiTT, sMiThsoniAn Design MuseuM
9781942303183  u.s. $40.00  cdn $52.50  
Hbk, 7 x 9 in. / 176 pgs / 225 color.
october/design
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new york: cooper Hewitt,  
Smithsonian design museum,  
11/10/17–04/30/18

Radical developments  
in jewelry from across  
the world, from  
traditional metalsmithing  
to computer-aided design

Craft Becomes Modern:  
The Bauhaus in the Making 
 Edited by Regina Bittner, Renée Padt. Text by Gerda Breuer, T’ai Smith, Eva Forgacs, 
John Maciuika, Rafael Cardoso, Joseph Grima, Julia Bryan-Wilson, Martino Gamper, 
Sara ouhadou. 

amid all the hammering, planing, sawing and weaving, the workshops at the  

bauhaus dessau must have been quite loud and active spaces. Craft Becomes  

Modern: The Bauhaus in the Making looks at the bauhaus from the perspective of 

this noisy activity—handcraft. no term was more fiercely disputed there. although 

conceived as “laboratories for industry,” a great deal was still done by hand in the 

dessau workshops. Workshops at the bauhaus straddled the different priorities  

and practical realities at play, falling somewhere between factory and craft business, 

between free experimentation and industrial contract work. From this field of tension, 

the bauhaus tried to define handcraft anew as a utopian pursuit that could coexist 

with industrial culture. 

the bauhaus’ interest in industrialization has been thoroughly studied; the persis-

tence of craft among its teachers and students much less so. Craft Becomes Modern 

surveys this aspect of the bauhaus’ teaching and work, and puts it in historical  

context. and these debates are far from over—this volume includes contributions 

from a range of contemporary design theorists and practitioners, including Julia 

bryan-Wilson, martino gamper, John maciuika, rafael cardoso, Joseph grima, 

gerda breuer, t’ai Smith, eva Forgacs and Sara ouhadou, offering new insights for 

understanding handcraft in the 21st century. 

kerBer
9783735603432  u.s. $55.00  cdn $70.00  
clth, 8.25 x 11.75 in. / 252 pgs / 115 color / 27 b&w.
august/art/design

Desk in Exile  
 A Bauhaus Object Traversing Different Modernities
Text by Leah Hsiao, Aleksandra Kedziorek, Thomas Lehner, Joana Pardal, Achim Reese, Madelaine 
Sillfors, Stefania Strouza, Lia Tostes, Regina Bittner. 

How can a heavy cherry wood desk tell a story of exile and migration? Walter gropius’ writing desk 

was designed as part of a collective furniture ensemble for the 1923 bauhaus exhibition in Weimar. 

When the bauhaus moved to dessau, the desk moved with it, landing in the director’s office, where  

it was used as a demonstration of a vision of a modern office culture. the desk took up residence 

temporarily in the lawn road Flats in london before following gropius to lincoln, massachusetts,  

in 1938. it has remained in lincoln since then and is currently in the gropius family’s private home.

an index of the changing fortunes of the bauhaus, gropius’ desk itself becomes an actor in a  

complex history of changing locations and social environments. Desk in Exile traces the trajectory of 

this uniquely weighted object, offering a model of an object-based history of exile. part of Spector 

books’ series of readers on individual aspects of bauhaus design, this volume comes out of the  

research and curatorial work carried out by the bauhaus lab 2016. 

sPeCTor Books/BAuhAus DessAu founDATion
9783959051224  u.s. $15.00  cdn $19.95  
pbk, 4.25 x 6 in. / 152 pgs / 50 b&w.
September/design
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The Collector’s Cabinet and Miniature 
Pharmacy 
Text by Paul van Duin, Reinier Baarsen, Roelof van Gelder, Annette i. Bierman, 
Gerhard C. Cadée, Dave van Gompel.

the focus of this wonderfully designed, large-format book is an outstanding 

18th-century dutch cabinet of curiosities from the rijksmuseum’s extraordi-

nary furniture collection. this cabinet houses a miraculous collection, including 

a mini-apothecary’s shop filled with more than 300 jars, pots and medicine 

bottles. concealed behind the rear wall of the cabinet, 55 secret drawers reveal 

a varied collection of over 2,000 specimens, including seeds, flowers, roots, res-

ins, ores and a great deal more. the cabinet was probably owned by a wealthy 

doctor or pharmacist, its contents perhaps intended to amuse a select group of 

friends, family and other collectors.

in this visually stunning publication, the complete contents of this magnificent 

cabinet are on display for the first time and in almost actual size. Several au-

thors describe the contents of the miniature apothecary’s shop and some of the 

remarkable remedies it contains, as well as the artful and varied arrangements 

found in the drawers.

nAi010 PuBlishers/riJksMuseuM
9789491714726  u.s. $60.00  cdn $78.00  
pbk, 11.75 x 16.5 in. / 184 pgs / illustrated throughout
august/decorative arts

2017 sPring–suMMer suPPleMenT

Automata 
Text by Nicholas Foulkes.

richly illustrated with etchings, manuscripts, and old docu-

ments, this book retraces the epic tale of the automaton 

from ancient times up to the present day.

Wondrous objects that are at once scientific and magical,  

automata testify to the technical research and inventiveness 

of their designers. in 1675, the astronomer and mathemati-

cian christian Huygens invented the spiral spring that would 

play a leading role in the development of smaller and more 

precise watches, with highly complex mechanisms. the  

creation of more complicated wheelwork and the use of  

extremely meticulous spiral springs gave free rein to  

clockmakers’ imaginations, who invented animated objects 

that fascinated philosophers and scientists alike. doctors, 

thespians and thinkers of the modern world all saw these 

increasingly lifelike automata: wonderful simulacra of life. 

these articulated figurines were to inspire thought, science, 

literature, the performing arts and more. continuing this  

tradition, the house of van cleef & arpels has harnessed all 

of its designers’ talents to create an exceptional automaton: 

a fairy, whose movements celebrate the art of the inventors  

of past centuries. immersed in its designer’s studio, the 

reader sees an automaton come to life. Automata is the  

most substantial survey of this popular topic currently  

available.

eDiTions XAvier BArrAl
9782365111348  u.s. $69.95  cdn $90.00  
Hbk, 7.75 x 10.25 in. / 320 pgs / 160 color.
available/decorative arts

Jane Austen and her World 
By Josephine Ross.
although she joked to her sister cassandra, in a letter of 1813, “i do not despair of having my picture in 

the exhibition at last—all white & red, with my Head on one Side,” Jane austen (1775–1817) avoided the 

limelight. the unmarried younger daughter of a country vicar, she published her novels anonymously. 

When she died, aged only 41—having earned less than £700 from her writing—her name was still almost 

unknown to the world at large. that two centuries after her death she should be one of the best-known 

and best-loved authors in the english language is one of history’s greater ironies.

divided into three main sections, this book opens with Jane’s early years at Steventon rectory, Hampshire, 

before tracing her creatively challenging time in bath prior to settling at chawton cottage a decade later. 

the final section examines Jane’s emergence as a professional author, with the publication in 1811 of 

Sense and Sensibility and subsequent modest but growing success with Pride and Prejudice (1813), Man-

sfield Park (1814) and Emma (1815), before her untimely death in 1817, which left Northanger Abbey and 

Persuasion (both 1817) to be published posthumously—revealing, at last, her name to the public.

nATionAl PorTrAiT gAllerY
9781855147010  u.s. $19.95  cdn $25.95  
pbk, 5.5 x 7.75 in. / 120 pgs / 52 color.
September/biography

Pleasing to the eye, 
the ear, the mind 
and the imagination, 
these fanciful and 
elaborate mechanical 
devices married the 
arts and the sciences
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The Construction of the Tower of Babel 
 By Juan Benet. 
Translation and introduction by Adrian Nathan West. 

Juan benet’s penultimate book, The Construction of the Tower of Babel brings together two essays that tes-

tify to the multiplicity of the author’s interests, both personal and professional. the titular essay is a medi-

tation on pieter bruegel the elder’s 1563 painting of the tower of babel: the first painting in european art 

history to feature a building as a protagonist. an engineer by trade, benet brings his knowledge of building 

construction to bear on bruegel’s creation, examining the archways, pillars, windows and the painter’s 

meticulously depicted chaos at the heart of the edifice’s centuries-long execution. an unusual analysis of 

architectural hubris and the linguistic myth that gave rise to it, benet’s essay builds its own linguistic tele-

scoping structure that could be described as an “architextual” discourse on the madness of the unending 

project.

also included is “on the necessity of treason” (a theme of particular interest to benet, whose father 

was shot by republican forces during the Spanish civil War, and whose brother was forced to escape to 

France, exiled for his republican sympathies). benet considers the essentially dual nature of the spy and 

the curious World War ii cases of Julius norke and William Joyce (lord Haw-Haw) to conclude that, within 

the order of the State, the traitor is not only necessary, but welcome.

a civil engineer by profession, Spanish writer Juan Benet (1927–93) began writing to pass the long nights 

of solitude he spent on construction sites in león and asturias. He self-published his first novel, You Will 

Never Amount to Anything, in 1961. in 1967, he won the biblioteca breve prize for his novel A Meditation. 

WAkefielD Press
9781939663320  u.s. $14.95  cdn $19.95  
pbk, 4.5 x 7 in. / 88 pgs / 1 color / 4 b&w.
november/nonfiction criticism

Hashish 
 By Oscar A.H. Schmitz. 
Translation and introduction by W.C. Bamberger. illustrations by Alfred Kubin. Afterword by James 
J. Conway. 

First published in german in 1902, Hashish is a collection of decadent, interwoven tales of Satan-

ism, eroticism, sadism, cannibalism, necrophilia and death. encountering the enigmatic dandy 

count vittorio alta-carrara in a parisian eatery, the narrator finds himself invited to a “Hashish 

club,” where in the dim light of red-filtered candles, a roomful of “recumbent wanderers” ex-

plores the abyss of the unconscious. the narrator and the count don a variety of identities as they 

in turn enter the narratives, sometimes participating in them, other times merely observing them 

from the vantage point of a shifting divan. engaging in romantic liaisons with masks and cadav-

ers, taking part in Satanic orgies and carnivals, plotting blasphemy and riding carriages through 

cityscapes where time loses its bearings, the protagonists draw the reader into their narrative and 

psychological unmooring.

a forgotten yet important chapter in the lineage of german fantastic and decadent literature, this 

translation of Hashish is illustrated throughout with drawings by the author’s brother-in-law, alfred 

Kubin, from the book’s second, 1913 german edition.

oscar A.H. Schmitz (1873–1931) lived the life of a literary dandy. although best remembered in 

germany for his second book, Hashish, and the decadent lineage it helped inaugurate in german 

letters, his output was wide-ranging, from romantic verse to plays and travel books, to a series of 

popular nonfiction works on politics, yoga, astrology, etiquette and Jungian psychology. 

WAkefielD Press
9781939663313  u.s. $15.95  cdn $19.95  
pbk, 4.5 x 7 in. / 184 pgs / 13 b&w.
november/Fiction & poetry

The Punishments of Hell 
 By Robert Desnos. 
Translated by Natasha Lehrer. introduction by Marie-Claire Dumas. 

Written in early 1922, this is the first prose work by Surrealist poet and exemplary practitio-

ner of automatic writing robert desnos (preceding Mourning for Mourning and Liberty or 

Love!, also published by atlas press). its protagonists are swept into violent journeys through 

paris by train and steamship; fabulous events consume their everyday lives; oracles spout 

nonsense or wisdom. all of desnos’ friends in the paris dada movement—andré breton, 

louis aragon and benjamin péret, among others—make an appearance, and all find a grave 

in the “cemetery” toward the end of the book, for the past must be buried (even though 

most of these now legendary names were then in their 20s and had barely made their mark).

by the time this book was written, the dada movement seemed played out, killed off by a 

mixture of public success, internal dissent and boredom with the predictability of its scan-

dals.  The Punishments of Hell lies between dada and Surrealism, harking back to the bel-

ligerent obfuscation of, say, tristan tzara and overwhelming it with the savage lyricism for 

which desnos would become known. 

Robert Desnos (1900–45) was one of the most celebrated and celebratory of the writers al-

lied to the paris dada and Surrealist groups. He effortlessly combined mystery, eroticism and 

an irrepressible joi de vivre in a flood of poetry, prose fiction, radio plays and even children’s 

verse. an active member of the French resistance, he died of typhoid just days after his lib-

eration from the terezin concentration camp. 

ATlAs Press
9780993148736  u.s. $13.50  cdn $17.00  
pbk, 5.75 x 6.75 in. / 160 pgs.
november/Fiction & poetry

Mademoiselle Bambù 
 By Pierre Mac Orlan. 
Translation and introduction by Chris Clarke. illustrations by Gus Bofa. 

Mademoiselle Bambù is pierre mac orlan’s take on the spy novel, written and expanded between 

1932 and 1966. Set in Hamburg, london, palermo, brest and other ports of call in the anxious 

europe of the 1920s and 1930s, Mademoiselle Bambù tells the tales of three secret agents:  

the melancholic adventurer and accidental spy, captain Hartmann; his enigmatic mistress  

from naples (and a double agent for the germans), Signorina bambù; and the sinister père  

barbançon, who retires from his life of espionage and murder to eke out his troubled days in  

an aptly named “boarding House of usher,” where shadows are as likely to strangle a man as 

they are to haunt him.

like all of mac orlan’s novels, Mademoiselle Bambù is less a novel than a barometer of societal 

unease, crippling melancholy and dark humor.

Pierre Mac orlan (1882–1970) was a prolific writer of absurdist tales, adventure novels,  

flagellation erotica and essays, as well as the composer of a trove of songs made famous by  

the likes of Juliette gréco. a member of both the académie goncourt and the collège de  

’pataphysique, mac orlan was admired by everyone from raymond Queneau and boris vian to 

andré malraux and guy debord. 

WAkefielD Press
9781939663252  u.s. $22.95  cdn $29.95  
pbk, 6 x 9 in. / 240 pgs / 67 b&w.
november/Fiction & poetry
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Odd Jobs 
 By Tony Duvert. 
introduction by S.C. Delaney. Translation by S.C. Delaney, Agnès Potier. 

this series of 23 satirically scabrous short texts introduces the reader to an imaginary French suburb 

via the strange, grotesque small-town occupations that defined a once reliable, now presumably 

vanished way of life. a catalog of job descriptions that range from the disgusting functions of “the 

Snot-remover” and “the Wiper” to the shockingly cruel dramas enacted by “the Skinner” and “the 

Snowman,” Odd Jobs evinces an outrageous, uncomfortable and savage sense of humor. through 

these narratives somewhere between parody and prose poem, duvert assaults parenthood, priesthood 

and neighborhood in this mock handbook to suburban living: Leave It to Beaver as written by William 

burroughs.

Tony Duvert (1945–2008) earned a reputation as the “enfant terrible” of the generation of French 

authors known for defining the postwar nouveau roman. expelled from school at the age of 12 for 

homosexuality (and then put through a psychoanalytic “cure” for his condition), duvert declared war 

on family life and societal norms through a controversial series of novels and essays (whose frequent 

controversial depictions of child sexuality and pedophilia often led his publisher to sell his works by 

subscription only). He won the prix medicis in 1973 for his novel Strange Landscape. His reputation 

faded in the 1980s, however, and he withdrew from society. He died in 2008. 

WAkefielD Press
9781939663290  u.s. $11.95  cdn $15.00  
pbk, 4.5 x 7 in. / 64 pgs.
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District 
 By Tony Duvert. 
introduction by S.C. Delaney. Translation by S.C. Delaney, Agnès Potier. 

District describes, in ten vignettes, the sad, sordid and sinister aspects of a section of an unnamed 

French city, and the manners in which the ghostlike human entities that live and wither within it are 

molded, moved and absorbed by its spaces. a noisy metro station, old tenements, buildings going 

up, along with the fixtures of French communal life: the open-air market, the public garden; the 

little shops and bars, the lively town square—the ugly and mundane, the coarse and unmentionable 

sit side by side with the occasionally burgeoning bit of beauty. With a sense of voyeuristic tension 

and queasy complicity, the reader is taken on an outcast’s tour of city life—from construction site 

to metro, from bar to brothel—an analysis of communal living in the conditional tense from the 

perspective of the absolute exile. one of duvert’s last books, it is also one of his shortest: an un-

expected return to the roving, fractured eye of the nouveau roman that had informed his earliest 

work. 

WAkefielD Press
9781939663306  u.s. $11.95  cdn $15.00  
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City of the Future 
 By Sesshu Foster. 
twenty-one years after Kaya press first published Sesshu Foster’s City Terrace Field Manual,  

a powerful collection of prose poems that map the east los angeles neighborhood of  

Foster’s childhood, comes a new collection of poetry and prose that takes on gentrification, 

modernization and globalization, as told from the same corner of this rapidly changing  

metropolis. these poems are, in the poet’s words: “postcards written with ocotillo and 

yucca. gentrification of your face inside your sleep. privatization of identity, corners, and  

intimations. Wars on the nerve, colors, breathing. postcard poems of early and late notes, 

mucilage, american loneliness. postcard poems of slopes, films of dust and crows.  

incarceration nation ‘Wish you Were Here’ postcards 35 cents emerge from gentrified pants. 

you can’t live like this. postcards sent into the future. you can’t live here now; you must live 

in the future, in the city of the Future.”

poet, teacher and community activist Sesshu Foster (born 1957) was born and raised in  

east los angeles. He earned his mFa from the iowa Writers’ Workshop and returned to la 

to continue teaching, writing and community organizing. His third collection of poetry, World 

Ball Notebook (2009), won an american book award and an asian american literary award 

for poetry. Foster is the author of the speculative-fiction novel Atomik Aztex (2005), which 

won the believer book award and imagines an america free of european colonizers.  

kAYA Press
9781885030559  u.s. $17.95  cdn $23.95  
pbk, 5.25 x 8 in. / 188 pgs / 15 b&w.
october/Fiction & poetry/asian american art & culture

Farewell, Circus 
 By Woon-Yeoung Cheon. 
Woon-yeoung cheon’s haunting novel Farewell, Circus takes us into the rarely portrayed un-

derworld of foreign picture brides in South Korea. When inho, a mute man of modest means, 

is unable to find a wife, his mother contacts an international marriage agency and tasks his 

brother, yunho, the only person who can understand inho’s mangled speech, to help him. 

together they interview ethnic Korean women living in china who are seeking the precious 

visa that will enable them to move to South Korea. eager to weed out those who might take 

advantage of his brother, yunho stages an interrogation. but when he discovers his growing 

feelings for his new sister-in-law, Haehwa, he becomes trapped in a deep silence of his own. 

meanwhile, deeply reticent Haewha has her own secrets and desires.

told from the alternating perspectives of yunho and Haewha, Farewell, Circus crosses borders 

and seas to dramatize the silence that lies inside people living between cultures and in a world 

of rapidly changing histories, identities and demographies.

born and educated in Seoul, South Korea, Woon-Yeoung Cheon (born 1971) is the award- 

winning author of four novels and two volumes of short stories. Farewell, Circus is her first 

work to be translated and published in english. 

kAYA Press
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Journals and magazines

Osmos Magazine: 
Issue 13 
Edited by Cay Sophie Rabinowitz.

Osmos magazine is “an art maga-

zine about the use and abuse of 

photography,” explains founder 

and editor cay Sophie rabinowitz 

(formerly of Parkett and Fantom). 

the magazine is divided into the-

matic sections—some traditional, 

such as “portfolio,” “Stories” and 

“reportage”—and others more 

idiosyncratic, such as “eye of the 

beholder,” where gallerists dis-

cuss the talents they showcase; 

and “means to an end,” on the 

side effects of nonartistic image 

production. this issue features a 

portfolio of work by the conceptual 

photographer bing Wright, curator 

drew Sawyer on carmen Winant, 

an intimate look at the work of 

lari pittman and an essay by peter 

Weibel on interface technology in 

the films of Kathryn bigelow. 

osMos
9780991660810  
u.s. $25.00  cdn $32.50  
pbk, 8.5 x 11 in. / 96 pgs /  
illustrated throughout.
november/photography/Journal

HUUN 
Art / Thought from México
Edited by Luciano Concheiro, Karla 
Garza, Johann Mergenthaler. Text 
by vivian Abenshunshan, et al.

HUUN is a new annual magazine-

book that offers a space for artistic 

expression. contributors include 

poets, critics, fiction writers, com-

posers, and artists such as vivian 

abenshunshan, daniel aguilar 

ruvalcaba, manuel Álvarez bravo, 

luigi amara, edgardo aragón, 

Sandra barba, mario bellatin, ana 

bidart, iñaki bonillas, Hernán bravo 

varela, Juan caloca, abraham 

cruzvillegas, data4, claudia de la 

torre, mónica de la torre, dolores 

dorantes, Frida escobedo, miguel 

Fernández de castro, rodrigo 

Flores, mateo garcía elizondo, 

verónica gerber bicecci, maricela 

guerrero, aline Hernández,  

alejandro Hernández gálvez, 

tedi lópez mills, valeria luiselli, 

gabriela Jáuregui, maría minera, 

emiliano monge, mayra martell, 

mónica nepote, enrique olvera, 

gabriel orozco, damián ortega, 

rodrigo ortiz monasterio,  

Francesco pedraglio, tania pérez 

córdova, eduardo rabasa,  

cristina rivera garza, maría rivera, 

mauricio rocha, yvonne venegas 

and Karen villeda. the cover was 

designed by gabriel orozco.

rM/huun
9788416282968  
u.s. $19.95  cdn $25.95  
Flexi, 8 x 9.75 in. / 208 pgs /  
136 color.
July/art/latin american art & culture

Apology Magazine: 
No. 5 
Apology is a quarterly-ish maga-

zine of art, fiction, games, humor, 

essays, interviews, journalism 

and photography. Founded and 

edited by former Vice magazine 

editor-in-chief and index magazine 

editor Jesse pearson, Apology is 

inspired in equal measure by the 

New Yorker under William Shawn’s 

editorship; 1980s and ’90s punk 

zines; the Encyclopedia Britannica, 

The People’s Almanac and MAD 

magazine. in its first two issues, 

Apology published work by authors 

and artists such as John ashbery, 

bill callahan, dan colen, Jimmy 

de Sana, roe ethridge, Frederick 

exley, Johanna Fateman, rivka 

galchen, ryan mcginley, eileen 

myles, raymond pettibon,  

richard prince, terry richardson, 

aurel Schmidt and many more. 

Apology is “a sophisticated  

alternative to sophomoric maga-

zines and a sophomoric alternative 

to sophisticated magazines.”

APologY MAgAZine
9780985932640  
u.s. $18.00  cdn $23.95  
pbk, 6.5 x 9.5 in. / 200 pgs / 
illustrated throughout.
September/Journal

Cabinet 65: 
Knowledge 
Edited by Sina Najafi.

the desire to know everything is 

old. the sophist Hippias claimed to 

be able to lecture on any subject, 

but with modernity, this ancient 

desire took new forms. the renais-

sance invented the encyclopedia. 

the modern state began to dream 

of knowing what every citizen 

does and says. Cabinet issue 65, 

with a special section on “Knowl-

edge,” includes Simon critchley 

on philip K. dick’s vision that a 

fish pendant had revealed all of 

knowledge to him; June Halloway 

on the paranoid knowledge of the 

modern state; and cecilia Sjöholm 

on the relationship between nam-

ing and knowing. elsewhere in the 

issue: Justin patch on the history 

of music used in american presi-

dential campaigns since the early 

days of the nation; leif Weatherby 

on Soviet attempts to construct 

ternary, rather than binary, logic 

mechanisms in order to produce 

so-called Hegelian computing; and 

luke Healey on roland barthes, 

professional wrestling and the nu-

ances of “kayfabe,” or admitted 

fakery.

CABineT
9781932698732  
u.s. $12.00  cdn $15.00  
pbk, 7.75 x 9.75 in. / 96 pgs /  
70 color / 30 b&w.
december/Journal

Cabinet 64:  
The Nose 
Edited by Sina Najafi.

With the possible exception of the 

eyes, no other part of the face is as 

burdened with legend, myth and 

significance as the nose. Cabinet 

issue 64, with a special section on 

“the nose,” includes christopher 

turner on Smell-o-vision, aroma-

rama and other failed technologies 

for making cinema into an olfac-

tory event; Jennifer greenberg 

on how european colonialists 

characterized the relationship 

between race and nose shape; 

anthony Harley on the political 

history of rhinoplasty in the uS; 

and thiago carvalho on the new 

scientific work on the relationship 

between smell, immunity and mat-

ing among animals. elsewhere 

in the issue: adam bobbette on 

indonesian men who train young 

birds to sing the songs of extinct 

birds; indiana Seresin on the way 

a mythic native american indige-

neity has been used by children 

at american summer camps; ara 

merjian on the Situationists’ uses 

of giorgio de chirico’s early paint-

ings, and more.

CABineT
9781932698725  
u.s. $12.00  cdn $15.00  
pbk, 7.75 x 9.75 in. / 96 pgs /  
70 color / 30 b&w.
october/Journal

2017 sPring–suMMer suPPleMenT

American 
Photography 32 
Edited by Mark Heflin.

With a determined eagerness, 

the photographers in American 

Photography 32 found and cov-

ered stories that made headlines, 

dominated news cycles and un-

covered stories often overlooked 

in 2016. Stirring photos of Syria 

refugees prevailed, shot by paula 

bronstein, yuri Kozyrev, paolo pel-

legrin and Sergey ponomarev. the 

immigrant’s plight was also cap-

tured and brought to the streets 

of new york by artist Jr for a 

New York Times Magazine cover 

feature. the run-up to the presi-

dential primaries brought new and 

familiar faces from both parties in 

revealing portraits by nate gowdy, 

aristide economopolous and mark 

peterson. the continuing trouble 

america faces with countless 

black men being shot by police 

was addressed by andrew burton 

in baltimore, along with an uplift-

ing look at new orleans ten years 

after Hurricane Katrina, in series by 

daymond gardner and alec Soth. 

other topics include lgbt refu-

gees in africa and a strip club that 

runs the music scene in atlanta.

AMilus inC.
9781886212466  
u.s. $75.00  cdn $95.00  
Hbk, 9.5 x 12.5 in. / 400 pgs /  
319 color.
available/annual/photography

2017 sPring–suMMer suPPleMenT

American 
Illustration 35 
Edited by Mark Heflin.

For over 30 years, American Illus-

tration has gathered a group of art 

and design experts to review work 

produced over the past year and 

select the best pieces to celebrate, 

honor and preserve a powerful art 

form that can be as unmindfully 

ubiquitous (and disposable) as 

what’s seen on a cereal box, but 

can often help change the world.

American Illustration 35 spares no 

expense in presenting the win-

ning artists and their works in a 

deluxe, hardcover tome, luxuri-

ously printed and bound this year 

in a gilded, die-cut slipcase box. 

an original, wraparound cover 

depicting a dystopian society fu-

eled by ideological fear and bigotry 

displayed in an imagined scene 

with a demagogue firebrand rising 

to power was created by illustrator 

and comic book artist benjamin 

marra. American Illustration 35 is 

under the creative direction and 

design of matt dorfman, illustrator 

and art director for the New York 

Times Book Review.

AMilus inC.
9781886212459  
u.s. $75.00  cdn $95.00  
Slip, hbk, 9.5 x 12.5 in. / 384 pgs / 
330 color.
available/annual/art

2017 sPring–suMMer suPPleMenT

299 792 458 m/s: 
American Issue #1 
Edited by Robert Kulisek, David 
Lieske.

299 792 458 m/s magazine was 

created in new york city in 2016 

by robert Kulisek and david 

lieske. its inaugural issue, The 

American Issue, brings together 

a large variety of contemporary 

photographers, stylists, artists 

and designers with a focus on a 

transatlantic network that heav-

ily influences the current fashion 

discourse. 299 792 458 m/s was 

inspired by Sibylle, the only fashion 

publication in existence during 

the former german democratic 

republic. as a meta-fashion maga-

zine, Sibylle operated with mini-

mal access to Western designer 

clothes, and opened up historical 

possibilities into uncharted ter-

ritories of fashion photography. 

the issue includes contributions by 

buch ellison, annette Kelm, dese 

escobar, torbjørn rødland, than 

Hussein clark, claire christerson, 

dena yago, matt Holmes, andrea 

longacre-White, marie angelletti, 

eckhaus latta, ryan Wei, Heike-

Karin Föll and marcus cuffie.

koenig Books
9783960980681  
u.s. $35.00  cdn $45.00  Flat40
Flexi, 8.5 x 11 in. / 274 pgs / 
illustrated throughout.
available/Journal/Fashion

ALSo AvAiLABLE

apology magazine: 
no. 4 
9780985932633 
pbk, u.s. $18.00   
cdn $20.00  
apology magazine

ALSo AvAiLABLE

osmos magazine: 
issue 12 
9780986166594 
pbk, u.s. $25.00  cdn 
$32.50  
osmos
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limited editions

Christopher Wool: Westtexaspsychosculpture 
this new artist’s book is comprised of photographs christopher Wool (born 1955) made between 2008 and 2017 

in the surroundings of marfa in West texas, where Wool spends part of his time. these are pictures of found 

situations, rendered serendipitous by the power of the artist’s photographic vision: pictures of backyard debris 

and improvised storage solutions, stray animals and strange constructions that once must have made sense but 

now appear undecipherable. things set adrift and excerpts from the landscape that appear almost like sculpture 

for the split second of the open lens. 

Christopher Wool: Westtexaspsychosculpture is published in an edition of 1,200 copies, signed by the artist.

holZWArTh PuBliCATions
9783935567961  u.s. $120.00  cdn $155.00  Sdnr40
pbk, 10 x 15 in. / 226 pgs / 108 duotone.
august/artists’ books/limited edition

Christopher Wool: Road 
Road is the second of two new artist’s books from christopher Wool (born 1955). it collects photographs 

taken by the artist between 2015 and 2017—dust roads, gravel roads, roads partly overgrown or full of tire 

tracks, roads through desert and fields of rocks, through sparse woods and along precipices. Wool’s roads are 

not purposeful trajectories toward destinations but the roads of perpetual, endless motion for motion’s sake. in 

Wool’s black-and-white photographs, only seldom does a fork in the road offer the viewer an apparent choice 

of which way to go. and though each photograph comes from a different location, the place changing from 

one shot to the next, it still feels like one long road traveled under the clear light of the sun. 

Christopher Wool: Road is available in a limited edition of 1,200 copies, all signed by the artist.

holZWArTh PuBliCATions
9783935567954  u.s. $120.00  cdn $155.00  Sdnr40
pbk, 10 x 15 in. / 194 pgs / 92 duotone.
august/artists’ books/limited edition

Wael Shawky: Cabaret Crusades Drawings 
Edited with text by Thomas D. Trummer. Text by omar Berrada.

Cabaret Crusades Drawings is an extraordinary limited-edition pop-up book by egyptian artist Wael 

Shawky (born 1971). the pop-ups are based on seven drawings by Shawky that in turn are inspired 

by the arabian calligraphers, colorists and storytellers working just before the First crusade. thus, a 

two-headed animal bears castles upon its back; a gigantic camel straddles mountains. meticulously 

precise yet dreamlike, Shawky’s drawings swarm with waxen incident and narrative detail, displaying 

worlds equally alien and familiar, diffuse and present. a virtuoso work of book art, and an exquisitely 

conceived sculptural extension of drawing, Cabaret Crusades Drawings includes essays by thomas 

d. trummer and omar berrada explore the historical foundations and current relevance of Shawky’s 

drawings and the particular role of draftsmanship within Shawky’s body of work as a whole.

kunsThAus BregenZ
9783960980469  u.s. $55.00  cdn $70.00  Sdnr40
Hbk, 10.75 x 7 in. / 16 pgs / 7 color / 60 page booklet.
July/art/limited edition

Ricky Adam: 
Belfast Punk 
Limited Edition 
Warzone Centre 1997–2003
each copy of this limited edition 

of 15 copies includes the book, 

housed in a slipcase, with a signed 

and numbered print.

the “Warzone collective” formed 

in the northern irish city of belfast 

in 1984, when a few local punks 

decided to secure their own venue. 

in 1986, the collective opened 

giros, with a vegetarian cafe, a 

practice space and screenprinting 

facilities. in 1991, giros moved into 

a larger, more ambitious venue, 

where photographer ricky adam 

(born 1974) captured the photo-

graphs in Belfast Punk.

DAMiAni
9788862085526  
u.s. $200.00  cdn $260.00  Sdnr20
Slip, hbk, 9 x 12 in. / 176 pgs /  
85 b&w.
october/photography/music/ 
limited edition

Woodstock:  
Limited Edition 
Photographs by Baron 
Wolman
baron Wolman captured the expe-

rience and atmosphere of Wood-

stock like no other photographer. 

this deluxe edition of Woodstock 

is limited to 100 signed and num-

bered copies only. this luxury 

collector’s item is presented in a 

bespoke clamshell box. it includes 

a limited-edition, numbered silver 

gelatin photograph signed by 

baron Wolman, exclusive to this 

edition. it also contains a full set 

of original, unused tickets for the 

Friday, Saturday and Sunday of 

the festival, and features a cover 

design unique to the edition. it is 

numbered and signed by all con-

tributors: Wolman, dagon James, 

carlos Santana and michael lang. 

reel ArT Press
9781909526143  
u.s. $1,200.00  cdn $1,550.00  Sdnr20
Slip, hbk, 9.5 x 11.5 in. / 192 pgs / 
150 b&w.
august/photography/limited edition

Jakob Tuggener:  
Books and Films 
Edited with text by Martin Gasser.

Factory conditions, country life and 

the glamour of high society were 

among the key themes of german 

photographer Jakob tuggener 

(1904–88); he was also fascinated 

by railroads, ports, ships, car races 

and airshows. From the mid-1930s 

tuggener made book maquettes 

of all these subjects, each crafted 

meticulously by hand and featur-

ing up to 150 original photos. 

none of these was published in 

his lifetime except Fabrik (1943), 

which has formed the basis of his 

international reputation and was 

reprinted by Steidl in 2011. many 

of tuggener’s subjects are also 

the focus of his short films, whose 

style oscillates between the docu-

mentary and fantasy. Books and 

Films comprises facsimiles of 12 of 

tuggener’s maquettes, dating from 

1936 to 1982, as well as a selec-

tion of his 16mm films on dvd. 

both these silent black-and-white 

films and his photobooks contain 

no text, as he intended. this com-

prehensive publication is the first 

opportunity to grasp the immense 

scope of tuggener’s work.

sTeiDl/foTosTifTung sChWeiZ, 
WinTerThur/JAkoB Tuggener 
founDATion, usTer
9783958293281  
u.s. $400.00  cdn $520.00  Sdnr40
Slip, hbk, 12 vols, 11.75 x 13.5 in. / 
1,120 pgs / 1,000 b&w / dvds.
november/photography

ALSo AvAiLABLE

ricky adam:  
belfast punk 
9788862085106 
Hbk, u.s. $40.00  
cdn $52.50  
damiani

ALSo AvAiLABLE

Woodstock 
9781909526112 
Hbk, u.s. $49.95  
cdn $64.95  
reel art press

ALSo AvAiLABLE

christopher Wool 
9780892074983 
Hbk, u.s. $55.00   
cdn $65.00  
guggenheim museum

Jungjin Lee: 
Desert 
Text by Robert Frank.

robert Frank once described the 

fragmentary, poetic images of new 

york–based photographer Jungjin 

lee (born 1961) as “landscapes 

without the human beast.” in this 

series, lee captures the ameri-

can southwest and transforms 

it with liquid light and diluted 

light-sensitive emulsions to create 

images that are as uncontrollable 

and natural as the landscape she 

depicts. Desert comprises four 

series of works (each bound as a 

separate book and presented in 

a unique slipcase), all of which 

contain monochromatic images of 

arid lands. Stratigraphy etched into 

rock faces, massive stones, cave-

like precipices and anthropomor-

phic fauna showcase an extensive 

compendium of the desert’s many 

faces and textures. each image 

focuses on the landscape’s formal 

qualities, eschewing human pres-

ence, simultaneously evoking late 

19th-century photography, while 

epitomizing the stark modernity of 

lee’s lens. “as a photographer,” 

writes lee, “i am primarily con-

cerned with the unconscious, the 

unknown, and the invisible.”

rADius Books
9781942185277  
u.s. $95.00  cdn $120.00  
Slip, hbk, 4 vols, 11 x 13 in. /  
188 pgs / 106 color.
September/photography/asian art & 
culture



Fall highlights

Charles Gaudin, “Alexis Gaudin and  
His Family Looking at Stereographs,”  
1860. From New Realities, published by  
Nai010 Publishers/Rijksmuseum. See page 97.
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BACk in PrinT

Ernest Cole: House of Bondage 
 Text by Thomas Flaherty, Joseph Lelyveld. 

First published in the uS in 1967 and in britain in 1968, House of 

Bondage presented images from South africa that shocked the 

world. the young african photographer ernest cole had left his 

country at 26 to find an audience for his stunning exposure of the 

system of racial dominance known as apartheid. in 185 photographs, 

cole’s book showed from the vantage point of the oppressed how 

the system closely regulated and controlled the lives of the black ma-

jority. He saw every aspect of this oppression with a searching eye 

and a passionate heart.

House of Bondage is a milestone in the history of documentary pho-

tography, even though it was immediately banned in South africa. 

in a Chicago Tribune review, robert cromie described it as “one of 

the frankest books ever done on South africa—with photographs 

by a native of that country who would be most unwise to attempt to 

return for some years.” cole died in exile in 1990 as the regime was 

collapsing, never knowing when his portrait of his homeland would 

finally find its way home. not until the apartheid museum in Johan-

nesburg mounted enlarged pages of the book on its walls in 2001 

were his people able to view these pictures, which are as powerful 

and provocative today as they were 50 years ago.

Ernest Cole was born near pretoria, South africa, in 1940. leaving 

school at 17 to become a photographer, he secured staff jobs and 

freelance assignments for newspapers and magazines for black  

people—honing his skills with a correspondence course from  

the new york institute of photography. inspired by Henri cartier-

bresson’s book The People of Moscow, in 1960 cole embarked  

on a project to document the lives of his people, which resulted in 

House of Bondage. 

sTeiDl
9783958293465  
u.s. $58.00  cdn $75.00  
clth, 8.25 x 11.5 in. /  
192 pgs / 185 b&w.
november/photography/ 
african art & culture

Recent Histories 
Contemporary African Photography and Video Art  
from the Walther Collection
Edited with text by Daniela Baumann, Joshua Chuang, oluremi C. 
onabanjo. Texts by Antawan i. Byrd, Emmanuel iduma, M. Neelika 
Jayawardane, Allison Moore, Moses Serubiri, Mikhael Subotzky, Drew 
Thompson, Artur Walther. Contributions by okwui Enwezor, Artur Walther.

Recent Histories: Contemporary African Photography and Video Art from 

The Walther Collection unites the perspectives of 14 contemporary artists 

of african descent, who investigate social identity, questions of belonging 

and an array of sociopolitical concerns—including migration, lineage, the 

legacies of colonialism and calvinism and local custom—as well as per-

sonal experiences in africa and the african diaspora. by highlighting spe-

cific creative approaches and studying the sites and collective platforms 

that enable these practices, this book examines the critical mass that has 

gathered across generations of african image-makers and lens-based art-

ists. in accentuating different perspectives within this generation and con-

sidering the infrastructures that often link them, Recent Histories provides 

a point of entry to engage critically with current practices, and opens up 

considerations about how to conceptualize the frameworks of contem-

porary african photography and video art. Recent Histories features the 

work of edson chagas, mimi cherono ng’ok, andrew esiebo, em’kal 

eyongakpa, François- Xavier gbré, Simon gush, délio Jasse, lebohang 

Kganye, Sabelo mlangeni, mame-diarra niang, dawit l. petros, Zina 

Saro-Wiwa, thabiso Sekgala and michael tsegaye.

sTeiDl/The WAlTher ColleCTion
9783958293502  u.s. $65.00  cdn $85.00  
clth, 9.75 x 9.75 in. / 304 pgs / 110 color.
november/photography/african art & culture

Sory Sanlé: Volta Photo 1965–85 
burkina Faso photographer Sory Sanlé (born 1943) started his career in 1960, the year 

his country (then named république de Haute-volta) gained independence from France. 

Sanlé opened his volta photo portrait studio in 1965 and, working with his rolleiflex twin-

lens, medium-format camera, volta photo was soon recognized as the finest studio in the 

city. voltaic photography’s unsung golden age is fully embodied by Sory Sanlé: his black-

and-white images magnify this era and display a unique cultural energy and social impact.

this is the first monograph on Sanlé’s work, which examines the natural fusion between 

tradition and modernity. Sanlé documented the fast evolution of bobo-dioulasso, then 

burkina Faso’s cultural and economic capital, portraying the city’s inhabitants with wit, 

energy and passion. His work conveys a youthful exuberance in the wake of the first de-

cades of african independence. in many ways, Sanlé’s subjects also illustrate the remote-

ness and melancholy of african cities landlocked deep in the heart of the continent.

“mr. Sanlé’s work documenting the cultural scene is reminiscent of that by malick Sidibé 

and Seydou Keita ... and now it is his turn to be lionized.” –The New York Times

reel ArT Press/MorTon-hill
9781909526525  u.s. $29.95  cdn $37.50  
Hbk, 8 x 9.5 in. / 80 pgs / 40 b&w.
September/photography/african art & culture

“One of the frankest books 
ever done on South Africa.”
—Robert Cromie, Chicago 
Tribune

ALSo AvAiLABLE

malick Sidibé: la vie en rose 
9788836617166 
Hbk, u.s. $60.00  cdn $70.00  
Silvana editoriale
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Bruce Davidson: Lesser Known 
 Edited by Teresa Kroemer, Meagan Connolly. 

Lesser Known presents 130 photos by bruce davidson, made between 1955 and 1993, 

that have been overlooked until now. the book is the result of a year long undertaking 

by the photographer and his studio to examine 60 years of contact sheets and edit in-

dividual images into a singular work that plots his professional and personal growth.

Lesser Known showcases davidson’s perpetual versatility and adaptability as a photog-

rapher through a focus on early assignments, the intimate documentation of his family 

life and smaller series such as unpublished color photographs from major bodies of 

work including East 100th Street and Campers.

born in chicago in 1933, Bruce Davidson began photographing at the age of ten in 

oak park, illinois. davidson studied at the rochester institute of technology and yale 

university before being drafted into the army. after leaving military service in 1957, he 

freelanced for Life and in 1958 became a member of magnum photos. davidson’s solo 

exhibitions include those at the museum of modern art, the Smithsonian american 

art museum and the Walker art center, and his awards include a guggenheim Fel-

lowship and the first nea grant in photography. in 2011 he was awarded an honorary 

doctorate from the corcoran college of art and design. davidson’s books include Out-

side Inside (2010), Subway (2011), Black & White (2012) and England / Scotland 1960 

(2014). 

sTeiDl
9783958293212  u.s. $65.00  cdn $85.00  
clth, 9.5 x 12.75 in. / 192 pgs / 16 color / 114 b&w.
november/photography

William Eggleston: Black and White 
Black and White is an updated and expanded edition of William egg-

leston’s (born 1939) Before Color (Steidl, 2012), the first publication to 

comprehensively present eggleston’s early black-and-white photos and 

explore his artistic beginnings.

in the late 1950s eggleston began photographing his hometown of 

memphis, discovering many of the motifs that would come to define 

his seminal work in color: the diners, cars, gas stations, supermarkets, 

domestic interiors and the seemingly mundane gestures and expressions 

of his fellow citizens. also here are his unconventional, sometimes tilted 

croppings, and above all his emphasis on the beautiful in the banal. in the 

mid-1960s eggleston began working with color and after experimenting 

with different exposure settings he was soon pleased with the results—

“and by god it all worked. Just overnight.” He subsequently abandoned 

black-and-white photography but its influence on his original vision of the 

american everyday remains fundamental. 

sTeiDl
9783958293243  u.s. $65.00  cdn $85.00  
clth, 11.75 x 11.75 in. / 280 pgs / 215 b&w.
november/photography

Robert Frank: Leon of Juda 
Leon of Juda is the seventh book in robert Frank’s (born 1924) acclaimed series 

of visual diaries, which combine iconic photos from throughout his career with 

the more personal pictures he makes today. Here, still lifes taken in Frank’s home 

in bleecker Street, new york, and landscapes around his house in mabou, nova 

Scotia, jostle alongside spontaneous portraits of friends, colleagues and his wife, 

the artist June leaf, as well as vintage postcards. With these images Frank cre-

ates a seemingly casual layout that recalls the look and spirit of a private album or 

scrapbook.

equally humble and ambitious, Leon of Juda shows how the past tempers Frank’s 

present and how his life is not only documented in, but shaped by, bookmaking.

sTeiDl
9783958293113  u.s. $30.00  cdn $40.00  
Slip, pbk, 8 x 9.75 in. / 52 pgs / 10 color / 33 b&w.
november/photography

neW eDiTion

Robert Frank: The Lines of My Hand 
Text by Robert Frank.

after The Americans, The Lines of My Hand is arguably robert Frank’s most 

important book, and without doubt the publication that established his auto-

biographical, sometimes confessional, approach to bookmaking. the book was 

originally published by yugensha in tokyo in 1972, and this new Steidl edition, 

made in close collaboration with Frank, follows and updates the first uS edition 

by lustrum press of 1972.

The Lines of My Hand is structured chronologically and presents selections 

from every stage of Frank’s work until 1972—from early photos in Switzerland 

in 1945–46, to images of his travels in peru, paris, valencia, london and Wales, 

and to contact sheets from his 1955–56 journey through the uS that resulted in 

The Americans. Here too are intimate photos of Frank’s young family, later photo-

collages and stills from films including Pull My Daisy and About Me: A Musical.

sTeiDl
9783958293205  u.s. $35.00  cdn $45.00  
pbk, 9 x 12 in. / 102 pgs / 160 b&w.
november/photography

ALSo AvAiLABLE

William eggleston:  
the democratic Forest 
9781941701423 
clth, u.s. $55.00  cdn $70.00  
david Zwirner books | Steidl

ALSo AvAiLABLE

bruce davidson:  
in color 
9783869305646 
clth, u.s. $85.00   
cdn $100.00  
Steidl

ALSo AvAiLABLE

robert Frank: Film Works 
9783958290365 
boxed, pbk, 4 vols, 8.25 x 11.75 in. / 400 
pgs / 4 dvdS (pal & ntSc)., u.s. $175.00  
cdn $225.00  Sdnr40
Steidl

ALSo AvAiLABLE

robert Frank: the americans 
9783865215840 
clth, u.s. $40.00  cdn $50.00  
Steidl
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Robert Adams: 
Tenancy 
a major new work, Tenancy is 

comprised of 42 photographs by 

robert adams (born 1937) made in 

nehalem bay State park, oregon, 

between 2013 and 2015, with 

short texts by the artist. the book’s 

theme of tenancy expresses the 

idea of “temporary possession  

of what belongs to another”— 

specifically, the natural environ-

ment. adams’ recent photographs 

of the landscape reference the 

current and imminent threats of 

clearcutting, environmental degra-

dation and natural disasters along 

the northwestern coast of the uS.

the black-and-white photographs 

include poignant images of  

massive tree stumps on the 

beach—a product of the cutting  

of first and early second growth—

as well as shimmering stretches of 

coastline protected for endangered 

birds previously thought to have 

abandoned northern oregon.

frAenkel gAllerY
9781881337454  
u.s. $45.00  cdn $57.50  
Hbk, 10 x 12 in. / 112 pgs / 43 b&w.
September/photography

Robert Adams:  
An Old Forest 
Road 
Edited by Thomas Zander. Text 
by Henry David Thoreau, W.S. 
Merwin.

the subject of robert adams’ 

(born 1937) latest book is a little-

visited forest reserve near the 

photographer’s home in oregon. 

Sunlight plays a pivotal role in this 

sequence of pictures, as it pierces 

through the canopies of branches 

and leaves to reveal the hidden 

shapes and structure of the forest 

and the well-trodden path ahead. 

Shadows, too, are prominent 

in these pictures, adding gentle 

drama and contrast; they occlude 

the way forward, rendering it a 

portal to a destination unknown. 

these images, made between 

2012 and 2013, constitute a  

lyrical meditation on walking and 

the natural world.

WAlTher könig, köln
9783960981237  
u.s. $50.00  cdn $65.00  Flat40
Hbk, 7.5 x 10 in. / 72 pgs / 31 b&w.
november/photography

2017 sPring–suMMer suPPleMenT

New Realities 
Photography in the 19th Century
Edited with text by Mattie Boom, Hans Rooseboom. Text by 
Saskia Asser, Steven F. Joseph, Martin Jürgens.

presenting a selection of more than 300 photographs from 

the large and important collection of the rijksmuseum, New 

Realities provides an impressive overview of the international 

development of photography. major highlights include the 

earliest travel photos, motion studies by eadweard muybridge, 

advertising photography, portraiture, scenes of everyday life, 

the earliest photograph taken in Suriname and amazing shots 

that were made by microscopes and telescopes.

the invention of photography in 1839 led to a revolution in 

visual culture: photography both portrayed and created the 

modern world. For the first time, it was possible to depict 

and unlock every facet of that world. photography secured a 

position in every field: in science, the arts, daily life and news 

reportage. New Realities conveys the dizzying breadth of its 

impact across cultures and disciplines.

nAi010 PuBlishers/riJksMuseuM
9789462083486  u.s. $55.00  cdn $70.00  
Hbk, 9 x 11.5 in. / 340 pgs / 300 color.
September/photography

Julia Margaret Cameron, Florence Henri, Francesca Woodman 
The Art of the Feminine 
Edited by Giuliano Sergio.

is there such a thing as a feminine gaze? How can such a seemingly neutral medium as photography address the 

incredibly nuanced complexities of gender portrayal? Spanning the victorian, modern and postmodern eras, the 

works of Julia margaret cameron, Florence Henri and Francesca Woodman provide answers to these questions. 

despite their differing formal approaches, their portraiture evinces a common stance that affords the viewer a  

journey through the photographic representation of femininity. 

the women in their photographs demand to be acknowledged, making photography the space in which identity 

may be put to the test, where objectification may be escaped and subverted. this book provides a fascinating  

potted history of the depiction of women by women, across three epochs.

silvAnA eDiToriAle
9788836636754  u.s. $40.00  cdn $52.50  
Flexi, 8 x 10 in. / 144 pgs / 100 color.
September/photography/Women’s Studies

David Goldblatt: 
Ex Offenders at 
the Scene of Crime 
South Africa and England, 
2008–2016
Text by Brenda Goldblatt.

the origins of this book lie in david 

goldblatt’s observation that many 

of his fellow South africans, re-

gardless of race or class, are the 

victims of crime. For this project, 

begun in 2008, goldblatt photo-

graphed criminal offenders and 

alleged offenders at the place that 

was probably life-changing for 

them and their victims: the scene 

of the crime or arrest. each portrait 

is accompanied by the subject’s 

written story in his or her own 

words—for many, a cathartic ex-

perience and the first opportunity 

to recount events without being 

judged. goldblatt paid each of his 

subjects 800 rand for permission 

to photograph and interview them, 

and any profit from the project 

will be donated to the rehabilita-

tion of offenders. Ex Offenders 

also features goldblatt’s portraits 

and interviews of black subjects in 

West bromwich, england, made in 

collaboration with the community 

arts project multistory.

sTeiDl
9783958293403  
u.s. $85.00  cdn $105.00  
clth, 15 x 12.25 in. / 56 pgs / 35 b&w.
november/photography/african art 
& culture

David Goldblatt: 
Fietas Fractured 
this book presents photos by 

david goldblatt (born 1930) of 

Fietas in Johannesburg, taken be-

tween 1952 and 2016, with an em-

phasis on his 1976–77 images of 

the suburb’s last indian residents 

before they were forcibly removed 

under apartheid. Known affection-

ately by its inhabitants as Fietas, 

though officially called pageview, 

this was one of the city’s few 

“nonracial” suburbs, where malay, 

african, chinese, indian and a few 

white people lived. composed of 

narrow streets and small houses, 

here different races and religions 

formed a strong, safe commu-

nity where children played in the 

streets. there were two mosques, 

Hindu, tamil and muslim schools, 

cricket, soccer and bridge clubs, 

and shops. in 1948 the national 

party came to power and made the 

clearance of all “nonwhite” inhabit-

ants of pageview an immediate 

objective: some 5,000 africans and 

other people of color were evicted 

or “persuaded” to leave.

sTeiDl
9783958293250  
u.s. $85.00  cdn $105.00  
clth, 14.5 x 13 in. / 256 pgs /  
5 color / 90 b&w.
november/photography/african art 
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robert adams: a road through Shore pine 
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Hbk, u.s. $45.00  cdn $55.00  
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Manhattan Transit: The Subway 
Photographs of Helen Levitt 
 Edited by Marvin Hoshino, Thomas Zander. introduction by David 
Campany. 

in 1938 Helen levitt (1913–2009) accompanied Walker evans on a proj-

ect to photograph passengers on the new york subway. Soon she was 

taking her own pictures. more empathetic and informal than evans’, 

levitt’s finest photographs are the product of her willingness to partici-

pate as a fellow citizen, not as a photographer setting herself apart. the 

disarming ease of levitt’s pictures quickly accrues into an undeniably 

singular attitude to both the medium and the world.

around 1978—a full four decades after her first foray—levitt returned 

to the new york subway, by which time public behavior on the subway 

was visibly less formal. She seems to have picked up exactly where 

she had left off in 1938, but in general her photography was even less 

restricted—more in keeping with her looser street photographs. this 

is the most comprehensive publication of Helen levitt’s photographs 

from the new york subway, many of which are published here for the 

first time. 

WAlTher könig, köln
9783960981220  u.s. $50.00  cdn $65.00  Flat40
Hbk, 9.5 x 8.25 in. / 84 pgs / 51 b&w.
october/photography

Janet Russek and David Scheinbaum: Remnants 
 Photographs of the Lower East Side
Text by Amy Stein-Milford, Sean Corcoran. 

born and raised in brooklyn, new mexico–based photographers david Scheinbaum (born 

1951) and Janet russek (born 1947) started photographing new york’s lower east Side in 

1999, and have chronicled a time of extraordinary transformation. undergoing rapid gen-

trification into a “hipster” neighborhood, the future of the lower east Side is now unclear. 

in 2008, the national trust for Historic preservation added the neighborhood to its list of 

america’s most endangered places, and many believe the cultural institutions and ideolo-

gies that established the lower east Side are disappearing forever.

throughout its history, new york’s lower east Side has reflected the cultural demograph-

ics of the city and fostered a rich cultural environment for immigrant life, becoming the 

home to many ethnic groups.

With this volume, Scheinbaum and russek capture remnants of history through their in-

timate portraits of iconic places such as Katz’s deli, essex Street market, orchard corset 

and Streit’s matzo. 

rADius Books
9781942185307  u.s. $50.00  cdn $65.00  
Hbk, 9.25 x 10.25 in. / 136 pgs / 120 color.
September/photography

Simon Eeles:  
Far Far Rockaway 
the second book by australian-born, london-

based photographer Simon eeles (born 

1983)—following Australiana (2016)—spans two 

summers in Far rockaway beach, in Queens, 

new york. operating from a tent perched on the 

edge of the beach, he worked with strangers to 

paint a portrait of the colorful and diverse fantasy 

that is rockaway beach.

Having worked under renowned british fashion 

photographer craig mcdean, eeles has a knack 

for creating images with sharp, fashion-world 

glamour, even when working with a raw beach 

culture (new york style).

DAMiAni
9788862085434  u.s. $35.00  cdn $45.00  
clth, 9 x 9.5 in. / 96 pgs / 100 color.
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Lionel Koretzky:  
1000 Cars of NYC 
Text by Nathaniel Goldberg.

For three years, from 2013 to 2016, brooklyn-

based photographer lionel Koretzky fed his 

instagram account @soloparkingnyc with photo-

graphs of new york cars that he took on a daily 

basis, using his iphone, systematically cropping 

them at the wheels into square images. 

the repetition of the graphic formula proliferated 

over time, designs and seasons produced a body 

of work he had initially approached as a side  

project. 1000 Cars of NYC is Koretzky’s first book, 

a homage to his beloved adoption town and 

country through his passion for cars.

DAMiAni
9788862085465  u.s. $35.00  cdn $45.00  
Hbk, 6.25 x 6.25 in. / 288 pgs / 1,000 color.
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Dan Ziskie:  
Cloud Chamber 
Cloud Chamber is the first monograph by ameri-

can actor and photographer dan Ziskie, gather-

ing photographs taken in new york between 

2013 and 2016. Ziskie grew up in detroit, eventu-

ally moving to chicago to work as an assistant 

for a commercial photographer. during this time, 

he also began to work in improvisational the-

ater and in film and tv (his first film was robert 

altman’s OC and Stiggs, and he has starred in 

House of Cards and Treme). He later moved to 

new york, where, inspired by the work ethic of 

gary Winogrand, Ziskie hit the streets daily for 

several years, photographing with a digital 35mm 

camera. this volume gathers the results.

DAMiAni
9788862085472  u.s. $35.00  cdn $45.00  
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Evelyn Hofer: New York 
Edited by Andreas Pauly, Sabine Schmid. Text by John Haskell.

the starting point for this publication is the 1965 book New York Proclaimed, 

which features an in-depth essay by v.S. pritchett and photos by evelyn Hofer 

(1922–2009), and which enjoyed great popularity upon its original publication. 

New York Proclaimed is an example of Hofer’s perhaps most important body of 

work, her city portrait collections: books that present comprehensive prose texts 

by renowned authors alongside her self-contained visual essays with their own 

narratives. 

this newly conceived New York focuses on Hofer’s photos of the 1960s as well 

as previously unpublished images from the early 1970s. in Hofer’s photos of the 

street and (semi-) public spaces, people and architecture become symbols of a 

particular time and place. 

New York contains a new essay by John Haskell that posits possible stories 

behind Hofer’s photos and draws connections between images taken over the 

course of ten years.

sTeiDl
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Hunter Barnes: Tickets  
Hunter Barnes: Tickets gives readers a glimpse into the surreal world of the american 

traveling carnival, a vibrant community most had thought lost half a century ago. the 

result of documentary photographer Hunter barnes’ (born 1977) time on the road with 

the World of Wonder Sideshow, Tickets captures the people and places of the travel-

ing circus’s grittier sibling. the sword swallowers, fire eaters and tattooed ladies are 

all here, defiant and exuberant, captured in striking portraits.

barnes has long been drawn to documenting aspects of culture and communities ig-

nored or misrepresented by the mainstream american narrative. Starting with his first 

self-published photobook Redneck Roundup, barnes has always sought out tiny pock-

ets of american subcultural activity: he has photographed bikers, lowriders, street 

gangs and inmates in california State prison—working always on film, matching his 

analogue process to his slow, intensive methodology. 

reel ArT Press
9781909526471  u.s. $29.95  cdn $37.50  
Hbk, 6.5 x 8.75 in. / 80 pgs / 11 color / 38 b&w.
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David Hurn: Arizona Trips 
magnum’s david Hurn (born 1934) is one of britain’s most important reportage 

photographers. His documentary photographs are distinguished by their quiet ob-

servation and remarkable insight. “life as it unfolds in front of the camera is full of 

so much complexity, wonder and surprise that i find it unnecessary to create new 

realities,” he writes. “there is more pleasure, for me, in things as they are.”

released to coincide with magnum photo agency’s 70th birthday, this is the first 

book dedicated to Hurn’s photographs from arizona. in 1979–80 he was awarded 

a uK/uSa bicentennial Fellowship, a one-year award to photograph in america. 

He chose arizona, as “the most right-wing state in america, plus it is the driest 

state in america. the exact opposite of my home country Wales. the contrasts ap-

pealed to me.” Hurn fell in love with arizona and made several trips back between 

1979 and 2001, turning his inimitable eye to ordinary arizonians in their daily life, 

their schools, exercise classes, holidays and their landscape. 

reel ArT Press
9781909526518  u.s. $39.95  cdn $50.00  
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Ruth Kaplan: 
Bathers 
Text by Marni Jackson, Larry Fink.

Bathers, by toronto-based photog-

rapher ruth Kaplan, explores  

the social theater of communal 

bathing. Kaplan’s journey began  

in the nudist hot springs of  

california in 1991. by participating 

in the baths, Kaplan gradually  

became accepted and was able  

to make photographs of her fellow 

bathers, occupying the dual role  

of voyeur and participant. From  

california she then traveled to 

eastern europe, seeking a more 

traditional form of the practice  

in the spa towns of the czech  

republic, Slovakia, poland,  

Hungary and romania. the unique 

display of individual body types 

and ages became a component  

of the work, as did the decaying  

architecture of the interiors. She 

then traveled to higher-tech spas 

in germany, France, italy and 

denmark, completing the series 

in 2002 in moroccan hamams and 

icelandic hot springs. Hedonism, 

sensuality, innocence and social 

bonding are some of the underly-

ing themes that emerged.

DAMiAni
9788862085489  
u.s. $50.00  cdn $65.00  
clth, 9.75 x 12 in. / 112 pgs / 70 b&w.
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2017 sPring–suMMer suPPleMenT

Latif al Ani 
Text by Morad Montazami.

Known as the “father of iraqi  

photography,” latif al ani (born 

1932) was the first photographer 

to capture cosmopolitan life in 

1950s–70s iraq, and his black-and-

white images constitute a unique 

visual account of the country  

during its belle époque. al ani  

portrayed iraq’s culture in all of  

its abundance and complexity: be-

sides documenting its westernized 

everyday life, the political culture 

and industry, he also captured  

images of iraq from the air, for the 

iraq petroleum company. under 

Saddam Hussein’s oppressive 

regime, however, al ani ceased 

photographing. 

today, his photographs give  

testimony to an era long gone. 

His exhibition at the iraq pavilion 

during the venice biennale in 2016 

focused on works from the early 

period of his career, which reveal 

both iraq’s modernizing trends and 

the retention of ancient traditions 

as particular themes of al ani’s 

work.

hATJe CAnTZ
9783775742702  
u.s. $60.00  cdn $78.00  
Hbk, 11.5 x 10 in. / 200 pgs /  
200 color.
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Elizabeth Heyert:  
The Outsider
 Text by Madeleine Thien. 

Known for her unconventional 

approach to portrait photography, 

most notably her classic trilogy 

The Sleepers, The Travelers and 

The Narcissists, american pho-

tographer elizabeth Heyert again 

assumes her role as observer and 

voyeur in her latest book, The Out-

sider, photographed during four 

trips to china. Fascinated by the 

rituals of chinese amateur photog-

raphers, who seem to shoot inces-

santly, and with an intimacy with 

their environment that borders on 

stagecraft, Heyert embarked on 

a project to photograph the chi-

nese taking photographs of each 

other. Few chinese possess family 

photographs from the past, as so 

much was destroyed during the 

cultural revolution, which may 

explain the intensity of the pho-

tography she witnessed. She titled 

the project The Outsider because, 

as a Westerner in the east, and a 

stranger in a foreign culture, she 

allowed herself to be a spectator to 

the photographer/subject relation-

ship. these are portraits of the chi-

nese, by the chinese, observed by 

Heyert, an eyewitness to the birth 

of a new collective visual memory. 

DAMiAni
9788862085441  
u.s. $30.00  cdn $40.00  
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by david Hurn 
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Hbk, u.s. $49.95  cdn $64.95  
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Margot Wallard: 
Natten 
French photographer margot Wal-

lard’s (born 1978) Natten is a heart-

felt response to the experience of 

witnessing her brother’s slow and 

untimely death, an experience she 

described as a “violent process” 

for all concerned. undertaken in 

the wake of loss, and fraught with 

the contradictions of mourning, 

Natten is a post-traumatic visual 

exploration and an attempt to reaf-

firm and claim life. it is comprised 

of images of dead birds, mice, 

frogs, snakes and stoats; black-

and-white photos of ice forma-

tions in woodland areas mingled 

with ghostly nighttime nudes 

(self-portraits); images of insects; 

color landscape sequences in 

which nude self-portraits again 

figure; a series of images of animal 

skeletons; and still lifes of natural 

mineral and botanical formations. 

“the dead animals or the organic 

elements found during my expedi-

tions constantly referred me to  

this notion of perpetual renewal,” 

Wallard writes, “to this contradic-

tion between normality and the 

brutality of life.”

MAX sTröM
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Taryn Simon: An Occupation of 
Loss 
 Edited by Andrea Rollefson. 

professional mourners from different cultural circles strike up 

dirges simultaneously in taryn Simon’s most recent installation, 

An Occupation of Loss; viewers are directly confronted with these 

performances. the artist not only addresses the public handling of 

death and loss, but also the tension between artificial and genuine 

emotion. assisted by scientists, Simon systematically investigated 

the marginalized practices of these grief rituals and initiated the 

performers’ travels; however, some of them were refused entry 

into the country. the documentation of the immigration procedure 

is also part of the work.

this artist’s book extensively documents taryn Simon’s careful 

research, tracing the entire project. after its premiere in new york, 

in the summer of 2017, the artangel production company will 

mount An Occupation of Loss in london’s docklands.

Taryn Simon (born 1975) has been the subject of monographic 

exhibitions at ullens center for contemporary art, beijing (2013); 

the museum of modern art, new york (2012); tate modern, lon-

don (2011); neue nationalgalerie, berlin (2011); and the Whitney 

museum of american art, new york (2007). Her work is in the 

permanent collections of the metropolitan museum of art, tate 

modern, the Whitney museum of american art, centre georges 

pompidou and museum of contemporary art, los angeles, and 

was included in the 54th venice biennale in 2011 and the carn-

egie international in 2013. She is a graduate of brown university 

and a guggenheim Fellow. Simon lives and works in new york. 

hATJe CAnTZ
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pbk, 6 x 10.75 in. / 240 pgs / 175 color.
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Anne Collier: Women with Cameras 
(Anonymous)   
Women with Cameras gathers a popular and widely acclaimed 

series by the new york–based conceptual photographer anne 

collier (born 1970) that puts the camera in the hands of a female 

subject, subverting photographic conventions of the male gaze. 

the backdrops and occasions of these found pictures (accumu-

lated over the course of many years from magazines, books, 

album covers, publicity material and such, and reshot by collier) 

range from beaches, backyards and living rooms to new year’s 

eve parties.

compiled here, they offer a defiant, optimistic rebuttal to the idea 

of women as passive observers in the worlds of art, advertising 

and family life. by redirecting the gaze back toward the viewer, 

collier gives testimony to the power of photography to affect both 

self-image and, more importantly, self-agency. as mca chicago 

curator michael darling noted of these works (on the occasion 

of collier’s exhibition there), “taking a retrospective look at these 

technologies and how women have been portrayed in them pre-

pares you to think about how photos are used today …. Her work 

can create visual literacy and inspire critical thinking.”  

kArMA, neW York/sTuDio volTAire
9781942607700  u.s. $45.00  cdn $55.00  
pbk, 10 x 10 in. / 168 pgs / 80 color.
october/photography
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Yto Barrada: Guide to Trees + Guide to Fossils   
this gorgeous two-volume set collects two artist’s books by French artist yto barrada (born 1971), both 

of which are proposed as mock guides: A Guide to Trees for Governors and Gardeners and A Guide to 

Fossils for Forgers and Foreigners. 

A Guide to Trees for Governors and Gardeners is a satirical guide for urban landscapers on how to pre-

pare cities for the arrival of dignitaries. accordingly, advice is offered on painting and cleaning; fruits, 

flowers and weeds; flags and music; traffic islands and palm trees.  

at first seemingly reasonable, these directives gradually begin to suggest something amiss behind the 

patriotic potemkin-esque facades.

A Guide to Fossils for Forgers and Foreigners presents research on morocco’s atlas mountains. the arid 

terrain between the mountains and the desert is home to a cottage industry of excavating, preparing, 

forging and selling fossils. barrada’s research is documented in guidebook format. 

koenig Books
9783960980292  u.s. $80.00  cdn $100.00  Flat40
Slip, hbk, 2 vols, 8 x 11 in. / 312 pgs / illustrated throughout.
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Alison Rossiter: Expired Paper 
 Text by Leah ollman. 

divided into sections that represent the breadth of alison rossiter’s (born 1953) 

process and vision, Expired Paper offers a comprehensive look at the artist’s body 

of cameraless photo-art—Latent, Landscapes, Pools, Pours, Dips, Blurs, Fours and 

Collages. 

art critic leah ollman has been contemplating rossiter’s work for years, and her 

accompanying text serves as an ideal complement to the images: “all of the works 

pay homage to the rich idiosyncrasies of photographic papers across history, and 

restore a sanctity to the photograph as object. made without cameras, lenses or 

film, the works are nothing but process and materiality.” 

the book also includes a selection of early 20th-century photographic paper pack-

ages (which the artist has collected for over 10 years) in a separate booklet. 

rADius Books/Yossi Milo gAllerY
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Anders Petersen: City Diary #4 
Edited by Greger Ulf Nilson.

this book is the latest of anders petersen’s (born 1944) award-winning City Diaries, 

the first three of which are now out of print.

throughout his career petersen has traveled extensively and documented life beyond 

the margins of polite society, a shadowy world of pleasure and sin including prosti-

tutes, transvestites, alcoholics, nighttime lovers and adult conflict.

through his candid, empathetic yet somewhat detached eye, petersen discloses dif-

ficult realities such as drug addiction with a sense of bewilderment and currency. City 

Diary #4 shows petersen’s ongoing photographic engagement with the gritty and 

beautiful in life as it unfolds before him.

sTeiDl/gun
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Anders Petersen: 
Zoo 
Edited by Greger Ulf Nilson.

Zoo is a wild ride through the  

oeuvre of Swedish photographer 

anders petersen (born 1944), a 

racy edit of his work that has  

animals as its central theme. 

Whether they be conscious por-

traits of animals or a haphazard 

photographic encounter with a 

woman’s legs in python-print 

tights, petersen draws out the 

animal and animalistic in all that 

he sees.

at a typical zoo we are the specta-

tors, peering in on creatures as 

they go about their existence, 

mostly oblivious to our presence. 

but in Zoo, we find ourselves  

both behind and before the bars 

of the cage—with petersen as the 

delighted zookeeper.

sTeiDl/gun
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Gunnar 
Smoliansky: Hands 
Edited by Greger Ulf Nilson.

this book contains more than 400 

pictures of Swedish photogra-

pher gunnar Smoliansky’s (born 

1933) hands—each a spontane-

ous composition crafted by the 

photographer in his traditional 

darkroom. Some pictures are 

deceptively simple, hardly recog-

nizable abstractions; others are 

realistic, revealing even the texture 

of Smoliansky’s palm; while others 

still are almost violent inky overlap-

pings. by bypassing the tool of the 

camera and reinterpreting the pho-

togram, Smoliansky revisits one of 

the earliest means of photographic 

picture-making and creates a ges-

tural space between photography 

and drawing. “i don’t know what 

it was that made me start on these 

pictures,” he ponders. “always 

after the end of the working day 

… What i did was to open a box 

in darkroom lighting and take out 

some papers between my thumb 

and my index finger. then the  

work continued in ordinary room 

lighting. i numbered the papers, 

all of which are presented here in 

the book.”

sTeiDl/gun
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Gunnar 
Smoliansky: 
Promenade 
Pictures 
Edited by Greger Ulf Nilson. Text by 
Joanna Persman.

Promenade Pictures collects a suite 

of humble yet profound pictures 

taken by gunnar Smoliansky (born 

1933) in the 1970s and ’80s during 

long walks throughout Stockholm 

and its surrounds. His aim was to 

discover the modest abstractions 

of the everyday—the fluid lines of 

a gnarled tree trunk; the graphic 

shapes of streets, shadows, stairs 

and tiles; the delicate landscape  

of crumpled bed sheets. 

Smoliansky created these photos, 

as all of his work, with an analog 

camera and developed the prints 

in his own darkroom. in these pic-

tures he lays particular emphasis 

on the painterly tonalities of the 

prints, from warm sepia to cool 

black and white, in order to re-

create variations of daylight. this 

new Steidl edition of Promenade 

Pictures is an expanded version of 

a smaller book, originally published 

by moderna museet in Stockholm 

in 1986.

sTeiDl/gun
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Miguel Calderón: 
Catalogue   
Miguel Calderón: Catalogue gath-

ers a collection of photographs of 

prostitutes that was provided to 

the select clients of a mexico city 

brothel. these were first shown to 

artist miguel calderón (born 1971) 

by his uncle when he was 13 years 

old, so that he could choose one 

of them for his “initiation into man-

hood.” thirty years later, calderón 

has recovered these images and 

transformed them into part of a 

narrative of sexual awakening.

Catalogue is an autobiographi-

cal exploration, but also a docu-

ment of a specific time, place 

and mindset. the universal sexual 

anxieties and social pressures of 

adolescence are filtered through 

rituals specific to mexico city in 

the 1980s, where virginity for boys 

meant weakness and mockery 

and for girls meant strength and 

respect. 

rM
9788416282937  
u.s. $50.00  cdn $65.00  Flat40
pbk, 7 x 10 in. / 128 pgs / 89 color.
october/photography/erotica/latin 
american & caribbean art & culture

Antoine D’Agata: Mexico 
 Text by Paco ignacio Taibo ii, Nicolas Arraitz, Bruno Le Dantec, Tania Bohorquèz, Alfonso 
Morales. 

over the past 30 years, French photographer antoine d’agata (born 1961) has undertaken 

various journeys in mexico. as a photographer, d’agata tends to focus on societal taboos  

like addiction and prostitution, and embroil himself directly in these darker parts of human 

nature. “it’s not how photographers look at the world that is important,” d’agata has re-

marked. “it’s their intimate relationship with it.” 

this book is a record of the photographer’s mexican travels, a tense, immobile diary of his 

experiences in the devastated landscapes of an increasingly volatile criminal society. Still im-

ages, cinematographic narratives and texts make up a personal diary that, through intimate, 

sexual and narcotic encounters, constructs an increasingly sickening reality. mirroring  

his journey as he wanders through a lonely and marginal world, d’agata’s photographic  

language seems to fracture and degenerate page by page. 

as a whole, Mexico presents a complex, difficult portrait of a period that has been con-

structed as a time of lawlessness and criminality in mexican society. d’agata structures the 

book around six photographic movements, relating directly to different times in the contem-

porary history of mexico. these chapters suggest ruptures in the continuity of history, even 

as d’agata creates a narrative of descent into pain and savagery. 

rM
9788417047177  u.s. $55.00  cdn $70.00  
clth, 10 x 11.5 in. / 220 pgs / 216 color.
october/photography/latin american & caribbean art & culture
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Hbk, u.s. $75.00  cdn $90.00  
max Ström
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Roe Ethridge:  
American Spirit   
in American Spirit, new york–based conceptual 

photographer roe ethridge (born 1969) presents 

an unabashedly gorgeous collection of mountain-

ous vistas and meta-advertising spreads that riff 

on the name of the eponymous cigarette brand. 

Wide-open views of Western peaks are inter-

spersed with close-shot portraits, still lifes and 

consumer imagery, a manifest destiny atlas for 

the post-internet era.  

kArMA, neW York
9781942607670  u.s. $40.00  cdn $52.50  
pbk, 9.5 x 12.75 in. / 72 pgs / 39 color.
July/photography

2017 sPring–suMMer suPPleMenT

Florian Geiss:  
Gimme Shelter 
 in Gimme Shelter, german photographer Florian 

geiss (born 1969) focuses on his protagonists’ 

search for identity in the aspirational dream 

known as the american way of life. these works 

unite formal elements of cinematic advertising 

with traditional american color photography. inti-

mate portraits and panoramic landscape pictures 

open up questions about aspiration and reality. 

hATJe CAnTZ
9783775742658  u.s. $60.00  cdn $78.00  
Hbk, 11.75 x 9.75 in. / 128 pgs / 90 color.
available/photography

2017 sPring–suMMer suPPleMenT

Emmanuel Georges: 
America Rewind 
traveling across the uS, French photographer 

emmanuel georges went in search of the re-

mains of the american dream. the result is a kind 

of photographic road trip of more than 12,000 

miles: from detroit, former capital of the automo-

bile industry, to butte, montana, once a mining 

city and now half deserted; through the rust belt 

from pennsylvania to arkansas, formerly flourish-

ing cities tell the story of the disappearance of an 

economic boom. 

hATJe CAnTZ
9783775742375  u.s. $50.00  cdn $65.00  
Hbk, 11 x 12.5 in. / 112 pgs / 78 color.
available/photography

Laura Letinsky: Time’s Assignation 
 The Polaroids
Text by Nathalie Herschdorfer. 

in Laura Letinsky: Time’s Assignation the polaroid—now an anachronistic format, a leftover 

of photographic history—is conjoined with the photographer’s trademark subject matter: 

the remains of meals and appetites never entirely sated. chicago-based photographer 

laura letinsky (born 1962) used polaroid type 55 film as part of her working process until 

the film was discontinued in 2008, exploring focus, composition, exposure and light in 

black-and-white instant photographs as she worked up to the larger-scale color works for 

which she is best known. like sketches, the photographs in this volume—small, slow and 

raw—reveal a process of asking. this way or that? more or less? now or then?

a polaroid is a fugitive thing, beautiful in its decomposition, subject to change as much 

as the still life compositions of ripe fruits and nibbled foods that letinsky arranges. Time’s 

Assignation collects polaroids taken by the photographer in her studio between 1997 and 

2008, now stabilized, their high-key tones slipping into white veils and darker tones metal-

lized in hues of taupe, gold and gunmetal gray. these photographs offer a record of letin-

sky’s working process, but are a compelling body of photographic work in their own right, 

exploring time’s unrelenting progression in their subject matter and materiality. 

rADius Books
9781942185222  u.s. $55.00  cdn $70.00  
Hbk, 9.5 x 11.5 in. / 180 pgs / 70 duotone.
august/photography

Thomas Ruff 
 Edited by iwona Blazwick. 

over the course of his 30-year career, thomas ruff (born 1958) has approached every genre 

of photography and coolly reinvented it. one of the greatest artists to use photography in  

the 21st century, ruff came of age in the 1980s alongside andreas gursky, candida Höfer 

and thomas Struth, in what was to become known as the düsseldorf School.

creating photographic images on the scale of history painting but with a cool hyperrealism, 

ruff moves from the micro to the macro, from portraying friends to picturing the cosmos.  

He also oscillates between the laboratory and the archive, experimenting with digital technol-

ogies to create photograms with virtual objects and rescuing discarded press photographs 

to reveal lost histories.

this substantial ruff overview accompanies a major retrospective survey at the Whitechapel 

gallery in london, and contains all of his most renowned series, including portraits,  

disasters, sky and cityscapes, internet nudes, photograms, manga images, magnetically  

generated images and found press photographs. 

WhiTeChAPel gAllerY
9780854882601  u.s. $45.00  cdn $57.50  
pbk, 9.75 x 11.75 in. / 232 pgs / 120 color.
november/photography

Betsy Schneider: To Be Thirteen 
 Text by Rebecca Senf. 

in 2011, arizona-based photographer betsy Schneider, herself the mother of a 13-year-

old daughter, embarked on a project to explore the experience of being 13. traveling 

around the united States, the guggenheim grant recipient spent 2012 chronicling 250 

13 year olds, creating still portraits and video documentation of each. the resulting 

body of work creates a rich collective portrait of a group of americans whose lives 

began at the turn of the millennium and who are coming of age now.

To Be Thirteen depicts all 250 portraits with brief quotations from the extended video 

interviews and an interview by center for creative photography chief curator rebecca 

Senf with Schneider, unpacking details about the artist’s process, insights about the 

project and how it changed her, as well as longer excerpts from the subjects. this 

publication captures and conveys the experience of meeting with the artist and look-

ing through a stack of prints with her, and will complement an exhibition of the project 

debuting at the phoenix art museum in the spring of 2018. 

rADius Books/PhoeniX ArT MuseuM
9781942185260  u.s. $45.00  cdn $57.50  
Hbk, 7.5 x 9 in. / 524 pgs / 250 color.
September/photography

EXHIBITION SCHEDULE

phoenix, aZ: phoenix art museum, 05/04/18–10/14/18
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More Women in Trees 
 Climbing Up Again
“What are they all doing up there?” wondered the Zürich Tagesanzeiger. “it’s probably a  

forgotten popular sport,” suggested Der Spiegel. there was even speculation about the 

“secret sex life of trees.” one thing is certain: Jochen raiss’s Women in Trees, published by 

Hatje cantz in 2016, immediately became a bestseller. perhaps it happened simply because 

the evident happiness felt by these women (who may have simply been in the mood to  

climb a tree) is palpable to us all.

Women in Trees made us happy—and hungry for more. So Hatje cantz asked the obsessive 

collector raiss if he might have some more of “the goods,” and he did. He has, after all, 

spent 25 years searching for and finding anonymous masterpieces such as these, which is 

why we now have More Women in Trees: how can you possibly get enough of them? 

hATJe CAnTZ
9783775743150  u.s. $24.95  cdn $29.95  
Hbk, 5 x 7 in. / 112 pgs / 52 color.
november/photography

Jean Pigozzi: ME + CO 
 The Selfies: 1972–2016 
“We live in the age of the selfie,” Jerry Saltz wrote in 2014. a few short years ago, one 

could say that people were still primarily interested in recording what was in front of 

them. then, all of a sudden, people were turning their cameras around and taking  

pictures of themselves. 

but as it happens, Jean pigozzi (born 1952)—italian businessman, art collector, philan-

thropist and photographer—has been taking selfies for more than 40 years (even though 

he is neither an american nor a millennial)! if the selfie is still in its “neolithic phase,”  

as Saltz suggested, pigozzi’s photographs represent a previously unknown paleolithic 

one, with pigozzi taking selfies as early as the 1970s. 

Jean Pigozzi: ME + CO brings this unique body of work together for the first time. the 

book includes dozens of famous faces, such as those of mick Jagger, Faye dunaway, 

mel brooks, andy Warhol and lady gaga, all pressed against pigozzi’s face; pigozzi 

also poses with the belly of a turkish belly dancer, a busload of Japanese tourists and a 

stuffed dog. pigozzi’s collected selfies are fascinating and fun, both for their strangely 

contemporary quality and for their old-school innocence.  

DAMiAni
9788862085502  u.s. $40.00  cdn $52.50  
Hbk, 7.75 x 5.5 in. / 168 pgs / 160 color.
october/photography

Bill Henson 
Text by Michael Heyward.

bill Henson (born 1955) is one of 

australia’s leading contemporary 

photographers. His powerful and 

edgy images approach the paint-

erly and the cinematic, bringing 

formal and classical qualities to 

the gritty, casual dramas of the 

everyday. this publication presents 

a selection of images, compiled by 

the artist, that range from sublime 

landscapes and nudes to classical 

sculpture shown in museum set-

tings, all heightened by the velvet-

like blackness of the shadows and 

the striking use of chiaroscuro 

to selectively obscure and reveal 

form. Henson’s nudes portray his 

subjects as self-contained, focused 

on internal reveries; his landscapes 

are photographed at twilight, un-

derscoring the transitional mood 

of the moment; and his museum 

images juxtapose graceful marble 

statues against the transfixed 

visitors observing them. beauti-

ful, enigmatic and unforgettable, 

Henson’s images enliven our own 

sense of being.

nATionAl gAllerY of viCToriA
9781925432367  
u.s. $50.00  cdn $65.00  
Hbk, 12 x 12 in. / 96 pgs / illustrated 
throughout.
november/photography

EXHIBITION SCHEDULE

melbourne, australia: national  
gallery of victoria, 03/10/17–08/27/17

Karl Lagerfeld: 
Paris Photo 
paris photo is the world’s largest 

art fair dedicated to photography 

and annually attracts thousands 

of artists, professionals, collectors 

and enthusiasts to paris’ grand 

palais. over 180 galleries and pub-

lishers present a comprehensive 

historical panorama of photog-

raphy, from vintage prints to the 

latest contemporary works and 

everything in between. but how 

are we to best navigate this al-

most overwhelming photographic 

bounty?

Paris Photo by Karl lagerfeld (born 

1933) provides the answer by pre-

senting lagerfeld’s personal selec-

tion of his favorite photos from the 

thousands on show at this year’s 

fair. We are thus able to “visit” 

paris photo as if in lagerfeld’s 

company, and enjoy a perspec-

tive that is shaped by his decades 

of experience as a photographer, 

photobook publisher and book 

dealer. lagerfeld’s chosen photos 

will also be indicated at paris photo 

itself, allowing us to wander the 

fair through lagerfeld’s eyes.

sTeiDl
9783958293540  
u.s. $25.00  cdn $32.50  
pbk, 8 x 10.5 in. / 208 pgs /  
218 color / 140 b&w.
november/photography

2017 sPring–suMMer suPPleMenT

Suzy Lake 
Text by Helena Reckitt.

this book presents detroit-born, 

toronto-based artist Suzy lake’s 

(born 1947) bold explorations of 

gender and identity. along with 

her expansive use of the photo-

graphic medium, these concerns 

make lake an exemplary model for 

contemporary artists. combining a 

deep knowledge of photographic 

conventions with strong personal 

convictions, she produces work 

that both inspires and provokes 

thought. Beauty at a Proper Dis-

tance/In Song (2001–2), for exam-

ple, challenges notions of beauty 

and the aging body in a society 

that glorifies youth. lake installed 

light boxes in public places de-

picting highly saturated close-up 

images of her face. in Performing 

Haute Couture (2014), she mod-

eled high fashion designed for 

much younger models to celebrate 

her maturity and authority. in 

Reduced Performing (2008) she 

utilized the most sophisticated 

scanning technology available to 

scan the entire length of her body. 

the questions lake raises are as 

relevant now, in the age of social 

media, as ever before.

sTeiDl/sCoTiABAnk
9783958292826  
u.s. $65.00  cdn $85.00  
Hbk, 9.75 x 12 in. / 228 pgs / 
illustrated throughout.
July/art/photography

ALSo AvAiLABLE

Women in trees 
9783775741675 
Hbk, u.s. $25.00  cdn $32.50  
Hatje cantz

Etnomanie 
Edited by Ellie Uyttenbroek.

For this cultural style guide,  

the acclaimed style profiler ellie 

uyttenbroek (known for her best-

selling photobook Exactitudes) 

made a personal selection of 100 

posed portraits from the 1850s 

to the present, drawing on the 

ethnographic photo collection 

of the nederlands Fotomuseum. 

the result is these highly staged 

and performative photos: portraits 

chosen for individual expression, 

silhouette, outfit, body decoration, 

accessories and other details in 

which style predominates.

With humor and incongruity,  

uyttenbroek’s idiosyncratic  

approach brings these style pro-

files to life and allows us to reflect 

upon the ways in which we try to 

design and style ourselves.

the ethnographic photo collection 

of the nederlands Fotomuseum, 

originating from the World  

museum, is renowned for its  

ethnographic pictures from  

the middle east, north africa,  

indonesia, asia and america.

nAi010 PuBlishers
9789462083639  
u.s. $29.95  cdn $37.50  
pbk, 6.75 x 9.5 in. / 176 pgs /  
120 color.
august/photography
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Roman Ehrlich & 
Michael Disqué: 
The Theater of 
War 
in the summer of 2015, writer 

roman ehrlich (born 1983) and 

photographer michael disqué 

(born 1980) visited the german 

army base camp marmal in  

mazar-e Sharif in afghanistan. 

their aim was to portray the life of 

the soldiers in the camp without 

falling back on the standard  

narratives of journalistic reportage. 

What ehrlich and disqué found 

themselves drawn to at camp 

marmal were the structures  

that the soldiers had created for 

themselves, the extreme artificiality 

of the living environment  

and the civilian aspects of life  

that persisted in the camp, despite 

it being a military organization. 

these banalities of war are at the 

heart of Theatre of War: the every-

day life of the camp as seen in  

its offices, workshops and  

accommodation areas, in its utility 

hubs and kitchens, as the war’s 

employees occupy their time  

waiting and contemplating.

sPeCTor Books
9783959051019  
u.s. $28.00  cdn $37.50  
pbk, 9 x 12.5 in. / 120 pgs / 74 color.
September/photography

David Maisel: 
Proving Ground 
Text by Geoff Manaugh, William L. 
Fox, Tyler Green.

an unsettling encounter with one 

of the most secretive of american 

military zones, Proving Ground 

is california-based photographer 

david maisel’s (born 1961) in-

vestigation of dugway proving 

ground, a classified site covering 

nearly 800,000 acres in a remote 

region of utah’s great Salt lake 

desert. From its inception dur-

ing World War ii to the present, 

dugway’s primary mission has 

been to develop and test chemi-

cal and biological weaponry and 

defense programs. after more than 

a decade of inquiry, maisel was 

granted rare access to photograph 

the terrain, testing facilities and 

other aspects of this deliberately 

obscured region of the american 

atlas.

comprising aerial and on-site 

photos made at dugway, this body 

of work explores questions sur-

rounding military power, national 

security and land use, as well 

as the limits of technology and 

human endeavor. maisel’s engage-

ment with dugway challenges the 

capacity of photography as visual 

evidence.

sTeiDl
9783958292888  
u.s. $65.00  cdn $85.00  
clth, 11.5 x 11.5 in. / 200 pgs /  
124 color.
november/photography

Luke Powell:  
Asia Highways 
in Asia Highways, american 

photographer luke powell (born 

1946) undertakes a photographic 

examination of iran and particu-

larly pakistan, acknowledging the 

destruction these cultures have 

undergone while emphasizing the 

beautiful and good that powell  

discovered on his travels. the  

photos in the first chapter were 

taken in iran in 1974 and include 

the historical bazaar of tabriz (a 

crucial center on the Silk road  

and since 2010 a uneSco  

World Heritage Site), while the 

succeeding chapters depict  

northern pakistan. 

the story of the book’s origins  

orbits around various political 

events: powell photographed a 

series on pakistan’s Swat district 

after he had left afghanistan just 

ahead of the taraki coup in 1978; 

and in 2000 the taliban invited  

him to return while restricting  

his subsequent movements, 

prompting powell to travel to  

pakistan and work in chitral and 

gilgit. other chapters explore  

peshawar and the Kalash people 

in chitral.

sTeiDl
9783958293274  
u.s. $65.00  cdn $85.00  
clth, 15 x 11.25 in. / 232 pgs /  
203 color.
november/photography/asian art & 
culture

Debi Cornwall: Welcome to Camp America 
 Inside Guantánamo Bay
Text by Moazzam Begg, Fred Ritchin. 

Welcome to Camp America is brooklyn-based conceptual documentary artist and former civil 

rights attorney debi cornwall’s vivid and disorienting glimpse into the uS naval Station in guan-

tánamo bay, cuba—known as “gitmo”—through photographs, once-classified government docu-

ments and first-person accounts.

the book gathers three series: Gitmo at Home, Gitmo at Play showing residential and leisure 

spaces of both prisoners and guards; Gitmo on Sale, depicting the commodification of american 

military power through gift-shop souvenirs; and Beyond Gitmo, investigating life after detention 

with 14 men once held as accused terrorists, now cleared and freed, living in nine countries from 

albania to Qatar. environmental portraits in the free world replicate conditions of military regula-

tion photography at guantánamo bay: no faces are shown. 

With unique construction in english and arabic, the book seeks common ground while asking 

provocative questions about compromises made between humanity and fear in the post-9/11 era. 

rADius Books
9781942185314  u.s. $45.00  cdn $57.50  
Hbk, 7 x 9.5 in. / 190 pgs / 70 color.
September/photography

Mark Klett, Rebecca Solnit & Byron Wolfe: 
Drowned River 
 The Death and Rebirth of Glen Canyon on the Colorado
in 1963 the waters began rising behind glen canyon dam and 170 miles of the colo-

rado river slowly disappeared as the riverbed and surrounding canyons filled with 

water. environmentalists considered it a disaster and mourned glen canyon as gone 

forever. the Sierra club joined forces with photographer eliot porter to document what 

would be lost under the dam’s waters, resulting in the publication of the landmark 1963 

photobook The Place No One Knew: Glen Canyon on the Colorado.

but in an unexpected victory that speaks to the pervasive disaster of climate change, 

the reservoir is now declining and the colorado river is coming back. photographers 

byron Wolfe (born 1967) and mark Klett (born 1952), along with writer rebecca  

Solnit (born 1961), spent five years exploring the place as expectations and possibilities 

changed, and the river reemerged at the upper end of the reservoir. 

in dialogue with porter’s book, Klett and Wolfe retraced the physical locations where 

porter made his photographs, now often submerged by the reservoir’s waters. Solnit’s 

accompanying text meditates on the meanings and histories of the place, drawing  

from both the trio’s explorations and archival research.

Drowned River is a book about climate change, about “the madness of the past and  

the terror of the future” (as Solnit puts it). but it is also a book about how photography 

can describe beauty and trouble simultaneously, and what it takes to understand a 

place and to come to terms with the changes we have set in motion. 

rADius Books
9781942185253  u.s. $65.00  cdn $85.00  
Hbk, 11.25 x 13 in. / 212 pgs / 80 color.
September/photography/Sustainability

Armin Linke: 
The Appearance 
of That Which 
Cannot Be Seen 
Edited by Linda van Deursen, Jan 
Kiesswetter, Alina Schmuch. Text 
by Ariella Azoulay, Lorraine Daston, 
Bruno Latour, Peter Weibel, Mark 
Wigley, Jan Zalasiewicz, et al.

For more than 20 years, german 

photographer and filmmaker 

armin linke (born 1966) has been 

photographing the effects of glo-

balization, the wholesale transfor-

mation of infrastructure and the 

networking of the post-industrial 

society via digital information and 

communication technologies. His 

photographs show that the mod-

ern world is a massive profusion of 

data, where the material infrastruc-

tures—consisting of computer 

centers, data highways and server 

rooms—are largely invisible.

For The Appearance of That Which 

Cannot Be Seen, linke invited 

scientists, philosophers and theo-

reticians to examine his picture 

archive. ariella azoulay, bruno 

latour, peter Weibel, mark Wigley, 

and Jan Zalasiewicz made a selec-

tion of images and in the process 

opened up linke’s photos to a  

variety of different readings.

sPeCTor Books
9783959050708  
u.s. $36.00  cdn $47.50  
pbk, 8 x 8 in. / 403 pgs / 350 color.
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Jake Verzosa: 
The Last Tattooed 
Women of Kallinga 
Text by François Cheval,  
Natividad Sugguiyao.

The Last Tattooed Women of  

Kalinga presents a series of por-

traits by Filipino photographer Jake 

verzosa (born 1979) that lament 

and celebrate a dying tradition of 

tattooing in villages throughout 

the cordillera mountains in the 

northern philippines. For nearly 

1,000 years the Kalinga women 

have proudly worn these lace-like 

patterns, or batok, on their skin as 

symbols of beauty, wealth, stature 

and fortitude. applied as part of a 

painful ritual, the vivid tattoos— 

abstractions of motifs such as 

ferns, rice bundles, centipedes 

and flowing rivers—reflect a rite of 

passage and a bond with nature. 

yet today this intricate form of 

self-adornment has largely been 

abandoned. between 2009 and 

2013, verzosa traveled extensively 

to document the last generation  

of women with the batok. His  

pictures reveal the artistic designs 

and symbolic functions of the  

tattoos. accompanying verzosa’s 

portraits is an illustrated glossary 

of the tattoo types and their  

meanings.

sTeiDl
9783958293175  
u.s. $45.00  cdn $57.50  
clth, 10.5 x 13 in. / 96 pgs / 44 b&w.
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Yukari Chikura: 
Zaido 
this book is yukari chikura’s record 

of the 1,300-year-old Japanese 

ritual festivity known as Zaido.  

Following a series of tragedies,  

including her father’s sudden 

death, her own critical accident 

and the 2011 earthquake and 

tsunami, chikura recalls how her 

father came to her in a dream  

with the words: “go to the village 

hidden deep in the snow where  

i lived a long time ago.” With  

camera in hand she set off on a  

pilgrimage to northeast Japan.

there, chikura discovered Zaido, 

where inhabitants from different 

villages gather on the second day 

of each new year and conduct a 

ritual dance to induce good for-

tune. the performers dedicate their 

dance to the gods and undergo 

severe purifications. 

combining snowscapes that bor-

der on abstraction with images of 

the intricate masks and costumes 

of Zaido, chikura depicts the cul-

tural diversity of the participants 

and their common bond in creat-

ing collective memory and ensur-

ing the survival of this ritual.

sTeiDl
9783958293137  
u.s. $75.00  cdn $95.00  
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november/photography/asian art & 
culture

Robert Zhao 
Renhui: A Guide 
to the Flora and 
Fauna of the World 
to what extent can we trust  

photography and science?  

Singaporean photographer robert 

Zhao renhui (born 1983) explores 

this question in A Guide to the 

Flora and Fauna of the World, 

which appears to be an authentic 

catalog of plants and animals  

but is in fact entirely fictitious.

renhui’s guide documents 55 

different animals, plants and envi-

ronments that have actually been 

manipulated by man but do not 

appear to be, and examines the 

myriad ways in which humans are 

altering nature. Here “are curious 

creatures that have evolved in 

often unexpected ways to cope 

with our changing world, including 

rhinoceroses with barely visible 

horns and monkeys dependent 

on food handed out by humans.” 

other organisms in the series are 

the products of human interven-

tion, mutations engineered to 

serve various purposes, such  

as man-made gelatin grapes,  

genetically modified tomatoes  

and “unbreakable” eggs.

sTeiDl
9783958293199  
u.s. $55.00  cdn $70.00  
boxed, hbk, 9.5 x 13.5 in. / 58 pgs / 
41 color / 14 b&w.
november/photography/asian art & 
culture

Broy Lim: And 
Now They Know 
this intimate book explores broy 

lim’s (born 1990) realization of his 

homosexuality in his native Singa-

pore, where it still remains illegal. 

combining personal texts and pho-

tos, it narrates lim’s sexual identity 

and his nine-year relationship with 

his partner, while also represent-

ing the broader struggle of many 

youths who navigate their sense 

of self in conservative, heteronor-

mative societies. lim begins the 

book with handwritten texts that 

establish his confessional tone: 

“my truth has always been an un-

touchable, unspeakable illusion / i 

want to be unlimited too ….” Such 

thoughts reoccur and give autobio-

graphic nuance to his suggestive, 

hushed photos, which include self-

portraits, still lifes and landscapes. 

this lyrical interplay between text 

and image captures a sense of 

the often unspoken norms that 

lim has overcome and his “open 

secret,” which for many years even 

his family could only speculate on.

sTeiDl
9783958293120  
u.s. $40.00  cdn $52.50  
Hbk, 9.5 x 11.75 in. / 72 pgs /  
28 color.
november/photography/asian art & 
culture /gay & lesbian

Zhang Lijie:  
Midnight Tweedle
Midnight Tweedle is a personal 

portrait of china’s complex cultural 

and political history by Zhang lijie 

(born 1981). Juxtaposing diverse 

and seemingly unrelated images 

with a collage technique, lijie 

combines materials as varied as 

found and original photos, posters, 

illustrations and even a meal ticket. 

sTeiDl
9783958293144 
u.s. $50.00 cdn $65.00   
clth, 8.25 x 11 in. / 160 pgs /  
102 color / 36 b&w. 
november/photography/asian art & 
culture

Kapil Das: 
Something So 
Clear
Something So Clear is bangalore-

based photographer Kapil das’ 

look behind the visual clichés and 

stereotypes that have come to de-

fine india. edited from thousands 

of photos taken over a decade, the 

book shows the spectrum of india 

through land- and streetscapes, 

portraits and everyday happenings. 

sTeiDl
9783958293182 
u.s. $45.00 cdn $57.50   
clth, 8.25 x 9 in. / 144 pgs / 90 color. 
november/photography

Woong Soak Teng: 
Ways to Tie Trees
Woong Soak teng explores the 

garden city of her native Singa-

pore, making portraits of its staked 

trees, which have been uprooted 

and relocated to conform to a 

cityscape determined by urban 

planning. teng’s consistent, frontal 

approach and detailed captions 

based on the trees’ locations lend 

her works a topographical quality. 

sTeiDl
9783958293168 
u.s. $58.00 cdn $75.00   
boxed, hbk, 8.25 x 11.25 in. /  
30 pgs / 30 b&w. 
november/photography/asian art & 
culture

Jongwoo Park: 
DMZ 
Demilitarized Zone of Korea
Text by Alasdair Foster. 

this book is Korean photographer 

Jongwoo park’s (born 1958) photo-

documentation of the demilitarized 

Zone or dmZ of Korea, the strip 

of land dividing north and South 

Korea. about 154 miles long, 3 

miles wide, and 37 miles from 

Seoul, this buffer zone between 

the two countries is, despite its 

name, one of the most militarized 

borders in the world.

sTeiDl
9783958293151 
u.s. $35.00 cdn $45.00  
pbk, 8.25 x 11.25 in. / 288 pgs /  
161 color. 
november/ 
photography/asian art & cultureEight Books for Asia

this limited-edition box set, published in a run of 

200 copies, includes the eight winning books and 

other printed literature accompanying each title. 

sTeiDl
9783958293687 
u.s. $350.00 cdn $450.00  Sdnr30 
boxed Hbk, 8 vols, 15 x 10.75 in. / 1,000 pgs   
december/limited edition/photography

on the occasion of the 2016 exhibition 1001 sTeiDl Books in singapore, 
artists from across Asia were invited to submit book dummies for the steidl Book 
Award Asia. in January 2017, eight photographers, selected by gerhard steidl, 
came to göttingen and the steidl presses to make their books.
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Italy Seen through 
Magnum’s Lens 
From Henri Cartier-Bresson 
to Paolo Pellegrin
Edited with text by Walter 
Guadagnini. Text by Arianna visani.

Italy Seen through Magnum’s 

Lens looks at italian news, his-

tory and habits from the postwar 

period to the present, through 

the eyes of photographers from 

the most important, historic and 

authoritative agency in the world, 

magnum photos, in honor of the 

70th anniversary of its founding. 

opening with a homage to Henri 

cartier-bresson and his trip to italy 

in the 1930s, this extraordinary 

parade is a fascinating mixture of 

wildly famous and lesser-known 

photographs. Italy Seen through 

Magnum’s Lens is a collection of 

voices and perspectives that offer 

a kaleidoscopic portrait of italy 

through photographs by bruno 

barbey, Henri cartier-bresson, 

rené burri, robert capa, raymond 

depardon, thomas dworzak, el-

liott erwitt, leonard Freed, thomas 

Hoepker, erich lessing, Herbert 

list, alex majoli, peter marlow, 

martin parr, paolo pellegrin, mark 

power, Ferdinando Scianna, david 

Seymour, chris Steele-perkins and 

patrick Zachmann.

silvAnA eDiToriAle
9788836636204  
u.s. $39.95  cdn $50.00  
pbk, 9 x 11 in. / 224 pgs / 200 color.
September/photography/travel

Magnum’s First 
Robert Capa, Marc Riboud, 
Werner Bischof, Henri 
Cartier-Bresson, Ernst 
Haas, Erich Lessing, Jean 
Marquis, Inge Morath
Edited with preface by Andrea 
Holzherr. Text by Christoph 
Schaden.

magnum photos, founded in 

1947 by Henri cartier-bresson, 

robert capa, georges rodger, 

david “chim”  Seymour and bill 

vandivert, is one of the most fa-

mous photography agencies in the 

world. until recently, an exhibition 

curated by l. Fritz gruber for the 

1956 photokina in cologne was 

considered the earliest magnum 

group show. However, more than 

50 years later, an even earlier exhi-

bition has been rediscovered.

this volume features a total of 83 

vintage prints by eight magnum 

photographers—Werner bischof, 

Henri cartier-bresson, robert 

capa, ernst Haas, erich lessing, 

Jean marquis, inge morath, and 

marc riboud—in large-format re-

productions, around the theme of 

“photographic humanism”: people 

and their everyday surroundings, 

photographed unsensationally by 

committed photojournalists who 

believed in educating and bettering 

the world through their work.

silvAnA eDiToriAle
9788836636549  
u.s. $35.00  cdn $45.00  
pbk, 9 x 11 in. / 128 pgs / 90 color.
September/photography

Magnum:  
La première fois 
The First Time
By François Hebel.

at the 2012 rencontres pho-

tographiques d’arles festival, its 

director François Hébel requested 

magnum photographers to recall 

the photograph that marked a turn-

ing point in their artistic careers—

the moment in which their concept 

of photography and their sense of 

vocation acquired meaning and 

individuality for the first time.

inspired by that occasion, this 

volume gathers works by abbas, 

christopher anderson, olivia ar-

thur, bruno barbey, cornell capa, 

robert capa, chien-chi chang, 

bruce gilden, Harry gruyaert, 

david alan Harvey, thomas Hoep-

ker, richard Kalvar, peter marlow, 

Susan meiselas, paolo pellegrin, 

gueorgui pinkhassov, eli reed, 

Jacob aue Sobol, larry towell and 

alex Webb.

silvAnA eDiToriAle
9788836636648  
u.s. $35.00  cdn $45.00  
pbk, 9 x 11 in. / 144 pgs / 100 color.
September/photography

EXHIBITION SCHEDULE

brescia, italy: museo di Santa giulia, 
03/07/17–09/03/17

Photobook 
Phenomenon 
Text by vicenç villatoro, Pepe Font 
de Mora, Moritz Neumüller, Lesley 
Martin, Martin Parr, Gerry Badger, 
et al.

as the photobook becomes in-

creasingly broadly recognized as 

a genre with its own rich history, 

canon and critical culture, Pho-

tobook Phenomenon surveys the 

views of those who have played 

a leading role in defining this 

genre: martin parr, gerry badger, 

markus Schaden and Frederic 

lezmi, Horacio Fernández, ryuichi 

Kaneko, erik Kessels, irene de 

mendoza and moritz neumüller. 

in addition, it features various 

contemporary artists who have 

contributed a genuine vision to 

the medium and who discuss the 

creative processes involved in 

producing a photobook: laia abril, 

Julián barón, alejandro cartagena, 

Jana romanova, vivianne Sassen, 

thomas Sauvin i Katja Stuke and 

oliver Sieber. Photobook Phenom-

enon also explores the challenge of 

displaying a photobook through a 

number of interactive systems that 

make it possible to look through 

and experience the book and pho-

tography from diverse viewpoints.

rM/CCCCB/funDACiÓn foTo 
ColeCTAniA
9788417047054  
u.s. $39.95  cdn $50.00  Sdnr40
pbk, 7.5 x 10 in. / 120 pgs /  
159 color / 23 b&w.
october/photography

Tim Carpenter:  
Local Objects
borrowing its title from the Wal-

lace Stevens poem in which 

“little existed for him but the few 

things / for which a fresh name 

always occurred,” Local Objects 

presents a beautiful yet remark-

ably unassuming body of work by 

brooklyn/central illinois-–based 

photographer tim carpenter (born 

1968): a calm, steady rhythm of 74 

medium-format photographs made 

in the semirural american mid-

west. While each picture records 

the seemingly random non-activity 

of a typical street view, carpenter’s 

meticulous composition and con-

templative sequencing creates a 

harmony of natural and geometric 

motifs running quietly throughout 

the book, an interplay of minor 

chords that draws the viewer into 

this specific physical place (mostly 

central illinois, where carpenter 

grew up). detached from the ur-

gency of current affairs, stripped of 

all excess, the photographs reflect 

a poetic attempt to see “the thing 

in itself,” to make meaning with 

the barest tools possible. 

The iCe PlAnT
9780989785990  
u.s. $42.00  cdn $55.00   
clth, 7.5 x 8.5 in. / 144 pgs /  
74 tritone. 
october/photography

Albert Elm: What 
Sort of Life Is This
What does the world look like? 

What feelings does it stimulate? 

Why do we photograph it so 

urgently? Since 2009, danish 

photographer albert elm (born 

1990) has pursued his curios-

ity about human existence with 

a restless energy and intrepid 

wanderlust, crossing far-flung 

time zones, boarding the trans-

Siberian railway, traveling alone in 

dubai, china, india, or just walk-

ing through his neighborhood in 

copenhagen. What Sort of Life Is 

This remixes elm’s distant and local 

journeys into a bright, bewildering 

panoply of narrative fragments 

and surreal compositions that feels 

both global and personal, fractured 

yet strangely complete. photo-

graphed using a 35mm film cam-

era (color and black and white) and 

referencing numerous styles and 

genres, the work explodes with the 

spontaneous color and complexity 

of life—tender, violent, lonely, joy-

ful, bizarre. equalizing the exotic 

and the banal, the book treats 

every picture as if it were made 

in the same mystifying place: the 

world itself. 

The iCe PlAnT
9780989785983  
u.s. $42.00  cdn $55.00   
pbk, 8 x 11 in. / 128 pgs /  
56 color / 16 b&w. 
october/photography

PhotoRx: 
Pharmacy in 
Photography  
Since 1866 
By Deborah Goodman Davis. 
Edited by Shawn Waldron.  
Text by David Campany.

From the 6th century bc to  

modern times, pharmacology  

has been esteemed for both its 

practical and mystical aspects. the 

physical setting of the pharmacy 

has long been intrinsic to the  

fabric of the largest cities and the 

smallest towns and villages, but  

it is easy to equate its ubiquity  

with banality, and even easier 

to discount it as a fertile subject 

for art. PhotoRx refutes such no-

tions by highlighting a surprising 

collection of 75 works, mostly 

photographs, dating from 1866 to 

the present. the diverse range of 

artists includes berenice abbott, 

eugène atget, Harry callahan, 

Walker evans, robert Frank, 

damien Hirst, irving penn,  

gordon parks, taryn Simon and 

Zoe Strauss, among others.  

a critical text by photography  

scholar and curator david  

campany connects the works 

while framing them within a 

broader historical context.

DAMiAni
9788862085540  
u.s. $45.00  cdn $57.50  
Hbk, 9.5 x 11.5 in. / 160 pgs /  
100 color / 9 b&w.
october/photography

One 
Text by David Campany, Teju Cole, 
Christie Davis, John D’Agata, 
Michael Fried, Darius Himes, Leah 
ollman, Laura Steward.

photography is omnipresent; 

everyone is photographing every-

thing. How do artists and writers 

reconcile this voracious urge to 

photograph with a photographic 

aesthetic and methodology that 

has tended to value “less is 

more”? One pairs artists and writ-

ers to think about this question. 

eight photographers—marco 

breuer, thomas Joshua cooper, 

John gossage, trevor paglen, 

alison rossiter, victoria Sambu-

naris, rebecca norris Webb and 

James Welling—were asked to 

submit one image on the theme of 

minimalism. eight writers—david 

campany, teju cole, christie davis, 

John d’agata, michael Fried, dar-

ius Himes, leah ollman and laura 

Steward—were enlisted to respond 

to those submissions, each paired 

with a specific image. the results 

offer a probing assessment of an-

toine de Saint-exupery’s maxim: 

“perfection is achieved, not when 

there is nothing more to add, but 

when there is nothing left to take 

away.”

rADius Books
9781942185345  
u.s. $25.00  cdn $32.50  
pbk, 10 x 12 in. / 64 pgs / 10 color.
September/photography
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Mark Bradford: Tomorrow Is Another Day 
 Edited with text by Christopher Bedford, Katy Siegel. Text by Peter James Hudson, Anita Hill, Sarah Lewis, 
Katy Siegel, Zadie Smith, James Baldwin, W.E.B. Du Bois. interview by Christopher Bedford. 

mark bradford’s exhibition for the uS pavilion at the 2017 venice biennale, titled Tomorrow Is Another Day, 

is born out of the artist’s longtime commitment to the inherently social nature of the material world. For 

bradford, abstraction is not opposed to content; it embodies it. Finding materials for his paintings in the 

hair salon, Home depot and the streets of los angeles, bradford renews the traditions of abstract paint-

ing, demonstrating that freedom from socially prescribed representation is profoundly meaningful in the 

hands of a black artist. 

Mark Bradford: Tomorrow Is Another Day is not only a catalog for bradford’s pavilion project; it is a dif-

ferent kind of book, a substantial publication that blends the biographical with the historical and political. 

essays from outside the art world—by anita Hill, peter James Hudson, W.e.b. du bois and Zadie Smith—

narrate a series of interwoven stories about reconstruction, civil rights and the vulnerable body in urban 

space, fleshed out with vivid archival photographs and documents. the book also includes significant new 

texts from curator Katy Siegel and art historian Sarah lewis, as well as a revealing interview with bradford, 

offering a new understanding of the work of one of today’s most influential contemporary artists.

Mark Bradford was born in 1961 in los angeles, where he lives and works. best known for his large-

scale abstract paintings that examine the class-, race- and gender-based economies that structure urban 

society in the united States, bradford’s richly layered and collaged canvases represent a connection to the 

social world through materials. bradford uses fragments of found posters, billboards, newsprint and cus-

tom-printed paper to simultaneously engage with and advance the formal traditions of abstract painting. 

gregorY r. Miller & Co.
9781941366141  u.s. $60.00  cdn $78.00  
Hbk, 9.5 x 11.75 in. / 230 pgs / 151 color.
July/art/african american art & culture

ALSo AvAiLABLE

mark bradford:  
merchant posters 
9780980024227 
Hbk, u.s. $50.00   
cdn $60.00  
gregory r. miller & co./
aspen art press

mark bradford:  
my Head became a rock 
9783952363065 
clth, u.s. $100.00  cdn $130.00   
Sdnr40
Hauser & Wirth publishers

America’s 
representative at 
the 2017 Venice 
Biennale, Bradford 
has radically 
renewed abstract art

2017 sPring–suMMer suPPleMenT

Robert Rauschenberg: 
Thirty-Four Illustrations for 
Dante’s Inferno 
introduction by Leah Dickerman. Text by Kevin Young, 
Robin Coste Lewis.

between 1958 and 1960, robert rauschenberg 

(1925–2008) produced a series of 34 drawings, one for 

each canto, or section, of dante’s poem The Inferno 

(1308–21). together they are a virtual encyclopedia 

of modern-day imagery, made by transferring photo-

graphic reproductions from magazines or newspapers 

onto the drawing surface. “i think a picture is more like 

the real world when it’s made out of the real world,” 

rauschenberg said. With additional imagery in pen-

cil, crayon, pastel and collage, the drawings reflect 

rauschenberg’s desire to infiltrate his art with the 

scenes and sounds of the surrounding world, a radical 

departure from the more transcendent ambitions of 

abstract expressionism.

published in conjunction with the first major retrospec-

tive on rauschenberg’s career since the artist’s death 

in 2008, this book presents the complete set of 34 

drawings, with an introduction by curator leah dick-

erman and newly commissioned poetry from Kevin 

young and robin coste lewis, each reflecting on a se-

lection of drawings and their corresponding cantos.

The MuseuM of MoDern ArT

Robert Rauschenberg: Thirty-Four Illustrations  
for Dante’s Inferno
9781633450295  u.s. $24.95  cdn $29.95  
pbk, 8 x 10 in. / 104 pgs / 44 color.
June/art

Robert Rauschenberg: Thirty-Four Illustrations  
for Dante’s Inferno  Limited Edition

this limited edition of 500 copies, housed in a 

clothbound clamshell box, includes the trade 

publication, plus a facsimile edition of rauschenberg’s 

series of drawings from 1958–60, each reproduced at 

actual size on individual sheets.

9780870709579   
u.s. $500.00  cdn $650.00  Sdnr40
Special edition, 12.5 x 16 in. /  
82 pgs / 34 color.
June/art

Rauschenberg’s inventive interpretation 
of Dante’s Inferno

robert rauschenberg  
9781633450202 
Hbk, u.s. $75.00   
cdn $95.00  
the museum of  
modern art

ALSo AvAiLABLE

robert rauschenberg 
9780870707674 
pbk, u.s. $9.95   
cdn $12.50  
the museum of  
modern art

EXHIBITION SCHEDULE

venice, italy: venice biennale, 05/13/17–11/26/17
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Philip Guston & the Poets 
 Edited with text by Kosme de Barañano. 

Philip Guston and the Poets explores the artist’s oeuvre in relation to critical literary interpretation. the book 

draws parallels between humanist themes reflected in both guston’s paintings and drawings as well as in 

the language and prose discerned in five of the 20th century’s most prominent literary figures: d.H. law-

rence, W.b. yeats, Wallace Stevens, eugenio montale and t.S. eliot. the enormous influence that italy itself 

had upon guston and his work is also examined.

Spanning a 36-year period, Philip Guston and the Poets features approximately 60 major paintings and 25 

prominent drawings dating from 1944 through 1980, the last of which were created in the final year of 

guston’s life. the monograph also includes an extensive essay from Kosme de barañano, an internationally 

respected art historian and guston scholar. 

hAuser & WirTh PuBlishers
9783906915005  u.s. $55.00  cdn $70.00  
clth, 9.5 x 11.75 in. / 182 pgs / 82 color / 12 b&w.
July/art

2017 sPring–suMMer suPPleMenT

Katherine Bernhardt 
Edited by Dan Nadel. Text by Nicole Rudick.

this is the first book to provide a comprehensive overview of Katherine bernhardt’s wildly 

popular pattern paintings. Spanning 2013 through 2016, it collects over 100 of her brightly 

colored canvases.  

Well known for paintings of supermodels ripped from glossy fashion magazines and, more 

recently, morrocan rug motifs, in 2013 bernhardt dropped all direct quotation and now paints 

straight from her imagination, mining her own fertile reservoir of experience, imagery and 

sensation. Since then, bernhardt has produced paintings that mix an assortment of objects 

reflecting her daily experiences, from life in new york to her love of puerto rico, her St. louis 

roots and family life. the objects are painted with incredible verve and tenacity, and include a 

jumble of the following items on colorfully activated grounds: watermelon slices, boom boxes, 

computers, pizza slices, cassette tapes, hamburgers, basketballs, old cell phones, airplanes, 

fruit, sharks, water, sea turtles, cigarettes, sharpies and keyboards. bernhardt presents a 

slightly delirious feeling of new york city, the out-of-date and the up-to-the-minute all in one. 

Katherine Bernhardt was born in St. louis in 1975 and currently lives in new york. She re-

ceived her mFa from the School of visual arts in new york and her bFa from the School of 

the art institute of chicago. Her first solo museum exhibition was held at the contemporary 

art museum St. louis in January 2017, followed by the modern, Fort Worth, in april 2017.

CAnADA
9780998523217  u.s. $40.00  cdn $52.50  
Hbk, 11 x 8 in. / 232 pgs / illustrated throughout.
available/art

Bernhardt paints a 
brightly hued portrait 
of the glorious jumble 
of contemporary life
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Amy Sillman:  
The ALL-OVER 
 Text by Yve-Alain Bois, Manuela Ammer. 
interview by Fabian Schöneich. 

new york–based amy Sillman (born 

1955) is one of the most beloved and 

quietly influential contemporary ameri-

can artists. The ALL-OVER provides a 

comprehensive overview of her most 

recent bodies of work, including paint-

ing and serially exhibited large-scale 

abstractions, as well as diagrams, draw-

ings, animations and sculpture.

the title of the book, and the exhibition 

it accompanies at Frankfurt’s portikus, 

refers to a concept often used to de-

scribe abstract painting (the classic in-

stance of which is the work of Jackson 

pollock). much of Sillman’s oeuvre can 

be categorized as such, although her 

abstractions often suggest recognizable 

forms and figures. in the 24-canvas 

series Panorama, motifs seem to run 

continuously around the walls of the ex-

hibition space, but in fact are repeated 

prints of the artist’s drawings with 

painterly interventions. the materiality 

is lost through the superimposition of 

print and oil paint; what remains is pure 

color and gesture. also present here are 

stills from an animation developed by 

Sillman to be exhibited alongside Pan-

orama and an insert made especially for 

the book by the artist. alongside essays 

by manuela ammer, yve-alain bois, 

and Sillman herself. the book includes 

a conversation with the artist by Fabian 

Schöneich. 

DAnCing foXes Press/PorTikus, 
frAnkfurT
9780998632629  u.s. $40.00  cdn $52.50  
Hbk 7.75 x 10.5 in. / 164 pgs / 95 color.
September/art

Peter Halley: Boats Crosses Trees Figures 1977–78   
Boats Crosses Trees Figures 1977–78 is a survey of peter Halley’s (born 1953) early works on paper made  

during his years as a graduate student at the university of new orleans. already pointing clearly to the 

pictorial concerns that he would focus on throughout his career these works initiate Halley’s interest in the 

interaction of opposites, primarily abstraction and figuration but also interior and exterior, foreground and 

background, light and dark, appearance and disappearance.

inspired by the color and sound of new orleans, Halley translates the physical world into bright, geometric 

compositions constructed of gridded squares of color, where, through the combination of formal severity and 

openness as equal partners, seemingly simple compositions turn into complex amalgams of various possible 

views of an image and its space. 

kArMA, neW York
9781942607625  u.s. $40.00  cdn $52.50  
Hbk, 10.25 x 12.25 in. / 144 pgs / 79 color / 2 b&w.
available/art

ALSo AvAiLABLE

peter Halley: Since 2000 
9782930487137 
Hbk, u.s. $40.00  cdn $50.00  
maruani & noirhomme gallery

Shifting between figuration and abstraction, 
comedy and doubt, order and mess,  
Amy Sillman’s painting has greatly  
influenced generations of American artists
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Richard Serra:  
Drawings 2015–2017 
 Texts by Albert Camus, Neil Cox, Francesco 
Stocchi, Michelle White. 

published on the occasion of Richard Serra: 

Drawings 2015–2017: Rambles, Composites, 

Rotterdam Verticals, Rotterdam Horizontals,  

Rifts at museum boijmans van beuningen in 

rotterdam, this catalog is an in-depth look at 

the artist’s recent drawing practice. the exhibi-

tion encompasses more than 70 works from 

five different series, Rambles, Composites, Rifts, 

Rotterdam Horizontals and Rotterdam Verticals, 

many of which have never been seen before 

publicly, as well as a selection of his notebooks 

and films. examining the ways properties inher-

ent to sculpture are brought onto paper, the 

drawings are epistemological adjuncts to Serra’s 

lifelong sculptural explorations.

designed by mccall associates in close col-

laboration with the artist, Drawings 2015–2017 

features new scholarship by art historian neil 

cox and exhibition curator Francesco Stocchi, a 

chronology of the drawings by curator michelle 

White, as well as a historical text by albert 

camus selected by Serra. this book introduces 

readers to Serra’s most recent series and  

reaffirms his innovation and contribution to the 

practice of drawing. 

sTeiDl/gAgosiAn gAllerY
9783958293496  u.s. $80.00  cdn $100.00  
clth, 9.5 x 11.75 in. / 216 pgs / 165 tritone.
november/art

EXHIBITION SCHEDULE

rotterdam, the netherlands: museum boijmans 
van beuningen, 06/24/17–09/24/17

Robert Longo: Gang of Cosmos 
 Text by Andrew Durbin. 

this catalog focuses on robert longo’s (born 1953) recent series of charcoal drawings of 

well-known abstract expressionist paintings. rendered in charcoal, the original paintings are 

immediately recognizable, but it is the overlooked or imperceptible details of the complex 

surface, the tactility of the paint, the brushstrokes and the pattern of the canvas that longo 

has made visible in his translation from color to black-and-white, paint to charcoal. exploring 

his ambivalence toward painting, longo’s drawings address the historical magnitude of  

abstract expressionism in art-historical and cultural contexts.

along with the abstract expressionist drawings, the book includes longo’s enormous  

seven-panel drawing of the uS capitol building and a 17-foot-high black-wax-surfaced  

sculpture of an american flag that appears to collapse into or fall through the floor. 

hATJe CAnTZ
9783775741071  u.s. $55.00  cdn $70.00  
clth, 10.5 x 14 in. / 128 pgs / 68 b&w.
august/art

BACk in PrinT

Robert Longo: Charcoal 
 Text by Hal Foster, Kate Fowle, Thomas Kellein. 

the enormous, photorealistic charcoal drawings of american artist robert longo 

(born 1953) show the beauty and horror of the present day and age. His large-

format works contrast the innocence of sleeping toddlers, the tranquil grandiosity 

of earth and the planets, roses in bloom and gothic cathedrals with threatening  

images of atom bomb explosions, fighter pilots, monster waves, sharks and the 

muzzles of revolvers. inexorably and precisely, longo records the state of our 

world; his powerful motifs give form and expression to the feelings of fear and 

longing felt by people in the 21st century, and affect the viewer with the full force 

of the medium.

back in print, this large-format, elaborately designed book—printed on natural 

paper using a tritone process, bound in half-cloth and distributed in four different 

cover designs—has been created in close collaboration with the artist and affords  

a comprehensive overview of his charcoal drawings from the past decade. 

hATJe CAnTZ
9783775743235  u.s. $120.00  cdn $155.00  
clth, 10 x 12 in. / 252 pgs / 157 color.
July/art

Vija Celmins 
Text by Bob Nickas.

this volume catalogs vija celmins’ (born 1938) 

first new body of work since 2010, featuring 

paintings, drawings, prints and sculptures. 

the latvian-born, new york–based artist has 

been rendering nature imagery from black-and-

white photographic sources since the 1960s, 

exploring the same subjects repeatedly in  

paintings, drawings and prints. 

Here, she focuses on two motifs she has em-

ployed for several decades: the ocean’s surface 

and the night sky. the imagery, however, is not 

her foremost concern: “the recognizable image 

is just one element to consider. the paintings 

seem more a record of my grappling with how 

to transform that image into a painting and 

make it alive.” this process can be seen in  

A Painting in Six Parts (1986–87/2012–16), a 

group of six oil paintings based on a photograph 

she took 50 years ago from a pier in venice, 

california.

MATTheW MArks gAllerY
9781944929138  
u.s. $60.00  cdn $78.00  
Hbk, 9 x 10.25 in. / 144 pgs / 70 color / 5 b&w.
october/art

2017 sPring–suMMer suPPleMenT

Proof: Francisco Goya, 
Sergei Eisenstein,  
Robert Longo 
 Text by Kate Fowle, Chris Hedges, Nancy 
Spector, vadim Zakharov. interview by Robert 
Longo, Kate Fowle. 

Featuring works by Francisco goya, Sergei 

eisenstein and robert longo, Proof offers in-

sight into the singularity of vision through which 

artists can reflect the social, cultural and political 

complexities of their times. Spanning eras and 

continents, each of these artists witnessed the 

turbulent transition from one century to another, 

experiencing the seismic impacts of revolution, 

civil rights movements and war. 

While goya served church and king, eisenstein 

the state, and longo emerged during the rise 

of the contemporary art market—the dominant 

benefactors of each period—they all rose to 

prominence through developing nuanced  

practices that challenged expectations.  

With commissioned essays by journalist,  

activist and author chris Hedges, artist vadim 

Zakharov, Solomon r. guggenheim museum 

and Foundation artistic director nancy Spector, 

and garage chief curator Kate Fowle, plus an 

interview with longo, this book is published to 

accompany the exhibition of the same name. 

gArAge MuseuM of ConTeMPorArY ArT
9788090671409  u.s. $49.95  cdn $64.95  
Hbk, 10 x 11.5 in. / 256 pgs / 133 color / 130 b&w.
July/art

EXHIBITION SCHEDULE

new york: brooklyn museum, 09/08/17–01/07/18

ALSo AvAiLABLE

robert longo: Stand 
9783775738149 
Hbk, u.s. $55.00  cdn $65.00  
Hatje cantz

“Charcoal is this incredibly fragile 
material. I’m making images of 
paintings out of dust.” —Robert Longo
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Carol Rama: Antibodies 
 Edited by Massimiliano Gioni, Helga Christoffersen. Text by Sarah Lehrer-Graiwer. interview 
by Lea vergine. Contributions by Danh võ. 

While carol rama (1918–2015) has been largely overlooked in contemporary art discourses, 

her work has proven prescient and influential for many artists working today, attaining cult 

status and attracting renewed interest. rama’s exhibition at the new museum brings to-

gether over 150 of her paintings, objects and works on paper, highlighting her consistent 

fascination with the representation of the body.  

this book celebrates the independence and eccentricity of this legendary artist whose work 

spanned half a century of contemporary art history and anticipated debates on sexuality, gen-

der and representation. encompassing her entire career, it traces the development from her 

early erotic, harrowing depictions of “bodies without organs” through later works that invoke 

innards, fluids and limbs. this catalog accompanying her new museum exhibition features 

an interview with the artist by lea vergine, a new text by writer Sarah lehrer-graiwer, and a 

contribution by artist danh võ. 

neW MuseuM
9780915557158  u.s. $30.00  cdn $40.00  
pbk, 7.25 x 9.5 in. / 288 pgs / 173 color.
august/art

EXHIBITION SCHEDULE

new york: new museum, 04/26/17–09/10/17

Lee Bontecou 
 Edited with text by Joan Banach, Jeremy Melius, Laura Stamps, Benno Tempel. 

Since the 1960s, american artist lee bontecou (born 1931) has been internationally 

praised for her intriguing sculptures and installations. the rich, organic shapes of her 

sculptures seem to originate from a mysterious universe in which fears and desires 

are condensed.

recently the artist created “Sandbox,” a new installation in which she combines  

elements from her work from the 1960s to the present. a picture essay by Joan  

banach, artist and friend of bontecou, focuses on the genesis of “Sandbox” and 

maps the rich network of bontecou’s inspirations: pictures range from extracts from 

geological and historical books to images of works by old masters.

beautiful, detailed photographs of the artist’s studio—including her inspirational “wall 

of drawings”—are featured alongside reproductions from bontecou’s sketchbooks. 

this book is an intimate insight into the creative process of the artist. 

WAlTher könig, köln
9783960980667  u.s. $35.00  cdn $45.00  
Hbk, 9.75 x 11.75 in. / 136 pgs / 120 color.
July/art

fACsiMile eDiTion

Lee Lozano: Private Book 2  
before her self-imposed exile from the art world, lee lozano (1930–99) was a highly regarded 

painter who defined a generation of american artists infusing conceptualism with a new intensity. 

a prolific writer and documenter of both her art and her relationships, the public and private, lozano 

kept a series of personal journals from 1968 to 1972 while living in new york’s SoHo neighborhood.

eleven of these private books survive, containing notes on her work, detailed interactions with artist 

friends and commentary on the alienations of gender politics, as well as philosophical queries into 

art’s role in society and humorous asides from daily life.

in the decade before her infamous “dropout piece”—culminating in a move to dallas where she 

would remain until her death—lozano returned to these notebooks, editing the entries, sometimes 

blacking out entire pages. Private Book 2 is the second in a series of 11 pocket-sized books, which 

are printed as facsimiles with spiral binding.

 

kArMA, neW York
9781942607687  u.s. $25.00  cdn $32.50  
pbk, 3 x 5 in. / 196 pgs / 196 color.
october/art

Maria Lassnig: The Future Is Invented 
with Fragments from the Past 
Edited with text by Hans Ulrich obrist, Peter Pakesch, Denys 
Zacharopoulos. Foreword by Peter Pakesch. Text by Daniela Hammer-
Tugendhat, ingrid Rowland, Elisabeth Schlebrügge, Amy Sillman.

this book documents the last exhibition project that austrian painter maria 

lassnig (1919–2014) was able to plan personally with the curator Hans 

ulrich obrist. it gathers around 50 works—paintings and works on paper, 

especially watercolors—that deploy motifs from greek mythology, also 

expressing characteristics typical of her work: the awareness of the body, 

the painterly rendering of the inner and outer world, as well as animal 

portraits and landscapes. The Future Is Invented with Fragments from the 

Past includes contributions from leading scholars and artists discussing her 

unique visual idiom.

WAlTher könig, köln
9783960981244  u.s. $39.95  cdn $50.00  Flat40
Flexi, 8.5 x 9.5 in. / 132 pgs / 50 color.
october/art

2017 sPring–suMMer suPPleMenT

Woman Power: Maria Lassnig  
in New York 1968–1980 
Edited by Janine Latham. Text by Elisabeth Bronfen.

in 1968 at age 49, the painter maria lassnig (1919–2014) moved from her 

residence in paris to new york city to be in, as she called it, “the country 

of strong women.” although well known in her native austria, lassnig 

was virtually unheard of in the States and for the next 12 years she lived 

in relative anonymity, renting walk-ups in the lower east Side and SoHo. 

new york offered lassnig a liberation of sorts from the male-dominated art 

scene of europe: it gave her the opportunity to be an artist, not simply a 

female artist.

this book brings together works and archival material from her time  

in new york from 1968 to 1980, including films that lassnig created in  

collaboration with the Women/artists/Filmmakers, inc. group.

PeTZel
9780986323089  u.s. $35.00  cdn $45.00  
Hbk, 8 x 10.5 in. / 82 pgs / 49 color / 19 b&w.
available/art

ALSo AvAiLABLE

lee lozano: lozano c. 1962 
9781942607588 
clth, u.s. $40.00  cdn $50.00  
Karma, new york
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Michel 
Parmentier: 
December 
1965–November 
20, 1999: A 
Retrospective 
Edited with text by Guy Massaux. 
Text by Philip Armstrong, Robert 
Bonaccorsi, Agnès Foiret, Jean-
Marc Poinsot, Bob Nickas, Marc-
olivier Wahler.

the title of this long-overdue 

monograph references two key 

works by legendary French ab-

stract painter michel parmentier 

(1938–2000): the one that the 

artist considered the origin of his 

oeuvre (“décembre 1965”), and 

his last work, made on 20 novem-

ber, 1999. in between those two 

works lies parmentier’s career, his 

years of systematically and rigor-

ously exploring the conceptual and 

aesthetic possibilities of painting 

by means of the ostensibly simple 

striped painting. this volume offers 

a selection of 31 major works by 

the artist and seven new essays on 

his work, contextualized by nearly 

300 documents (most of them 

never previously published) from 

the michel parmentier archives, 

libraries, and public and private 

collections.

Ales orTuZAr/eDiTions 
loevenBruCk/Msu BroAD MuseuM
9782916636085  
u.s. $55.00  cdn $70.00  
Hbk, 10.75 x 10.5 in. / 220 pgs /  
53 color / 252 b&w.
december/art

Sigmar Polke:  
The Editions 
Foreword by Julia Rust, Claudia 
olbricht, Thomas olbricht. Text by 
Tereza de Arruda.

editioned work held a special place 

within the oeuvre and working 

methods of Sigmar polke (1941–

2010): it represented both a way 

to conduct intensive variations on 

unique works, and also to trans-

form identical prints into unique 

objects by altering the foreground, 

background, or layering. His edi-

tions—which comprise objects, 

books, folders, photography, pho-

tocopies, collages and prints—and 

his painting should therefore be 

understood as symbiotic. polke’s 

images are products of his world; 

they reveal the changing society 

of the postwar years. the banality 

of everyday life, the aspirations of 

the middle classes, national and 

international politics—all of this, 

polke placed under a microscope 

and reconfigured. Featuring ap-

proximately 200 works from the 

collection Kunstraum am limes, 

this catalog contains all of the art-

ist’s editions.

WAlTher könig, köln
9783960981084  
u.s. $45.00  cdn $57.50  Flat40
Hbk, 7 x 10.5 in. / 128 pgs / 230 color 
/ 60 b&w.
october/art

Gerhard Richter: 
New Paintings 
Edited with text by Yilmaz 
Dziewior, Rita Kersting.

on the occasion of the 85th birth-

day of gerhard richter (born 1932), 

Gerhard Richter: New Paintings 

presents 26 never-before-exhibited 

abstract pictures, all produced by 

the artist in the last year. one of 

the most important painters of our 

time, richter shows no signs of 

slowing down: the new paintings, 

characterized by vibrant colors and 

layered compositions, reveal an 

artist still at the height of his pow-

ers. building up multiple layers of 

oil paint as he works, richter mobi-

lizes paintbrush, squeegee, scraper 

and palette knife in his signature 

process, his wealth of experience 

meeting his careful deployment of 

chance in highly detailed and ex-

tremely complex pictures. Gerhard 

Richter: New Paintings is published 

to accompany an exhibition of the 

paintings at a particularly meaning-

ful venue—the museum ludwig 

in cologne, the city where richter 

lives and works.

verlAg Der BuChhAnDlung 
WAlTher könig, köln
9783960980940  
u.s. $35.00  cdn $45.00  Flat40
pbk, 8.5 x 10 in. / 80 pgs / 29 color.
July/art

Max Cole:  
Works 1970–2017 
over the course of five decades, 

california-based painter max 

cole (born 1937) has refined her 

visual language into a series of 

vertical and horizontal lines, and 

a restrained palette of gray, black 

and white. With up to 80 layers of 

paint, her paintings also comprise 

areas of unpainted linen, subtly 

interchanging the texture of paint 

with the texture of fabric. upon 

closer inspection, these paintings 

reveal tiny, imperfect hatch marks 

that, when examined from afar, 

oscillate. as cole says, “the result 

is quiet, inward and meditative, 

transcending the physical.” cole 

developed as an artist in los  

angeles in 1964–78, began show-

ing at Sidney Janis in 1977, and 

then moved to new york, while 

also maintaining a studio in  

germany and exhibiting in europe 

during the ‘80s and ‘90s. She  

now lives and works in the Sierra 

foothills of northern california.  

Her work is in the permanent 

collections of the metropolitan 

museum of art, moma and 

albright-Knox art gallery. this 

volume presents an overview of 

cole’s career over the past half-

century.

rADius Books
9781942185215  
u.s. $65.00  cdn $85.00  
Hbk, 10.5 x 12.25 in. / 272 pgs /  
140 color.
november/art

Frederick 
Hammersley:  
To Paint without 
Thinking 
Edited by James Glisson. Text by 
Alan Phenix, Kathleen Shields, 
Nancy Zastudil.

american painter Frederick  

Hammersley (1919–2009) is best 

known for his hard-edged geomet-

ric abstractions. However, their 

elegant simplicity belies the com-

plex system behind their creation. 

thanks to sketchbooks, notebooks 

and color swatches reproduced in 

this catalog, the artist’s beautiful 

documentation of his multistep 

way of working out compositions 

is on full view. these artworks and 

archival materials show that rather 

than an all-at-once creative act, 

Hammersley’s method was step-

by-step and structured by rules. 

essays by alan phenix, a conserva-

tion scientist, as well as by  

Kathleen Shields and nancy  

Zastudil, who manage the artist’s 

foundation, bring to light new sci-

entific findings about his paintings.

The hunTingTon liBrArY, ArT 
ColleCTions, AnD BoTAniCAl 
gArDens
9780998681719  
u.s. $35.00  cdn $45.00  
Hbk, 9 x 10.75 in. / 120 pgs /  
75 color.
november/art

EXHIBITION SCHEDULE

San marino, ca: the Huntington 
library, art collections, and botanical 
gardens: 10/21/17–01/22/18

Ellsworth Kelly: 
Last Paintings 
Text by Branden W. Joseph.

“my later paintings have all the 

early paintings inside them,”  

ellsworth Kelly (1923–2015) once 

observed. these final paintings, 

made in the months leading  

up to his death in december  

2015, further develop the non-

compositional strategies he  

pioneered in the late 1940s  

and pursued throughout his  

life, including monochrome  

paintings, shaped canvases and 

joined panels. 

the book also includes 16 pho-

tographs by Jack Shear of Kelly’s 

studio as he left it on his final day 

of painting—a poignant record  

of his seven-decade advancement 

of a singular artistic vision.

MATTheW MArks gAllerY
9781944929077  
u.s. $40.00  cdn $52.50  
clth, 10 x 10 in. / 64 pgs / 22 color / 
16 duotone.
august/art

Martin 
Kippenberger’s 
Magical  
Misery Tour 
Photographs by  
Ursula Böckler
this volume gathers ursula 

böckler’s 1986 photographic 

documentation of the “brazilian 

adventure” of martin Kippenberger 

(1953–97). böckler, the artist’s 

assistant at the time, depicts 

Kippenberger dancing in bars, 

celebrating his 33rd birthday and 

performing for the camera. He 

collects material for his works and 

projects, and engages with the 

urban backdrop in Salvador de 

bahia, manaus or recife, staging 

various “aktionen” in public 

spaces. böckler’s 150-plus images 

include her personal observations 

as well as Kippenberger’s ideas 

and performative interventions. 

the journey also includes the 

legendary ‘aktion’ of the purchase 

of a beach-front gas station that 

Kippenberger named the “martin 

bormann gas tankstelle” (based 

on the theory that the nazi war 

criminal had moved to South 

america and was now operating a 

gas station).

Bierke
9783981337044  
u.s. $29.95  cdn $37.50  
pbk, 8.25 x 10.75 in. / 184 pgs /  
69 color / 85 b&w.
october/art

2017 sPring–suMMer suPPleMenT

Ed Ruscha:  
Metro Mattresses 
ed ruscha (born 1937) has been 

casting his eye across the land-

scapes of the american West for 

over 50 years, taking in everything 

from gas stations to swimming 

pools to sublime mountain ranges. 

With their clarity and deadpan wit, 

his photographs, drawings and 

paintings impart a mood of playful 

awe on everyday monuments. the 

motifs for his new series Metro 

Mattresses were found, like so 

many of the subjects of his work, 

on the streets of los angeles. in 

each of the 12 works in the series 

we encounter a mattress, or mat-

tresses, isolated and in various 

states of neglect, all depicted 

against a neutral backdrop. the 

serial nature of the Metro Mat-

tresses works brings to mind some 

of ruscha’s earliest work, such as 

Twentysix Gasoline Stations (1963) 

or Every Building on Sunset Strip 

(1966). this handsome volume  

collects the series, with the images 

beautifully reproduced on board 

pages.

sPrüTh MAgers/koenig Books
9783000541551  
u.s. $49.95  cdn $64.95  Flat40
Hbk, 7.5 x 9.5 in. / 28 pgs /  
illustrated throughout.
available/artists’ books/art

ALSo AvAiLABLE

ellsworth Kelly:  
reliefs 2009–2010 
9781880146569 
clth, u.s. $45.00   
cdn $55.00  
matthew marks 
gallery
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Emil Nolde:  
The South Seas 
Edited by Christian Ring.

in october 1913 the german 

expressionist artist emil nolde 

(1867–1956) and his wife, danish 

actress ada vilstrup, joined a  

government-sponsored expedition 

to german new guinea, traveling 

by way of Siberia, Korea, Japan, 

china and the philippines. nolde 

had a lifelong fascination with 

the art of non-european cultures, 

admiring in particular qualities of 

directness and expressiveness  

that he found in their arts.

during this yearlong trip nolde 

constantly drew and painted what 

he saw around him, principally 

lush, intensely colorful tropical 

scenes and portraits of indigenous 

peoples. this little gift book pres-

ents around 40 of the now famous 

landscapes and portraits that 

nolde created during his travels.

DuMonT BuChverlAg
9783832199203  
u.s. $19.00  cdn $25.00  
Hbk, 6 x 8 in. / 96 pgs / 40 color /  
10 b&w.
June/art

2017 sPring–suMMer suPPleMenT

A Vision of Cats 
and Dogs: Bonnard 
and Animality 
Edited with text by veronique 
Serrano. Text by Jean Exekias, 
Gilles Genty, Alain Leveque.

animals were a primary source of 

inspiration and creative stimulation 

for the nabi painter pierre bonnard 

(1867–1947): the theme can be 

found in about a third of the 2,300 

paintings created by the artist over 

the course of his lengthy career. 

ubu, ravageau, black and almond 

were the names of a few of the  

canine companions that appear in 

his work; his cats, though never 

thus identified by name, also  

frequently populate his canvases. 

the appearance of other animals, 

such as horses, fish, chickens and 

cows, further testify to bonnard’s 

fundamental affection for the 

creature world; but their presence 

in his paintings has never before 

been directly addressed. 

this fully illustrated book examines 

this secret theme running through-

out bonnard’s oeuvre, and will 

prove a delightful revelation  

for fans of the intimiste master.

silvAnA eDiToriAle
9788836633449  
u.s. $40.00  cdn $52.50  
pbk, 9.5 x 12 in. / 176 pgs /  
150 color.
available/art

2017 sPring–suMMer suPPleMenT

Emil Nolde:  
The Grotesques 
Edited by Ulrich Luckhardt, 
Christian Ring. Text by Caroline 
Dieterich, Daniel J. Schreiber, 
Roman Zieglgänsberger.

emil nolde (1867–1956) is famous 

for his dramatic ocean views  

and colorful flower gardens, but 

his love of the fantastical and  

grotesque has received less  

attention. yet it is clear from his 

autobiography and his letters 

that they had a significant impact 

on his art. alongside his first oil 

painting, “bergriesen” (“moun-

tain giants,” 1895–96), his alpine 

postcards of this period, in which 

the Swiss mountains appear as bi-

zarre human physiognomies, also 

convey his fascination with the 

fantastical. His rejection of realism 

in favor of a grotesque, alternative 

world can be seen throughout his 

oeuvre, from its beginnings to the 

Grotesken (1905) and watercolors 

from 1918–19, to the years under 

the nazis when he was forbidden 

to practice his profession. this cat-

alog, which includes works never 

before shown, is also the first to 

emphasize this fascinating side of 

the great painter and  

water-colorist.

hATJe CAnTZ
9783775742832  
u.s. $45.00  cdn $57.50  
Hbk, 9.5 x 12.25 in. / 176 pgs /  
130 color.
June/art

Eugene Von Bruenchenhein: Mythologies 
 Edited with text by Karen Patterson. Preface by Sam Gappmayer. Text by Michelle Grabner, Brett Littman, 
Lisa Stone, Chris Wiley. 

From the 1930s until his death in 1983, eugene von bruenchenhein was a prolific artist, producing paint-

ings, sculptures, photographs, drawings and poetry in his small milwaukee home. His large and unusual 

body of work was unknown to anyone except his closest family and friends until after his death; he is 

now deservedly considered, according to roberta Smith, “among the great american outsider artists.” 

von bruenchenhein’s first creative venture was to photograph his wife, marie. in the 1950s, he  

began painting surreal subjects, ranging from atomic mushrooms to mythical creatures and futuristic 

metropolises. Further evidence of his personal mythologies is found in his sculptures: elaborate chairs 

constructed out of chicken bones, ceramic and metal crowns, sensor pots made out of leaves and plant 

forms.

after von bruenchenhein’s death, the John michael Kohler arts center began cataloguing and  

photographing his work. Mythologies emerges out of this research, exploring von bruenchenhein’s art, 

the people and contexts that spurred his imagination, and his creative legacy. 

John MiChAel kohler ArTs CenTer
9780998681702  u.s. $55.00  cdn $70.00  
Hbk, 8.75 x 11 in. / 248 pgs / 265 color.
September/art/photography

Emil Nolde: 
Memory Games 
Emil Nolde: Memory Games takes 

32 of german expressionist painter 

emil nolde’s most beautiful flower 

watercolors and turns them into a 

set of cards for a memory game. 

Find the match to every card you 

turn over; this card game will 

sharpen your attention to detail, 

enhance spatial memory and 

encourage you to look closely at 

nolde’s beautiful paintings. 

the memory game comes com-

plete with a foldout booklet intro-

ducing the artist and the works 

included in the game.

nolde began to paint scenes of 

flowers in watercolors around 

1918. “the color of the flowers 

drew me magnetically to them, 

and suddenly i was painting,” re-

membered nolde. “i produced my 

first little garden painting.” nolde 

continued to be inspired by flow-

ers and gardens until the end of 

his career, painting single blooms, 

beautifully composed still lifes, 

gardens and flowering fields.

DuMonT BuChverlAg
9783832199210  
u.s. $19.95  cdn $25.95  Sdnr50
other media, 6 x 6 in. / 64 cards.
June/art

Hilma af Klint: Seeing is Believing 
Edited by Kurt Almqvist, Louise Belfrage. Text by Daniel Birnbaum, Briony Fer, Branden W. Joseph, David Lomas, 
Hans Ulrich obrist.

thanks to the efforts of various international curators and artists, Swedish painter Hilma af Klint (1862–1944) is 

now widely regarded as a pioneer of abstract art. this volume reproduces the last abstract images series made  

by af Klint in the 1920s, which have never before been published in their entirety.

these images are complemented by essays based on lectures delivered during the exhibition Hilma af Klint:  

Painting the Unseen, at london’s Serpentine galleries in 2016. briony Fer, david lomas, branden Joseph, Hans  

ulrich obrist and daniel birnbaum shed new light on af Klint and her importance for artists today, also addressing 

the need for a broader conception of art history that her work proposes.

koenig Books
9783960981183  u.s. $32.00  cdn $42.50  
Flexi, 7.25 x 10 in. / 120 pgs / 75 color.
September/ /art

2017 sPring–suMMer suPPleMenT

Mies van der Rohe: Montage, Collage 
Edited with text by Andreas Beitin, Wolf Eiermann, Brigitte Franzen. Text by Barry Bergdoll, Lena Büchel, 
Dietrich Neumann, Holger otten, Lutz Robbers, Martino Stierli, Adrian Sudhalter.

between 1910 and 1965, influenced by dada, constructivism and de Stijl, the german-american modernist 

polymath mies van der rohe (1886–1969) created numerous montages and collages that endure as fascinating 

illustrations of the design principles of his architecture. However, these works—most of them large-format—

are much more than sketches merely intended to assist his creative process as an architect. they are works of 

art in their own right that demonstrate van der rohe’s compositional vision in its purest form. abrupt changes 

of viewpoint, freedom from perspective, place and time, montages of found elements and a focus on mixed 

media places him in the same context as his contemporaries Kurt Schwitters, theo van doesburg, Hans  

richter and lászló moholy-nagy. this volume celebrates his lesser-known accomplishments in this medium.

koenig Books
9783960980537  u.s. $55.00  cdn $70.00  Flat40
Hbk, 9.5 x 11.25 in. / 264 pgs / illustrated throughout.
may/art

EXHIBITION SCHEDULE

Sheboygan, Wi: John michael Kohler arts center, 
06/25/17–01/14/18
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Claude Monet: 
Water Lilies 
By Ann Temkin.

in 1955 moma became the first 

uS museum to acquire one of 

monet’s paintings of his garden 

in giverny. this volume by ann 

temkin, chief curator of painting 

and Sculpture at moma, recounts 

the history of monet’s Water Lilies 

paintings at the museum and  

underscores their resonance with 

the art of the last half-century.

The MuseuM of MoDern ArT
9781633450431  
u.s. $19.95  cdn $25.95  
Hbk, 9 x 10.5 in. / 56 pgs / 35 color.
august/art

2017 sPring–suMMer suPPleMenT

Vincent van Gogh: 
The Starry Night 
By Richard Thomson.

van gogh’s “the Starry night” 

is one of the touchstones of the 

modern period. this essay by art 

historian richard thomson looks  

in depth at the artist’s career—

from his turn to art at a relatively 

late age to the difficult days at  

the end of his life—and the making 

of this luminous painting.

The MuseuM of MoDern ArT
9781633450424  
u.s. $19.95  cdn $25.95  
Hbk, 9 x 10.5 in. / 56 pgs / 31 color.
august/art

2017 sPring–suMMer suPPleMenT

Jackson Pollock 
By Carolyn Lanchner.

this book features 11 paintings 

by pollock selected from moma’s 

substantial collection of his work. 

His groundbreaking drip paintings 

of the late 1940s and ‘50s are here, 

along with early and late works.  

a lively essay by carolyn lanchner, 

a former curator of painting  

and sculpture at the museum,  

accompanies each work.

The MuseuM of MoDern ArT
9781633450455  
u.s. $19.95  cdn $25.95  
Hbk, 9 x 10.5 in. / 56 pgs / 35 color.
august/art

2017 sPring–suMMer suPPleMenT

Andy Warhol 
By Carolyn Lanchner.

this book features ten paintings by 

Warhol selected from moma’s  

collection. His famous “gold 

marilyn monroe” and “campbell’s 

Soup cans” are here, along with 

other equally iconic silkscreen 

paintings. an essay by carolyn 

lanchner, a former curator of 

painting and sculpture at the  

museum, accompanies each work.

The MuseuM of MoDern ArT
9781633450448  
u.s. $19.95  cdn $25.95  
Hbk, 9 x 10.5 in. / 56 pgs / 39 color.
august/art

2017 sPring–suMMer suPPleMenT

Egon Schiele 
Masterpieces from the Leopold Museum
introduction by Hans-Peter Wipplinger. Text by Elisabeth Leopold, Rudolf Leopold, Franz Smola, Birgit 
Summerauer.

this volume gathers some 140 paintings, watercolors and drawings by egon Schiele from the leopold 

museum in vienna, which famously possesses the world’s most comprehensive and eminent collection 

of works by this most beloved of modern artists. it covers all periods of Schiele’s oeuvre, with examples 

of his earliest creations, his renowned expressionist period and the work created shortly before his  

untimely death.

among the classic Schiele paintings housed in the collection are the “Seated male nude” (a self-

portrait) of 1910 and “the Hermits” of 1912 (probably depicting Schiele with gustav Klimt). cityscapes 

constitute another emphasis in Schiele’s oeuvre as well as landscapes, including “Houses by the Sea.”

throughout the book, numerous full-page illustrations afford exceptional insight into Schiele’s genius 

for line and color. essays by elisabeth leopold, rudolf leopold, Franz Smola and birgit Summerauer 

outline the milieu and career of this provocative artist but also highlight Schiele’s place among the great 

masters of the 20th century.

the epitome of viennese modernism, Egon Schiele (1890–1918) developed an anti-academic style  

of rendering figures, which are only rarely shown head-on or in full length, appearing contorted by  

their compositional arrangement. after brief service in the army during World War 1, Schiele died of a 

pandemic influenza on october 31, 1918.

WAlTher könig, köln
9783960980810  u.s. $49.95  cdn $64.95  
pbk, 9.25 x 11 in. / 304 pgs / 164 color.
available/art

Being Modern: Building the Collection of The 
Museum of Modern Art 
 Edited with text by Quentin Bajac, olivier Michelon, Suzanne Pagé. Text by Glenn Lowry, et al. 
Chronology by Michelle Elligott. 

published to accompany an exhibition of highlights from the collection of the museum of 

modern art at the Fondation louis vuitton, in paris, Being Modern tells the stories of 120 

works of art and design acquired by the museum between its founding in 1929 and the  

present, providing a unique insight into one of the world’s greatest collections of modern  

and contemporary art. Featuring paintings, prints, drawings, photographs, sculptures, video, 

film, architecture and design—from paul cézanne’s iconic painting “the bather” (c. 1885)  

to a set of the 176 digital emoji we use on our mobile phones every day—the catalogue  

underscores the diversity and relevance of moma’s collection while providing a fresh  

perspective on the modern canon.

the book is organized chronologically according to the year each artwork entered the  

museum’s collection. Short texts by curators accompany the plates, giving an overview of 

each work’s significance as well as a behind-the-scenes look at the process by which moma 

acquired it. an essay by the museum’s director, glenn d. lowry, outlines the history of the 

institution and puts the collection in context, and a concise chronology charts the museum’s 

growth. a departure from the usual “highlights” book, this unique catalog presents moma’s 

extraordinary collection from a new angle, telling the story of modern art through the growth 

of an institution that embraced an aesthetic revolution in the early 20th century and evolved 

along with it into the 21st. 

Featuring 
over 140 
masterpieces, 
this new book 
draws on the 
unsurpassed 
Schiele 
collection 
of Vienna’s 
Leopold 
Museum

The MuseuM of MoDern ArT
9781633450462  u.s. $55.00  cdn $70.00  
Hbk, 9.5 x 12 in. / 296 pgs / 175 color.
october/art

EXHIBITION SCHEDULE

paris, France: Fondation louis vuitton, 10/11/17–03/05/18
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Qajar Women 
Images of Women in 19th-Century Iran
Edited with text by Mounia Chekhab-Abudaya, 
Nur Sobers-Khan. Text by Amélie Couvrat-
Desvergnes, Stefan Masarovic.

Qajar Women explores the varied images of 

women in 19th-century iran through artworks 

belonging to the permanent collection of the 

museum of islamic art in doha. essays by inter-

national experts trace changes in the ideals of 

female beauty in modern islamic art and high-

light the diversity of women’s representations, 

using the Qajar dynasty, which ruled persia from 

1785 to 1925, as a chronological frame.

silvAnA eDiToriAle
9788836635252  u.s. $50.00  cdn $65.00  
pbk, 9.5 x 11.25 in. / 184 pgs / 153 color.
September/art/middle eastern art & culture

Dutch Drawings in the 
Nationalmuseum  
Volume II
the nationalmuseum, Stockholm, holds the 

most extensive collection of 17th-century dutch 

master drawings in Sweden. it comprises im-

portant works by rembrandt and his pupils, as 

well as drawings by abraham bloemart, Jan van 

goyen, Herman Saftleven, Willem van de velde 

and many other artists. this catalog, the result 

of a long-term research project, includes almost 

600 drawings, of which approximately 130 are 

previously unpublished.

hATJe CAnTZ
9783775743259  u.s. $85.00  cdn $105.00  
clth, 11 x 8.5 in. / 336 pgs / 600 color.
november/art

Joris and Jacob 
Hoefnagel: Art and 
Science around 1600 
 Edited by Wolfgang Augustyn. Text by Thea 
vignau-Wilberg. 

this richly illustrated volume introduces readers 

to the visual worlds of the Flemish miniaturists 

Joris Hoefnagel (1542–1600), who enriched en-

tomology with his exquisite depictions of nature, 

and his son Jacob Hoefnagel (1575–1632/33), 

who painted mythological and allegorical 

scenes.  

hATJe CAnTZ
9783775741736  u.s. $75.00  cdn $95.00  
Hbk, 8.5 x 11 in. / 528 pgs / 459 color.
July/art

Bellotto and Canaletto: Wonder and Light 
 Edited with text by Bozena Anna Kowalczyk. Text by Sergio Marinelli. 

this book reveals the extraordinary artistic relationship between italian artists canaletto 

(1697–1768) and bernardo bellotto (1722–80). bellotto was canaletto’s nephew and 

assistant, and an adept pupil—he picked up his uncle’s teachings so well that he some-

times signed his work as “bellotto de canaletto” and traded on the illustrious name, par-

ticularly after he settled in northern europe in 1747.

canaletto, famous for his precisely painted views of venice, taught bellotto how to use 

a camera obscura in his painting, and both share a meticulous style. but in the course of 

bellotto’s travels (from venice to rome to dresden, vienna, munich and finally Warsaw, 

where he remained until his death) the artist developed his own methods and interests. 

Favoring a cooler palette then his uncle, and interspersing his precise architectural vedute 

with modern landscapes and portraiture, bellotto distinguished himself from his uncle.

the recent rediscovery of the inventory of goods from bellotto’s house in dresden—

included in this volume—finally offers a key to understanding the artist’s culture and 

personality. one of the 18th century’s most restless artists, bellotto seems ripe for redis-

covery, and Bellotto and Canaletto: Wonder and Light offers a long-overdue exploration of 

the relationship between the artist and his famous mentor. 

silvAnA eDiToriAle
9788836635566  u.s. $50.00  cdn $65.00  
Hbk, 9.5 x 9.5 in. / 304 pgs / 250 color.
September/art

Unmapping the 
Renaissance 
Edited by Angelika Stepken, Eva-Maria 
Troelenberg, Mariechen Danz. Text by Walter D. 
Mignolo, ida Giovanna Rao, et al.

the story of the birth of the renaissance in the 

city of Florence is well known. but the economic 

structures that created the conditions for the 

renaissance also brought about the colonization 

of non-european worlds through linguistic and 

semiotic hegemony—a part of the story rarely 

incorporated into traditional narratives of renais-

sance Florence. Unmapping the Renaissance 

gathers scholarship unpacking these issues.

verlAg für MoDerne kunsT
9783903131866  u.s. $30.00  cdn $40.00  
pbk, 6.75 x 9.5 in. / 244 pgs / 123 color / 5 b&w.
July/art/nonfiction criticism

The Encounter:  
Drawings from Leonardo 
to Rembrandt 
By Tarnya Cooper, Charlotte Bolland. Text by 
Jeremy Wood.

this book brings together 50 exquisite portrait 

drawings from the renaissance and baroque 

periods, including works by da vinci, dürer,  

Holbein, bernini, carracci, clouet and  

rembrandt. these works capture a moment  

of connection between artist and sitter: an  

encounter.

nATionAl PorTrAiT gAllerY
9781855147751  u.s. $45.00  cdn $57.50  
pbk, 9 x 11.5 in. / 192 pgs / 106 color.
September/art

EXHIBITION SCHEDULE

london, uK: national portrait gallery,  
07/13/17–10/22/17

2017 sPring–suMMer suPPleMenT

Heads and Tails,  
Tales and Bodies 
Engraving the Human Figure from 
Antiquity to the Early Modern Period
Preface by Marina Loshak, olivier Descotes, 
Manos G. Dimitrakopoulos. Text by Christos G. 
Doumas, Chris Carey, et al.

Heads and Tails looks at a selection of archaeologi-

cal artifacts that have only rarely been presented 

to a broad audience, presenting an impressive gal-

lery of masterpieces of miniature sculpture, such 

as coins, medals, plaques and statuettes, in which 

man always takes pride of place.

Mer PAPer kunsThAlle
9789492321312  u.s. $80.00  cdn $100.00  
Hbk, 8.75 x 11 in. / 406 pgs / 120 color / 250 b&w.
available/art

2017 sPring–suMMer suPPleMenT

Japan Modern 
Japanese Prints from the Elise Wessels Collection
By Marije Jansen.
Japan Modern presents an overview of Japanese printing in 

the first half of the 20th century. Japan was flourishing in the 

years following the turn of the century: modern city culture 

offered plenty of opportunities, the landscape changed, the 

rights of women began to improve and optimism abounded. at 

the same time, these vast cultural shifts produced feelings of 

nostalgia. prints made in this period portray the turbulent times 

unlike anything else. using an ancient wood-carving tech-

nique, artists show us modern life: street scenes with high-rise 

buildings, cars, railroads, factories and Japanese women with 

modern hairdos dancing and drinking cocktails. However, 

more traditional subjects, such as idealized portraits of women 

and romantic landscapes, are portrayed as well. unique in the 

netherlands, the elise Wessels collection of modern Japanese 

prints is counted among the best in its field (outside of Japan). 

this superbly designed volume displays its assets to wonderful 

effect.

the renaissance and beyond

nAi010 PuBlishers/riJksMuseuM
9789491714887  u.s. $45.00  cdn $57.50  
Hbk, 8.5 x 11 in. / 264 pgs / 194 color.
available/art/asian art & culture
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Leonard Rosoman 
Text by Tanya Harrod.

drawing on the artist’s substantial 

and fascinating archive, renowned 

design historian tanya Harrod puts 

into context the many strands of 

the work of british artist leonard 

rosoman (1913–2012). 

the range of rosoman’s output is 

extraordinary, encompassing his 

time in the auxiliary Fire Service in 

london during the early years of 

the Second World War and as an 

official War artist in the Far east 

in 1945, his work for the theater 

and as an illustrator, painter and 

teacher, and his large-scale murals 

for the archbishop of canterbury’s 

restored chapel at lambeth palace 

and at burlington House, home of 

the royal academy, an institution 

of which he was an integral part 

for over half a century. 

in her engaging assessment of  

rosoman’s remarkable achieve-

ments throughout his long  

career, Harrod gives the reader a 

thorough grasp of this underrated 

artist and his world.

roYAl ACADeMY of ArTs
9781910350638  
u.s. $45.00  cdn $57.50  
Hbk, 9.5 x 11 in. / 256 pgs / 225 
color.
august/art

Charles Tunnicliffe:  
Prints, A Catalogue Raisonné 
Text by Robert Meyrick, Harry Heuser.

a farmer’s son from cheshire, british artist charles Frederick  

tunnicliffe (1901–79) won a scholarship to the royal college of 

art in 1920. He went on to work in numerous mediums, his  

favored subject matter being britain’s native birds and other 

fauna, always depicted punctiliously and yet, unusually for the 

time, in their natural habitats. 

renowned as the illustrator of the 1932 edition of Henry  

Williamson’s Tarka the Otter and numerous brooke bond tea 

cards (popular collector’s items in britain in the postwar period), 

tunnicliffe lived on the Welsh island of anglesey for more than 

30 years. He was elected a royal academician in 1954. 

this handsome catalogue raisonné of his prints, over 430 in  

number, includes lavish illustrations and authoritative annotations 

by the printmaking authorities robert meyrick and Harry Heuser.

roYAl ACADeMY of ArTs
9781910350645  u.s. $55.00  cdn $70.00  
Hbk, 8.25 x 11.5 in. / 368 pgs / 430 b&w.
September/art/nature

Becoming Henry 
Moore 
Edited by Hannah Higham. Text by 
Sebastiano Barassi, Tania Moore, 
Jon Wood.

Becoming Henry Moore tells the 

story of the artist’s creative journey 

between 1914 and 1930, from 

gifted schoolboy to celebrated 

sculptor. displaying skill and am-

bition from a young age, moore 

(1898–1986) spent his early years 

studying the art of the past and 

of his contemporaries, absorbing 

a wide variety of sculptural ideas. 

in this book, Sebastiano barassi 

presents a lively account of this 

formative period, from moore’s 

school years through his active 

service in the First World War and 

student life at leeds School of art, 

and culminating with his move to 

the royal college of art in london 

and subsequent entry into the 

world of contemporary sculpture. 

What is revealed is a rich story of 

friendships, mentors and collec-

tors, a range of artistic influences 

and dialogues with other leading 

figures from the british and  

european avant-gardes.

ArT / Books
9781908970329   
u.s. $35.00  cdn $45.00  
Hbk, 8.75 x 10.75 in. / 128 pgs /  
144 color / 56 b&w.
July/art

EXHIBITION SCHEDULE

perry green, uK: Henry moore  
Foundation, 04/14/17–10/22/17
leeds, uK: Henry moore institute, 
11/30/17–02/18/18

Lucian Freud: Closer 
 UBS Art Collection
Foreword by Gereon Sievernich. introduction by Mary Rozell. Text by Richard Cork, 
Anders Kold. 

the art of lucian Freud (1922–2011) is not easy on viewers, confronted as they are 

with harshly depicted figures in a vulnerable state of nudity. grandchild to Sigmund 

Freud, the painter often subjected his models to lengthy sessions of posing, creat-

ing glimpses into the psyches of those he portrayed.

the ubS art collection contains the majority of etchings from Freud’s last phase, as 

well as one watercolor and two paintings—a total of 54 works of the highest quality. 

at once delicate and bold in conception, Freud’s etchings challenge viewers with 

their candor. the fact that the exhibition is held in berlin’s martin-gropius-bau is of 

particular significance, as the city was Freud’s birthplace, from which he was forced 

to flee with his parents in 1933. With the help of the ubS art collection, the artist 

now returns home. 

hATJe CAnTZ
9783775743112  u.s. $55.00  cdn $70.00  
clth, 9 x 10.5 in. / 120 pgs / illustrated throughout.
august/art

Medardo Rosso: 
Experiments in 
Light and Form 
Foreword by Cara Stake. Text 
by Sharon Hecker, Tamara H. 
Schenkenberg, Matthew S. 
Witkovsky.

the italian artist medardo rosso 

(1858–1928) was instrumental in 

expanding the definition of sculp-

ture for the modern era. Focusing 

on everyday people as his subjects, 

rosso portrayed fugitive physical 

or emotional states, employing 

innovative casting and model-

ing techniques in plaster, bronze 

and wax, his signature material. 

Medardo Rosso: Experiments in 

Light and Form features nearly 100 

works of sculpture, drawing and 

photography, and explores rosso’s 

efforts to capture and manipulate 

light. it presents extensive instal-

lation photography, documenting 

the works on view within the vari-

able natural and artificial light of 

the pulitzer arts Foundation build-

ing. the book also features original 

scholarly essays by the exhibition 

co-curators and other contributors, 

as well as a fully illustrated check-

list—presenting a selection of 

rosso’s lesser-known experiments 

in drawing and photography, in 

addition to some of his most cel-

ebrated sculptures.

PuliTZer ArTs founDATion
9780997690156  
u.s. $45.00  cdn $57.50  
Hbk, 8 x 11 in. / 208 pgs / 160 color.
december/art

Marlow Moss: 
A Forgotten 
Maverick 
Edited with text by Sabine 
Schaschl. Text by Lucy Howarth, 
Ankie de Jongh-vermeulen.

the british constructivist marlow 

moss (1889–1958) was a pioneer-

ing modernist artist who also 

inspired her better-known col-

leagues such as mondrian. the 

so-called “double line” was one 

of her most important inventions, 

which she began employing in her 

paintings in 1930, and which both 

mondrian and Jean gorin adopted 

for their own neo-sculptural works. 

although neither artist overtly 

cited the influence, their works 

are nonetheless closely related to 

those of moss, and they shared 

and admired her ideas about art 

and composition. a founder mem-

ber of the abstraction-création 

group (alongside van doesburg, 

Hélion and vantongerloo), moss 

also applied her linear structures 

and mathematical principles to re-

liefs and sculptures. these aspects 

of her work, along with her un-

usual life as a transgendered man, 

are discussed in this volume, by far 

the most substantial publication on 

her accomplishments.

hATJe CAnTZ
9783775743006  
u.s. $50.00  cdn $65.00  
Hbk, 8 x 11.5 in. / 132 pgs /  
116 color.
July/art
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Erwin Wurm: One Minute Sculptures 
1997–2017 
Edited with text by Christa Steinle. Text by Peter Weibel, Simon Baker, Markus 
Gabriel.

the iconic One Minute Sculptures of austrian artist erwin Wurm (born 1954) 

invite visitors to realize temporary sculptures by following the artist’s instruc-

tions and using objects at hand—levitating, holding your breath and thinking 

of Spinoza, throwing yourself away, or being a terrorist—for one minute. For a 

brief moment, long enough to lift the banality, the absurdity of this encounter 

between individual and object is raised to a philosophical level. Wurm’s con-

stellations are social sculptures whose astonishing simplicity and stringency 

make them both alluring and unsettling.

this is the first publication to list all of the One Minute Sculptures that Wurm 

has realized around the world over a period of more than 20 years. it also 

features his latest work, created for the austrian pavilion at the 2017 venice 

biennale.

hATJe CAnTZ
9783775742535  u.s. $75.00  cdn $95.00  
Slip, clth, 9 x 12 in. / 400 pgs / 350 color.
July/art

2017 sPring–suMMer suPPleMenT

Mike Kelley: 
Memory Ware 
A Survey
Text by Ralph Rugoff, Mike Kelley.

over the course of his four-decade 

career, mike Kelley (1954–2012) 

critically questioned aesthetic con-

ventions and examined all forms 

of culture. the approximately 100 

Memory Ware and associated 

works were made during the first 

decade of the 21st century; all are 

reproduced in this catalog. named 

for a genre of north american folk 

art in which everyday utilitarian 

objects such as vases are coated 

with a claylike substance and then 

embedded with small objects 

including shells, beads and but-

tons, Kelley’s Memory Ware series 

consists both of wall-hung works 

(known as Memory Ware Flats) and 

freestanding pieces. the artist’s 

appropriation of this folk tradition 

eliminates recognizable underlying 

objects and expands the original 

method to include a wider variety 

of keepsakes. the Memory Ware 

sculptures, by contrast, juxtapose 

dense clusters of found objects 

with minimally or undecorated 

areas and reintroduce an overall 

structure.

hAuser & WirTh PuBlishers
9783952446140  
u.s. $65.00  cdn $85.00  
Hbk, 9.75 x 12.5 in. / 250 pgs /  
144 color.
available/art

Annabeth Rosen: 
Fired, Broken, 
Gathered, Heaped  
Foreword by Bill Arning. Text 
by valerie Cassel oliver, Nancy 
Princenthal, Jenni Sorkin.

For nearly three decades, brook-

lyn-based annabeth rosen (born 

1957) has demonstrably inter-

rogated the place of ceramics in 

the contemporary art landscape. 

Formally trained in ceramics yet 

heavily influenced by painting, 

rosen has expanded her practice 

into conceptually driven sculptural 

forms, exploring the temporal 

nature of the medium—melding 

performative aspects into both 

material and process. Her diminu-

tive and occasionally monumental 

works composed through labori-

ous, additive processes push the 

medium beyond spectacle and into 

conversations about endurance-

based performance, feminist 

thought, contemporary painting 

and conceptual art. rosen func-

tions as an important link between 

such artist as peter voulkos, Jun 

Kaneko, mary Heilman, lynda 

benglis and a new generation of 

artists working in the medium. 

Fired, Broken, Gathered, Heaped is 

the artist’s first major survey and 

covers 25 years of her work.

ConTeMPorArY ArT MuseuM, 
housTon
9781933619699  
u.s. $40.00  cdn $52.50  
Hbk, 9.5 x 11 in. / 152 pgs / 90 color.
September/art

Geoffrey Farmer: 
A Way Out of the 
Mirror 
Edited by Kitty Scott.

vancouver-based geoffrey Farmer 

(born 1967) is internationally 

known for his laboriously crafted 

projects of epic proportions 

combining theatrical techniques 

with historically sourced material. 

developed over extended periods 

of time, the artist’s multilayered 

works pursue multiple narratives, 

appearing in a constant state of 

transformation, as he continues to 

revisit and alter them.

presented at the canadian pavilion 

for the 2017 venice biennale, and 

named after an allen ginsberg 

poem, A Way out of the Mirror 

includes found-photographic 

and sculptural components that 

together constitute a meditation 

on the damage that seeps down 

through generations, drawing on 

his own history and his relationship 

with his father, as well as images 

of his grandfather’s car accident, 

and diving deeply into a more uni-

versal contemplation of truth and 

reconciliation.

Mousse PuBlishing
9788867492718  
u.s. $45.00  cdn $57.50  
clth, 7.5 x 11.75 in. / 360 pgs /  
220 color.
august/art

John Miller:  
I Stand I Fall 
Edited with introduction by Alex 
Gartenfeld. Foreword by Ellen 
Salpeter. Text by Hal Forster. 
Conversation with isabelle Graw, 
John Miller.

I Stand, I Fall, a survey of the work 

of John miller (born 1954), is pub-

lished to coincide with the first uS 

museum exhibition dedicated to 

the influential conceptual artist. 

throughout his career miller has 

used the figure to comment on the 

status of art and life in american 

culture, an exploration charted in 

this volume through nearly 150  

illustrations. 

organized chronologically, the 

publication begins with his draw-

ings and paintings made between 

1982 and 1983, the majority of 

which have never been presented 

publicly. a truly comprehensive 

retrospective survey, John Miller: 

I Stand, I Fall features works in 

a range of mediums, including 

painting, sculpture, drawing, pho-

tography, installation and video; 

never-before-seen works from the 

1980s; new large-scale sculptures 

and the artist’s most ambitious 

architectural installation to date—

a vast and immersive mirrored 

labyrinth designed for ica miami’s 

atrium gallery.

koenig Books
9783960980506  
u.s. $55.00  cdn $70.00  Flat40
Hbk, 9.25 x 11.75 in. / 216 pgs / 
185 color.
october/art

Ugo Rondinone:  
Pure Sunshine 
Text by Lionel Bovier, Morgan Falconer.

this first volume of a three-part publication on 

the most popular series of new york–based 

Swiss artist ugo rondinone (born 1964) is  

dedicated to the Target paintings (1992–2015). 

art historian lionel bovier offers a visual analysis, 

while morgan Falconer examines the main  

characteristics of this series in relation to  

rondinone’s work and biography.

JrP|ringier
9783037645055  u.s. $49.95  cdn $64.95  
Hbk, 9.5 x 12.25 in. / 320 pgs / 262 color.
october/art

Ugo Rondinone:  
New Horizon 
Text by Phong Bui, Bob Nickas.

in this volume compiling ugo rondinone’s Stripe 

paintings (1999–2011), artist and writer phong 

bui retraces the genealogy of stripe paintings 

from barnett newman to rondinone, while art 

critic bob nickas thoroughly examines the mak-

ing and meaning of painting in his work. 

JrP|ringier
9783037645062  u.s. $49.95  cdn $64.95  
Hbk, 9.5 x 12.25 in. / 232 pgs / 150 color.
october/art

Ugo Rondinone:  
Kiss Now Kill Later 
Text by Anne Buschhoff, Bice Curiger.

the third volume in Jrp|ringier’s ugo rondinone 

series is dedicated to the Landscapes paintings 

(1989–2011). critic and curator bice curiger 

proposes a historical and poetical reading of this 

body of work, while Kunsthalle bremen curator 

of prints anne buschhoff offers an iconographic 

perspective on them. 

JrP|ringier
9783037645079  u.s. $49.95  cdn $64.95  
Hbk, 9.5 x 12.25 in. / 316 pgs / 124 color.
october/art
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Lynette Yiadom-
Boakye: Under-
Song for a Cipher 
Edited by Massimiliano Gioni, 
Natalie Bell. Text by Elena Filipovic, 
Chris ofili, Robert Storr. interview 
by Natalie Bell, Massimiliano Gioni.

the lush oil paintings of london-

based lynette yiadom-boakye 

(born 1977) embrace many of the 

conventions of historical european 

portraiture, but expand on that 

tradition by engaging fictional sub-

jects who often serve as protago-

nists of the artist’s short stories as 

well. these imagined figures are 

almost always black, an attribute 

yiadom-boakye sees as both po-

litical and autobiographical, given 

her own West african heritage. 

Her elegant characters come to 

life through the artist’s bold brush-

work, appearing both cavalier and 

nonchalant. this catalog accompa-

nying her new museum exhibition 

features an interview with the artist 

by natalie bell and massimiliano 

gioni, new reflections on yiadom-

boakye’s work by artist chris ofili, 

and art historians elena Fillipovic 

and robert Storr.

neW MuseuM/kunsThAlle BAsel
9780915557141  
u.s. $24.00  cdn $29.95  
pbk, 7.25 x 9.5 in. / 124 pgs /  
38 color / 2 b&w.
august/art/african art & culture

EXHIBITION SCHEDULE

new york: new museum,  
05/03/17–09/03/17

Amelie von 
Wulffen: Works 
1998–2016 
Edited by isabel Podeschwa, 
Bernhart Schwenk, Joe Scotland, 
Amelie von Wulffen. Text by 
Manfred Hermes, Bernhart 
Schwenk, Amy Sillman.

a monograph on the german 

painter amelie von Wulffen (born 

1966) has long been overdue. 

For more than 20 years, the artist 

has been developing a formally 

and stylistically diverse oeuvre 

(including collages, installa-

tions, animated films, drawings, 

sculptures and paintings) that 

possesses a remarkable thematic 

consistency. Amelie von Wulffen: 

Works 1998–2016 shows the artist 

returning again and again to the 

process of coming to terms with 

the repercussions of german cul-

tural history. these heavy themes 

are lightened by an acid humor, 

most obvious in Wulffen’s draw-

ings and comics, which spares 

no sacred cows. richly illustrated 

with texts by bernhart Schwenk 

and amy Sillman, Amelie von Wul-

ffen: Works 1998–2016 presents 

the painter as a role model for a 

younger generation of artists.

koenig Books
9783960980605  
u.s. $49.95  cdn $64.95  Flat40
Flexi, 9.25 x 12 in. / 328 pgs /  
230 color.
July/art

Nalini Malani: 
Malani
Edited by Sophie Duplaix. 

a pioneering artist in painting, 

film, photography, video art and 

performance, indian artist nalini 

malani (born 1946) is a transition 

figure between the modern and 

contemporary art of her country. 

Her work, which criticizes the 

political situation in india, is based 

not only on an iconography typical 

of the subcontinent’s culture, but 

also on Western artistic and literary 

tradition. 

published for the centre pompi-

dou’s major retrospective, this 

book presents works from 1969–

2017, covering almost five decades 

of her oeuvre. For this occasion, 

she revived a spectacular work 

from the museum’s collection: the 

“video shadow theater” Remem-

bering Mad Meg (2007). through 

this reprisal, malani evokes the 

concepts underlying her work: 

utopias, dystopia, and her vision of 

india and the position of women 

throughout the world. 

hATJe CAnTZ
9783775742900 
u.s. $55.00 cdn $70.00   
Hbk, 8 x 11 in. / 240 pgs / 139 color. 
december/art/asian art & culture

Urs Fischer: 
Phantom Paintings
Phantom Paintings gathers several 

series of paintings on aluminum 

panel produced over the last 

three years by the Swiss artist urs 

Fischer (born 1973). From far away 

many of these paintings appear 

to be large-scale gestural abstrac-

tions, but on closer inspection the 

viewer detects total flatness—the 

abstract paint marks were actually 

photographed and silkscreened on 

top of images of personal spaces, 

creating an image of abstraction 

rather than the abstraction itself. 

this process allows a largeness of 

motion and an immediacy, as two 

representational systems clash. in 

other works, the abstractions ob-

struct images taken from vintage 

Hollywood publicity headshots as 

well as close-up photographs of 

the artist’s own face. Finally, bold 

paintings on cutout aluminum 

panels push the limits of line, color 

and shape, transforming facial 

features into intersecting organic 

shapes that slide and mutate in a 

new form of landscape painting.  

kiiTo-sAn
9780996413022 
u.s. $30.00 cdn $40.00  Flat40 
pbk, 9.75 x 12 in. / 170 pgs /  
76 color. July/art

Kerstin Brätsch: 
Innovation
Edited with text by Patrizia Dander. 
Foreword by Bernhard Maaz, 
Achim Hochdörfer, Andrea viliani. 
Text by Kathy Halbreich, Lanka 
Tattersall. interview by Philipp 
Coulter, Allison Katz. 

With a chronological plate section 

and detailed texts, this is the first 

monograph on the widely ac-

claimed german-born, new york–

based painter Kerstin brätsch (born 

1979), a star of the museum of 

modern art’s 2014 show and cata-

logue The Forever Now. it surveys 

her expanded painterly practice, 

which includes paintings on paper 

and mylar foil, glass works and 

marblings, but also performances 

and collaborative projects as das 

institut (with adele röder) and 

Kaya (with debo eilers and Kaya 

Serene). throbbing with bright 

color and thick, writhing forms, 

brätsch’s paintings are often in-

stalled in a manner that further 

intensifies their physicality—hung 

by magnets, draped or framed in 

between sheets of glass and then 

leaned against the wall. For the 

first time, this book highlights the 

developments and connections be-

tween her various bodies of work. 

WAlTher könig, köln
9783960981282  
u.s. $60.00 cdn $78.00  Flat40 
Hbk, 8 x 12 in. / 448 pgs / 850 color. 
october/art

Ashley Bickerton: 
Ornamental 
Hysteria 
 Text by Nicola Trezzi, Paul Theroux. 
interview by Roddy Bogawa. 

bali-based artist ashley bickerton 

(born 1959) rose to prominence 

in the early 1980s as part of new 

york’s east village art scene with 

his vibrant abstract works critiqu-

ing consumer culture and the 

commodification of the art object. 

alongside Jeff Koons, meyer vais-

man and peter Halley, bickerton 

pioneered what was called the 

“neo-geo” movement with his 

unconventional paintings devoid of 

expressionist brushstrokes. Featur-

ing works that span the duration 

of bickerton’s career thus far, from 

the earlier consumerist works up 

to the recent tropically colored 

mixed-media paintings of exotic, 

erotic fantasies and nightmares, 

Ashley Bickerton: Ornamental Hys-

teria draws from works in damien 

Hirst’s murderme collection. this 

fully illustrated book offers a thor-

ough survey of the artist’s diverse 

body of work and includes essays 

by novelist paul theroux and art 

critic nicola trezzi, as well as a 

conversation between bickerton 

and the filmmaker roddy bogawa. 

oTher CriTeriA
9781906967833  
u.s. $80.00  cdn $100.00  
Hbk, 9 x 12 in. / 160 pgs / 70 color.
September/art

Alex Israel:  
Self-Portraits   
alex lsrael’s (born 1982) series 

of Self-Portraits were developed 

through the evolution of a logo 

based on the artist’s profile—an 

iconic representation of facial  

features that calls to mind the  

famous silhouette of alfred  

Hitchcock—originally created  

for the video piece As It Lays, a 

beguiling and campy work of talk 

show–style interviews for which  

israel cast himself as host,  

presented at reena Spaulings’ 

new york gallery in march 2012.

made with the same techniques 

used for manufacturing surfboards, 

and produced at the Warner bros. 

Studios in burbank, the sculptures, 

through the very process of their 

production, reflect on the context 

of los angeles, the culture of he-

donism and the cult of personality 

from which they spring. 

kArMA, neW York
9781938560255  
u.s. $40.00  cdn $52.50  
Hbk, 6 x 8.25 in. / 256 pgs /  
201 color.
august/art

2017 sPring–suMMer suPPleMenT

Jason Fox 
Edited by Dan Nadel. interview by 
Joe Bradley.

this book presents new paintings 

by acclaimed new york–based art-

ist Jason Fox (born 1964), along 

with sketches, source material and 

works on paper made between 

2006 and 2016. Fox paints hybrid 

portraits—humanoid monsters and 

existential figures—often posed 

behind a canvas, as though in the 

act of their own creation. 

in an interview with the artist Joe 

bradley included in this volume, 

Fox describes his influences and 

subject matter, which range from 

comic books, rock icons and mini-

malism, to his dog, duncan, and 

former president barack obama. 

published on the occasion of 

Square Cave, the artist’s solo ex-

hibition at canada gallery in new 

york, this book provides insight 

into Fox’s multivalent and psyche-

delic studio practice.

CAnADA
9780998523200  
u.s. $25.00  cdn $32.50  
pbk, 7.75 x 10.5 in. / 140 pgs /  
100 color.
available/art
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Oscar Murillo 
Edited by okwui Enwezor, Anna 
Schneider. introduction by okwui 
Enwezor. Text by Emma Enderby, 
Anna Schneider.

With a body of powerful paintings,  

installations and video works, 

colombian-born artist oscar  

murillo (born 1986) has distin-

guished himself as one of his gen-

eration’s leading voices. published 

on the occasion of murillo’s 2017 

solo exhibition at Haus der Kunst 

in munich, this volume––the first 

dedicated overview of his career  

to date––presents the artist’s multi-

faceted practice from every angle. 

murillo became widely recognized 

in his early twenties for his large-

scale paintings that drew on  

both personal and art-historical  

references. Since then, murillo  

has been consistently interested  

in approaches to art making that 

are not rooted in the dominant 

Western value system, while 

remaining guided by his own aes-

thetic. With an introduction  

by okwui enwezor and new schol-

arship by anna Schneider and 

emma enderby, this publication  

offers critical insight into murillo’s  

complex, vibrant body of work.

hAus Der kunsT/DAviD ZWirner 
Books
9781941701669  
u.s. $65.00  cdn $85.00  
Hbk, 9 x 11.25 in. / 256 pgs /  
165 color.
november/art/latin american &  
caribbean art & culture

José Parlá: Roots 
in Roots, José parlá (born 1973) 

explores the place of his experi-

ences and travels in the develop-

ment of his work. grounded in 

parlá’s personal first-generation 

cuban american immigrant fam-

ily story and an ever-evolving 

practice inspired by “elsewhere 

communities” and their contribu-

tions to america, Roots considers 

the relationship between local and 

family history and one’s past, pres-

ent and future. a photograph of 

parlá’s grandfather agustin parlá, 

one of cuba’s first aviators, is the 

point of departure for the work—

the aviator is an important source 

of inspiration for the artist as he 

undertakes his own border cross-

ings, exploring how multicultural 

environments impact his percep-

tions of urban space. published to 

accompany exhibitions at the na-

tional young arts Foundation and 

Scad museum of art, both being 

something of a homecoming for 

the brooklyn-based artist—a Scad 

painting alumnus—Roots surveys a 

recent body of parlá’s painting and 

sculpture. 

DAMiAni/BrYCe WolkoWiTZ
9788862085632  
u.s. $45.00  cdn $57.50  
Hbk, 9.75 x 11.5 in. / 96 pgs /  
101 color.
September/art

EXHIBITION SCHEDULE

Savannah, ga: Scad museum of 
art, 02/21/17–07/16/17

Wade Guyton: 
Das New Yorker 
Atelier 
Edited with text by Achim 
Hochdörfer. interview by Johanna 
Burton, Achim Hochdörfer.  
Text by Berhard Maaz.

over the past two years, Wade 

guyton (born 1972) has created a 

compelling new series of artworks, 

documented in all their breadth 

and complexity in Wade Guyton: 

Das New Yorker Atelier. instead 

of the minimal, repeated letters 

that characterize his best-known 

work, guyton’s new paintings 

feature a diverse range of imagery, 

all digitally captured. Some of 

these works show recognizable 

forms—the newspaper homep-

age, the view from guyton’s bow-

ery studio—and some dissolve 

into abstraction as their source 

material is subject to extreme 

enlargement. taking snapshots 

and screen-captures and printing 

them on his huge printer, guyton 

has created works that reflect, in 

their content and their making, the 

rapid expansion of the digital code 

into all areas of life. published to 

accompany the first exhibition of 

these new works at the museum 

brandhorst, this volume also fea-

tures texts by Johanna burton and 

achim Hochdörfer.

WAlTher könig, Cologne
9783960980759  
u.s. $75.00  cdn $95.00  Flat40
Hbk, 12 x 13 in. / 356 pgs / 249 color.
July/art

Wyatt Kahn: 
Object Paintings 
Foreword by Lisa Melandri. Text by 
Robert Slifkin. interview by Jeffrey 
Uslip.

Hovering in the space between 

sculpture and painting, the work of 

new york–based Wyatt Kahn (born 

1983) reinvigorates the legacy 

of minimalism. His large-scale 

paintings collapse figuration and 

abstraction, encapsulate dynamic 

energy into geometric form and 

embrace imperfections and raw 

surfaces in an entirely human way.

Wyatt Kahn: Object Paintings fea-

tures work from Kahn’s first solo 

museum exhibition at the contem-

porary art museum St. louis. With 

an essay by scholar robert Slifkin, 

the book also includes an interview 

between the artist and exhibition 

curator Jeffrey uslip. Slifkin places 

Kahn in a “vitalist tradition of  

modernism” that includes  

ad reinhardt, Frank Stella and 

donald Judd. but in contrast to 

those more pristine artists, Kahn 

allows imperfection in his work. 

“every part of my work is made by 

my hand, which is a flawed hand,” 

he tells uslip, “i embrace my 

natural flaws, and that vulnerability 

becomes empowerment.”

ConTeMPorArY ArT MuseuM  
sT. louis
9780988997042  
u.s. $45.00  cdn $57.50  
Hbk, 10 x 11.5 in. / 132 pgs /  
72 color.
July/art

Kota Ezawa:  
The Crime of Art 
The Crime of Art looks at San  

Francisco–based artist Kota 

ezawa’s (born 1969) oeuvre using 

crime as a lens. 

the book presents photographs 

and reproductions from ezawa’s 

recent exhibitions in los angeles, 

new york and amherst featuring 

remakes of paintings stolen from 

the isabella Stewart gardner  

museum in boston. in addition, 

the book draws connections from 

his current project to other work 

from the early 2000s to the present 

that contemplates crime. among 

them are his animated films The 

Simpson Verdict (2002) and The 

Unbearable Lightness of Being 

(2005), as well as his ongoing 

drawing series The History of Pho-

tography Remix, which includes 

hand-drawn re-creations of historic 

crime-scene photography. While 

focusing on a single subject, The 

Crime of Art brings attention to 

some of ezawa’s key projects from 

the last 15 years, and coincides 

with a solo exhibition at Site Santa 

Fe in 2017.

rADius Books
9781942185321  
u.s. $55.00  cdn $70.00  
Hbk, 9 x 10.5 in. / 160 pgs /  
26 color / 20 b&w.
September/art

Sascha Braunig 
Text by Sarah Lehrer-Graiwer.

this is the first volume on the 

paintings of acclaimed canadian-

born, portland-based painter 

Sascha braunig (born 1983), 

whose brightly rendered, optically 

contorted bodies and heads seem 

to turn on themselves and on their 

settings. in dreamlike scenes, 

where repetition and patterning  

are foregrounded, braunig’s  

figures emit an extrasensory glow: 

flaring with reflected color, they 

are iridescent beings whose  

very skin seems to be a source of 

psychic power. 

on the occasion of her 2016–17 

show at moma pS1, curator peter 

eleey wrote: “drawing inspiration 

from the distorted bodies that litter 

the histories of modern painting, 

braunig adapts these legacies to 

the discomforts and instabilities of 

contemporary life … While evoca-

tively dystopic, her paintings also 

subtly empower their vulnerable 

subjects, advocating a humanist 

art for an age in which individual 

experience seems threatened by 

forces beyond our control.”

foXY ProDuCTion
9780692842478  
u.s. $30.00  cdn $40.00  
Hbk, 8.25 x 11.75 in. / 128 pgs /  
67 color.
July/art

Seth Price:  
Social Synthetic 
Edited with text by Beatrix Ruf, 
Achim Hochdörfer. Coedited by 
Eric Banks. Contributions by Cory 
Arcangel, Ed Halter, Branden W. 
Joseph, John Kelsey, Michelle Kuo, 
Rachel Kushner, et al.

Social Synthetic is the first compre-

hensive publication on the varied 

oeuvre of Seth price (born 1973). 

How can art explore the self under 

technological pressure? in price’s 

work, this is often expressed in 

terms of the “skins” of surface, 

packaging and wrapping: he has 

made photographic studies of a 

person’s skin obtained through 

the technologies google employs 

for mapping, vacuum-formed 

plastic reliefs presenting a body 

part stranded in plastic and large 

wall sculptures depicting the nega-

tive space between two people 

engaged in intimate action, greatly 

enlarged from a tiny internet jpeg. 

price’s work offers a fascinating 

engagement with our technologi-

cally mediated lives; these issues 

are tackled in this volume by a 

veritable who’s-who of artists and 

writers working on similar themes, 

including cory arcangel, ed Halter, 

branden Joseph, John Kelsey, mi-

chelle Kuo, rachel Kushner, laura 

owens and ariana reines.

koenig Books
9783960981121  
u.s. $79.95  cdn $100.00  Flat40
Hbk, 9 x 12 in. / 356 pgs / 392 color.
october/art

Michael Williams 
Text by Eric Crosby. interview by 
Suzanne Hudson.

over the last 10 years, los an-

geles–based michael Williams 

(born 1978) has created paintings 

known for their layered imagery, 

eye-popping color and use of 

airbrushing and inkjet printing. 

His large-scale works begin as 

drawings either on paper or on 

the computer screen before they 

are printed or transferred to can-

vas and then embellished with oil 

paint. Williams’ narrative content 

reveals a dark sense of humor 

about everyday life, often exploring 

the role of the painter as observer. 

Wickedly funny allegories merge 

with abstract painting as free-form 

amoebic shapes frequently fill 

the entirety of his canvases. the 

resulting paintings offer a dense 

and absorbing terrain of color and 

form. Michael Williams is published 

to accompany the artist’s first  

uS solo museum exhibition, at 

carnegie museum of art, where he 

presents a new body of his large-

scale paintings as well as drawings 

that mix collage and free-associa-

tive mark-making.

CArnegie MuseuM of ArT
9780880390583  
u.s. $29.95  cdn $37.50  
Hbk, 9 x 11 in. / 112 pgs / 50 color.
September/art

EXHIBITION SCHEDULE

pittsburgh, pa: carnegie museum of 
art, 04/20/17–08/27/17

ALSo AvAiLABLE

oscar murillo:  
Frequencies 
9781941701225 
Hbk, u.s. $65.00   
cdn $85.00  
david Zwirner books
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Magne 
Furuholmen: 
Imprints 
Text by Gaby Hartel, Finn 
Skårderud, Cecilie Malm 
Brundtland.

oslo’s Fornebuporten business and 

residential district boasts its own 

sculpture park, imprints, featuring 

ceramic works by the norwegian 

artist and musician magne  

Furuholmen (born 1962).  

Furuholmen has created totemic 

sculptures of glazed and un-

glazed ceramic on an incredible 

scale—the largest is taller than 

19 feet high—and arranged them 

around the site, placing some in 

freestanding positions and install-

ing some in granite pools. playing 

with and against the sleek modern 

architecture of the surrounding 

Fornebuporten complex, the art-

ist chose self-consciously archaic 

forms (like amphorae, columns 

and sarcophagi) and traditional 

materials and techniques in devel-

oping “imprints.” the sculptures 

are covered with words, letters and 

shapes punched or pushed directly 

into the material surfaces. Imprints 

documents this amazing project.

forlAgeT Press
9788232800971  
u.s. $100.00  cdn $130.00  
Hbk, 9.5 x 11.75 in. / 368 pgs /  
200 color.
September/art

Don Bachardy: 
Nudes 
Text by Edmund White.

in early 2002, the renowned Santa 

monica–based portraitist don 

bachardy (born 1934) was com-

missioned to draw a different 

nude from life every day. For the 

next two years, bachardy created 

thousands of images and a body of 

work that reflects a lifetime of ob-

serving, depicting and processing 

the human male form, to which his 

numerous previous publications 

are testimony.

images range from confrontational 

to passive, sensual to blasé, and 

engage the viewer on multiple 

levels. a provocative text from ed-

mund White, “ten Ways of look-

ing at bachardy’s male nudes,” 

elaborates on the various ways to 

see and understand the work.

CrAig krull gAllerY
9780692843291  
u.s. $85.00  cdn $105.00  
Hbk, 11 x 14 in. / 212 pgs / 120 color.
July/art/gay & lesbian

Djordje Ozbolt: 
Questions of Faith 
Text by oliver Basciano.

the work of belgrade-born, 

london-based artist djordje ozbolt 

(born 1967) combines technical ex-

pertise with a light touch, offering 

a great example of what an unin-

hibited approach to the venerable 

genres of painting and sculpture 

can look like today. infused with 

wit and humor (of all varieties: sat-

ire, slapstick, black), ozbolt takes 

on themes of history, politics and 

travel, among others, in his work, 

which has increasingly come to 

include sculpture. 

Djordje Ozbolt: Questions of Faith 

highlights the artist’s work from 

the past three years, exploring 

ozbolt’s range as an artist, his 

practice, inspirations and evolu-

tion. Featuring a text from oliver 

basciano, international editor at 

ArtReview, this volume comes on 

the heels of several major shows 

for ozbolt, including at the Hol-

burne museum in bath and Hauser 

& Wirth, Somerset.

hAuser & WirTh PuBlishers
9783952446195  
u.s. $45.00  cdn $57.50  
clth, 9 x 12.5 in. / 160 pgs /  
169 color / 28 b&w.
July/art

Alejandro Jodorowsky & Pascale Montandon-Jodorowsky: 
PascALEjandro 
Edited by Donatien Grau. interviews by Klaus Biesenbach, Hans Urich obrist.

PascALEjandro is the first monograph devoted to the work of the eponymous artist’s collective composed of the 

director, poet, writer, comic-book writer and playwright alejandro Jodorowsky (born 1929) and painter, costume 

and set-designer and photographer pascale montandon-Jodorowsky (born 1972). the work primarily catalogues 

the couple’s illustration work, in which alejandro Jodorowsky provides the lines and pascale montandon-Jodor-

owsky the color. the vibrant universe they create brims with ancestral myths, contemporary tales and metaphysi-

cal reflections on life; it is peopled by angels, clowns, mystical lovers and dream beings.

in addition to cataloguing their illustrations, the volume includes movie stills from the pair’s film work (they pro-

vided the color for Jodorowsky’s recent The Dance of Reality and Endless Poetry), as well as various essays and 

interviews with the artists by Klaus biesenbach and Hans ulrich obrist.

ACTes suD/AZZeDine AlAïA
9782330075408  u.s. $30.00  cdn $40.00  
Hbk, 6.75 x 9.5 in. / 128 pgs / 80 color.
July/art/latin american & caribbean art & culture

Stu Mead & Frank Gaard:  
The Immortal Man Bag Journal of Art 
Man Bag grew out of the Artpolicecomics magazine project that had been publishing out of the community of 

the minneapolis institute of art, which fell victim in the late 1980s to the culture-wars climate of censorship. in 

response, two of the protagonists of Artpolicecomics, Stu mead (born 1955) and Frank gaard (born 1944), got to-

gether on a new zine, this time deliberately thumbing their noses at political correctness and decency, fixating on 

“sick sex and decadence” in an underground “men’s magazine focused on deviated sexuality,” as gaard puts it. 

Stu Mead & Frank Gaard: The Immortal Man Bag Journal of Art collects all printed editions of the zine, along with 

Man Bag no. 6, released for the first time. in his introduction, gaard offers an unvarnished, conversational, infec-

tious history of Man Bag, supplemented with extracts from Stu mead’s diary.

Divus
9788086450957  u.s. $45.00  cdn $57.50  
pbk, 6 x 8.5 in. / 168 pgs / 15 color / 80 duotone / 80 b&w.
September/art/comics

Mike Diana: RIP 
Mike Diana: RIP is a new book of horror, fun, unexpected adventure and disaster from mike diana—an internation-

ally known underground cartoonist, and the only artist in america to have received a criminal conviction for artistic 

obscenity. His run-ins with the law have seemed to have the opposite of the intended effect; since first arriving on 

the scene in the 1990s with his (in)famous Boiled Angel magazine, diana has only refined and expanded his vision 

of a culture engorged and overloaded on greed and violence.

this volume, featuring recent cartoons and drawings along with some rare finds from diana’s archive, features ex-

otic, druggy, disgusting stories in diana’s inimitable, sharp style—scary and childlike, inflected with a deadly dark 

humor and punctuated by weird punchlines.

Divus
9788086450926  u.s. $44.00  cdn $57.00  
pbk, 6.25 x 9.5 in. / 128 pgs / 4 color / 128 b&w.
September/art/comics

Philippe 
Vandenberg
Edited with text by Wouter Davidts. 
Text by David Anfam, John 
Welchman, Merel van Tilburg, 
Raphaël Pirenne, Anna Dezeuze, 
Maarten Liefooghe, Jo Applin. 
interviews by Ronny Delrue. 

considered one of the foremost 

belgian artists, philippe vanden-

berg (1952–2009) was a prolific 

painter whose oeuvre features 

a series of radical stylistic and 

thematic shifts, reflecting an ex-

istential philosophy both in his 

restless personal trajectory and his 

responses to varying sociocultural 

changes. using image, word and 

symbol, vandenberg challenged 

the ethical context of the work 

of art, wrestling with universal 

themes such as war, religion, 

movement, sexuality and death.

this monograph includes an in-

troduction from the book’s editor, 

Wouter davidts; a text from david 

anfam, Senior consulting curator 

at the clyfford Still museum; and 

an interview between the artist and 

his contemporary ronny delrue. 

also included are transcriptions of 

a seminar focused on the artist’s 

work held in 2016 at his former 

atelier. 

hAuser & WirTh PuBlishers
9783906915043  
u.s. $40.00 cdn $52.50  
pbk, 9 x 11.5 in. / 236 pgs /  
243 color / 112 b&w. 
July/art
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Sam Falls 
Edited by Clément Dirié. Text by 
Trinie Dalton, Sam Falls, Donatien 
Grau, Aram Moshayedi.

this first retrospective mono-

graph of los angeles–based artist 

Sam Falls (born 1984) spans his 

work from his beginnings in the 

2000s to his most recent exhibi-

tions. Following the traditions of 

minimalism and land art while 

pursuing a path toward abstrac-

tion, his photographs, paintings, 

public installations and sculptures 

have undoubtedly been influenced 

by nature and the los angeles 

environment in which he lives. 

previously a student of physics, 

linguistics and aesthetics, he 

has long been interested in how 

natural phenomena such as light, 

rain and wind might impact his 

abstract paintings and sculptures. 

the idea of a controlled change 

on materials ranging from steel to 

cloth creates extraordinary time-

based hybridities. the book brings 

together new essays by writer and 

curator trinie dalton, French critic 

donatien grau, and los angeles 

Hammer museum curator aram 

moshayedi, as well as a special 

portfolio conceived by the artist.

JrP|ringier
9783037644942   
u.s. $55.00  cdn $70.00  
pbk, 9.5 x 11.25 in. / 160 pgs /  
140 color.
november/art

Kaari Upson:  
2000 Words 
Edited by Karen Marta, 
Massimiliano Gioni. Text by Ali 
Subotnick.

For los angeles–based sculptor, 

painter, filmmaker and installation 

artist Kaari upson (born 1972), 

possessions are the gateway into 

the human psyche. contained 

within them are all the hopes, 

dreams, fears and desires of their 

owners. like a shaman, upson 

creates her own gateways, using 

unorthodox techniques to imbue 

everyday objects such as mat-

tresses and bags with an arcane 

magic. the result is auratic works 

that act as powerful symbols of 

absence, failed aspirations and 

loneliness.

part of the 2000 Words series con-

ceived by massimiliano gioni and 

published by deSte Foundation 

for contemporary art, this mono-

graph contains an essay by ali 

Subotnick that examines upson’s 

pseudoscientific approach to her 

art that allows her to create con-

founding work that is simultane-

ously familiar and foreign.

DesTe founDATion for 
ConTeMPorArY ArT
9782839920896   
u.s. $22.00  cdn $29.95  
pbk, 7.25 x 10 in. / 152 pgs.
September/art

Kaari Upson:  
Good Thing You 
Are Not Alone 
Edited with text by Margot Norton. 
Text by Jim Shaw. interview by 
Paul McCarthy.

encompassing drawing, paint-

ing, sculpture and video, Kaari 

upson’s (born 1972) works track 

open-ended, circuitous narratives 

that weave elements of fantasy, 

physical and psychological trauma, 

and the often-fraught pursuit of 

an american ideal. For The Larry 

Project (2005–ongoing), she un-

earthed a well of projected histo-

ries, images and artifacts inspired 

by forgotten fragments from the 

abandoned personal archive of a 

man whom she had never met. 

upson has continued this forensic 

approach in subsequent projects. 

this catalog accompanying her 

new museum exhibition features 

an interview with the artist by paul 

mccarthy, a new essay by cura-

tor margot norton and a text by 

artist Jim Shaw. it also debuts her 

newest series, centering around a 

family living in a las vegas tract 

house.

neW MuseuM
9780915557134  
u.s. $24.00  cdn $29.95  
pbk, 7.25 x 9.5 in. / 152 pgs /  
51 color / 11 b&w.
august/art

EXHIBITION SCHEDULE

new york: new museum,  
05/03/17–09/10/17

Liquid Antiquity 
Edited by Brooke Holmes, Karen 
Marta. Text by Hal Foster, Simon 
Goldhill, Brooke Holmes, Dan-el 
Padilla Peralta, Giulia Sissa, Maria 
Stavrinaki, et al.

neither an academic textbook nor 

a conventional art book, Liquid 

Antiquity explores the intersection 

between contemporary art and an-

tiquity in a fluid stream of images, 

ideas and voices. this visual essay 

spans more than 2,500 years of art 

history in an open-ended dialogue 

with a series of critical texts and 

interviews with contemporary art-

ists, exploring the possibility of 

reinventing classicism and argu-

ing for its enduring influence on 

contemporary art. it includes a 

critical essay by brooke Holmes 

investigating the concept of “liquid 

antiquity”; a series of 27 lexemes 

that critically rethink the traditional 

language of classicism, written 

by prominent critics and scholars; 

and ten interviews with contem-

porary artists (matthew barney, 

paul chan, Haris epaminonda, urs 

Fischer, Jeff Koons, christodoulos 

panayiotou, charles ray, asad 

raza, Kaari upson and adrián villar 

rojas).

DesTe founDATion for 
ConTeMPorArY ArT
9782839920674  
u.s. $49.95  cdn $64.95  
Hbk, 6.75 x 10 in. / 303 pgs /  
99 color.
July/nonfiction criticism/art

2017 sPring–suMMer suPPleMenT

Adam McEwen:  
I Think I’m in Love 
Text by Wayne Koestenbaum, Lane 
Relyea, Heidi Zuckerman, Thomas 
Bernhard, Hugo von Hofmannsthal.

new york–based british artist 

adam mcewen (born 1965) is 

known for works that engage 

viewers with a dark yet poignant 

sense of humor. once employed 

to write obituaries for the london 

Daily Telegraph, mcewen began 

producing fictional obituaries of 

living subjects such as bill clinton, 

Kate moss and Jeff Koons. His 

recent sculptural works include 

objects such as a life-size coffin-

carrier fabricated from solid graph-

ite (“bier,” 2013) and deployed 

airbags cast in concrete (2015). 

designed in close collaboration 

with the artist, this book includes a 

selection of works that address the 

blurred boundaries between real-

ity and fiction, and the everyday 

and the obscure, and features new 

texts by Wayne Koestenbaum, 

lane relyea and Heidi Zuckerman, 

alongside influential reprinted 

texts by writers thomas bernhard 

and Hugo von Hofmannsthal, as 

well as a short piece by the artist 

himself.

AsPen ArT Press
9780934324786  
u.s. $50.00  cdn $65.00  
clth, 7.5 x 10.25 in. / 240 pgs /  
80 color / 20 b&w.
available/art

2017 sPring–suMMer suPPleMenT

Kelley Walker: 
Direct Drive 
Edited with text by Jeffrey Uslip. 
Text by Christophe Cherix, Suzanne 
Hudson, Anne Pontégnie.

Since the early 2000s, new york–

based Kelley Walker (born 1969) 

has developed a body of work 

that uses the potency of advertis-

ing strategies to interrogate the 

ways a single image can migrate 

into several cultural contexts and 

how everything and everyone 

is subject to reinvention. often 

using such technologies as 3-d 

modeling and laser cutting, Walker 

works in photography, painting, 

printmaking, collage and sculp-

ture, to draw attention to popular 

culture’s perpetual consumption. 

this comprehensive monograph 

features Walker’s various bodies of 

works to date (the Black Star Press, 

Brick Paintings, Recycling Signs 

and Schema series, among others) 

alongside his most recent pieces. 

edited and introduced by Jeffrey 

uslip, it brings together new es-

says by moma curator christophe 

cherix, le consortium’s co-direc-

tor anne pontégnie and university 

of Southern california’s professor 

Suzanne Hudson.

JrP|ringier
9783037644959  
u.s. $45.00  cdn $57.50  
Hbk, 8.25 x 11 in. / 160 pgs /  
90 color.
available/art

Cory Arcangel: 
The Source Digest 
The Source Digest, a paperback 

collection of issues 1–10 of The 

Source (2013–the present), gathers 

brooklyn-based artist cory arcan-

gel’s (born 1978) ongoing archival 

zine project of annotated computer 

source code from software-based 

works of the past 15 years. this 

code is footnoted with artist texts 

and is published both as a series 

of small books—one for each proj-

ect—and online. arcangel creates 

a virtual user’s manual that details 

the process by which he has built 

previous works, including the 

manipulation of video games. The 

Source thus embodies the ethic of 

openness and generosity that ex-

ists within the closed field of hack-

ers, home hobby programmers 

and new media artists, and posits 

it as its own art project. While is-

sues 1–8 are individually available, 

The Source Digest includes the two 

newest issues, which are currently 

only available in this book.

ArCAngel surfWAre
9780996636087  
u.s. $24.95  cdn $29.95  
pbk, 5.75 x 8.25 in. / 166 pgs / 
illustrated throughout.
august/art

Kelley Walker: 
Black Star Press
Edited with text by Jeffrey Uslip. 
Text by Hilton Als. 

Since the early 2000s, multimedia 

painter Kelley Walker (born 1969) 

has created work that alters and 

subverts some of our most ubiqui-

tous social signifiers. With nods to 

influences ranging from pollock to 

Warhol to polke, Walker’s work in-

terrogates the ways a single image 

can migrate through a number of 

cultural contexts and the perpetual 

consumption and reuse of images. 

Black Star Press features work 

from Walker’s first solo american 

museum exhibition at the contem-

porary art museum St. louis. a 

parallel to Warhol’s canonical 1964 

painting “race riot,” Walker’s 

Black Star Press series comprises 

images of racial unrest that have 

been digitally printed on canvas, 

silkscreened with melted white, 

milk and dark chocolate, and  

rotated. also included in this  

collection are selections from 

Walker’s Schema series. With  

essays by writer Hilton als and  

curator Jeffrey uslip, Black Star 

Press examines the art of overt  

visual manipulation. 

ConTeMPorArY ArT MuseuM  
sT. louis
9780988997066   
u.s. $45.00 cdn $57.50  Flat40  
Hbk, 8 x 11 in. / 64 pgs / 42 color / 
2 b&w. 
november/art
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Seung-taek Lee 
Text by Hans Ulrich obrist, Mónica 
de la Torre, Kyung An.

at once emphatically abstract and 

culturally specific, the work of 

Seung-taek lee (born 1932) draws 

on the subtle beauty of Korean 

aesthetic traditions and folk art, 

also reflecting contemporaneous 

developments in earth art, mono-

ha and postminimalism—while 

maintaining resolute independence 

from its peer groups. lee’s oeuvre 

spans painting, drawing, sculpture, 

installation and performance, often 

within the same piece. notions of 

negation—which he alternately 

refers to as “dematerialization,” 

“anti-concept,” and “non-sculp-

ture”—structure his approach, by 

which he transforms ordinary ob-

jects, imbuing them with multiple 

meanings and affects. embracing 

invisible forces and unorthodox 

materials such as tree branches, 

wire, stones, human hair, fabric 

and rope, his art elevates the mun-

dane to the level of myth. this is 

the first english-language overview 

of his work. 

lévY gorvY
9781944379148  
u.s. $50.00  cdn $65.00  
Hbk, 9.25 x 12 in. / 112 pgs /  
59 color / 6 duotone.
august/art/asian art & culture

Rafaël Rozendaal: Everything, Always, Everywhere 
Text by Christiane Paul, Margriet Schavemaker, Kodama Kanazawa. interview by Marvin Jordan.

one of the first artists to sell websites as art objects, new york–based dutch-brazilian artist  

rafaël rozendaal (born 1980) has created a body of work spanning mediums from the digital  

to the physical. but the digital is the starting point for all of rozendaal’s art. Everything, Always, 

Everywhere reflects on the change that his work has undergone in recent years, looking at both 

his own evolution as an artist and the technological progress that has influenced digital art in 

general. richly illustrated, the book consists of several related parts. three essays, by curator and 

media scholar christiane paul, art historian margriet Schavemaker and author Kodama Kanazawa, 

focus on net and digital art and rozendaal’s connections to Japan and asia. marvin Jordan  

conducts a lengthy interview with the artist. as a complement to the book, the smartphone app 

From looking to Hearing translates the visual work into an audio work.

Rachel Rose 
Edited by Thomas D. Trummer. Text by Claudia La Rocco, Chus Martínez, Laura McLean-Ferris, 
Jorge otero Pailos.

the work of acclaimed new york–based artist rachel rose (born 1986) interweaves historical 

recordings with her own visual material, combining voices, eras and places to create collage-like 

moving imagery. the artist’s distinct editing language in her videos reflects on time, death and  

embodiment within the contemporary flood of information and images. this fully illustrated  

volume, published to accompany a new installation of rose’s work at Kunsthaus bregenz, includes 

essays addressing the complexity of the artist’s works by curator thomas d. trummer, art historian 

chus martínez, writer claudia la rocco, and writer and curator laura mclean-Ferris.

kunsThAus BregenZ
9783960980988  u.s. $45.00  cdn $57.50  
pbk, 12 x 10.5 in. / 144 pgs / illustrated throughout.
august/art

Juan Downey: 
Radiant Nature 
introduction by Robert Crouch, 
Ciara Ennis. Text by Bill Anthes, 
Ciara Ennis, Julieta González, et 
al. interviews with Stuart Comer, 
Marilys Downey, Jim Harithas.

Radiant Nature contributes sub-

stantial new scholarship on the 

early work of chilean artist Juan 

downey (1940–93) through the 

exploration of works made be-

tween 1967 and 1975: interactive 

sculptures (1967–71); happenings 

and performances (1968–75); 

and the Life Cycle Installations 

(1970–71). Key themes addressed 

here include the interaction be-

tween technology, aesthetics and 

the body as a means to forge more 

horizontal forms of participation 

and more ethical ways to interact 

with the environment.

lACe/PiTZer College ArT 
gAlleries
9780996644525  
u.s. $45.00  cdn $57.50  
clth, 8.25 x 11 in. / 248 pgs /  
75 color / 100 b&w.
november/art/latin american / 
& caribbean art & culture

EXHIBITION SCHEDULE

claremont, ca: pitzer college art 
galleries, 09/17–12/17

2017 sPring–suMMer suPPleMenT

Lygia Pape 
Text by Briony Fer, Daniel 
Birnbaum.

a founding member of brazil’s 

neo-concrete movement, lygia 

pape (1927–2004) made art that 

favored the primacy of the viewer’s 

sensorial experience. pape’s geo-

metric abstractions explore rich 

territory through sculpture, draw-

ing, engraving, filmmaking and 

installation. this publication brings 

together works spanning 1955 to 

2001. the precise incised lines of 

pape’s Tecelares woodcut prints 

and drawings of the 1950s and 

‘60s marry pure geometry with 

organic patterns. Her subsequent 

Ttéia installations (begun in the late 

1970s and continued throughout 

her career) present captivating 

explorations of geometry, space 

and materiality. installation views 

and detail shots of these works 

complement texts by briony Fer 

and daniel birnbaum, two ardent 

followers of pape’s work. 

hAuser & WirTh PuBlishers
9783952446133  
u.s. $45.00  cdn $57.50  
clth, 9.75 x 12.75 in. / 96 pgs /  
59 color / 2 b&w.
available/art/latin american art & 
culture

neW reviseD eDiTion

Theo Jansen: The 
Great Pretender 
delft-based artist theo Jansen 

(born 1948) became world-famous 

with his ingenious and impressive 

“beach beasts”—mechanical crea-

tures that he places on beaches 

to roam freely by themselves, 

propelled by the wind. the artist 

has been working on these new 

forms of life since 1990. “beach 

beasts” are made from pvc electri-

cal conduits, and get their energy 

from wind (and therefore, unlike 

sentient animals, do not have to 

eat). the evolution of these ex-

traordinary creatures extends over 

many generations. eventually, 

Jansen hopes to establish herds 

of these animals on the beaches. 

repeating creation in this way, he 

hopes to learn more about existing 

nature: after all, he is tackling the 

same problems as the creator. this 

book—an expanded edition of Jan-

sen’s popular 2013 monograph—

recounts his experiences as god.

nAi010 PuBlishers
9789462083448  
u.s. $60.00  cdn $78.00  
Hbk, 8.25 x 11 in. / 264 pgs /  
250 color.
July/art

David Goldes: Electricities
introduction by Kay Ryan. Conversation with David Campany. 

Electricities gathers photographs by minneapolis-based multimedia artist david goldes (born 1947) 

that depict constructions goldes refers to as “performing still-lifes,” based on historical experiments 

with electricity. electrical phenomena including electrostatics, high-voltage arcing, Faraday’s first 

transformer, water conductivity, electrified graphite drawings and other inventions and experiments 

form the basis of these works. goldes uses commonplace materials such as string, pins, wire, pencil 

lines and bright colored backgrounds. the photographs reveal how electricity jumps gaps, repels,  

attracts, arcs, destroys and often confounds our expectations. 

DAMiAni

David Goldes: Electricities
9788862085533  u.s. $50.00  cdn $65.00    
Hbk, 9.75 x 12 in. / 160 pgs /  
illustrated throughout. 
october/photography

David Goldes: Electricities Limited Edition

this limited edition of 25 copies includes a silver 
gelatin print, numbered and signed by goldes. 

9788862085618  u.s. $900.00  cdn $1,170.00  Sdnr20 
Special edition, 11 x 14 in. /  
160 pgs / illustrated throughout.
october/photography/limited edition

vAliZ
9789492095305  u.s. $29.50  cdn $37.50  
pbk, 6.75 x 9.5 in. / 320 pgs / 150 color / 40 b&w.
november/art
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Moyra Davey:  
Les Goddesses/ 
Hemlock Forest
Edited by Karen Kelly, Barbara Schroeder. Text by 
Moyra Davey. introduction by Aveek Sen. 

this new book by new york–based artist moyra 

davey (born 1958) is based on two related proj-

ects: Les Goddesses (2011) collapses the lives 

of davey and her five sisters with those of the 

daughters of mary Wollstonecraft. Hemlock For-

est (2016) weaves references to Wollstonecraft, 

chantal akerman and Karl ove Knausgaard with 

her own family stories. 

DAnCing foXes Press/Bergen kunsThAll
9780998632605  u.s. $29.95  cdn $37.50  
pbk, 6.5 x 10 in. / 128 pgs / 81 color / 21 b&w.
available/art

The Words of Others:  
The Literary Collages of León Ferrari 
 Edited with text by Ruth Estévez, Agustín Diez Fischer, Miguel Ángel López. Text by Pedro Asquini, 
Cora Gamarnik, Andrea Giunta, Leopoldo Maler, José Antonio Sánchez. 

argentinian artist león Ferrari (1920–2013) is best known for his politically charged work that 

challenged authoritarianism of all types, from the argentinian dictatorship and the catholic church 

to the uS war in vietnam. The Words of Others provides a wide-ranging survey of the artist’s 

literary collages using appropriated texts, produced from 1965 to 2013—a body of work which 

represents a kind of experimental writing at the intersection of visual arts, performance, theater, 

literature and activism.

the starting point of this extensive body of work was Ferrari’s landmark 1966 piece “the Words 

of others” (“palabras ajenas”). performed only twice, in 1968 and 1972, this literary collage is an 

imaginary dialogue among 160 historic figures, composed of fragments from contemporary news-

wires and historical texts.

exploring a little-known aspect of Ferrari’s work, this volume includes seven essays by academics 

from latin america and europe with previously unpublished primary source documents (press 

notes, photographs and correspondence, among others), and more than 100 illustrations. pub-

lished to accompany Ferrari’s exhibition at redcat, los angeles (which will feature the first uS 

performance of “the Words of others”), this book is a comprehensive reflection on the intersec-

tions between artistic practice, media and political violence in latin america.  

JrP|ringier
9783037645086  u.s. $49.95  cdn $64.95  
pbk, 7 x 10 in. / 288 pgs / 110 color.
november/art/latin american & caribbean art & culture

The Smell of Ink 
and Soil: The 
Story of (Edition) 
Hansjörg Mayer 
Text by Bronac Ferran.

this book offers a fascinating ac-

count of the work of the great 

publisher, concrete poet and de-

signer Hansjörg mayer in the fields 

of concrete poetry, typography 

and artists’ publications over six 

decades. it includes the first bibli-

ography of his works. through his 

legendary imprint edition Hansjörg 

mayer, he issued publications by 

dieter rot, richard Hamilton, tom 

phillips, ian Hamilton Finlay, eugen 

gomringer, dorothy iannone, John 

latham, robert Filliou, emmett 

Williams and many others. From 

the late 1970s he also began to 

research, collect and publish an 

extraordinary series of books about 

vanishing cultures. identified as 

a print prodigy by max bense in 

the late 1950s, mayer’s unique 

expertise and virtuosity with print 

technologies of the time allowed 

for the publishing of works in ex-

perimental formats that radically 

expanded existing conceptions of 

both the poem and the book. in-

cludes dvd. 

WAlTher könig, köln
9783960981138  
u.s. $35.00  cdn $45.00  Flat40
Flexi, 6.75 x 9 in. / 272 pgs / 
illustrated throughout / dvd.
July/design/artists’ books

Richard Hamilton 
& Sigfried 
Giedion: Reaper 
Edited by Carson Chan, Fredi 
Fischli, Niels olsen, Linda Schädler, 
Filine Wagner. Text by Carson 
Chan, Esther Choi, Kevin Lotery, 
Spyros Papapetros, Fanny Singer, 
Hadas Steiner, Filine Wagner.

the starting point of this publica-

tion is the conceptual encounter 

between english pop artist richard 

Hamilton (1922–2011) and Swiss 

historian and architecture critic 

Sigfried giedion (1888–1968), 

famous for his landmark 1941 

book, Space, Time & Architecture. 

in 1949 richard Hamilton cre-

ated the Reaper print series as a 

reaction to giedion’s 1948 book 

Mechanization Takes Command, in 

which he describes the mechaniza-

tion of everyday life. reproducing 

Hamilton’s complete Reaper series 

alongside illustrations created by 

giedion plus related images, this 

publication brings together seven 

essays by renowned international 

scholars. among the many top-

ics discussed are Hamilton’s early 

works and exhibition installation 

practice, postwar british biotech-

nology and architecture, “Hippie 

modernism” and the visual strat-

egy of giedion’s books.

JrP|ringier
9783037645048  
u.s. $49.95  cdn $64.95  
pbk, 7 x 9.5 in. / 288 pgs /  
78 color / 30 b&w.
September/art

John Latham:  
A World View 
Edited by Amira Gad, Joseph 
Constable. Foreword by Hans 
Ulrich obrist, Yana Peel. Text by 
Rita Donagh, Amira Gad, Richard 
Hamilton, Katherine Jackson, Elisa 
Kay, Adam Kleinman, Noa Latham, 
David Toop, Barbara Steveni, Cally 
Spooner.

John latham (1921–2006) is 

widely considered one of the 

pioneers of british conceptual art. 

His work encompassed sculpture, 

installation, painting, film, land 

art, engineering, assemblage, per-

formances and happenings and 

theoretical writings; he is prob-

ably most famous for his burning 

book towers (“skoobs”) and his 

light-show collaborations with pink 

Floyd. the incredible diversity of 

latham’s work was part of a life-

long quest to understand our place 

in the universe.

the first comprehensive volume 

on this cult artist, John Latham: A 

World View traces the trajectory 

of latham’s practice and brings 

together archival material, includ-

ing documentary photographs, 

texts, correspondence and various 

ephemera, in order to build a pic-

ture of the artist’s life and work.

koenig Books
9783960980902  
u.s. $39.95  cdn $50.00  Flat40
Flexi, 6.75 x 8 in. / 440 pgs /  
70 color / 67 b&w.
September/art

Robert Filliou: 
The Secret of 
Permanent 
Creation 
Edited with text by Anders Kreuger. 
Text and interview by irmeline 
Leeber.

this is the first substantial english-

language overview on the legend-

ary ‘60s Fluxus artist and poet 

robert Filliou (1926–87). With illus-

trations of nearly 192 works, it also 

features the transcript of an exten-

sive conversation between Filliou 

and the brussels-based art critic 

irmeline lebeer, recorded on seven 

cassette tapes in august 1976  

in Flayosc in southern France.  

this conversation is structured  

as an abécédaire and touches  

on a variety of topics pertaining  

to Filliou’s art and thinking, from 

amitié (friendship) to zen.  

this conversation was intended to 

form the backbone of an extensive 

monograph but was never pub-

lished—until now. Robert Filliou: 

The Secret of Permanent Creation 

illuminates the mind and the prac-

tice of this massively underpub-

lished artist, whose influence on 

subsequent generations has been 

both clandestine and colossal.

Mousse PuBlishing
9788867492619  
u.s. $40.00  cdn $52.50  
pbk, 7.5 x 9.5 in. / 320 pgs /  
122 color / 140 b&w.
august/art

Pierre Alechinsky: 
Marginalia 
Quill and Brush
Edited with text by Patrice Deparpe. Text by 
Yves Peyre, itzhak Goldberg. interview by Celine 
Chicha.

pierre alechinsky (born 1927) is best known for 

his work as a painter, associated with the cobra 

group. Marginalia highlights his long-standing 

interest in the illustrated book. alechinsky has 

worked with writers such as breton, ionesco, 

caillois, cixous, mansour, butor, cioran and 

topor.

silvAnA eDiToriAle
9788836634163  u.s. $45.00  cdn $57.50  
pbk, 9.5 x 11 in. / 216 pgs / 250 color.
September/art

Roni Horn: 82 Postcards 
in her artist’s book 82 Postcards, roni Horn (born 

1955) takes the titular medium and classifies 

its photographs, designs and text in a unique 

system of symbols and visual codes. Her trans-

lation of these mementos—mostly from north 

america, but some from farther afield—lays bare 

the interplay of their various parts, questioning 

how pieces of content come together to form the 

basis of complex cultural phenomena like tourist 

attractions, popular science and national identity.

hAuser & WirTh PuBlishers
9783952446164  u.s. $45.00  cdn $57.50  
pbk, 7 x 5 in. / 168 pgs / 1 color.
July/art
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Arcana VIII: 
Musicians on 
Music 
20th Anniversary Edition
Edited with preface by John Zorn. 
Contributions by Jad Atoui, Steve 
Beresford, Per Bloland, et al.

initiated in 1997 and now in its 

eighth installment, John Zorn’s 

acclaimed Arcana series is a major 

source of new music theory and 

practice in the 21st century. this 

special anniversary edition pres-

ents writings spanning classical 

music, jazz, rock, improvisation, 

world music, film soundtracks and 

more by exciting young artists, 

established masters and visionary 

mavericks, including Jad atoui, 

Steve beresford, per bloland, brian 

chase, Kris davis, robert dick, 

rinde eckert, Wendy eisenberg, 

Harris eisenstadt, Suzanne Farrin, 

dave Fiuczynski, david garland, 

michael gordon, Simon Hanes, 

barbara Hannigan, John Hollen-

beck, matt Hollenberg, Jon iraba-

gon, Julian lage, ava mendoza, 

matt mitchell, nicole mitchell, 

vadim neselovskyi, linda may Han 

oh, Shane parish, chris pitsiokos, 

Sofia rei, ted reichman, Sara 

Serpa, marc urselli, Ken vander-

mark and dan Weiss.

hiPs roAD
9780978833732  
u.s. $34.95  cdn $45.00  
pbk, 6.5 x 10 in. / 280 pgs / 50 b&w.
September/music

Carolee 
Schneemann:  
Uncollected Texts, 
1956–1980 
 Edited with text by Branden W. 
Joseph. 

Uncollected Texts, 1956–1980 gath-

ers out-of-print and unpublished 

early writings by groundbreaking 

artist carolee Schneemann (born 

1939). edited by art historian bran-

den W. Joseph, the texts span di-

verse formats: included are journal 

entries, criticism, poems, essays 

and performance notes culled pri-

marily from short-run magazines 

such as Caterpillar, Film Culture, 

The Fox, Manipulations and Matter, 

as well as academic journals such 

as Performing Arts Journal and Art 

Journal and mainstream media 

outlets including the New York 

Times and the Village Voice.

the book serves as a companion 

to Schneemann’s two earliest 

books—Parts of a Body House 

Book and Cézanne, She Was a 

Great Painter—offering new per-

spectives on the artist’s life, work 

and ideas through many writings 

that have never been reproduced 

in their original form. it features 

Schneemann’s reflections on 

her own works, including “meat 

Joy,” “divisions and rubble,” and 

“Kitch’s last meal.” 

PriMArY inforMATion
9780991558551  
u.s. $20.00  cdn $26.00  
pbk, 6 x 9 in. / 120 pgs / 12 color.
September/art/nonfiction criticism/
Women’s Studies

A Different  
Way to Move 
Minimalismes,  
New York, 1960–1980
Edited with text by Marcella Lista. 
Text by Elizabeth Kotz, Corinne 
Rondeau, Susan Rosenberg.

in the 1960s, a group of artists in 

new york began developing new 

forms of art that extended beyond 

the object. the processual, time-

based practices of artists such 

as robert morris, trisha brown, 

Simone Forti, richard Serra, Sol 

leWitt, lucinda childs and yvonne 

rainer embraced and transformed 

mediums such as dance, music 

and film.

published for an exhibition cel-

ebrating the 40th anniversary of 

paris’s centre pompidou at the 

carré d’art in nîmes, A Different 

Way to Move places their works in 

dialogue with minimalism. it also 

includes works by carl andre, vito 

acconci, dan Flavin and bruce 

nauman, plus a collection of es-

says that expand and interrogate 

canonical accounts of minimalism, 

as well as original texts by the 

artists about this new awakening 

in art.

hATJe CAnTZ
9783775742917  
u.s. $65.00  cdn $85.00  
pbk, 8 x 10.75 in. / 224 pgs /  
150 color.
august/art

Beyond Control  
Russian Performance from 
Futurism to the Present 
1910–2017 
Edited by Kate Fowle, Ruth 
Addison. Text by Ruth Addison, 
valentin Diaconov, Sergei 
Gulenkin, Andrei Kovalev, Sasha 
obukhova, et al.

a revolution in culture took place 

in the decade preceding the rus-

sian revolution. artists, writers 

and theater directors experimented 

with new forms to include prac-

tices which might today be termed 

“performance.” With the official 

adoption of Socialist realism in 

1934, virtually all improvisatory 

artistic practices were abandoned 

in favor of highly choreographed 

forms such as ballet and parades. 

the death of Stalin in 1953 and the 

subsequent Khrushchev “thaw” 

encouraged the postwar genera-

tion to begin experimenting again 

and, over the next 60 years, per-

formance would develop from a 

marginal practice to a powerful 

means of social expression. Be-

yond Control looks at performance 

in russia from the avant-garde 

to today. it is the fourth book in 

a series on the history of russian 

contemporary art.

gArAge MuseuM of 
ConTeMPorArY ArT
9788090671447   
u.s. $35.00  cdn $45.00  
pbk, 8.25 x 11 in. / 380 pgs /  
200 color / 100 b&w.
november/art

2017 sPring–suMMer suPPleMenT

Nothing and 
Everything 
Seven Artists, 1947–1962
Text by Douglas Dreishpoon.

Nothing and Everything examines 

the synergistic relationship be-

tween artists and composers liv-

ing in new york city between the 

end of World War ii and the early 

1960s. it features seven artists and 

composers—louise bourgeois, 

John cage, morton Feldman, 

philip guston, Franz Kline, Joan 

mitchell and david Smith—all of 

whom pushed the boundaries of 

their respective mediums to new 

realms of abstraction. 

part of a larger coterie of creative 

individuals who shared an ethos, 

they naturally sought each other 

out, socializing, exhibiting and 

supporting each other’s ideas 

despite negative press and public 

indifference. paintings, sculptures, 

prints and drawings by the artists 

are contextualized by a selection 

of musical scores and ephemera: 

cage’s “lecture on nothing,” his 

sketches for Williams Mix, Music 

for Piano and Aria; and Feldman’s 

finished scores for Projection I, In-

tersection 4 and Extension 4.

hAuser & WirTh PuBlishers
9783952446171  
u.s. $30.00  cdn $40.00  
pbk, 8.25 x 10.25 in. / 104 pgs /  
96 color / 3 b&w.
available/art

(Curating)  
From Z to A 
 By Jens Hoffmann. 
the sequel to the 2014 bestseller 

(Curating) From A to Z, this book 

extends the investigation of curato-

rial practice that the writer, exhi-

bition maker and educator Jens 

Hoffmann (born 1974) began in the 

first volume. 

(Curating) From Z to A offers a 

summary of the development of 

curatorial practice over the last two 

decades as seen through the eyes 

of one of its leading practitioners. 

organized in reverse alphabetical 

order, each letter of the alphabet 

evokes a particular word related 

to the world of exhibition making: 

from d (durational) and S (Sce-

nography) to r (relational) and F 

(Feminism). other entries include 

those dedicated to the venice bi-

enniale, tate, Kunsthalle, lucy lip-

pard, Xenophobia, black box and 

gentrification.  

JrP|ringier
9783037645093  
u.s. $15.00  cdn $19.95  
pbk, 4 x 6.5 in. / 80 pgs.
december/nonfiction criticism/art

In Part: Writings 
by Julie Ault 
 introduction by Lucy Lippard. 

Spanning more than three de-

cades, In Part brings together a full 

spectrum of the new york–based 

artist, writer and activist Julie 

ault’s (born 1957) published texts 

through carefully selected extracts 

in a single volume. reprinted in 

chronological sequence alongside 

a selection of full-length texts, this 

series of excerpts offers a time-

line of ault’s continuous artistic 

growth, longstanding political con-

cerns and dynamic interpersonal 

affinities.

beginning in the 1980s with texts 

written with her collaborators in 

group material, In Part highlights 

ault’s shift from exhibition making 

in the mid-1990s to include pub-

lishing and writing. ault’s dialogic 

practice extends to the present 

day through her sustained en-

gagements and relationships with 

such artists as corita Kent, Félix 

gonzález-torres, nancy Spero, 

martin beck, david Wojnarowicz, 

liberace and martin Wong. lucy 

r. lippard contributes an introduc-

tion. 

DAnCing foXes Press/gAlerie 
BuChholZ
9780998632643   
u.s. $32.50  cdn $42.50  
Hbk, 6 x 9 in. / 276 pgs.
September/nonfiction criticism/art

Weekly Advice 
 By Hans Ulrich Obrist. 
Edited by Finn Canonica, Clément 
Dirié. illustrations by David 
Shrigley. 

Since 2012, Hans ulrich obrist 

(born 1968) has made a weekly 

contribution to Das Magazin, the 

weekend supplement of the Swiss 

Tages-Anzeiger newspaper. His 

weekly column offers a survey of 

contemporary art and current cul-

tural affairs in the style of a diary. 

offering an open and globalized 

mapping of the culture of the 

2010s, obrist’s writings for Das 

Magazin are collected in Weekly 

Advice for the first time. the an-

thology also serves as a portrait, 

revealing the personal cosmology 

of this curious-about-everything 

global citizen par excellence: 

obrist writes on everything from 

etel adnan and lina bo bardi to 

Fischli/Weiss, from the importance 

of sharing and interdisciplinary 

thinking to the legacy of Édouard 

glissant. 

Weekly Advice collects 100 entries 

written between 2012 and 2017, 

with drawings by british artist 

david Shrigley. 

JrP|ringier
9783037645109  
u.s. $24.95  cdn $29.95  
pbk, 4 x 6.5 in. / 256 pgs / 10 b&w.
december/nonfiction criticism/art
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Give Up Art 
Collected Writings  
(2005–15)
By Maria Fusco.
Give Up Art is the first col-

lected anthology of belfast-born 

writer maria Fusco (born 1972). 

operating across the genres of  

fiction, criticism and theory,  

Fusco’s work has helped forge 

a contemporary space for critical 

art writing in the uK and beyond. 

this interdisciplinary mode  

allows her to “write through the  

art object,” collapsing her art  

and writing practice. Give Up 

Art brings together nearly two 

dozen essays, reviews and smaller 

pieces published between 2005 

and 2015 as well as interviews 

with cosey Fanni tutti, chris  

Kraus and paul Winstanley. this is 

the second book by maria Fusco 

published by new documents, 

following the 2013 publication 

of With A Bao A Qu Reading  

When Attitudes Become Form.

neW DoCuMenTs
9781927354254  
u.s. $30.00  cdn $40.00  
Hbk, 5.25 x 8 in. / 300 pgs / 30 b&w.
august/nonfiction criticism/art

The Indian Files 
By Hans Ulrich Obrist.
Edited by Clément Dirié, Shanay 
Jhaveri. Text by Shanay Jhaveri, 
Hans Ulrich obrist.

Following the 2014 publication 

of Hans ulrich obrist’s The Czech 

Files, this publication brings  

together 11 interviews with indian 

artists and cultural producers  

carried out in the 2000s and  

2010s by obrist in the artists’  

studios or exhibitions. edited  

by Shanay Jhaveri, new york’s 

metropolitan museum of art  

assistant curator of South asian 

art, this book is a much-needed 

volume about the indian art scene. 

conversations with m.F. Husain, 

gulam mohammed Sheik, geeta 

Kapur, vivan Sundaram, nalini 

malani, dayanita Singh, amar  

Kanwar, Zarina Hashmi, Shilpa 

gupta, bharti Kher and raqs  

media collective, among others—

all born between 1915 and 1976—

map the evolution of contemporary 

art in india from its independence 

in 1947—the starting point of an 

artistic revival. the artists notably 

express the will to break with  

an established nationalist art  

and to respond to the lack of  

institutional support in the second 

half of the 20th century.

JrP|ringier
9783037645000  
u.s. $29.95  cdn $37.50  
pbk, 6 x 8.25 in. / 216 pgs / 20 b&w.
december/nonfiction criticism

2017 sPring–suMMer suPPleMenT

VOTI: Union of the 
Imaginary 
A Forum for Curators
Edited with text by Susan 
Hapgood, vasef Kortun, November 
Paynter. Text by Jordan Crandall. 
Conversation by Carlos Basualdo, 
Hans Ulrich obrist.

voti was an online forum that 

was founded in 1998—long before 

such forums were common—as a 

digital venue for discussion among 

contemporary art curators, many 

of whom are among today’s most 

prominent museum profession-

als. among the participants were 

carlos basualdo, daniel birnbaum, 

Francesco bonami, carolyn chris-

tov-bakargiev, Jordan crandall, 

okwui enwezor, charles esche, 

bettina Funcke, Hou Hanru, Susan 

Hapgood, Jens Hoffmann, cornelia 

lauf, maria lind, Hans ulrich  

obrist and nancy Spector.

this publication gathers hundreds 

of the e-mail discussions from 

voti, whose aims are just as rel-

evant today as they were in the 

late 1990s. topics include “the 

museum of the 21st century,” 

“the economy of the art World” 

and “cultural practice and War.”

koenig Books
9783863359089  
u.s. $39.95  cdn $50.00  Flat40
pbk, 6.5 x 8.5 in. / 440 pgs /  
11 color / 15 b&w.
available/art

Critical Mass 
Moscow Art Magazine 
1993–2017
Edited by Kate Fowle, Ruth 
Addison. Text by Ekaterina Degot, 
Kate Fowle, oleg Kulik, Ekaterina 
Lazareva, viktor Misiano, Dmitry 
vilensky, Anatoly Zhilyaev, et al. 

With the launch of Moscow Art 

Magazine in 1993, curator and 

critic viktor misiano gave readers 

access to a rich variety of theory, 

criticism and artists’ texts by  

russian and international writers.  

it is the only independent art jour-

nal in russia which has weathered 

the country’s economic crises and 

continued to publish innovative,  

at times challenging art writing 

up to the present day. arranged 

thematically, texts range from the 

hopeful manifestos of the early 

1990s after the breakup of  

the Soviet union, to the angry,  

politically engaged art of the 

2010s.  

gArAge MuseuM of 
ConTeMPorArY ArT
9788090671423  
u.s. $35.00 cdn $45.00   
pbk, 8.25 x 11 in. / 370 pgs /  
100 color / 50 b&w. 
october/nonfiction criticism

ALSo AvAiLABLE

exhibit russia: the new international 
decade 1986–1996 
9785905110528 
pbk, u.s. $34.95  cdn $40.00  
garage museum of contemporary art

Conversations with Artists 
 By Heidi Zuckerman. 
in this book of interviews, Heidi Zuckerman, director of the aspen art museum, opens 

up the studios and practices of more than 25 prominent contemporary artists through 

personal and illuminating conversations. a perceptive, sensitive interviewer, Zuckerman 

offers the reader refreshing insights and access to some of the most engaging artists 

making work this decade. the range of artists appearing in Conversations with Artists  

testifies to Zuckerman’s wide-ranging interests: artists featured include lutz bacher,  

darren bader, Walead beshty, andrea bowers, mark bradford, alice channer, cheryl  

donegan, tony Feher, Sergej Jensen, liz larner, adam mcewen, William J. o’brien,  

rob pruitt and pedro reyes.

before arriving in aspen in 2005, Zuckerman previously worked as a curator at the 

university of california, berkeley art museum and pacific Film archive and the Jewish 

museum, new york, organizing shows with artists including lutz bacher, darren bader, 

Walead beshty, andrea bowers, mark bradford, alice channer, cheryl donegan, tony 

Feher, Sergej Jensen, liz larner, adam mcewen, William J. o’brien, rob pruitt and pedro 

reyes. in aspen, Zuckerman has transformed the aspen art museum into a pioneering, 

risk-taking institution showing artists like danh võ, mickalene thomas, lutz bacher  

and lorna Simpson, and in the process, made a name for herself as one of the leading 

museum directors in the uS. 

AsPen ArT Press
9780934324809  u.s. $24.95  cdn $29.95  
pbk, 6 x 9 in. / 244 pgs / 30 color.
october/nonfiction criticism/art

Picture Industry 
 A Provisional History of the Technical Image (1844–2017)
Edited by Walead Beshty. Text by Giorgio Agamben, Ariella Azoulay, Roland Barthes, et al. 

proposing an alternative history of the optical image, Picture Industry explores the materiality  

of images and the technologies that govern their reception. 

Spanning from the late 19th century to the present with images produced for scientific and  

artistic contexts, Picture Industry includes the work of more than 70 artists and practitioners. 

but this is not a typical exhibition catalog; it goes beyond the exhibition, presenting an anthol-

ogy of texts that reveal the range of methodological approaches to the world of images. 

Picture Industry brings together essays by, among others, giorgio agamben, cory arcangel,  

ariella azoulay, roland barthes, georges bataille, Jean baudrillard, ericka beckman, Walter 

benjamin, georges didi-Huberman, thomas a. edison, Harun Farocki, morgan Fisher, vilém 

Flusser, coco Fusco, tristan garcia, octavio getino and Fernando Solanas, Sigfried giedion, 

mark godfrey, Kenneth goldsmith, dan graham, Friedrich a. Kittler, boris mikhailov, craig 

owens, erwin panofsky, Seth price, Siegfried Kracauer, rosalind Krauss, bruno latour,  

etienne-Jules marey, martha rosler, allan Sekula, Hito Steyerl, William Henry Fox talbot, gilles 

de la tourette and alan turing. 

JrP|ringier
9783037645024  u.s. $65.00  cdn $85.00  
pbk, 7 x 9 in. / 608 pgs / 160 color / 450 b&w.
december/photography/nonfiction criticism
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Memories of Underdevelopment 
Foreword by Kathryn Kanjo. Text by Julieta González, Sharon Lerner, Jacopo Crivelli-visconti, Andrea Giunta.

Memories of Underdevelopment, set within the context of latin america from the 1960s to the 1980s, explores 

how latin american artists responded to the unraveling of the utopian promise of modernization. by the 1960s 

political oppression and brutal military dictatorships had disabused many of their political and artistic hopes. 

artists sought out new ways to connect to the public, with conceptual and performance strategies emerging 

as productive alternatives to older styles, particularly geometric abstraction. this is the first significant survey of 

these crucial decades, bringing together the work of artists from throughout latin america, including both art-

ists that are well known in the uS, such as Hélio oiticica and lygia pape, as well as lesser-known names.

MuseuM of ConTeMPorArY  
ArT sAn Diego
9780934418034  u.s. $40.00  cdn $52.50  
Hbk, 9 x 11 in. / 208 pgs / 150 color. 
december/art/latin american & caribbean art & culture
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Another Promised Land: Anita Brenner’s Mexico 
Edited with text by Karen Cordero Reiman. Text by Doris Berger, Tatiana Flores, Linde B. Lehtinen, Laura Mart, 
ilan Stavans.

one of the most fascinating women of the early 20th century, anita brenner (1905–74) was a mexican-ameri-

can Jewish writer who played a vital role in making mexican art and culture accessible to american audiences. 

She came to occupy a central part in the world of postrevolutionary mexican and american thinkers, artists 

and writers of the avant-garde, influencing american perceptions through her writing about mexican culture. 

brenner also championed the work of diego rivera, José clemente orozco, Jean charlot, pedro Friedeberg, 

leonora carrington and others. With text in english and Spanish, this book explores her life as a translator be-

tween cultures in six essays by mexican and american scholars.

skirBAll CulTurAl CenTer
9780998669304  u.s. $34.95  cdn $45.00  
pbk, 7.5 x 9.5 in. / 224 pgs / 90 color / 40 b&w.
november/art/latin american & caribbean art & culture

Mundos Alternos: Art and Science Fiction in the 
Americas 
Foreword by Tyler Stallings. introduction by Robb Hernández, Tyler Stallings. Text by Kency Cornejo, 
Robb Hernández, Joanna Szupinska-Myers, itala Schmelz, Alfredo Suppia, Sherryl vint.

Mundos Alternos looks at science fiction in the americas through a transcultural perspective, 

grounded in an understanding of “latinidad” expressed through shared hemispheric experiences in 

language, culture and visual expression. if a latin american science fiction is said to exist, the texts 

in this volume interrogate where that latin america, and its science-fiction imagination, might be lo-

cated. in addition to focusing on specific regions in north, central and South america, the book’s es-

says cross time and space, illuminating Soviet influence in cuba, the impact of american pop culture 

in mexico and the cross-pollination of european avant-garde aesthetics in brazil. Mundos Alternos 

will be an indispensable resource for contemporary art curators working on latin america, science-

fiction scholars interested in visual interpretations of the genre and readers interested in science fic-

tion, art, latin america and the diaspora.

Magnetic Fields: 
Expanding 
American 
Abstraction,  
1960s to Today 
Edited by Erin Dziedzic, Melissa 
Messina. Text by valerie Cassel 
oliver, Lowery Stokes Sims, et al.

in the history of american art, the 

contributions of african american 

artists to the development of ab-

straction have been largely over-

looked. Magnetic Fields aims to 

change this perspective by focus-

ing on nonrepresentational work 

by women artists of color, present-

ing a more complete presentation 

of american abstraction than has 

previously been offered. 

intergenerational in scope,  

Magnetic Fields includes more  

than 20 artists born between 

1891 and 1981, among them 

lilian thomas burwell, mildred 

thompson, candida alvarez, betty 

blayton, nanette carter, brenna 

youngblood and Jennie c. Jones.

keMPer MuseuM of 
ConTeMPorArY ArT
9780996272834  
u.s. $60.00  cdn $78.00  
Hbk, 9 x 11 in. / 136 pgs / 72 color.
november/art

EXHIBITION SCHEDULE

Kansas city, mo: Kemper  
museum of contemporary art, 
06/08/17–09/17/17

No Reservation: 
New York 
Contemporary 
Native American 
Art Movement 
Edited by Jennifer Tromski. 
Foreword by Dore Ashton.  
Text by David Bunn Martine.

this publication marks the first 

time that a diverse group of native 

painters, sculptors, photographers, 

installation and media artists, 

performing artists, filmmakers 

and writers has been defined as a 

movement or given a name. the 

encounter of native practices and 

influences with mainstream art 

created a community in which the 

relationship between art and indig-

enous sensibility was recognized 

and nurtured. these artists have 

shown in galleries in the heart of 

SoHo, written articles for publica-

tions such as Art in America, and 

produced work that incorporates 

the visual strategies of abstract ex-

pressionism, pop, conceptualism 

and various strains of postmodern-

ism. among the artists represented 

here are leon polk Smith, george 

morrison, Jimmie durham, Jaune 

Quick-to-See Smith, g. peter  

Jemison, Jeffrey gibson, brad 

Kahlhamer and lloyd r. oxendine.

AMerinDA inC.
9780989856546  
u.s. $29.95  cdn $37.50  
pbk, 6 x 9 in. / 260 pgs / 90 color / 
41 b&w.
September/art

Jimmie Durham: 
God’s Children, 
God’s Poems 
Edited with text by Heike Munder. 
Text by Jimmie Durham, Richard 
W. Hill.

american-born artist, performer, 

poet, essayist and activist Jimmie 

durham (born 1940) is one of the 

most influential voices of the con-

temporary art world, reflecting on 

encounters between the human 

being, technology and nature from 

different cultural perspectives. 

With an oeuvre spanning sculp-

ture, drawing, collage, printmak-

ing, painting, photography, video, 

performance and poetry, durham 

became internationally famous in 

the 1980s for his sculptures made 

from materials such as wood, 

stone and the bones and  

skulls of animals, incorporating 

native american elements into 

contemporary art. 

this monograph, conceived in 

close collaboration with the artist, 

features a text by durham, with 

contributions by curator and art 

historian of the cree indians  

Heritage richard W. Hill, and 

migros museum director Heike 

munder. 

JrP|ringier
9783037644980  
u.s. $49.95  cdn $64.95  
pbk, 6.5 x 9.25 in. / 128 pgs /  
50 color.
october/art

What about 
the Art? 
Contemporary  
Art from China 
Edited by Cai Guo-Qiang.

Featuring 14 artists and one pair of 

artistic collaborators, What about 

the Art? Contemporary Art from 

China examines the contributions 

of chinese artists to the interna-

tional canon of contemporary art. 

including works by Hu Xiangq-

ian, Hu Zhijun, Xu bing, Jenova 

chen, li liao, Jennifer Wen ma, 

Zhou chunya, yang Fudong, liang 

Shaoji, Xu Zhen, liu Xiaodong, 

liu Wei, Wang Jianwei, Huang 

yong ping and Sun yuan & peng 

yu, this volume explores each art-

ist’s unique formal language and 

methodology. curated by new 

york–based, chinese-born artist 

cai guo-Qiang to counter an over-

simplified Western understanding 

of chinese contemporary art as 

either solely market-driven or po-

litically rebellious, What about the 

Art? aims to tell a different story. 

as cai puts it: “What i always 

thought was missing from exhibi-

tions about chinese contemporary 

art was the artist’s individual cre-

ativity, and i wanted to single that 

out.”

Turner/QATAr MuseuMs
9788416714490  
u.s. $35.00  cdn $45.00  
clth, 10.25 x 12.25 in. / 256 pgs / 
150 color.
July/art/asian art & culture

EXHIBITION SCHEDULE

San diego, ca: museum of contemporary art San 
diego, 09/17/17–01/21/18
mexico city, mexico: museo Jumex,   
04/10/18–08/26/18 
lima, peru: mali, 11/18-02/19

EXHIBITION SCHEDULE

los angeles, ca: Skirball cultural center, 
09/14/17–02/25/18
mexico city, mX: museo del palacio de 
bellas artes, 05/16/18–08/06/18

uCr ArTsBloCk
9780982304686  u.s. $34.95  cdn $45.00  
Hbk, 8.75 x 10 in. / 160 pgs / 125 color.
September/art/latin american &  
caribbean art & culture

EXHIBITION SCHEDULE

los angeles, ca: ucr artsblock 09/16/17–02/03/18
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Compliant Art 
Art and Politics in the 
National Socialist Era
Edited by Silke von Berswordt-
Wallrabe, Jörg-Uwe Neumann, 
Agnes Tieze. Text by Norbert 
Lammert, Karen van den Berg, 
Silke von Berswordt-Wallrabe, et al.

the art of the early 20th-century 

avant-garde—decried and sup-

pressed by the national Socialists 

as “degenerate art”—has been 

widely studied and exhibited to 

the public in recent decades. the 

art favored by the nazis—realistic 

paintings of fair-haired maidens 

and pale, strong bodies—silently 

disappeared into warehouses after 

1945, rarely resurfacing in public 

exhibitions in germany or abroad. 

nazi art was intimately connected 

to the regime’s ideology and pro-

paganda; it was supposed to stabi-

lize the system, hearten in difficult 

times and communicate values 

such as a fighting spirit, family and 

tradition. Compliant Art: Art and 

Politics in the National Socialist Era, 

a rare study of the official art of 

the time, documents the period’s 

conflicts, juxtaposing works that 

conformed to nazi ideology with 

those by persecuted artists, and 

investigates what happened to the 

“good,” compliant artists after the 

end of the war.

kerBer
9783735602886  
u.s. $49.95  cdn $64.95  
pbk, 9 x 11 in. / 240 pgs / 95 color / 
17 b&w.
august/art

Museum of 
Capitalism 
Edited by Andrea Steves, Timothy 
Furstnau. Text by Lucy Lippard, 
Lester K. Spence, T.J. Demos, 
Chantal Mouffe, McKenzie Wark, 
et al. Afterword by Kim Stanley 
Robinson.

the museum of capitalism in 

oakland, california, treats capital-

ism as a historical phenomenon. 

this speculative institution views 

the present and recent past from 

the implied perspective of a future 

society in which our economic and 

political system is memorialized, 

and subjected to the museological 

gaze. Sketches and renderings of 

exhibits and artifacts, combined 

with relevant quotations from his-

torical sources, are interspersed 

with speculative essays on the 

intersections of ecology, race, 

museology, historiography, eco-

nomics and politics. included are 

representations of artworks and 

museum exhibits created by artists 

oliver ressler, Sayler/morris, dread 

Scott, temporary Services, and 

others, original isotype graphics 

drawn from the museum’s lexicon 

of “capitalisms,” and texts from 

lucy lippard, lester K. Spence, 

t.J. demos, chantal mouffe,  

mcKenzie Wark and Kim Stanley 

robinson, among others.

invenTorY Press
9781941753156  
u.s. $35.00  cdn $45.00  
Hbk, 7.5 x 9.75 in. / 208 pgs /  
90 color.
September/art

We Need to Talk 
Special subjects require special 

book formats. We Need to Talk 

bursts open the conventions of the 

bound book, consisting of 10 post-

ers that, folded twice, become 80 

single pages. their contents center 

exclusively around the man who 

has dominated the media since 

January 2017: donald J. trump. 

as the 45th american president, 

within a brief period of time he 

has created more confusion than 

any of his predecessors—whether 

through his disparaging remarks 

about immigrants and women, in-

stigating the construction of a wall 

along the mexican border or by 

denying climate science. the new 

york–based petzel gallery took on 

trump even before his surprise 

victory. this collection of works 

constitutes a platform on which 

artists and visitors can enter into a 

dialogue about issues concerning 

civil rights, immigration and the 

environment. videos, paintings, 

drawings and installations capture 

this historical moment, about 

which we will be talking for a long 

time to come.

hATJe CAnTZ
9783775743396  
u.s. $25.00  cdn $32.50  
Slip, pbk, 12 x 15.75 in. / 80 pgs /  
40 color.
august/art

Paul Ramírez 
Jonas:  
Atlas, Plural, 
Monumental 
Text by Bill Arning, Dean Daderko, 
Claire Barliant, Shannon Jackson.

new york–based artist paul 

ramírez Jonas (born 1965) investi-

gates how publics are constituted 

and convened through the explora-

tion of public forms like the eques-

trian statue, the bronze plaque and 

the key to the city. published to 

accompany the artist’s first survey 

exhibition in the americas, Atlas, 

Plural, Monumental is the most 

comprehensive publication on the 

artist’s work to date, including 

sculptures, photographs, videos, 

drawings, public actions and par-

ticipatory works made from 1991 

to 2016. it includes an introductory 

essay by camH director  

bill arning, an essay by curator 

dean daderko, and commissioned 

essays by claire barliant and  

Shannon Jackson, as well as a 

checklist of works included in  

the exhibition and biographic and 

bibliographic information.

DAnCing foXes Press/CAMh 
housTon
9780998632612  
u.s. $35.00  cdn $52.50  
pbk, 7 x 9.25 in. / 160 pgs /  
120 color.
September/art

EXHIBITION SCHEDULE

Houston, tX: contemporary arts mu-
seum Houston, 04/29/17–08/06/17

Patty Chang: The 
Wandering Lake 
Afterword by Hitomi iwosaki.

integrating video projection, pho-

tography, sculpture, publication 

and performance into one expan-

sive body of work, los angeles–

based patty chang (born 1972) 

examines the complex way stories 

develop through geography, his-

tory, cultural mythology, fiction and 

personal experience. accompany-

ing her exhibition of the multiyear 

project A Wandering Lake at the 

Queens museum that was in part 

inspired by turn-of-the-century co-

lonial explorer Sven Hedin’s book 

Wandering Lake (1938)—which 

tells the story of a migrating body 

of water in the chinese desert—

this book alludes to the loss of 

chang’s father, as well as her preg-

nancy and the birth of her son. the 

artist’s book, combining chang’s 

writings and travel photographs 

with historic and theoretical text 

excerpts as well as photographs of 

her sculptures and watercolors, is 

a personal, associative, narrative 

meditation on mourning, caregiv-

ing and landscape.

DAnCing foXes Press/Queens 
MuseuM
9780998632636  
u.s. $24.95  cdn $29.95  
pbk, 7.5 x 9.75 in. / 96 pgs / 90 color.
october/art

EXHIBITION SCHEDULE

new york: Queens museum, 
09/17/17–02/18/18

Yael Bartana 
Edited with text by Nicole 
Schweizer. Texts by Emmanuel 
Alloa, Nora M. Alter, Erika Balsom, 
Yael Bartana, Juli Carson, Gil Z. 
Hochberg.

this first monograph dedicated 

to the work of israeli-born artist 

yael bartana (born 1970) gives a 

comprehensive overview of the 

artist’s films, installations, per-

formative projects, photographs, 

and sound works of the past 15 

years. From bartana’s early video 

vignettes to her most recent 

project What if Women Ruled 

the World? (2017), by way of her 

monumental trilogy And Europe 

Will Be Stunned (2007–11) with 

which she represented poland at 

the 54th venice biennale, the book 

highlights the artist’s fascination 

with the ways that social rituals 

shape both individual identities 

and collective memory. bartana’s 

works are themselves modeled 

on the aesthetics of the ritual, and 

are therefore performances that 

unapologetically seduce us. Her 

films draw attention to the fact 

that cinema is a ritual, and that the 

camera, perhaps better than any 

other device, mimics the ritualistic 

in its ability to fetishize, seduce 

and draw us into the ceremony we 

are watching.

JrP|ringier
9783037644928  
u.s. $55.00  cdn $70.00  
pbk, 9.25 x 11.25 in. / 160 pgs /  
120 color.
august/art/Film & video

Tania Bruguera: 
Talking to Power 
/ Hablándole al 
Poder 
Edited with text by Lucía 
Sanromán, Susie Kantor. Text by 
José Luis Falconi, Grant Kester, 
Suzanne Lacy, Cuauhtémoc 
Medina, Peggy Phelan.

the work of cuban artist tania bru-

guera (born 1968) researches and 

performs the ways in which art can 

be applied to collective everyday 

life, focusing on the transformation 

of emotion into political action. 

Talking to Power / Hablándole al 

Poder surveys bruguera’s artworks 

for the public sphere created be-

tween 1985 and 2017, all of which 

position art as a resource for social 

change. this collection of works 

offers the reader a deep under-

standing of the artist’s strategies 

for intervening in power. richly 

illustrated and including rarely 

seen documentation of bruguera’s 

actions, this volume features texts 

by José luis Falconi, grant Kester, 

Suzanne lacy, cuauhtémoc me-

dina and peggy phelan.

YerBA BuenA CenTer for The ArTs
9780982678992  
u.s. $25.00  cdn $32.50  
pbk, 6.5 x 9 in. / 200 pgs / 80 color / 
6 duotone / 5 b&w.
august/art/latin american 
& caribbean art & culture

EXHIBITION SCHEDULE

San Francisco, ca: yerba buena  
center for the arts, 6/16/17–10/29/17

2017 sPring–suMMer suPPleMenT

Joana 
Hadjithomas and 
Khalil Joreige: 
Two Suns in a 
Sunset/Se souve-
nir de la lumière 
Edited with text by Hoor Al Qasimi. 
Text by Philippe Azoury, omar 
Berrada, José Miguel G. Cortés, 
okwui Enwezor, Marta Gili, Boris 
Groys, Nat Muller, Anna Schneider, 
Brian Kuan Wood.

inspired by found objects, personal 

archives and poetic experiences, 

lebanese artists and filmmakers 

Joana Hadjithomas and Khalil 

Joreige invent a unique way of 

navigating between art and film. 

their documentaries, fictional 

films, photography, art installa-

tions, texts and performances 

develop narratives around stories 

kept secret, acting as a resistance 

to official history. Functioning as 

a guide for an exhibition traveling 

between Sharjah, paris, munich 

and valencia as well as a mono-

graph, Two Suns in a Sunset, writ-

ten in the three languages of the 

artists—english, French and ara-

bic—surveys a three-decade-long 

collaboration, which includes the 

21 works and 6 full-length films.

koenig Books
9783863359867  
u.s. $55.00  cdn $70.00  Flat40
Hbk, 7.5 x 10.25 in. / 686 pgs /  
1,397 color / 63 b&w.
available/art
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Being Public 
How Art Creates the Public
Edited with text by Jeroen 
Boomgaard, Rogier Brom. Text 
by Barbara Neves Alves, Anke 
Coumans, Florian Cramer, Eva 
Fotiadi, Maaike Lauwaert, Gabriel 
Lester, Steven ten Thije.

Being Public is an anthology of 

essays investigating, from differ-

ent perspectives, the notion of the 

public. “public” is a huge concept 

in current debates on culture, yet 

the notion itself remains largely 

unexamined and unexplored,  

particularly as it applies to culture 

and the arts. the meanings of both 

“art publics” and “public space” 

have become complex at a time 

when boundaries between public 

and private are shifting, and  

“the public” actually comprises  

different groups of changing  

composition and identity. 

What does it mean to be public 

today? and what is the role of art 

in constituting both “public space” 

as well as “a public”? taking these 

questions as a starting point, this 

book, part of the new Making Pub-

lic series, aims to create a better 

understanding of the relationships 

between art and the notion of the 

public.

vAliZ/MAking PuBliC series
9789492095282  
u.s. $25.00  cdn $32.50  
pbk, 6.75 x 8.75 in. / 200 pgs /  
10 b&w.
September/nonfiction criticism

Compassion  
A Paradox in Art and 
Society
Edited by Jeroen Boomgaard, Rini 
Hurkmans, Judith Westerveld. Text  
by Jesse Ahlers, Nick Aikens, Sarah  
van Binsbergen, Jeroen 
Boomgaard, Pascal Gielen, Rini 
Hurkmans, Susan Neiman, 
Leonhard de Paepe, Judith 
Westerveld.

Compassion: A Paradox in Art and 

Society aims to show what space 

an artwork can occupy in the pub-

lic domain, and whether it can use 

this position to activate compas-

sion in the world. in a turbulent 

climate of hostility and dissent,  

fomenting compassion is an urgent 

imperative. developed in close  

collaboration with artist rini  

Hurkmans, initiator of the concep-

tual artwork “the Flag of compas-

sion,” Compassion is hybrid in 

character, presenting itself as a 

case study for a new form of art 

analysis that brings in contributions 

from art historians, artists, curators 

and academics. part of valiz’s new 

Making Public series, this book 

asks what compassion can mean 

in the arts, and what role art can 

have in creating it and spreading it 

on a social and political level, mov-

ing from the theory and philosophy 

of compassion into an analysis of 

concrete artistic interventions.

vAliZ/MAking PuBliC series
9789492095299  
u.s. $25.00  cdn $32.50  
pbk, 6.75 x 8.75 in. / 160 pgs /  
15 b&w.
September/nonfiction criticism

Authenticity?  
Observations and Artistic 
Strategies in the Post-
Digital Age
Edited with text by Barbara Cueto, 
Bas Hendrikx. Text by Erika 
Balsom, Franco “Bifo” Berardi, 
Mat Dryhurst, Holly Herndon, Rob 
Horning, McKenzie Wark, et al.

the concept of “authenticity”—

encompassing notions of “the 

original,” “the real,” sincerity, valid-

ity—is notoriously freighted and 

widely problematized. nonethe-

less, it presents ambiguities that 

offer a highly productive departure 

point for analysis of the cultural 

shifts in our post-digital society. 

digital technology is embedded in 

our personal relationships, in labor 

conditions and in aesthetic prac-

tices. What does this fact mean for 

the “authentic”?

this book gathers various think-

ers who explore the meaning of 

authenticity today—not just in 

terms of art and art-making, but 

in every single nook of contempo-

rary life, from the intimate to the 

public. the contributors are erika 

balsom, Franco “bifo” berardi, mat 

dryhurst, Jazmina Figueroa, Holly 

Herndon, rob Horning, david 

Joselit, oliver laric, timotheus 

vermeulen, beny Wagner and 

mcKenzie Wark.

vAliZ/MAking PuBliC series
9789492095237  
u.s. $25.00  cdn $32.50  
pbk, 6.75 x 8.75 in. / 208 pgs /  
25 b&w.
September/nonfiction criticism

Dai Hanzhi:  
5000 Artists 
Edited by Marianne Brouwer, 
Defne Ayas, Philip Tinari, Samuel 
Saelemakers.

Dai Hanzhi: 5000 Artists is dedi-

cated to the life and work of Hans 

van dijk (1946–2002) and outlines 

his seminal role in chinese con-

temporary art. van dijk (or dai 

Hanzhi, as he was affectionately 

called by his chinese friends) was 

both a witness and a catalyst in 

the development of chinese con-

temporary art; he was active as a 

curator, art historian and gallerist in 

china from the late 1980s until his 

death in 2002.

this richly illustrated publication 

documents the recent history of 

chinese contemporary art through 

the lens of van dijk’s extraordinary 

life and work. the book includes 

never-before-published correspon-

dence between Hans van dijk and 

artists such as ding yi, Wang Xing-

wei and Huang yong ping, histori-

cal photographs and documents 

as well as a full-length scholarly 

essay about the history of chinese 

modern and contemporary art by 

van dijk.

WiTTe De WiTh CenTer for 
ConTeMPorArY ArT/ullens 
CenTer for ConTeMPorArY ArT
9789491435515  
u.s. $45.00  cdn $57.50  
pbk, 9 x 11.5 in. / 352 pgs /  
213 color / 106 b&w.
december/art/asian art & culture

MAMCO Genève 
Edited by Lionel Bovier, David 
Lemaire. Text by Lionel Bovier, 
Erwin oberwiler.

this book is the first compilation of 

the history of the mamco (musée 

d’art moderne et contemporain, 

geneva). it offers a diachronic path 

through the institution’s first 22 

years of existence, from its foun-

dation in 1994 up to 2016, and 

presents some 100 exhibitions via 

illustrations, plus a brief introduc-

tory text describing the character-

istics and formats of the shows, 

and some of the traces they have 

left in the collection. From martin 

Kippenberger’s retrospective in 

1997 to John m. armleder’s ex-

travagant Amor vacui, horror vacui 

show in 2007, by way of exhibi-

tions on marcia Hafif, Franz erhard 

Walther, tatiana trouvé and Steven 

parrino, the reader will discover 

hundreds of images published 

here for the first time. an article by 

architect erwin oberwiler, who su-

pervised the renovation of the dis-

used factory housing the museum, 

provides details about the building 

decisions and aesthetic choices 

that have contributed to the institu-

tion’s identity.

JrP|ringier
9783037644966  
u.s. $45.00  cdn $57.50  
pbk, 7.25 x 9.5 in. / 352 pgs /  
253 color.
august/art

Pontus Hultén and 
Moderna Museet: 
The Formative 
Years 
Edited by Anna Tellgren. Foreword 
by Daniel Birnbaum. Text by Patrik 
Andersson, Annika Gunnarsson, 
Ylva Hillström, Pontus Hultén, et al.

the legendary curator pontus 

Hultén (1924–2006) worked at 

moderna museet in Stockholm be-

tween 1958 and 1973. in 1960 he 

was appointed director. it was in 

this role that he built the collection 

and the museum’s international 

reputation, with exhibitions such 

as Movement in Art (1961), Ameri-

can Pop Art (1964), niki de Saint-

phalle’s She–A Cathedral (1966) 

and Warhol’s first european solo 

exhibition (1968). in 2005 Hultén 

donated his art collection, library 

and archives to moderna museet. 

Pontus Hultén and Moderna Mu-

seet: The Formative Years explores 

Hultén’s practice as a curator and 

director. in addition to new essays, 

the book contains archival photo-

graphs and documents as well as 

a previously unpublished 1962 text 

by Hultén outlining his ideas on 

how an art museum should run.

koenig Books
9783960980827   
u.s. $30.00  cdn $40.00  Flat40
Flexi, 6.75 x 9.25 in. / 192 pgs /  
50 color.
July/nonfiction criticism

2017 sPring–suMMer suPPleMenT

The Anti-Museum: 
An Anthology 
Edited by Mathieu Copeland, 
Balthazar Lovay. introduction 
by Mathieu Copeland. Text by 
Johannes Cladders, Beatriz 
Colomina, Henry Flynt, et al. 
interviews with John Armleder, 
Robert Barry, Ben, Genesis 
P-orridge.

the museum is a constant tar-

get for criticism, whether from 

artists, thinkers, curators or the 

public. From the 20th-century 

avant-gardes to the present, the 

museum’s suspect position has 

generated iconoclastic actions, 

attacks, utopias and alternative 

exhibition spaces. this anthology 

is devoted to the “anti-museum,” 

through anti-art, the anti-artist 

and anti-exhibition, as well as 

anti-architecture, anti-philosophy, 

anti-religion, anti-cinema and anti-

music. From dada to noise music, 

from “everything is art” to no!art, 

the Japanese avant-gardes to let-

trist cinema, plus major protest 

figures as gustav metzger, Henry 

Flynt, graciela carnevale and lydia 

lunch, The Anti-Museum sketches 

a polyphonic panorama where ne-

gation is accompanied by a power-

ful breath of life.

koenig Books
9783960980032  
u.s. $49.95  cdn $64.95  Flat40
Hbk, 7 x 9.5 in. / 792 pgs / 30 color / 
280 b&w.
available/nonfiction criticism

Lost and Living 
(in) Archives 
Collectively Shaping New 
Memories
Edited by Annet Dekker. Text by 
Babak Afrassiabi, Dušan Barok, 
Tina Bastajian, Nanna Bonde 
Thylstrup, Özge Çelikaslan, Annet 
Dekker, olia Lialina, Manu Luksch, 
Nicolas Malevé, Aymeric Mansoux, 
Michael Murtaugh, Josien Pieterse, 
et al.

an archive is a site of collective 

memory, a collection of documents 

and records that is preserved 

for historical purposes. but the 

stability and permanence of the 

traditional archive has been recon-

figured by digital archives, which 

are “living,” flexible and virtual re-

positories. How has this change in 

archiving practice affected our re-

lationship to the past, present and 

future? Will the erased, forgotten 

and neglected be redeemed, and 

new memories be allowed? Will 

these new archives offer the de-

mocracy implied by the idea of the 

public domain, or will they offer 

new ways for public instruments of 

power to operate? Lost and Living 

(in) Archives: Collectively Shaping 

New Memories, part of valiz’s new 

Making Public series investigating 

the notion of “the public,” explores 

this critical question of the archive 

at a moment of its redefinition.

vAliZ/MAking PuBliC series
9789492095268   
u.s. $25.00  cdn $32.50  
pbk, 6.75 x 8.75 in. / 304 pgs /  
30 b&w.
September/nonfiction criticism
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Hotel Theory 
Reader 
Edited with text by Sohrab 
Mohebbi, Ruth Estevez. Text by 
Chris Kraus, Snejanka Mihaylova, 
v-Girls, Cally Spooner, Art & 
Language, Tirdad Zolghadr,  
David Antin, Wayne Koestenbaum, 
Bruce Hainley.

Hotel Theory Reader explores 

the possibilities of theory as an 

art form, bringing together ideas 

initially explored in an exhibition 

organized in 2015 at redcat | 

calarts’ downtown center for 

contemporary arts. the book as-

sembles a collection of texts by 

david antin, art & language, ruth 

estévez, bruce Hainley, Wayne 

Koestenbaum, chris Kraus, Sne-

janka mihaylova, Sohrab mohebbi, 

cally Spooner, v-girls, danna 

vajda and tirdad Zolghadr. tak-

ing its title from Wayne Koesten-

baum’s 2007 book Hotel Theory (a 

philosophic enquiry into “the hotel 

state of being”), this is the fourth 

title in Fillip’s ongoing Folio Series 

presenting writing by critics, artists 

and curators that engages specific 

and recurring questions on interna-

tional contemporary art.

filliP eDiTions/reDCAT
9781927354278   
u.s. $20.00  cdn $26.00  
pbk, 4.5 x 7.5 in. / 240 pgs / 10 b&w.
July/nonfiction criticism

Brian O’Doherty/
Patrick Ireland:  
Word, Image 
and Institutional 
Critique 
Edited by Christa-Maria Lerm 
Hayes. Text by Alexander Alberro, 
Hans Belting, Anne-Marie Bonnet, 
Lucy Cotter, Patricia Falguières, 
Christina Kennedy, ingmar 
Lähnemann, Christa-Maria Lerm 
Hayes, Thomas McEvilley, Brenda 
Moore McCann, Whitney Rugg, 
Yvonne Scott, Mary-Ruth Walsh.

this volume assembles fresh per-

spectives on the seminal work of 

new york–based brian o’doherty 

(born 1928) and his alter ego pat-

rick ireland: his visual art practice, 

art criticism, institutional leader-

ship and critique, media work and 

literary writing. the contributing 

authors (including alexander al-

berro, Hans belting, lucy cotter, 

patricia Falguières and thomas 

mcevilley, among others) provide 

new ideas on o’doherty’s versatile 

oeuvre. o’doherty’s role in con-

ceptual art and minimalism in new 

york is as much a theme of this 

volume as his seminal critique of 

the modernist “white cube” gallery 

space, his art-historical ventures 

and irish origins.

vAliZ/vis-à-vis series
9789492095244  
u.s. $30.00  cdn $40.00  
pbk, 6.25 x 9 in. / 320 pgs / 60 b&w.
october/nonfiction criticism

2017 sPring–suMMer suPPleMenT

Future Imperfect 
A Blade of Grass
Edited by Elizabeth M. Grady. 
introduction by Deborah Fisher. 
Foreword by Shelley Frost Rubin. 
Text by Jan Cohen-Cruz, Ben Davis, 
Charles Esche, et al.

Future Imperfect weaves together 

accessible scholarship and leading 

examples of socially engaged art, 

including artist projects by mel 

chin, brett cook, pablo Helguera, 

Fran ilich, norene leddy & liz 

Slagus, Jan mun and Jody Wood. 

christian viveros-Fauné considers 

social practice in a business con-

text; greg Sholette debates its pro-

gressive bona fides; charles esche 

ruminates on its utopian claims 

and grant Kester explores the ten-

sion between theory and practice. 

Further essays by deborah Fisher, 

laura raicovich, Jan cohen-cruz 

and elizabeth grady analyze the 

institutional context for the art, 

exploring the ways that it affects 

organizational structure, how its 

impact can be assessed, and cu-

ratorial perspectives. Sections on 

each of the artist projects include 

an informative description and rich 

illustrations that open a window 

onto the artists’ practice.

A BlADe of grAss Books
9780984230730  
u.s. $29.95  cdn $37.50  
pbk, 7.5 x 9.25 in. / 199 pgs / 
139 color / 7 duotone / 9 b&w.
available/nonfiction criticism

2017 sPring–suMMer suPPleMenT

The Next Step: 
Exponential Life 
Text by Aubrey D.N.J. de Grey, 
Jonathan Rossiter, et al.

The Next Step: Exponential Life 

presents essays on the potential 

of what are known as “exponen-

tial technologies”—those whose 

development is accelerating 

rapidly, such as robotics, artificial 

intelligence or industrial biol-

ogy—considering their economic, 

social, environmental, ethical and 

even ontological implications. this 

book’s premise is that humanity is 

at the beginning of a technologi-

cal revolution that is evolving at 

a much faster pace than earlier 

ones—a revolution so far-reaching 

it is destined to generate trans-

formations we can only begin 

to imagine. contributors include 

aubrey d.n.J. de grey, Jonathan 

rossiter, Joseph a. paradiso, Kevin 

Warwick, Huma Shah, ramón 

lópez de mántaras, Helen papa-

giannis, Jay david bolter, maria 

engberg, robin Hanson, Stuart 

russell, darrell m. West, Francisco 

gonzález, chris Skinner, Steven 

monroe lipkin, S. matthew liao, 

James giordano, luciano Floridi, 

Seán Ó Héigeartaigh and martin 

rees.

Turner
9788416714452  
u.s. $25.00  cdn $32.50  
pbk, 7.75 x 10.25 in. / 408 pgs /  
160 color.
available/nonfiction criticism

Vis-à-vision: 
Conversations 
with Russian 
Conceptual 
Artists, 1978–2013 
By Victor Tupitsyn.
in the Soviet era, poet, critic and 

cultural theorist victor tupitsyn had 

already begun making recordings 

of his conversations with rus-

sian conceptualist artists in their 

moscow kitchens and studios. 

these recordings were intended 

for readers who had no access to 

this group of artists, whose work 

ran afoul of the official Soviet con-

ceptions of art and thus was not 

shown in exhibitions. like many 

other russian intellectuals and 

artists, tupitsyn emigrated to new 

york in the 1970s, where he con-

tinued the conversations he had 

begun. Victor Tupitsyn: Vis-à-vision 

collects tupitsyn’s conversations 

in full for the first time, featuring 

interviews with ilya Kabakov, boris 

mikhailov, Komar&melamid, erik 

bulatov and the groups collective 

actions and inspection medical 

Hermeneutics as well as many oth-

ers. this body of interviews is an 

invaluable historical document of 

one of the most influential art ten-

dencies of the late 20th century.

sPeCTor Books
9783959051439  
u.s. $34.00  cdn $45.00  
pbk, 0 x 0 in. / 356 pgs / 100 color / 
50 b&w.
September/nonfiction criticism/art

Artists on  
Walter De Maria 
Text by Richard Aldrich, Jeanne 
Dunning, Guillermo Faivovich & 
Nicolás Goldberg, Terry Winters.

Artists on Walter De Maria is the 

second installment in a series 

culled from dia art Foundation’s 

artists on artists lectures, focused 

on the work of artist Walter de 

maria (1935–2013). established in 

2001, the lecture series highlights 

the work of modern and contem-

porary artists from the perspective 

of their colleagues and peers.

this artists on artists title is 

published in connection with the 

40th anniversary of de maria’s 

The Lightning Field, The New York 

Earth Room and The Vertical Earth 

Kilometer. it features contributions 

from richard aldrich, Jeanne  

dunning, guillermo Faivovich  

& nicolás goldberg and terry 

Winters.

DiA ArT founDATion
9780944521847  
u.s. $14.95  cdn $19.95  
pbk, 5.25 x 7 in. / 136 pgs / 75 color.
october/nonfiction criticism/art

The Lure of the 
Biographical 
On the (Self-) 
Representation of Artists
By Sandra Kisters.
in The Lure of the Biographical, 

Sandra Kisters focuses on the re-

lationship between an artwork and 

the personal image of an artist. an 

artist’s biography can be a potent 

source of inspiration and mythol-

ogy, and this book explores how 

artists use their biographical image 

in order to make a name for them-

selves, and how other parties—

such as critics, art historians and 

art dealers—make connections 

between personal lives and bodies 

of work, and for what purpose.

through detailed case studies of 

the biographies and oeuvres of 

auguste rodin, georgia o’Keeffe 

and Francis bacon, The Lure of the 

Biographical explores what mecha-

nisms and strategies are at play 

in creating an artist’s image, and, 

in addition, proposes a model for 

research into questions of artistic 

self-representation.

vAliZ/vis-à-vis series
9789492095251  
u.s. $30.00  cdn $40.00  
pbk, 6.25 x 9 in. / 480 pgs / 200 b&w.
november/nonfiction criticism

Re-reading 
the Manual 
of Travelling 
Exhibitions 
Text by Martin Beck, Katrine 
Bregengaard, Kurt Eckert, Jochen 
Eisenbrand, Magłorzata Kuciewicz, 
Simone De Lacobis, Jonathan 
Maho, Grace McCann Morley, et al.

The Manual of Travelling Exhibi-

tions, published by uneSco in 

1953, was a handbook on organiz-

ing touring exhibitions. it was con-

ceived by elodie courter osborne 

out of her work as head of the 

department for circulating exhibi-

tions at the museum of modern 

art, new york. aiming her book at 

museums and other public institu-

tions, courter formulated a “gram-

mar” of exhibitions, ranging from 

organizational questions to reflec-

tions on exhibition design. 

Re-reading the Manual of Travelling 

Exhibitions reproduces the page 

spreads of the original, annotating 

them in its margins and adding 

contemporary critical commentary. 

in the information the book in-

cludes (and leaves out), its design 

and the photographic logic of its 

images, the manual now reads 

like the manifesto of a modernity 

whose continuity was still unbro-

ken in the immediate postwar 

period.

sPeCTor Books
9783959051361  
u.s. $32.00  cdn $42.50  
pbk, 9.5 x 13 in. / 180 pgs / 134 color.
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The Garden, 
End of Times, 
Beginning of 
Times 
Text by Caroline A. Jones, W. J.T. 
Mitchell, Jacob Wamberg, Jacob 
Lund, Anette vandsø, Lisbet Tarp, 
irina Schmiedel. Foreword by 
Erlend G. Høyersten. interview by 
Katharina Grosse, Doug Aitken, 
Rirkrit Tiravania.

From the baroque to contemporary 

art and from painting, sculpture 

and installation to artworks that 

redefine the boundaries for art 

and nature, this book looks at the 

garden as symbol of humankind’s 

changing relationship to nature. 

it includes works by artists from 

a broad span of history, includ-

ing claude lorrain, caspar david 

Friedrich, paul gauguin, nicolas 

poussin, John constable, edvard 

munch, vilhelm Hammershøi, paul 

Klee, Jean arp, giorgio de chirico, 

emil nolde, asger Jorn, yinka 

Shonibare, michael Heizer, thomas 

Struth, agnes denes, damien 

ortega, diana thater, mark dion, 

Joan Jonas, cyprien gaillard,  

yayoi Kusama, Sarah Sze, doug 

aitken, elmgreen & dragset, 

Simon Starling and alicia Kwade.

koenig Books
9783960980841  
u.s. $50.00  cdn $65.00  Flat40
Hbk, 11.25 x 14.5 in. / 296 pgs /  
236 color.
September/art/gardens

Creating 
Ourselves 
The Self in Art
Edited by Emily Butler. Text by 
Glenn Adamson, Frances Borzello, 
Nicholas Cullinan, Amelia Jones.

accompanying a yearlong display 

of the london-based iSelf col-

lection, this publication examines 

individual identity, the body and 

the human condition from the 

perspectives of 20 artists. taking 

the display of the collection at the 

Whitechapel gallery as its spring-

board, this book looks generally at 

the question of the self in modern 

and contemporary art, and the 

ways in which artists are thinking 

about being and identity as an 

individual, in relation to others, to 

society and the wider world. Fea-

turing over 100 works by a world-

class roster of artists including 

Francis alÿs, Fiona banner, phyl-

lida barlow, lynda benglis, louise 

bourgeois, tracey emin, alex 

Katz, Sarah lucas, mike nelson, 

cindy Sherman, John Stezaker and 

Wolfgang tillmans, the catalog 

also includes quotes by influential 

writers and theorists chosen by the 

artists, revealing how they have 

approached the question, “who or 

what exactly are we?”

WhiTeChAPel gAllerY
9780854882571  
u.s. $40.00  cdn $52.50  
Flexi, 8.25 x 10.75 in. / 224 pgs /  
120 color.
august/art

Future Shock 
Text by irene Hofmann, Brandee 
Caoba.

Future Shock is the catalog accom-

panying Site Santa Fe’s exhibition 

of the same title. the name is in-

spired by alvin toffler’s prophetic 

book Future Shock (published in 

1970), in which he describes the 

profound impact of the accelera-

tion of technological, social and 

structural change in contemporary 

life. themes explored in the exhibi-

tion include: the role of technol-

ogy in our lives and the effects 

of globalism, population growth, 

surveillance, privacy and the an-

thropocene.

With toffler’s predictions and 

warnings as a backdrop, this ex-

hibition brings together a group 

of artists whose works imagine 

a range of visions of our pres-

ent and future. Future Shock in-

cludes works by tom Sachs, lynn 

Hershman-leeson, doug aitken, 

alexis rockman, andreas gursky, 

rafael lozano-Hemmer, patrick 

bernatchez, dario robleto, regina 

Silveira and andrea Zittel.

siTe sAnTA fe
9780985660246  
u.s. $45.00  cdn $57.50  
Hbk, 7 x 11 in. / 144 pgs / 60 color.
September/art

Skulptur Projekte 
Münster 2017 
Edited with text by Kasper König, 
Britta Peters, Marianne Wagner. 
Text by inke Arns, Claire Doherty, 
Mit Sanyal, Mark von Schlegell, 
Gerhard vinken, Raluca voinea.

For 40 years, the Skulptur projekte 

münster has been a unique engine 

for contemporary art. Held every 

ten years, its curatorial direction 

has been in the hands of Kasper 

König since its inception in 1977. 

international artists are invited 

to develop site-related works for 

münster. the projects are as di-

verse as the artists themselves, 

going beyond the specific location 

to engage with global themes, 

contemporary notions of sculpture 

and ongoing questions relating 

to the public space in times of 

increasing digitization. the fifth 

edition of the Skulptur projekte, 

opening in summer 2017, features 

30 new artistic positions moving 

between sculpture, installation and 

performance art. this publication, 

produced in conjunction with the 

show, is a combination of exhibi-

tion catalog and guide, presented 

in a handy format. Seven essays, 

an extensive series of images and 

short texts provide information 

about the projects.

sPeCTor Books
9783959051309  
u.s. $22.00  cdn $29.95  
pbk, 8.5 x 11 in. / 480 pgs /  
300 color / 150 b&w.
September/art

Together!  
 The New Architecture of the Collective
Edited by Mateo Kries, Mathias Müller, Daniel Niggli, Andreas Ruby, ilka Ruby. 
Contributions by Ethel Baraona Pohl, Andreas Hofer, Anna Puigjaner, Yuma Shinohara, 
Robert Temel. 

the last decade has seen a growing social movement toward collectivity, sharing and 

participation. this paradigm shift is reflected in architecture as well: in recent years, 

increasingly innovative collective housing projects, organized around the principle of 

trading-in private spaces for larger, more luxurious shared spaces, have been emerg-

ing across the globe—many of them realized through bottom-up grassroots initiatives. 

the return of the collective in architecture has resulted in surprising architectural solu-

tions that also create new urban spaces.

Together! The New Architecture of the Collective presents around 20 international 

building projects from europe, Japan and the uS that provide innovative platforms for 

collective living in the present day. a selection of projects is discussed in detail, and 

extensive photo essays offer vivid impressions of the daily collective and private life 

and everyday routines in these buildings. interviews with movers and shakers from 

the collective housing scene, written by international journalists, offer insights and 

background information on the processes and people that have made each project 

possible. all this is complemented by theoretical and historical context, including ana-

lytical essays by experts in the field, infographics providing facts and figures, diagrams 

explaining how different collective housing models work and an extensive timeline 

detailing the genealogy of the collective housing movement in the 20th century. 

viTrA Design MuseuM
9783945852156  u.s. $75.00  cdn $95.00  
pbk, 9 x 12 in. / 352 pgs / 443 color.
July/architecture & urban

Still Detached and Subdivided? 
 Suburban Ways of Living in 21st-Century North America
Edited by Markus Moos, Robert Walter-Joseph. Text by Samantha Biglieri, Sarah 
Godfrey, Jennifer Dean, Pierre Filion, Luna Khirfan, Anna Kramer, Liam McGuire, 
Pablo Mendez, Robert Shipley, Mark Williamson, Elvin Wyly, et al. 

reports of the death of suburbs have been greatly exaggerated; people continue 

to move to and settle in north america’s suburbs. but once there, people often 

find similar levels of economic inequality and poverty that they saw in the cities. 

the suburbs, and our ways of living in them, are more complicated than their 

public image gives them credit for.

in Still Detached and Subdivided? Suburban Ways of Living in 21st-Century North 

America, readers get to be flies on the walls during meetings of four planners, 

making us rethink what we thought we knew about suburbs based on case 

studies in new york, portland, Houston, vancouver, toronto and elsewhere. in 

this innovative approach to urban studies, the planners are fictional, the con-

cepts based on academic research and the arguments substantiated by large 

amounts of data presented as visually stunning maps and data visualizations.

Still Detached and Subdivided? offers an accessible yet rigorous account of 

“suburbanisms” as particular ways of living, demonstrating that aspects of 

this lifestyle occur simultaneously in urban and suburban places. the approach 

taken in this volume by markus moos and robert Walter-Joseph of the atlas of 

Suburbanisms research project suggests that policy solutions to suburban prob-

lems such as sprawl need to move beyond treating suburbs as homogeneous 

places in need of urbanization, and take into account their unique challenges 

and lifestyles. 

Jovis
9783868594577  u.s. $35.00  cdn $45.00  
Hbk, 10 x 8 in. / 144 pgs / 80 color.
october/architecture & urban
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Radical: 50 Latin American 
Architectures 
Foreword by Miquel Adrià. Text by Andrea 
Griborio. 

compiled by mexico city–based architects 

miquel adrià and andrea griborio, this volume 

features projects in argentina, brazil, chile, 

colombia, costa rica, ecuador, el Salvador, 

guatemala, mexico, paraguay, peru, uruguay and 

venezuela, offering a panoramic view of some of 

the freshest work in contemporary latin ameri-

can architecture. 

ArQuine
9786079489106  u.s. $45.00  cdn $57.50  
Hbk, 8.25 x 11.5 in. / 320 pgs / 200 color.
november/architecture & urban/latin american & 
caribbean art & culture

2017 sPring–suMMer suPPleMenT

Álvaro Siza: Neighbourhood
Where Álvaro Meets Aldo
Edited by João Pinharanda. Text by Álvaro Siza, 
Nuno Grande, Roberto Cremascoli, et al. 

portugal’s pavilion at the 2016 venice biennale, 

exhibited four works by pritzger prize winner 

Álvaro Siza (born 1933) on the theme of social 

housing—campo di marte (venice), Schilderswijk 

(the Hague), Schlesisches tor (berlin) and bairro 

da bouça (porto). 

hATJe CAnTZ
9783775742870  u.s. $59.95  cdn $76.50  
Hbk, 8.25 x 11.75 in. / 208 pgs / 100 color.
July/architecture & urban

2017 sPring–suMMer suPPleMenT

Alison and Peter Smithson: 
The Space Between
Edited with text by Max Risselada. Text by Simon 
J.B. Smithson. 

The Space Between is the third part of the col-

lected works of the legendary english brutalist 

architects alison (1928–93) and peter Smithson 

(1923–2003). this richly illustrated textbook on 

the architects includes drawings and photo-

graphs mostly by the Smithsons themselves. 

WAlTher könig, köln
9783863359621  u.s. $49.95  cdn $64.95  Flat40
Hbk, 8.75 x 11 in. / 272 pgs / 144 b&w.
available/architecture & urban

The New Masters’ Houses in Dessau, 1925–2014 
 Debates, Positions, Contexts: Edition Bauhaus 46
Foreword by Martino Stierli. introduction by Claudia Perren. Text by Regina Bittner, Donatella 
Fioretti, Ralph Walter Hagemann, Florian Heilmeyer, ingolf Kern, Monika Lüttich, Pepe Marquez, 
Monika Markgraf, Livia Klee-Meyer, Werner Möller, Philipp oswalt, Axel & Sabine Rackow, Andreas 
Schwarting, Wolfgang Thöner, Ulrike Wendland, Thomas Will. 

When dessau was bombed in early 1945, the bauhaus masters’ Houses, the epitome of the 20th-

century artists’ colony, were reduced to rubble as well. after the main masters’ Houses were 

restored to their original state in the 1990s, Walter gropius’s director’s House and lászló moholy-

nagy’s master’s House were still in ruins, and a debate began over their reconstruction. What was 

the relevance of these structures at the turn of a new century? in 2010, after consultation with the 

british architect david chipperfield, the decision was made to reinterpret the House gropius and 

House moholy-nagy using contemporary means, rather than rebuilding them as 1:1 reconstructions. 

the berlin firm bruno-Fioretti-marquez was commissioned to design new masters’ Houses. these 

new structures use the same formal vocabulary of simple, functional forms and right angles as the 

original bauhaus buildings, but update these for the 21st century through selective reduction and 

abstraction. the project represents a unique, thoughtful engagement with the problems of architec-

tural reconstruction grounded in criticality and creativity rather than blind reverence. The New  

Masters’ Houses in Dessau, 1925–2014 describes the checkered history of the dessau masters’ 

Houses and presents the reconstructed buildings for the first time in book form, with photographs 

by armin linke and Heidi Specker. 

sPeCTor Books
9783944669731  u.s. $45.00  cdn $57.50  
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September/architecture & urban

Velotopia 
 The Production of Cyclespace in Our Minds and Our Cities
By Steven Fleming. 
Photographs by Mikael Colville-Andersen. 

across the world, cities are encouraging cycling to make their centers livable again. could cy-

cling actually become a key organizing principle for future urban growth and the design of new 

buildings? What would cities designed for cycling look like and feel like? What is needed to 

make the perfect cycling city? 

in Velotopia: The Production of Cyclespace in Our Minds and Our Cities, architectural theorist and 

historian Steven Fleming, a leading international figure in bicycle urbanism and author of the 

bestselling Cycle Space (2013), argues that the best-connected cities in the future will be those 

that put cycling before walking and public transport. according to Fleming, cities organized 

around cycling will be greener and healthier, but also fairer and more accessible than today’s 

cities—more productive, comfortable, social and fun. in this volume, Fleming dares readers to 

think big, to radically reimagine cities and city life around movement on two wheels.

the first bike-centric model of urban planning and building design, Velotopia is a book for de-

signers, planners, students, advocates and the general reader—all those shaping cities and the 

built environment who imagine a future for the cycling city. 

nAi010 PuBlishers
9789462083523  u.s. $35.00  cdn $45.00  
pbk, 6.75 x 9.5 in. / 244 pgs / 200 color.
october/architecture & urban

The Wasted City  
Approaches to Circular City Making
Edited by Francesca Miazzo. Text by Francesca 
Miazzo, Mehdi Comeau, Alex Thibadoux, et al.

The Wasted City explores what is needed to make 

circular urban development the new mainstream 

sustainable standard. case studies include plant 

chicago, the empowerment plan, closed loop 

partners, united States business council for Sus-

tainable development and toronto tool library.

vAliZ/TrAnCiTY
9789492095312  u.s. $26.00  cdn $34.95  
pbk, 6.75 x 9 in. / 176 pgs / 100 color / 20 b&w.
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EXHIBITION SCHEDULE

Hornu, belgium: cid centre for innovation and de-
sign at the grand Hornu, 03/25/–06/30/18

Urban Challenges, 
Resilient Solutions 
Design Thinking for the Future of Urban 
Regions
Text by Sandra van Assen, Tijs van den Boomen, 
Marco Broekman, Guido van Eyck, et al.

Urban Challenges, Resilient Solutions offers 

designers, their commissioners and local gov-

ernments new models for thinking about sus-

tainability, resiliency, and the social and physical 

health of contemporary cities, with more than 50 

case studies.

vAliZ/TrAnCiTY
9789492095336  u.s. $30.00  cdn $40.00  
pbk, 6.75 x 9.5 in. / 280 pgs / 120 color / 25 b&w.
november/architecture & urban

How to Make a  
Relevant Public Space 
Third Places for All
By Aat vos.

How can the places you visit other than your 

workplace or your home—such as libraries, 

cultural centers, parks, cafés—make a valuable 

contribution to a vital society? How to Make a 

Relevant Public Space answers this question from 

a variety of angles.

nAi010 PuBlishers
9789462083516  u.s. $60.00  cdn $78.00  
Hbk, 9.5 x 12.25 in. / 240 pgs / 250 color.
July/architecture & urban

ALSo AvAiLABLE

cycle Space 
9789462080041 
pbk, u.s. $30.00  cdn $35.00  
nai010 publishers
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The Vitra 
Schaudepot 
Architecture, Ideas, Objects
Edited by Mateo Kries, viviane 
Stappmanns.

this field guide to the vitra 

Schaudepot illuminates differ-

ent aspects of the Herzog & de 

meuron–designed building, which 

opened in 2016 and showcases 

more than 400 key pieces from 

the vitra design museum’s col-

lection of around 20,000 items as 

well as the archives and estates of 

designers such as charles and ray 

eames, verner panton and alexan-

der girard. 

objects shown here include early 

bentwood furniture, icons of clas-

sical modernism by le corbusier, 

alvar aalto and gerrit rietveld, 

along with colorful plastic objects 

from the pop era and recent de-

signs produced with a 3d printer. 

Short essays embed the objects 

within the context of the history of 

design and illuminate the curatorial 

process behind the selection of the 

objects and working with the col-

lection itself.

viTrA Design MuseuM
9783945852132  
u.s. $25.00  cdn $32.50  
pbk, 6.75 x 9.25 in. / 108 pgs /  
480 color.
July/architecture & urban

Myth and Mirage 
Inland Southern California, 
Birthplace of the Spanish 
Colonial Revival
Text by Aaron Betsky, H. vincent 
Moses, Catherine Whitmore, 
Lindsey Rossi, et al. Photographs 
by Doug McCulloh.

the Spanish colonial revival style 

has been part of the aesthetic fab-

ric of Southern california for over 

100 years. While Spanish colonial 

revival landmarks are well known 

throughout the region, examples 

of such works in the inland empire 

have largely been forgotten. 

Myth and Mirage is the first com-

prehensive documentation of the 

substantial contributions to the 

Spanish colonial revival style in 

california’s inland empire region. 

claiming ties between Southern 

california and colonial Spain and 

mexico, architects and designers 

helped to create romanticized per-

ceptions of california. adaptations 

of the style gradually became less 

accurately associated with mis-

sion and Spanish colonial style. 

contemporary architects are now 

demonstrating an interest in an 

“authentic” style.

riversiDe ArT MuseuM
9780980220766  
u.s. $40.00  cdn $52.50  
Hbk, 10 x 10 in. / 184 pgs / 110 color.
September/architecture & urban

EXHIBITION SCHEDULE

riverside, ca: riverside art museum, 
09/23/17–01/28/18

Landscape 
Observer: London 
By vladimir Guculak.

london has undergone a massive 

urban transformation over the past 

15 years, with a significant focus 

on improving the public realm 

across its 32 boroughs. extensive 

infrastructure and housing mar-

ket investments are fueling the 

need for a range of quality public 

spaces. changes include the cre-

ation of new public spaces and 

good quality housing, revitalization 

of “brownfields” and the upgrad-

ing of existing parklands and gar-

dens. Landscape Observer: London 

provides an overview of around 90 

projects that were implemented 

in recent years, ranging in scale 

and budget. photographs capture 

the spaces in their everyday setup 

and operation and details of the 

hard and soft landscape elements 

are labeled to provide readers with 

essential information on key mate-

rials and plants used in each indi-

vidual project. an index at the end 

of the book enables a quick search 

of the projects and locations.

Jovis
9783868593969  
u.s. $39.95  cdn $50.00  
Flexi, 6 x 9 in. / 304 pgs / 700 color.
october/architecture & urban

Reuse, Redevelop 
and Design 
How the Dutch Deal with 
Heritage
Text by Paul Meurs, Marinke 
Steenhuis. Contributions by Jean-
Paul Corten, Frank Strolenberg, 
Sander Gelinck, Lara voerman.

Where there are vacancies, there 

is space for new uses, such as 

housing and leisure and health-

care facilities. this often results in 

surprising combinations, such as 

a school or a community center 

in a factory complex, a shop in a 

church or a recreation area in a 

military zone. Reuse, Redevelop 

and Design presents 20 inspir-

ing redevelopment projects. the 

book addresses the story behind 

the success of redevelopment in 

essays on heritage policy, public-

private partnerships, financing and 

design. 

the creative way that dutch archi-

tecture offices deal with heritage 

is also catching on abroad, as evi-

denced by oma’s projects in italy 

and germany, West 8’s in russia, 

mecanoo’s in the united States 

and maurer’s in china.

nAi010 PuBlishers
9789462083585  
u.s. $40.00  cdn $52.50  
pbk, 8 x 10 in. / 128 pgs / 140 color.
July/architecture & urban

The Noise 
Landscape 
A Spatial Exploration of 
Airports and Cities
Edited by Benedikt Boucsein, 
Kees Christiaanse, Eirini Kasioumi, 
Christian Salewski. Text by Mark 
Michaeli, Peter ortner, et al.

the world’s cities are connected 

to the rest of the globe by air 

travel. but the airports built to 

serve cities can take on a life of 

their own. the areas around large 

urban airports have particular noise 

complaints, forms of infrastruc-

ture and transient, impermanent 

architecture unique to them. these 

“noise landscapes” are emerging 

worldwide, often rivaling—or even 

surpassing—the cities they purport 

to serve in size and economic im-

portance. The Noise Landscape: A 

Spatial Exploration of Airports and 

Cities, the product of several years 

of research led by Kees christi-

annse at etH Zurich, is the first at-

tempt to study this phenomenon. 

on the basis of eight european 

case studies (amsterdam, Zurich, 

london–Heathrow, Frankfurt, 

munich, madrid and the two paris 

airports) this volume provides the 

first account of how these land-

scapes emerged and how they can 

be interpreted.

nAi010 PuBlishers
9789462083554  
u.s. $75.00  cdn $95.00  
Hbk, 6.75 x 9.5 in. / 272 pgs /  
270 color.
august/architecture & urban

2017 sPring–suMMer suPPleMenT

Out There: 
Landscape 
Architecture in 
the Global Terrain 
Edited by Andres Lepik. Text by 
John Beardsley, Undine Giseke, 
Regine Keller, Jörg Rekittke, 
Jürgen Renn, Antje Stokman, 
Christian Werthmann.

city and country are generally re-

garded as opposites. but today’s 

landscape architecture explores 

both of them as a single system, 

making it possible to see the 

mutual dependency of these sup-

posedly opposing developments. 

in view of massive changes in 

ecological systems, as well as in-

creasing migration and the spread 

of unplanned human settlements, 

landscape architecture is also 

being confronted with global chal-

lenges.

Out There: Landscape Architecture 

in the Global Terrain is a plea to re-

define the discipline’s position. in-

novative but complex approaches 

are presented in examples of 

specific projects from all over the 

world. landscape architecture 

today commits itself to the spatial 

systems that will shape tomor-

row’s society.

hATJe CAnTZ
9783775742597  
u.s. $45.00  cdn $57.50  
pbk, 6.5 x 9.25 in. / 160 pgs /  
155 color.
available/architecture & urban

2017 sPring–suMMer suPPleMenT

Art Design 
Architecture 
Graphic 
Pinakothek der Moderne
Edited by Michael Hering, Andres 
Lepik, Bernhard Maaz, Angelika 
Nollert. Text by Nike Bätzner, 
Friedrich von Borries, et al.

in 2002, four museums moved into 

the newly constructed pinakothek 

der moderne, thus founding one 

of the largest institutions of 20th- 

and 21st-century art and culture in 

the world. to celebrate their 50th 

anniversary, the architekturmu-

seum der technischen universität 

münchen (architecture museum at 

the munich technical university), 

the bayerische Staatsgemäldesam-

mlungen (bavarian State collection 

of paintings), die neue Sammlung 

– the design museum (the new 

collection – the design museum) 

and the Staatliche graphische 

Sammlung münchen (State col-

lection of prints, munich) take 

readers on an interdisciplinary tour 

through 200 collection highlights 

in architecture, visual and applied 

arts, prints and design. With eight 

essays on key developments in the 

decades between 1895 and 2016, 

this book offers a glimpse into 

modernism’s cultural history.

hATJe CAnTZ
9783775742856  
u.s. $24.95  cdn $29.95  Flat40
pbk, 6.75 x 9.5 in. / 208 pgs /  
170 color.
august/art

2017 sPring–suMMer suPPleMenT

Making Heimat: 
Germany, Arrival 
Country
Atlas of Refugee Housing
Edited by Peter Cachola Schmal, 
oliver Elser, Anna Scheuermann. 
Text by Ursula Baus, Wilfried 
Dechau, oliver Elser, et al. 

germany’s refugee situation in the 

autumn of 2015 was the starting 

point for the controversial exhibi-

tion Making Heimat: Germany, 

Arrival Country, curated for the 

german pavilion at the 15th venice 

biennale of architecture. this Atlas 

of Refugee Housing expands upon 

the observations made about the 

german arrival cities in the first vol-

ume. What roles are played by ar-

chitects and urban planners when 

it comes to executing sustainable 

solutions for housing new arrivals 

in germany? Which construction 

projects could serve as prototypes 

for affordable housing? through 

about 55 exemplary construction 

projects, this book takes a look 

at the future of german cities. 

photographs by anja Weber and 

extensive descriptions of the proj-

ects written after site visits provide 

insight into everyday life in german 

refugee accommodations. 

hATJe CAnTZ
9783775742825  
u.s. $15.00 cdn $19.95   
pbk, 5.25 x 8.25 in. / 192 pgs /  
140 color. 
available/architecture & urban
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Cubity
Energy-Plus + Modular 
Future Student Living
Edited by Anett-Maud Joppien, 
Manfred Hegger. With minimized 
individual rooms and maximized 
communal areas, Cubity is a 
residential spatial design concept 
that meets an energy-plus 
standard. this volume documents 
the stages of the concept’s 
development, providing an 
exemplary model for sustainable 
forms of communal living. 

Jovis
9783868594256 u.s. $35.00 cdn $45.00   
Flat40 Hbk, 8.25 x 11.75 in. / 
176 pgs / 250 color / 70 b&w. 
october/architecture & urban

CoHousing Inclusive
Self-Organized, 
Community-Led Housing 
for All
Edited by institute for Creative 
Sustainability. experimental 
dwelling forms and cultures of 
cohabitation are entering the 
mainstream—but to what extent 
are they accessible and affordable 
for all, including those with lower 
income, refugee status or with 
disabilities? CoHousing Inclusive 
reviews model projects. 

Jovis
9783868594621 u.s. $35.00 cdn $45.00   
Flat40 pbk, 8.25 x 10.75 in. / 240 
pgs / 160 color. october/ 
architecture & urban

Progress & Prosperity
The New Chinese City  
as Global Urban Model
By Daan Roggeveen. Progress & 
Prosperity focuses on the shift in 
chinese cities from building for 
construction’s sake to building for 
progress. as urban development 
shifts from quantity-driven 
to quality-driven, the volume 
explores whether this chinese 
metamorphosis can serve as a 
blueprint for cities worldwide. 

nAi010 PuBlishers
9789462083509 u.s. $50.00 cdn $65.00   
Flat40 pbk, 6.75 x 9.5 in. / 292 pgs / 
150 color. September/architecture & 
urban/asian art & culture

A State beyond  
the State
Deciphering Chinese Urban 
Transformation
By Ting Chen. introduction by 
Kees Christiaanse. drawing on 
primary data, A State Beyond the 
State points out the threats posed 
by typical projects of single Soes 
(state-owned enterprises), and 
explores alternative development 
potential. the Special economic 
Zone Shenzhen serves as the 
primary case study. 

nAi010 PuBlishers
9789462083493 u.s. $60.00 cdn $78.00   
Flat40 pbk, 6.75 x 9.5 in. / 320 pgs /  
250 color. September/architecture 
& urban

EXH Design
Swiss Quality – Chinese 
Speed
Edited by Eduard Kögel. Shanghai- 
and Zurich-based architects eXH 
design work in various capacities 
ranging from urban planning, to 
architecture and interior space 
design; cultivating site-specific, 
environment-conscious solutions 
is at the heart of their work. this 
volume showcases a selection 
of buildings and projects from 
europe, Japan, Singapore and 
china. 

Jovis
9783868594607 u.s. $39.95 cdn $50.00   
Flat40 Hbk, 8.25 x 10 in. /  
160 pgs / 200 color. october/ 
architecture & urban

Building Platforms
Text by oliver Hasemann, Daniel 
Schnier, Anne Angenendt, Sarah 
osswald. How can an urban 
community revitalize dormant 
empty spaces for the long term? 
Building Platforms explores the 
phenomenon of interim usage, 
time-limited projects that can serve 
as a trial run for the development 
of long-term solutions. drawing 
from illuminating examples, the 
volume is a must-have for urban 
development. 

Jovis
9783868594508 u.s. $39.95 cdn $50.00   
Flat40 pbk, 5.75 x 7.75 in. /  
304 pgs / 100 color. october/ 
architecture & urban

Werkstücke: Making 
Objects into Houses
Atelier Bettina Kraus
Edited by Bettina Kraus, Nandini 
oehlmann, Mathias Peppler, 
Niklas Fanelsa. the architectural 
design process often starts with a 
practical interpretation of a theme; 
the object becomes the associative 
raw material for the architectural 
design. Werkstücke considers this 
stage of the process, compiling 
sketches of the objects that will 
eventually become homes. 

Jovis
9783868594638 u.s. $29.95 cdn $37.50   
Flat40 pbk, 8.25 x 10.25 in. /  
144 pgs / 120 color. october/  
architecture & urban

On Stage! 
Women in Landscape_
Architecture and Planning
Edited by Barbara Zibell, Doris 
Damyanovic, Eva Álvarez. On 
Stage!, published to accompany 
a traveling exhibition, gathers 
portraits of women in the fields of 
planning and engineering. the 34 
women portrayed hail from various 
countries across europe, South 
america, asia and the middle east. 

Jovis
9783868594669 u.s. $28.00 cdn $37.50  
Flat40 pbk, 8 x 8 in. / 176 pgs /  
160 color. october/architecture & 
urban

Urban-Think Tank
Text by Alfredo Brillembourg, 
Hubert Klumpner. urban-think 
tank (u-tt), the interdisciplinary 
design practice that emerged from 
the turbulent political environment 
of chavez-era caracas, has spent 
nearly 20 years creating projects in 
latin america, europe and africa. 
this book looks forward as well 
as back, imagining new spaces 
for a hyper-urbanized world that 
learn from spatial play and artistic 
interventions in public space. 

hATJe CAnTZ
9783775742863 u.s. $85.00 
cdn $105.00  Flat40 Hbk, 6.5 
x 9.5 in. / 256 pgs / 125 color. 
december/architecture & urban

Water vs. Urban 
Scape
Exploring Integrated  
Water-Urban Arrangements
Edited by Marco Ranzato. 
combining written and visual 
essays, Water vs. Urban Scape 
discusses making room for water 
in the urban landscape. the 
volume looks at examples in a 
variety of cities including antwerp, 
Shanghai, istanbul, oslo, Kigali, 
perth and brussels. 

Jovis
9783868594751 u.s. $39.95 cdn $50.00   
Flat40 pbk, 6.75 x 9.5 in. / 
320 pgs / 60 duotone / 65 b&w. 
october/architecture & urban

Public Spaces
What for? Wozu? Pourquoi?
Edited by Kamel Louafi. Public 
Spaces presents essays and 
discussions about the planning of 
public spaces. With contributions 
from urban architects and regional 
planners, the volume takes a close 
look at the trammplatz in Hanover 
and the platz der Fünf Kontinente 
in esch-sur-alzette, luxembourg. 

Jovis
9783868594461 u.s. $35.00 cdn $45.00   
Flat40 Hbk, 6.75 x 9.5 in. / 176 pgs /  
160 color. october/architecture & 
urban

Territories
Rural-Urban Strategies
Edited by Jörg Schröder, Maurizio 
Carta, Maddalena Ferretti, 
Barbaro Lino. Territories offers 
new perspectives in urban design 
and research, engaging with the 
potential of rural-urban interfaces. 
promoting a shift in public 
awareness and sectorial policies 
towards place-based strategies, 
the volume explores design 
projects from italy, Spain and 
germany. 

Jovis
9783868594492 u.s. $39.95 cdn $50.00   
Flat40 pbk, 6 x 8.5 in. / 304 pgs / 
120 color. october/architecture & 
urban

G.W. Pestorius: Eblin 
Drive and Beyond
Edited by Leni Hoffmann, David 
Pestorius. Text by Jonathan 
Kopinski, David Pestorius, Andrew 
Wilson. the first monograph on 
brisbane-based architect geoff 
pestorius (1930–68), Eblin Drive 
and Beyond focuses primarily 
on pestorius’ tour de force, the 
Sweeney House, though several 
other projects are featured. bound 
in an embossed cloth cover, the 
volume is a gorgeous homage to 
brisbane’s own bauhaus.  

verlAg für MoDerne kunsT
9783903131804 u.s. $39.95 cdn $50.00   
Flat40 Hbk, 9.5 x 6.75 in. / 98 pgs / 
74 color / 17 b&w. July/architecture 
& urban

Geiselhart
Architektur 
Innenarchitektur  
2006–2016
Text by Jürgen Geiselhart. 
Photographs by Jens Kirchner. 
german architect Jürgen 
geiselhart (born 1967) documents 
six villa projects realized in 
düsseldorf, meerbusch and 
potsdam between 2006 and 2016. 
in an accessible, personal style, he 
describes the story of their creation 
and design influences, from art 
deco to contemporary bauhaus. 

kerBer
9783735603197 u.s. $65.00 cdn $85.00   
Flat40 Hbk, 9.75 x 13.5 in. / 
272 pgs / 203 color / 1 b&w. 
august/architecture & urban

Amunt 2G / #75
Text by Sonja Nagel, Jan Theissen, 
Björn Martenson. Contributions 
by Christian Holl, Moritz Küng. 
Since 2010, german architects 
Sonja nagel, Jan theissen and 
björn martenson have collaborated 
under the name amunt, 
producing mostly small houses, 
adaptations, extensions and spatial 
interventions. Amunt 2G offers 
insight into their multifaceted 
work. 

koenig Books
9783960980278 u.s. $50.00 cdn $65.00  
Flat40 Flexi, 9 x 12 in. / 160 pgs / 
140 color. July/architecture & urban

2017 sPring–suMMer suPPleMenT

Diez Office:  
Full House
Edited by Sandra Hofmeister, Petra 
Hesse. Text by Sandra Hofmeister, 
Stefan Diez, et al. encompassing 
furniture and exhibition designs, 
the practice of german designer 
Stefan diez (born 1971) is 
characterized by innovation 
through technical expertise. 
Full House, a comprehensive 
compilation of his multifaceted 
body of work, portrays his studio’s 
methodology and development 
processes. 

koenig Books
9783960980728 u.s. $49.95 cdn 
$64.95  Flat40 Flexi, 8.5 x 11.5 in. /  
336 pgs / 500 color. available/design
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Candide No. 
11: Journal for 
Architectural 
Knowledge
Edited by isabelle Doucet, Kim 
Föster, Lutz Robbers, Axel Sowa. 
Text by Kim Foerster, Nina 
Kolowratnik, et al. Candide 11 
presents the second collection of 
results from a conference titled 
architecture as dispute, offering 
fascinating perspectives from 
controversial production histories. 

hATJe CAnTZ
9783775742757 u.s. $30.00  cdn $40.00   
Flat40 pbk, 6.75 x 9.5 in. / 140 pgs / 
50 color. July/architecture & urban

Candide No. 10:  
Journal for 
Architectural 
Knowledge
Edited by isabelle Doucet, Kim 
Föster, Lutz Robbers, Axel Sowa. 
Text by isabelle Doucet, Sabine 
Horlitz, et al. Candide 10 presents 
the first in a two-part collection of 
results from a conference titled 
architecture as dispute, offering 
fascinating perspectives from 
controversial production histories. 

hATJe CAnTZ
9783775742740 u.s. $30.00 cdn $40.00   
Flat40 pbk, 6.75 x 9.5 in. / 140 pgs / 
38 color. July/architecture & urban

Speech: 18, Regions
Edited by Anna Martovitskaya, 
Sergei Tchoban, Sergey Kuznetsov. 
the 18th issue of Speech: 
focuses on districts developed or 
developing beyond city centers. 
drawing on various case studies, 
contributing architects and 
planners reveal strategies for 
creating new, sustainable centers 
to urban hubs. 

Jovis
9783868598452 u.s. $22.00 cdn $29.95   
Flat40 pbk, 9.25 x 11.75 in. /  
272 pgs / 300 color. october/Journal

Speech: 17, Contrast
Edited by Anna Martovitskaya, 
Sergei Tchoban, Sergey Kuznetsov. 
issue 17 of Speech: is devoted to 
the concept of contrast, focusing 
on architecture that is intentionally 
far brighter than its surroundings. 
exploring the use of solids versus 
voids, light versus dark and old 
versus new, the issue analyzes 
the conditions for the harmonic 
coexistence of such extremes. 

Jovis
9783868598445 u.s. $22.00 cdn $29.95   
Flat40 pbk, 9.25 x 11.75 in. /  
272 pgs / 300 color. october/Journal

GAM.13
Spatial Expeditions
Edited by irmgard Frank, 
Claudia Gerhäusser, Franziska 
Hederer. Space is experienced 
not only visually, but with all 
the senses. despite this, in the 
field of architecture, there is no 
continuous discourse on spatial—
as opposed to visual—perception. 
the 13th issue of Graz Architecture 
Magazine seeks to fill this gap, 
exploring perceptual techniques in 
architecture, the visual arts, music, 
dance and more. 

Jovis
9783868598537 u.s. $24.95 cdn $29.95   
Flat40 pbk, 8.75 x 10.75 in. /  
296 pgs / 300 color. 
october/architecture & urban

Archiprix 
International 
Ahmedabad 2017
The World’s Best 
Graduation Projects 
Architecture, Urban Design, 
Landscape
Edited by Henk van der veen. 
every two years, archiprix 
international invites all university-
level courses in architecture, 
urban planning and landscape 
architecture to select their best 
graduation projects. this volume is 
a selection of the best projects. 

nAi010 PuBlishers
9789462083578 u.s. $45.00 cdn $57.50   
Flat40 pbk, 9.5 x 12 in. / 112 pgs / 
300 color. July/architecture & urban

Archiprix 2017
The Best Dutch Graduation 
Projects Architecture, 
Urbanism, Landscape 
Architecture
Edited by Henk van der veen. 
every year the dutch institutions 
teaching architecture, urban 
design and landscape architecture 
select their best final-year projects. 
the crop is unfailingly rich and 
varied, reflecting the ambitions 
of a new generation of designers. 
Archiprix 2017 introduces the latest 
wave of fledgling design talent. 

nAi010 PuBlishers
9789462083561 u.s. $40.00 cdn $52.50   
Flat40 pbk, 9.75 x 12 in. / 112 pgs /  
300 color. September/architecture 
& urban

OASE 98
Narrating Landscape
Edited by Klaske Havik, Bruno 
Notteboom, Saskia de Wit. Text by 
Frederic Pousin, Günter vogt, et 
al. OASE 98 explores the historical 
foundation of the concept of 
narration in reading and designing 
the urban landscape. presenting 
a new angle on the work of 
landscape architects and urban 
planners of the ‘60s, ‘70s and 
today, the issue offers narration 
as a means through which to 
reposition design. 

nAi010 PuBlishers
9789462083547 u.s. $35.00 cdn $45.00   
Flat40 pbk, 6.75 x 9.5 in. / 128 pgs /  
50 color. September/architecture & 
urban

SOM Journal 10
Edited by Thomas De Monchaux. 
Text by oren Abeles, Nicholas 
Adams, Karrie Jacobs, Thomas 
De Monchaux, Marco Roth. 
SOM 10 is the latest in a series 
of volumes presenting projects 
from the offices of Skidmore, 
owings & merrill. projects featured 
here include denver union 
Station, denver, colorado; and 
the university center at the new 
School, new york. 

hATJe CAnTZ
9783775743037 u.s. $29.95 cdn $37.50   
Flat40 pbk, 7 x 8.75 in. / 152 pgs / 
130 color. July/architecture & urban

Architecture in  
the Netherlands
Yearbook 2016/17
Edited by Kirsten Hannema, 
Robert-Jan de Kort, Lara Schrijver. 
Text by oliver Wainwright, 
Joachim Alkemade, et al. the 
2016/17 Yearbook compiles the 
most noteworthy recent projects 
and includes a special contribution 
by oliver Wainwright, architecture 
and design critic at the Guardian. 

nAi010 PuBlishers
9789462083530 u.s. $60.00 cdn $78.00   
Flat40 pbk, 9.5 x 12.5 in. / 184 pgs / 
400 color. July/architecture & urban

Perspectives in 
Metropolitan 
Research 3
Science and the City: 
Hamburg’s Path to a Built 
Environment Education
Edited by Walter Pelka, Frauke 
Kasting. Science and the City 
tracks the history of Hamburg’s 
path into architectural academia. 

Jovis
9783868594584 u.s. $39.95 cdn $50.00   
Flat40 pbk, 6.5 x 9.5 in. / 
192 pgs / 80 color / 20 b&w. 
october/architecture & urban

Myvillages: 
International Village 
Show
Edited by Kathrin Böhm, Wapke 
Feenstra, Antje Schiffers. this is a 
comprehensive monograph of the 
artist group myvillages, founded 
by Wapke Feenstra, Kathrin böhm 
and antje Schiffers. Focusing 
on urban-rural relationships, 
the artists—who hail from small 
villages—have created projects in 
international rural contexts since 
2003. 

Jovis
9783868594652 u.s. $45.00 cdn $57.50   
Flat40 pbk, 8 x 11.5 in. / 304 pgs /  
250 color. october/architecture & 
urban/art

National Tourist 
Routes in Norway
Foreword by Terje Moe Gustavsen. 
Text by Jan Andresen, Arne 
Hjeltnes, et al. National Tourist 
Routes in Norway guides readers 
on 18 drives through beautiful 
norwegian nature, featuring 
various designated architectural 
and artistic viewpoints. With a 
selection of photographs, plan 
drawings and essays, this volume 
documents an innovative project 
that melds nature and architecture. 

forlAgeT Press
9788232800988 u.s. $50.00 cdn $65.00   
Flat40 pbk, 9.25 x 7.5 in. / 256 pgs / 
248 color. July/architecture & urban

Louisiana Museum 
of Modern Art: 
Landscape and 
Architecture
Edited by Michael Juul Holm. 
Text by Michael Sheridan. the 
louisiana museum of modern art 
in Humlebæk, denmark, is famous 
as a union of art, architecture 
and nature. this volume offers a 
condensed history of the museum 
and its architecture, a collaboration 
between Jørgen bo and vilhelm 
Wohlert. 

louisiAnA MuseuM of MoDern 
ArT
9788792877864 u.s. $45.00 cdn $57.50   
Flat40 pbk, 6.75 x 9.5 in. / 
360 pgs / 300 color / 150 b&w. 
august/architecture & urban

Actopolis
The Art of Action
Edited by Katja Assmann, Angelika 
Fitz, Martin Fritz. How is it possible 
to preserve and expand urban 
space as a common area of society 
even in times of its economic 
exploitation and privatization? 
in Actopolis, artists, architects, 
philosophers and activists consider 
such questions in seven european 
cities. 

Jovis
9783868594720 u.s. $35.00  cdn $45.00   
Flat40 Slip, pbk, 6.75 x 9.5 in. /  
216 pgs / 160 color. october/art/ 
architecture & urban

Planning Projects in 
Transition
Interventions, Regulations 
and Investments
Edited by Federico Savini, 
Willem Salet. Planning Projects 
in Transition offers a legal and 
financial roadmap for urban 
planners and researchers taking 
on modern urban development. 
through in-depth case studies, the 
book addresses the key aspects of 
urban transformations. 

Jovis
9783868594157 u.s. $39.95 cdn $50.00   
Flat40 pbk, 6.5 x 9.5 in. / 
248 pgs / 30 color / 50 b&w. 
october/architecture & urban
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Italian Tin Boxes 
1885–1950
Edited by Dario Cimorelli, Michele 
Gabbani, Marco Gusmeroli.

exploring the world of chromo-

lithographed tin boxes—usually 

decorated for advertising pur-

poses—is like taking a journey to 

a different time and place, where 

even simple, everyday objects 

were adorned with endless variety, 

imagination and creativity. Italian 

Tin Boxes: 1885–1950 traces the 

history of this humble, fascinat-

ing object in italy from its origins 

through its heyday, surveying a 

selection of more than 500 boxes 

produced between the late 19th 

century and the early postwar 

period.

the tin box marshaled the talents 

of anonymous designers and il-

lustrators as well as some of the 

greatest poster artists of their 

day, including leonetto cappiello, 

achille mauzan, marcello dudov-

ich, golia and Sepo, all drawing on 

the most diverse sources for inspi-

ration. Italian Tin Boxes offers an 

undiscovered, intimate history of 

graphic design and packaging. 

silvAnA eDiToriAle
9788836635979  
u.s. $65.00  cdn $85.00  
clth, 9.5 x 11 in. / 258 pgs /  
320 color.
September/design

Ico Parisi
Design Catalogue Raisonné 
Edited by Roberta Lietti, Marco 
Romanelli.

this enormous volume provides 

the first exhaustive catalog of the 

furniture and interior accessories 

of domenico “ico” parisi (1916–

86). a key protagonist of postwar 

italian design alongside his friend 

gio ponti, parisi defined himself as 

a renaissance artist interested in all 

forms of expression, and traversed 

the realms of architecture, indus-

trial design, painting and photog-

raphy. parisi’s furniture (realized 

primarily in wood and metal) and 

his interior designs are surveyed 

in their entirety, from his early col-

laborations with cantù artisans in 

the 1940s through to his industrial 

production in the 1960s. images of 

each item—often both archival and 

contemporary photographs—are 

accompanied by a short text expli-

cating its history and production 

run. also included is an extensive 

illustrated chronology of parisi’s 

career.

silvAnA eDiToriAle
9788836635481  
u.s. $90.00  cdn $115.00  
Hbk, 9.5 x 11 in. / 672 pgs /  
120 color / 700 b&w.
September/design

Günter Karl Bose: 
For Musica Viva  
Posters 1997–2017
Text by Anita Kühnel, Werner 
Haftmann, Max Bense.

Since its founding in 1946 by the 

composer Karl amadeus Hart-

mann, bayerischer rundfunk’s 

musica viva in munich has been 

one of the most prominent concert 

series on the international contem-

porary music scene. numerous 

experimental works and perfor-

mances for orchestra and chamber 

music receive their premiere at 

musica viva.

From the start, Hartmann wanted 

to create a forum for the musical 

language of his times, and thus 

sought a design identity that would 

reflect this. graphic designer and 

design scholar günter Karl bose 

has been working for musica viva 

for 20 years; his concert posters 

have had a major influence on the 

look and feel of the series, reflect-

ing his intense visual exploration of 

contemporary music. this volume 

gathers his superb work for mu-

sica viva.

sPeCTor Books
9783959051415  
u.s. $36.00  cdn $47.50  
Hbk, 6.5 x 9.25 in. / 176 pgs /  
120 color / 200 b&w.
September/design

Less Is a Bore: 
Reflections on 
Memphis 
Edited by Julia Höner, Monika 
Schnetkamp. Text by Julia Höner, 
Tido von oppeln, oliver Tepel.

enamored of decorative ornament, 

posing a challenge to modernism’s 

hegemony and drawing inspiration 

from the realm of architecture, the 

provocative designs of the italian 

group memphis (1981–88) caused 

something of a stir. Less Is a Bore: 

Reflections on Memphis contextual-

izes the creative universe of the 

designers around ettore Sottsass 

in relation to works by international 

artists, from memphis’ predeces-

sors to its present-day heirs. mem-

phis’ obsessive enthusiasm for the 

expressive possibilities of surface 

and everyday culture is connected 

to the work of artists such as 

raymond barion, eva berendes, 

barbara Kasten, graham little and 

tobias rehberger. the book out-

lines their shared stylistic history 

in design and art, shaped by the 

phenomena of mass culture and 

fashion. exploring memphis’ place 

in the design, art and pop culture 

of the 20th and 21st centuries, Less 

Is a Bore reveals the importance of 

the group’s playful provocations.

sPeCTor Books
9783959051293  
u.s. $28.00  cdn $37.50  
Hbk, 5.25 x 8 in. / 144 pgs /  
35 color / 35 b&w.
august/design

Imperial Threads: 
Motifs and 
Artisans from 
Turkey, Iran and 
India 
Text by Mounia Chekhab-Abudaya, 
William Greenwood, Leslee 
Michelsen, Julia Tugwell.

Imperial Threads brings a new per-

spective to islamic art by explor-

ing the connection between four 

major dynasties—the ottoman 

(1299–1923), timurid (1370–1507), 

Safavid (1501–1736) and mughal 

(1526–1857) empires—that mark 

the start of the early modern pe-

riod. (due to the development of 

firearms during that period, these 

dynasties are commonly referred 

to as the “gunpowder empires.”) 

Focusing on carpets as the primary 

medium, the volume also features 

manuscripts, metalwork, ceramics 

and more. across a wide range of 

mediums, we find a selection of 

recurring motifs, some of which 

have maintained their original form 

or evolved stylistically to conform 

with cultural and artistic trends. 

these objects are contextualized 

within the politics and artistic pro-

duction of their time. 

silvAnA eDiToriAle
9788836636174  
u.s. $55.00  cdn $70.00  
Hbk, 9.25 x 12 in. / 200 pgs /  
150 color.
September/decorative arts/middle 
eastern art & culture

Mario Bellini: 
Italian Beauty 
Architecture, Design, and 
More
Edited with text by Francesco 
Moschini. Text by Germano Celant, 
Deyan Sudjic, Ermanno Ranzani, 
Marco Sammicheli, Francesco 
Maggiore,Martina Motta, Kenneth 
Frampton, et al.

published to accompany the epon-

ymous retrospective at the milan 

triennial, and spanning almost 

60 years of design, architecture, 

exhibition design and more, this 

volume on the acclaimed italian 

architect mario bellini (born 1935) 

appears exactly 30 years after his 

exhibition at the museum of mod-

ern art in new york. that 1987 ex-

hibition examined his activities as 

a designer; the year proved to be 

a watershed for bellini, who from 

then on devoted himself primarily 

to architecture and urban design. 

Italian Beauty is therefore a tribute 

to the multifaceted achievement 

of a designer who has achieved 

success on both the small scale 

(with objects and furnishings that 

have become icons in homes and 

offices around the world), and 

the large (conference centers, 

trade-fair venues, the department 

of islamic art at the louvre and 

museums from Japan to the uSa, 

germany and australia).

silvAnA eDiToriAle
9788836636006  
u.s. $35.00  cdn $45.00  
pbk, 6.75 x 9.5 in. / 272 pgs /  
145 color / 100 b&w.
September/architecture & urban

Deco Ceramics 
The Style of an Era
Edited with text by Caludia Casali. 
Text by olivia Rucellai, Lorenzo 
Fiorucci.

through ceramic works, as well as 

examples of furniture, glass, metal, 

jewelry, fashion, painting and 

sculpture from europe and amer-

ica, from the years following World 

War 1 to 1929, this volume looks 

at the sumptuous world of art 

deco. italian designers domenico 

rambelli, Francesco nonni, pietro  

melandri, riccardo gatti and 

giovanni guerrini are among its 

protagonists; also represented are 

german ceramics of the Weimar 

republic and works from France 

and belgium.

expanding the context of ce-

ramic production, Deco Ceramics 

includes xilographies by nonni 

and furniture by berdondini and 

golfieri. outstanding works by gio 

ponti and giovanni gariboldi for 

richard ginori, and their work for 

the lenci and rometti companies, 

are also included.

silvAnA eDiToriAle
9788836636075  
u.s. $35.00  cdn $45.00  
pbk, 9 x 11 in. / 160 pgs / 177 color.
September/decorative arts

2017 sPring–suMMer suPPleMenT

Maria Pergay: 
Sketch Book 
Edited by Suzanne Demisch, 
Stephane Danant.

born in 1930, maria pergay is one 

of the most innovative and influ-

ential French furniture designers 

of her time, recognized interna-

tionally as an iconic tastemaker. 

She almost single-handedly trans-

formed stainless steel from an 

industrial material into an elegant 

component of modern design. 

Maria Pergay: Sketch Book features 

never-before-seen drawings real-

ized over the last decade. each 

one conjures the wondrous world 

of diverse references from which 

she draws.over the last 60 years, 

pergay has designed for fashion 

houses including christian dior 

and Jacques Heim, undertaken 

commissions for fashion designer 

pierre cardin, and designed the 

lobby for the World trade center in 

brussels. Her works can be found 

in the permanent collection of the 

metropolitan museum of art, new 

york, and displayed in the homes 

of leading collectors around the 

world.

DeMisCh DAnAnT
9780977329731  
u.s. $45.00  cdn $57.50  
clth, 7 x 9.5 in. / 48 pgs / 11 color / 
26 b&w.
available/design

ALSo AvAiLABLE

modern taste:  
art deco in paris  
1910-1935 
9788470756290 
Hbk, u.s. $80.00   
cdn $95.00  
Fundación Juan march



sPecialty books

Inka & Niclas Lindergard, “XXIX,” 2015. 
From Inka & Niclas Lindergard: The Belt 
of Venus and the Shadow of the Earth, 
published by Kerber. See page 191.
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Tala Madani
Edited by Nicolas Bourriaud. 
Preface by Philippe Saurel. iranian-
american painter tala madani 
(born 1981) draws her imagery 
from online social networks 
and advertising. Her paintings 
consequently seem like excerpts 
from a larger narrative.   

silvAnA eDiToriAle
9788836635788 u.s. $18.00 cdn $23.95   
Flat40 pbk, 5.5 x 8.25 in. / 56 pgs / 
40 color. September/art

Howard Kanovitz: 
Visible Difference
Edited by Beate Reifenscheid. this 
volume offers the first overview 
of american photorealist and pop 
painter Howard Kanovitz (1929–
2009), dubbed by barbara rose 
“the grandfather of photorealism.” 
Kanovitz’s landmark 1966 Jewish 
museum solo exhibition is widely 
deemed to have launched the 
genre. 

silvAnA eDiToriAle
9788836636167 u.s. $35.00 cdn $45.00   
Flat40 pbk, 9.5 x 12 in. / 144 pgs / 
105 color. September/art

Anthony Cragg: 
Works on Paper 
Volume I
introduction by André Buchmann. 
over the past 30 years, tony 
cragg (born 1949) has created an 
impressive oeuvre of drawings 
and prints alongside his major 
sculptural works. this publication, 
the first in a five-volume edition, 
offers a comprehensive exploration 
of his drawings, watercolors, 
gouaches and prints. 

WAlTher könig, köln
9783960981169 u.s. $59.95 cdn $76.50   
Flat40 Hbk, 8.75 x 11.25 in. /  
420 pgs / 478 color. november/art

Richard Aldrich: 
MDD
For his exhibition at the museum 
dhondt-dhaenens, brooklyn-
based artist richard aldrich (born 
1975) presented works spanning 
his career, that taken together 
form a web of references to art 
history, music and autobiography. 
this book includes aldrich’s texts 
written between 2004 and 2013. 

MuseuM DhonDT-DhAenens
9780692860571u.s. $35.00 cdn $45.00   
Flat40 pbk, 8.25 x 11.5 in. /  
108 pgs / 51 color / 18 b&w. 
august/art

Michael Williams: 
Things You Shouldn’t 
Understand
Things You Shouldn’t Understand is 
the newest in a series of drawing 
books by los angeles–based 
painter michael Williams (born 
1978). it employs the motif of 
marker bleeding through a page to 
propel the narrative, each image 
repeating in mirror form and 
interacting with a new one on its 
facing page, as a psychedelic cast 
of creatures twists and turns. 

kArMA, neW York
9781942607632 u.s. $25.00 cdn $32.50   
Flat40 pbk, 8.25 x 11.5 in. / 88 pgs / 
69 color. July/art

Ted Stamm:  
DRM 1980
 a sketchbook facsimile, DRM 
1980 documents the rigorous 
thought process of brooklyn-born 
minimalist painter ted Stamm 
(1944–84) as he explores color 
within a series of 36 studies for a 
single composition. the warmth 
of these intimate works stands 
in contrast to the stately severity 
of his shaped canvasses, though 
lacking none of their masterly 
precision. 

kArMA, neW York
9781942607663 u.s. $20.00 cdn $26.00   
Flat40 Spiral, 7 x 4.75 in. / 50 pgs / 
50 color. June/art

Kiki Kogelnik:  
Inner Life
Text by Jenni Sorkin, Wendy 
vogel. Working in new york and 
vienna, pop artist Kiki Kogelnik 
(1935–97) created colorful 
paintings, sculptures, collages and 
installations, exploring politics, 
the space age and the body. this 
volume focuses on her sculptural 
work and her performances and 
happenings. 

hATJe CAnTZ
9783775743372 u.s.$59.95 cdn $76.50  
Flat40 Hbk, 9.75 x 12 in. / 120 pgs / 
55 color. September/art

Allen Jones: 
Maîtresse
Edited by Thomas Levy. Text by 
Fiona MacCarthy. in 1976, british 
pop artist allen Jones (born 1937) 
created a painting for a film poster 
for barbet Schroeder’s eponymous 
film about a seductive, leather-clad 
dominatrix. in recent years, the 
Maîtresse motif has developed into 
a self-contained group of works—
on canvas, drawings, silkscreens 
and sculptures—gathered in this 
volume. 

kerBer
9783735603296 u.s. $35.00 cdn $45.00   
Flat40 pbk, 8 x 11.75 in. / 80 pgs / 
33 color / 5 b&w. august/art

Bruno Jakob
Edited by ines Goldbach. Text 
by Susanne Bieri, Bruno Botella, 
Chris Bünter, Silvia Buol & Simon 
Baur, Bice Curiger, et al. this is the 
first monograph of the abstract, 
monochromatic paintings and 
drawings of Swiss, new york–
based artist bruno Jakob (born 
1954) from the late 1960s to the 
present day. it includes installation 
views of recent exhibitions and 
a compilation of documentary 
photographs from four decades. 

verlAg für MoDerne kunsT/
eDiTion fink
9783903153189 u.s. $45.00 cdn $57.50   
Flat40 clth, 6.75 x 8.75 in. /  
400 pgs / 95 color. July/art

Ralph Coburn: 
Random Sequence
Text by Colin Lang, Kirsten 
Swenson. Ralph Coburn: 
Random Sequence is published 
to accompany the first national 
exhibition for the artist (born 1923), 
which assembles 36 individual 
color-block canvases in a room-
scale installation. trained initially 
as an architect, coburn was 
steeped in the interwar avant-
gardes, and plays with concepts of 
“random sequence” and “movable 
architecture.” 

The ArTs CluB of ChiCAgo
9781891925474 u.s. $20.00 cdn $26.00   
Flat40 Hbk, 10.25 x 9.25 in. /  
56 pgs / 25 color / 1 b&w. July/art

Joe Goode:  
Paintings 1960–2016
Foreword by Ed Ruscha. Text by 
Kristine McKenna. Afterword by 
Michael Kohn. this substantial 
survey of the spacious abstractions 
of los angeles–based painter Joe 
goode (born 1937) traces the rise 
of his career following his move 
to la in 1959 and reproduces key 
series of works from the past six 
decades. 

kohn gAllerY
9781880086070 u.s. $69.95 cdn $90.00   
Flat40 Hbk, 10 x 10 in. / 220 pgs / 
130 color / 10 b&w. July/art

2017 sPring–suMMer suPPleMenT

Frederic M. Thursz: 
1930–1992
Edited by Marianne Heinz. this 
publication gathers more than 
120 works by american abstract 
painter Frederic matys thursz 
(1930–92), most of which are 
reproduced for the first time, 
alongside a collection of thursz’s 
lectures, interviews and journal 
entries. emphasis is placed on the 
lectures he gave in 1983 at the 
new york Studio School. 

hATJe CAnTZ
9783775741491  u.s. $85.00   
cdn $105.00  Flat40 Hbk, 9.5 x 12.25 
in. / 320 pgs / 100 color. June/art

Sam Falls: Resonance
Text by James Michael Shaeffer. 
Resonance explores Sam Fall’s 
(born 1984) recent project in which 
he hung wind chimes on trees 
in 12 california national parks. 
Falls then made pictures of these 
chimes marked by the elements. 

Mousse PuBlishing
9788867491278 u.s.$28.00 cdn $37.50  
Flat40 pbk, 8.25 x 10.5 in. / 272 pgs 
/ 230 color. august/art

2017 sPring–suMMer suPPleMenT

Daniel Hesidence: 
Summers Gun
1936–1960
Edited by Frances Perkins. 
Contributions by Jason Fox. New 
York Times critic roberta Smith 
once described the act of looking 
at daniel Hesidence’s (born 1975) 
paintings as “at once mysterious, 
in perpetual flux in time and space, 
and yet highly specific.” Summers 
Gun presents the artist’s latest 
large-scale abstract paintings plus 
drawings and installation shots. 

CAnADA
9780692655603 u.s. $40.00 cdn $52.50   
Flat40 clth, 9.75 x 11.75 in. / 140 
pgs / 63 color / 25 b&w. available/art

2017 sPring–suMMer suPPleMenT

Hugo McCloud: 
Painting
Edited by Sean Kelly. Text by isolde 
Brielmaier. brooklyn-based artist 
Hugo mccloud (born 1980) is one 
of the most prolific young talents 
working today. Self-taught with a 
background in industrial design, 
mccloud creates rich, large-scale 
abstract paintings and sculptural 
objects by fusing unconventional 
industrial materials—tar, bitumen, 
aluminum and steel plates—with 
traditional pigment and woodblock 
techniques. 

hATJe CAnTZ
9783775742528 u.s. $45.00 cdn $57.50   
Flat40 Hbk, 8.75 x 10.75 in. /  
96 pgs / 50 color. available/art

2017 sPring–suMMer suPPleMenT

Becky Suss
Text by Kate Kraczon. becky Suss 
(born 1980) presents selections 
from her most recent body of work 
in her first solo museum exhibition. 
meditative, large-scale paintings 
and smaller studies in oil and 
ceramic reimagine the domestic 
spaces of her relatives with a focus 
on her late grandparents’ mid-
century suburban home. echoed in 
these works is the political climate 
of cold-War america. 

insTiTuTe of ConTeMPorArY ArT/
universiTY of PennsYlvAniA
9780884541400  u.s. $25.00 cdn $32.50   
Flat40 Hbk, 6.75 x 9.5 in. / 96 pgs / 
illustrated throughout. available/art
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Cornelia Schleime:  
A Blink of an Eye
Edited with text by Thomas Köhler, 
Stefanie Heckmann. Text by Claus 
Löser, et al. born in east berlin, 
painter cornelia Schleime (born 
1953) was part of a scene that 
formed as a countermovement 
to the official art doctrine of east 
germany, and became known in 
the 1990s for her large-format 
magical realist paintings and 
portraits. this catalog offers an 
overview of her life’s work. 

kerBer
9783735602930 u.s. $45.00 cdn $57.50   
Flat40 pbk, 9.25 x 10.75 in. /  
156 pgs / 124 color / 28 b&w. 
august/art

Friedrich Einhoff: 
Recent Works
Edited by Thomas Levy. Text by 
Claus Mewes. Friedrich einhoff’s 
(born 1936) works on canvas and 
paper captivate with their delicate, 
multilayered surface handling, with 
coal and sand admixed; opaque 
earthy beige and gray tones offer 
a corporeal quality. this catalog 
presents an in-depth look at 
einhoff’s work from the past four 
years. 

kerBer
9783735602961 u.s. $36.00 cdn $47.50   
Flat40 Hbk, 9.25 x 11.75 in. /  
80 pgs / 53 color. august/art

Kinki Texas: Mental 
Shiloh Supper Club
Edited by Holger Meier. Text by 
Detlef Stein. Mental Shiloh Supper 
Club offers insight into the magical 
world of german painter Kinki 
texas (born 1969), whose vibrant, 
lurid works are full of the motifs 
of historical paintings—heroes, 
fortresses, battles—here given 
new, sometimes humorous charge. 
the volume features an interview 
with the artist alongside his most 
recent works. 

kerBer
9783735603395 u.s. $45.00 cdn $57.50   
Flat40 Hbk, 8.25 x 10.25 in. /  
144 pgs / 64 color. august/art

Georg Baselitz / 
Albert Oehlen
Conversation by Albert oehlen, 
Georg Baselitz. published to 
accompany a joint exhibition of 
georg baselitz (born 1938) and 
albert oehlen (born 1954), this 
volume presents the painters’ 
latest series alongside a 
conversation between the artists. 
From baselitz’s neo-expressionism 
to oehlen’s brutalism, the 
publication captures a unique 
visual dialogue. 

verlAg für MoDerne kunsT/
MArPune Wien
9783903131675 u.s. $35.00 cdn $45.00   
Flat40 Hbk, 9.5 x 11.75 in. / 72 pgs /  
20 color. July/art

Sven Kroner
Edited by oliver Zybok. in the 
acrylic paintings of düsseldorf-
based painter Sven Kroner (born 
1973), what the viewer initially 
reads as a pleasant idyll in the 
style of the old masters frequently 
dissolves into an experience 
imbued with irony and unreality. 
this is Kroner’s first monograph. 

hATJe CAnTZ
9783775742948 u.s. $40.00 cdn $52.50   
Flat40 Hbk, 8.75 x 11.5 in. /  
160 pgs / 60 color. July/art

André Butzer:  
Metro Pictures,  
New York 2017
in 2010, andré butzer (born 
1973) began an ongoing series of 
abstractions consisting of single 
vertical and horizontal black bars 
emerging from what were initially 
gray backgrounds, eventually 
becoming vast fields of black with 
thin gaps of white on the right side 
of the canvas.  

verlAg für MoDerne kunsT/
MArPune Wien
9783903153073 u.s. $35.00 cdn $45.00   
Flat40 pbk, 13.5 x 15.75 in. /  
20 pgs / 9 color. July/art

André Butzer:  
Galeria Mário 
Sequeira, Braga
Photography by Marco Mendes. 
german painter andré butzer (born 
1973) combines abstraction and 
figuration to create paintings at 
once sinister and humorous, often 
invoking figures from comics and 
pop culture. this volume offers 
a concentrated overview of his 
works from the years 2004–16. 

verlAg für MoDerne kunsT/
MArPune Wien
9783903153097 u.s. $35.00 cdn $45.00   
Flat40 pbk, 12.5 x 15.75 in. / 8 pgs / 
15 color. July/art

André Butzer: Mier 
Gallery, Los Angeles
andré butzer (born 1973) came to 
international attention more than 
15 years ago for his audaciously 
colored and thickly slathered 
paintings of cartoonish figures. 
this volume is published on the 
occasion of his exhibition at mier 
gallery, los angeles, in which the 
artist presents five new paintings.  

verlAg für MoDerne kunsT/
MArPune Wien
9783903153080 u.s. $35.00 cdn $45.00   
Flat40 pbk, 11.5 x 15.75 in. /  
12 pgs / 5 color. July/art

Mimmo Rotella: 
Selected Early Works
Edited by Antonella Soldaini, 
veronica Locatelli. presenting a 
selection of the décollages (torn 
posters) and retro d’affiches 
(untouched poster versos) of 
nouveau réaliste pioneer mimmo 
rotella (1918–2006) from the late 
‘50s and early ’60s, this book 
situates these works in the artistic 
climate that helped foster them. 

Mousse PuBlishing
9788867492695 u.s. $35.00 cdn $45.00   
Flat40 Hbk, 8.5 x 10.5 in. /  
128 pgs / 70 color / 40 b&w. august/ 
art

2017 sPring–suMMer suPPleMenT

Rinus Van de Velde: 
Works on Paper
introduction by Benno Tempel. 
interview by Laura Stamps. 
belgian rinus van de velde 
(born 1983) presents a constant 
succession of alter egos in life-size 
charcoal drawings explained in 
english-language, block-lettered 
captions. in this volume, van de 
velde tells the story of isaac Weiss, 
the fictive leader of an artists’ 
colony. 

koenig Books
9783960980674 u.s. $55.00 cdn $70.00  
Flat40 Hbk, 10 x 11.5 in. / 160 pgs / 
illustrated throughout. available/art

2017 sPring–suMMer suPPleMenT

Philippe Vandenberg: 
Crossing the Circle 
Foreword by Mary Doyle. Text 
by Jo Applin. considered one 
of belgium’s foremost painters, 
phillippe vandenberg (1952–2009) 
filled hundreds of sketchbooks 
with drawings that explore difficult 
subjects of human suffering and 
cruelty in a style both urgent 
and playful. this volume offers a 
selection of drawings spanning 
1990 until the artist’s death.

Mer PAPer kunsThAlle
9789492321404 u.s. $45.00 cdn $57.50  
Flat40 Flexi, 8 x 11 in. / 136 pgs /  
50 color. available/art

Kerstin Vornmoor: 
Lost Places
Text by Barbara Uppenkamp, 
Melusine Eichhorn, Karin Haenlein, 
Kerstin vornmoor. german artist 
Kerstin vornmoor (born 1970) 
makes works based on drawings 
in various contexts; faces, shapes 
and ornamentation are reproduced 
on fabric panels and large-format 
oil paintings, merging painterly 
and printmaking techniques. Lost 
Places presents vornmoor’s work 
through exhibition and studio 
views.

kerBer
9783735603166 u.s. $35.00 cdn $45.00   
Flat40 Hbk, 9.25 x 11.25 in. /  
80 pgs / 35 color / 1 b&w. august/art

Erwin Gross: 
Paintings 2010–2015
Edited with text by Ludwig 
Seyfarth. Text by Michael 
Hübl, Carolin Meister. german 
painter erwin gross (born 1953) 
approaches diverse art-historical 
references such as german 
romanticism with an almost 
sculptural handling of paint, which 
is more rubbed in than applied 
with a brush. this volume gathers 
gross’ recent works, in which 
landscape and abstraction merge. 

kerBer
9783735603012 u.s. $39.95 cdn $50.00   
Flat40 Hbk, 9.25 x 11.25 in. /  
88 pgs / 39 color / 1 b&w. august/art

Gerwald 
Rockenschaub: 
Re-entry  
(Third Ear Edit)
often grouped with the so-called 
neo-geo artists of the early 
1980s, gerwald rockenschaub 
(born 1952) finds inspiration for 
his frequently three-dimensional, 
brilliantly colorful works in 
modernism, pop, minimalism 
and the techno and electronic 
music scene in which he has 
long dJ’d. this volume tracks the 
development of his style. 

hATJe CAnTZ
9783775743204 u.s. $30.00 cdn $40.00   
Flat40 Hbk, 7 x 9.75 in. / 80 pgs / 
40 color. July/art

Ben Willikens:  
Six Decades
Edited by Siegfried Weishaupt. 
Text by Walter Grasskamp. german 
artist ben Willikens (born 1969) 
is best known for his paintings 
of deserted places in which time 
seems to stand still, though his 
oeuvre—including drawings, 
watercolors, photographs and 
more—is far more extensive. this 
comprehensive survey is the first 
to feature Willikens’ work from the 
past two decades. 

hATJe CAnTZ
9783775742955 u.s. $75.00 cdn $95.00   
Flat40 Hbk, 9.75 x 12.25 in. /  
352 pgs / 252 color. September/art

Andy Denzler: 
Fragmented Identity
Swiss artist andy denzler (born 
1965) creates work that responds 
to traditional portrait and interior 
painting through an expressive 
and multilayered application of 
paint and the subsequent removal 
thereof, shifting the image into 
something surreal and seemingly 
transient. Fragmented Identity 
examines denzler’s works from the 
past seven years. 

DAMiAni
9788862085595 u.s. $55.00 cdn $70.00   
Flat40 Hbk, 11 x 12.75 in. /  
216 pgs / 105 color. october/art
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Peter Kim:  
Visual Mantra
Edited with contributions by Maria 
Giovanna Grosso. Text by Rye Dag 
Holmboe. in the work of Korean 
artist peter Kim (born 1967), the 
repeated line becomes a visual 
mantra. this exhibition catalog 
explores Kim’s drawings, paintings 
and sculptural works, and includes 
an interview, essays and brief 
biography. 

silvAnA eDiToriAle
9788836636082 u.s. $35.00 cdn $45.00   
Flat40 pbk, 9.25 x 12 in. / 120 pgs /  
100 color. September/art/asian art 
& culture

PreviouslY AnnounCeD

Jia Aili:  
Stardust Hermit
Foreword by Fabien Fryns. Text 
by Nicola Foulkes, Philip Tinari. 
Whether reflecting on china’s 
inauguration of the atomic bomb 
or the first satellites launched in 
1970, the oil paintings of chinese 
artist Jia aili (born 1979) address 
the dramatic transformation of 
chinese society over the past 50 
years. this monograph documents 
aili’s exhibitions of the past 
decade. 

hATJe CAnTZ
9783775741255 u.s. $90.00  
cdn $115.00  Flat40 Hbk, 13.5 x 11.5 
in. / 220 pgs / 132 color. august/art/
asian art & culture

Anna Lea Hucht: 
Between Things
Edited by Anna Lea Hucht, 
Christoph Schreier. Preface by 
Stephan Berg. Text by Jens Braun, 
Christoph Schreier, vanessa 
Theodoropoulou. german artist 
anna lea Hucht’s (born 1980) 
drawings and watercolors present 
a world as bizarre as it is magical; 
familiar domestic scenes contain 
phantom like apparitions, while 
her sculpture resembles mutant 
versions of vases and heads. this 
volume surveys her output of the 
last decade. 

verlAg für MoDerne kunsT
9783903131774 u.s. $30.00 cdn $40.00   
Flat40 Hbk, 9 x 11.5 in. / 136 pgs / 
47 color / 44 b&w. July/art

Petrit Halilaj: Space 
Shuttle in the Garden 
Edited with text by Roberta 
Tenconi. Text by Andrea Bagnato, 
Leonardo Bigazzi, Adrian Paci. 
this book analyzes the imaginary 
worlds of Kosovan artist petrit 
Halilaj (born 1986), reproducing 
notes and drawings from 2006–10. 

Mousse PuBlishing
9788867492411 u.s. $30.00 cdn $40.00   
Flat40 Hbk, 6.5 x 9.25 in. / 160 pgs /  
60 color / 30 b&w. august/art

Martin Eder: Those 
Bloody Colours
Foreword by Bettina Ruhrber. Text 
by Leonie Pfennig. the paintings 
of martin eder (born 1968) have 
always been freighted with 
melancholy and symbolism, amid 
overtones of kitsch, eroticism or 
surrealism. in his most recent 
series, women lie, recline and doze 
in polished armor or tattered linen 
fabrics. this catalog examines the 
series in an art-historical context. 

hATJe CAnTZ
9783775743044 u.s. $45.00 cdn $57.50   
Flat40 Hbk, 8 x 12 in. / 104 pgs /  
65 color. September/art

Katrin Günther: 
Climbing to the 
Upper Wild-Goose 
Trail
Text by Heinz Stahlhut, Lucía Rey 
orrego. Climbing to the Upper 
Wild-Goose Trail surveys the ultra-
detailed, fantastical drawings 
of berlin-based artist Katrin 
gunther (born 1970), in which an 
impenetrable tangle of rods, tubes 
and panels spreads out before the 
viewer. 

kerBer
9783735602947 u.s. $35.00 cdn $45.00   
Flat40 Hbk, 9 x 9 in. / 96 pgs /  
44 color. august/art

Niina Lehtonen 
Braun: These  
Foolish Things 
Remind Me of You
Edited by Christina Kral. in her 
latest project, Finnish artist niina 
lehtonen braun (born 1975) 
invited friends and relatives to 
submit beloved objects and then 
created a collage or drawing in 
response to each. These Foolish 
Things Remind Me of You gathers 
the resulting creations into a book 
of memories. 

kerBer
9783735602916 u.s. $35.00 cdn $45.00   
Flat40 pbk, 6.75 x 9.5 in. / 112 pgs / 
94 color. august/art

Zhang Wei
Text by Waling Boers, Colin 
Siyuan Chinnery. Zhang Wei 
(born 1952), a founder member 
of the legendary no name group, 
has long been internationally 
regarded as one of the most 
important chinese painters. this 
volume showcases a series of new 
abstractions and reaches back over 
a long career to paintings on paper 
made in beijing parks in the 1970s. 

holZWArTh PuBliCATions
9783935567923 u.s. $65.00 cdn $85.00   
Flat40 Hbk, 11.75 x 12.5 in. /  
60 pgs / 52 color. July/art/asian art 
& culture

Susanne Kühn: Walks 
and Other Stories
Text by isabel Herda, Charlotte 
Mullins. in her invented, 
contemporary-seeming pictorial 
worlds, german figurative painter 
Susanne Kuhn (born 1969) 
combines the precision of the 
old masters with elements from 
comics and fantasy. this volume 
focuses on Kuhn’s large-format 
drawings. 

kerBer
9783735603463 u.s.$35.00 cdn $45.00  
Flat40 pbk, 8.25 x 11.75 in. /  
96 pgs / 40 color / 8 b&w. august/art

Dénesh Ghyczy: 
Between Lines
Text by Sven Grünwitzky. 
abstraction and representation 
dovetail in the works of berlin-
based painter dénesh ghyczy 
(born 1970); in many, the 
individuals depicted are closing 
their eyes, searching for contact 
with something beyond the 
image. Between Lines presents 
a representative selection of 
ghyczy’s works from the past 17 
years. 

kerBer
9783735603074 u.s. $39.95 cdn $50.00   
Flat40 pbk, 9.5 x 11.75 in. / 96 pgs / 
68 color. august/art

Harding Meyer:  
A Monograph
Edited with text by David 
Galloway. Text by Donald Brackett, 
Philipp Holstein, et al. brazilian 
artist Harding meyer (born 1964) 
creates paintings evocative of 
renaissance portraiture that 
feature models from our fast-
paced, ultra-mediated world. 
meyer makes diverse changes to 
these models using both paint and 
the computer, creating conceptual 
multimedia works that blend old 
and new mediums. 

kerBer
9783735602725 u.s. $55.00 cdn $70.00  
Flat40 Hbk, 9.75 x 13 in. / 256 pgs / 
253 color / 8 b&w. august/art

Paul Pretzer:  
All the Pleasure  
and All the Pain
Edited by Stefanie Feldbusch, Jette 
Rudolph, Andreas Wiesner. Text 
by Joachim Fuhrmann, Natascha 
Driever, Carolin Quermann. 
estonian painter paul pretzer (born 
1981) depicts scenes of fabulous 
creatures engrossed in absurd 
acts and surreal still lifes. All the 
Pleasure and All the Pain is the 
first comprehensive volume on 
pretzer’s work.  

kerBer
9783735603531 u.s. $50.00 cdn $65.00   
Flat40 Hbk, 9.5 x 12 in. / 200 pgs / 
118 color / 10 b&w. august/art

Michael Staniak: 
IMG_
Foreword by Lisa Melandri. Text by 
Alex Bacon, Dave Walsh. interview 
by Jeffrey Uslip. melbourne-
based artist michael Staniak 
(born 1982) creates paintings that 
intentionally confuse the digital 
with the handmade; rugged planes 
of color and texture evoke the 
hyper-saturation of our technology-
centered world. this volume 
includes essays and an interview 
with the artist. 

ConTeMPorArY ArT MuseuM sT. 
louis
9780988997059 u.s. $45.00 cdn $57.50   
Flat40 Hbk, 9.25 x 12.5 in. / 94 pgs /  
41 color. July/art

2017 sPring–suMMer suPPleMenT

Callum Innes:  
I’ll Close My Eyes
Text by Fiona Bradley, Briony Fer, 
Colm Tóibín, et al. Since the 1990s, 
Scottish painter callum innes (born 
1962) has steadily created poetic 
minimalist paintings using different 
color combinations and intensities, 
as well as different materials—
canvas, watercolor paper and 
masonry. Here, photographs of 
installations and details highlight 
the sensual effects of innes’ art. 

hATJe CAnTZ
9783775742450  u.s. $85.00  
cdn $105.00  Flat40 Hbk, 10 x 12 in. / 
304 pgs / 240 color. available/art

2017 sPring–suMMer suPPleMenT

Attila Szücs: Specters 
and Experiments
Edited with text by Sándor 
Hornyik. Text by Jane Neal. 
this richly illustrated volume 
surveys the oeuvre of attila Szücs 
(born 1967), one of Hungary’s 
most important contemporary 
painters. Szücs works with old 
newspaper clippings, postcards, 
photographs and film stills, 
adding new meaning to the 
remnants of collective memory. 
alongside themes and issues 
of memorialization and the 
artist’s early experiences with 
totalitarianism, incursions of 
the uncanny into the everyday 
frequently populate Szücs’ large 
oil paintings: ghostly protagonists, 
strange furniture and ordinary 
objects stand isolated in deserted 
spaces, melancholic in their lack 
of relationship to anything else. 
Szücs’ masterful use of light 
and shadow, in combination 
with unexpectedly harsh colors, 
reinforces the surrealistic 
impression of these scenes, which 
is intensified by the influence of 
eastern and central european 
painting upon his work. dream and 
memory dissolve into each other, 
creating a fascinating state of 
suspension. 

hATJe CAnTZ
9783775742191 u.s. $60.00 cdn $78.00   
Flat40 Hbk, 9.5 x 10.5 in. / 176 pgs /  
132 color. available/art
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Kishio Suga: 
Situations
Edited by vicente Todolí, Yuko 
Hasegawa. Text by Barbara 
Bertozzi, Achille Bonito oliva, 
Yuko Hasegawa, Ashley Rawlings. 
this book surveys the oeuvre of 
mono-ha protagonist Kishio Suga 
(born 1944), documenting over 
20 of his installations from 1969 
to the present. Suga’s humble 
manipulations of wood, stone and 
other organic matter seem to test 
the physics of solid objects. 

Mousse PuBlishing
9788867492497 u.s. $45.00 cdn $57.50   
Flat40 Hbk, 8.5 x 11.5 in. / 304 pgs /  
64 color / 240 b&w. august/art/asian 
art & culture

Urs Fischer:  
Bruno & Yoyo
Text by Joachim Pissarro. Bruno 
& Yoyo documents urs Fischer’s 
(born 1973) eponymous sculpture 
of gallerist and art collector bruno 
bischofberger and his wife yoyo. 
cast in wax with wicks, the 
psychedelically colored life-size 
sculpture functions as a candle 
that melts down over the course of 
the exhibition. 

kiiTo-sAn/viTo sChnABel gAllerY
9780692789131 u.s. $40.00 cdn $52.50   
Flat40 Hbk, 9.75 x 12 in. / 52 pgs /  
16 color / 20 duotone / 2 b&w. 
July/art

Arman: 1955–1974
Edited by Germano Celant. 
edited by germano celant, this 
volume spans the artistic career 
of assemblage artist arman 
(1928–2005) from his first group 
exhibition in France in the 1950s 
to 1974, when the la Jolla 
museum of contemporary art in 
california organized its landmark 
retrospective. 

silvAnA eDiToriAle
9788836636181 u.s. $60.00 cdn $78.00   
Flat40 Flexi, 9.5 x 12 in. / 320 pgs / 
350 color. September/art

Franz West: 
Artistclub
Edited with text by Agnes 
Husslein-Arco, Harald Krejci. 
vienna-based artist Franz West 
(1947–2012) often explored the 
way authorship is attributed to 
artworks through co-authorship 
and collaboration. this volume 
showcases his 2011 piece, 
“extroversion,” in which 43 
different works—by various 
artists—combined to upend West’s 
studio kitchen. 

verlAg für MoDerne kunsT
9783903131897 u.s. $29.95 cdn $37.50   
Flat40 pbk, 8.75 x 11.5 in. / 46 pgs / 
71 color / 6 b&w. July/art

Joachim Bandau: 
Early Sculptures 
1967–1974
Preface by Eva Kraus, Thomas 
Heyden. Text by Thomas Heyden, 
Walter Grasskamp, Astrid Mania. 
in the late ‘60s and early ‘70s, 
german sculptor Joachim bandau 
(born 1936) reappraised the 
human figure with his polyester 
sculptures—always mutilated 
and monstrously mutated. 
Early Sculptures explores these 
impressive caricatures. 

verlAg für MoDerne kunsT
9783903131859 u.s. $30.00 cdn $40.00   
Flat40 pbk, 9.25 x 11.75 in. /  
150 pgs / 53 color / 3 b&w. July/art

Liz Larner
Text by Peter Pakesch. this volume 
presents the recent ceramic work 
of american sculptor liz larner 
(born 1960) in light of the artist’s 
broader conceptual and material 
development. as peter pakesch 
writes in his essay, “ceramic in 
larner’s hands becomes a special 
combination of painting and 
sculpture, embodying the qualities 
of both worlds.” 

holZWArTh PuBliCATions
9783935567916 u.s. $65.00 cdn $85.00   
Flat40 Hbk, 11 x 11.5 in. / 54 pgs / 
51 color / 1 b&w. July/art

Ugo Rondinone: 
Golden Days &  
Silver Nights
Text by Ludovico Pratesi, 
Alessandro Rabottini. this book 
documents two exhibitions by 
ugo rondinone (born 1964) 
in rome, divided between the 
imperial Fora and testaccio. each 
hosted different works, but both 
presentations were inspired by 
rondinone’s characteristic themes 
of existentialism and history. 

Mousse PuBlishing
9788867492664 u.s. $30.00 cdn $40.00  
Flat40 pbk, 9.5 x 12.25 in. / 80 pgs / 
55 color / 1 b&w. august/art

Ugo Rondinone: 
Vocabulary of 
Solitude
Text by Sjarel Ex, Roos van der 
Lint. Vocabulary of Solitude gathers 
new york–based Swiss artist 
ugo rondinone’s (born 1964) 
sculptures inspired by the color 
spectrum: clowns, clocks, candles, 
shoes, windows, lamps and 
rainbows. 

Mousse PuBlishing
9788867492640 u.s. $30.00 cdn $40.00   
Flat40 pbk, 9.5 x 12.25 in. / 80 pgs / 
65 color. august/art

Nina Beier:  
Cash for Gold
Edited by Bettina Steinbrügge, 
Alexander Scrimgeour. Text by 
Karen Archey, Laura McLean-
Ferris, et al. Cash for Gold is the 
most comprehensive monograph 
on the work of danish-born, new 
york–based installation artist nina 
beier (born 1975), whose bizarre 
hybrid amalgamations of found 
and sculptural objects produce, as 
she says, “a complete flattening 
of pictorial and sociopolitical 
hierarchies.” 

Mousse PuBlishing
9788867492589 u.s. $28.00 cdn $37.50  
Flat40 pbk, 6.25 x 9.5 in. / 152 pgs / 
38 color / 18 b&w. august/art

Judith Hopf: Up
Text by Roberto Pinto, Letizia 
Ragaglia. Contributions by 
Sabeth Buchmann. Up presents 
a significant sampling of german 
artist Judith Hopf’s (born 1969) 
work in video, sculpture and 
installation. Hopf—with both 
humor and pensive seriousness—
has consistently addressed 
the paradoxes of high-minded 
attitudes toward art-making 
and the faith in technology, 
professionalism and efficiency. 

Mousse PuBlishing
9788867492558 u.s. $30.00 cdn $40.00   
Flat40 Slip, pbk, 8.25 x 11 in. /  
140 pgs / 32 color. august/art

Steven Claydon
Edited with text by Andrea Bellini. 
Text by Mark Beasley, Michael 
Bracewell, Martin Clark, Michelle 
Cotton. this is the first major 
monograph on the highly allusive 
sculptural installations of british 
artist and musician (former add 
n to (X) member) Steven claydon 
(born 1969), whose colorful works 
reference archaeology, science 
fiction, medieval music and much 
more. 

Mousse PuBlishing
9788867492794 u.s. $40.00 cdn $52.50   
Flat40 Hbk, 7.75 x 10.25 in. / 
262 pgs / illustrated throughout. 
august/art

Paolo Icaro: faredis-
farerifarevedere
Edited with text by Lara Conte. 
Text by Elena volpato. the 
austere, tactile sculpture of paolo 
icaro (born 1936) develops the 
vocabulary of arte povera and ‘60s 
process art. this career survey, 
based on a decade of research, 
reproduces a large body of 
previously unpublished materials, 
plus writings by the artist, a critical 
anthology and bibliographic 
resources. 

Mousse PuBlishing
9788867492473 u.s. $50.00 cdn $65.00   
Flat40 Flexi, 7.5 x 9.75 in. / 512 pgs 
/ 384 color / 128 b&w. august/art

2017 sPring–suMMer suPPleMenT

Imi Knoebel: Reims
Text by Thilo Bock, Horst 
Bredekamp, Georges Didi-
Huberman, et al. damaged by 
german troops during the First 
World War, France’s cathedral of 
reims was presented with three 
new stained glass windows by imi 
Knoebel (born 1940)—a gift from 
germany to France. this volume 
documents the artist’s continued 
work on the cathedral, from the 
production of glass facades to their 
ultimate installation. 

hATJe CAnTZ
9783775742849 u.s. $60.00 cdn $78.00   
Flat40 Hbk, 9.75 x 12 in. / 256 pgs / 
100 color. July/art

2017 sPring–suMMer suPPleMenT

Kounellis
Edited by Hilario Galguera. Text by 
Bruno Corà, Carlos Lozano de la 
Torre, Dulce María Rivas Godoy. 
in spring 2016, greek artist Jannis 
Kounellis (born 1936), cofounder 
of arte povera, designed a new 
work for the halls of monnaie de 
paris. this catalog documents the 
development of his oeuvre on the 
basis of each space in which this 
vibrant art takes shape. 

hATJe CAnTZ
9783775742689  u.s. $95.00  
cdn $120.00  Flat40 Hbk, 14 x 18 in. / 
204 pgs / 104 color. available/art

2017 sPring–suMMer suPPleMenT

Brigitte Kowanz
Edited by Christa Steinle. Text 
by Rainer Fuchs, Cliff Lauson, 
Peter Weibel. austrian brigittie 
Kowanz (born 1957) is one of the 
most prominent artists working in 
the field of light art. this catalog 
presents Kowanz’s installation for 
the austrian pavilion at the 2017 
venice biennale. 

hATJe CAnTZ
9783775742542 u.s. $60.00 cdn $78.00   
Flat40 Hbk, 9 x 11.75 in. / 296 pgs / 
250 color. July/art

2017 sPring–suMMer suPPleMenT

Anthony Caro:  
First Drawings  
Last Sculptures
Foreword by Lucy Mitchell-innes. 
Text by Julius Bryant. Widely 
recognized as one of the most 
significant sculptors of the 20th 
century, anthony caro (1924–
2013) rose to prominence in the 
1960s with imposing painted steel 
sculptures. this catalog features 
work spanning the british artist’s 
six-decade career. 

MiTChell-innes & nAsh
9780988618893 u.s. $40.00 cdn $52.50   
Flat40 pbk, 12 x 9.5 in. / 76 pgs /  
55 color. available/art 
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Alexandra Ranner: 
Karmakollaps
Text by Stephan Berg, Rainer 
Bessling, Nicola Graef, Julia 
Wallner. Working in video 
installation, sculpture and film, 
berlin-based artist alexandra 
ranner (born 1967) explores 
images of intense beauty and 
pain, often depicting the incessant 
transgressions of humanity. this 
volume documents her large-
format pieces, which feel at once 
familiar and completely suspended 
from tangible reality. 

verlAg für MoDerne kunsT
9783903131682 u.s. $45.00 cdn $57.50   
Flat40 Hbk, 8.75 x 11.25 in. /  
208 pgs / 133 color / 2 b&w. July/art

Jürg Stäuble
Edited by Sabine Schaschl. 
Text by Dominique von Burg, 
Beat Wismer, Jürg Stäuble. For 
over 50 years, Swiss artist Jürg 
Stäuble (born 1948) has created 
three-dimensional sculptures 
and installations that arise 
from mathematical ideas and 
constructivist drawings. this 
volume documents his various 
artistic interventions, each of them 
based on systems of order such as 
sequencing, displacement, layering 
and interpenetration. 

hATJe CAnTZ
9783775742993 u.s. $65.00 cdn $85.00   
Flat40 Hbk, 8 x 9.5 in. / 224 pgs / 
128 color. September/art

Oda Jaune:  
White Sculptures
bulgarian artist oda Jaune (born 
1979) is known as a virtuoso 
figurative painter, but has recently 
entered new territory with 
porcelain sculptures—torsos, 
vessels or clasped hands. this 
volume gathers these works. 

hATJe CAnTZ
9783775742979 u.s. $59.95 cdn $78.00   
Flat40 Hbk, 9.25 x 12 in. / 128 pgs / 
50 color. July/art

Martina Funder:  
The World Composed 
in Clay
Text by Rainald Franz, Renée 
Gadsden, Hartwig Knack, Anna 
Lorenz. viennese-born martina 
Funder (born 1953) creates 
expressive clay sculptures, each a 
textured, surprising work that both 
imitates the earth’s organic forms 
and invites us to perceive them 
afresh. With scholarly essays, 
The World Composed in Clay is 
an accessible introduction to the 
ceramicist’s work. 

verlAg für MoDerne kunsT
9783903131651 u.s. $29.95 cdn $37.50   
Flat40 pbk, 6.5 x 8.75 in. / 104 pgs / 
76 color. July/art

Pietro Roccasalva
introduction by Yves Aupetitallot, 
Moritz Wesseler. Text by Christian 
Rattemeyer. interview by Daniel 
Birnbaum. For more than a decade, 
italian artist pietro roccasalva 
(born 1970) has deployed 
painting, drawing, sculpture, 
installation, performance, film and 
photography to create narratives 
that become one conceptual 
universe constituted of references 
to art history, literature and music. 
this book surveys his mythologies. 

Mousse PuBlishing
9788867492565 u.s. $40.00 cdn $52.50   
Flat40 Hbk, 8.75 x 11.25 in. /  
290 pgs / 144 color. august/art

Marlon Wobst:  
Extra
Edited by Anne Schwarz. Text 
by Annika Karpwoski, Anthony 
Byrt. the paintings and sculptures 
of berlin-based marlon Wobst 
(born 1980) celebrate physical 
interaction in all its shyness, 
awkwardness, desire, humor and 
curiosity. Extra presents a group 
of his ceramic sculptures, each an 
abstract encounter between naked 
bodies. 

kerBer
9783735603524 u.s. $49.95 cdn $64.95   
Flat40 Hbk, 9.5 x 11.5 in. / 160 pgs /  
84 color. august/art

2017 sPring–suMMer suPPleMenT

Roberto Cuoghi: 
1996–2016
Edited by Andrea Bellini. Text 
by Andrea Cortellessa, Anthony 
Huberman, Charlotte Laubard, 
Yorgos Tzirtzilakis. Whether 
working in sculpture or video, 
or with brush or pencil, milan-
based artist roberto cuoghi 
(born 1973) explores questions of 
myth, identity and the creation of 
meaning. this is the first catalog to 
provide an overview of his work. 

hATJe CAnTZ
9783775742764  u.s. $85.00  
cdn $105.00  Flat40 clth, 8 x 10.25 in. 
/ 492 pgs / 350 color. available/art

2017 sPring–suMMer suPPleMenT

Fernando 
Casasempere:  
Works 1991–2016
Text by Alun Graves, Clare Lilley, 
Edmund de Waal. best known for 
the sea of 10,000 ceramic daffodils 
that launched him to fame, chilean 
sculptor Fernando casasempere 
(born 1958) employs clay from his 
homeland to create experimental 
pieces that address humanity’s 
treatment of the environment. this 
catalog presents his 25-year body 
of work. 

hATJe CAnTZ
9783775742429 u.s. $60.00 cdn $78.00   
Flat40 Hbk, 9.75 x 11.5 in. /  
386 pgs / 327 color. available/art

2017 sPring–suMMer suPPleMenT

Bosco Sodi:  
Clay Cubes
Text by Dakin Hart, Mark 
Gisbourne. the massive fired-clay 
cube sculptures of mexican artist 
bosco Sodi (born 1970) resemble 
the proportions of the human body 
and at the same time suggest 
an architecture reduced to the 
essential. this richly illustrated 
publication explores the course of 
his experiments. 

hATJe CAnTZ
9783775742771 u.s. $60.00 cdn $78.00   
Flat40 Hbk, 11.5 x 11.5 in. /  
148 pgs / 65 color. available/art

2017 sPring–suMMer suPPleMenT

José Pedro Croft
Edited with text by João 
Pinharanda. Text by Luiz Camillo 
osório, Aurora Garcia. made of 
iron, glass and mirrors, portugese 
sculptor José pedro croft’s (born 
1957) six monumental sculptures 
installed in venice establish a 
visual game with their environs 
and a dialogue with Álvaro Siza, 
portugal’s official representative 
for the 2016 venice biennale for 
architecture. 

hATJe CAnTZ
9783775742887 u.s. $75.00 cdn $95.00   
Flat40 clth, 9.25 x 11.75 in. /  
208 pgs / 100 color. June/art

2017 sPring–suMMer suPPleMenT

Danh Vo: Wād 
al-haŷara
Foreword by Patrick Charpenel. 
Text by Magalí Arriola, virgilio 
Piñera, Mark Godfrey, Patricia 
Falguières, Francesco Pellizzi, 
Tom McDonough. this catalog 
documents danish conceptual 
artist danh vo’s (born 1975) first 
trip to mexico, his country of birth. 
the volume signifies a new chapter 
in the artist’s work––one that 
examines a history of colonialism 
and the consequences of the rise 
and fall of empires. 

WAlTher könig, köln
9786078335145 u.s. $49.95 cdn $64.95   
Flat40 Hbk, 7.5 x 10.75 in. / 232 pgs 
/ 41 color / 27 b&w. available/art

2017 sPring–suMMer suPPleMenT

Alex Da Corte:  
A Man Full of Trouble
philadelphia-based alex da corte’s 
(born 1980) new publication 
takes its name from the pre-
revolutionary tavern that stands 
in the heart of philadelphia’s 
historic district. using the “privy,” 
an archeological pit located near 
the a man Full of trouble tavern, 
as inspiration, da corte presents 
the world within such a portal; a 
place where memories, objects, 
past and present aggregate and 
reconstitute. 

kArMA, neW York
9781942607601 u.s. $40.00 cdn $52.50  
Flat40 pbk, 8.25 x 11 in. / 328 pgs / 
327 color. available/art

2017 sPring–suMMer suPPleMenT

Jonathan Meese:  
Dr. Trans-Form-Erz
Edited with text by David Nolan. 
Text by Pamela Kort. published to 
accompany an exhibition at david 
nolan gallery, Jonathan Meese 
showcases the painting, drawing 
and sculpture of the german artist 
(born 1970). addressing certain 
uneasy aspects of german political 
history, meese’s work adopts 
ideological symbols only to empty 
them of meaning. 

WAlTher könig, köln/DAviD 
nolAn gAllerY
9783960980452 u.s. $40.00 cdn $52.50  
Flat40 pbk, 8 x 10.75 in. / 104 pgs / 
80 color / 2 b&w. available/art

2017 sPring–suMMer suPPleMenT

Kemang Wa Lehulere: 
Bird Song
Artist of the Year 2017
Text by Elvira Dyangani ose, 
victoria Noorthoorn. South african 
artist Kemang Wa lehulere (born 
1984) is one of a new generation 
of South african artists working 
across media to develop new 
narrative modes and forms of 
political action. His work shows 
how racism and injustice are elided 
from history. 

hATJe CAnTZ
9783775742801 u.s. $60.00 cdn $78.00   
Flat40 Hbk, 11 x 11 in. / 152 pgs / 
80 color. June/art

2017 sPring–suMMer suPPleMenT

Bharti Kher: This 
Breathing House
Foreword by Carol Seigel. Text by 
Stephanie Rosenthal. published 
for the 2016 exhibition of the 
same name held at the Freud 
museum, This Breathing House 
offers an intimate view of indian 
artist bharti Kher’s (born 1969) 
multipart installation in Sigmund 
Freud’s final home in london. 
Following a foreword from the 
museum’s director, the essay 
by Stephanie rosenthal, chief 
curator of the Hayward gallery, 
explores Kher’s work, its themes 
and dialogue with its setting. the 
essay unfolds the history-laden 
artworks, among them a tower of 
red glass bangles that evoke the 
sound of women moving through 
a space, life-size casts of Kher‘s 
parents and collages from the 
educational children’s book series 
Dick and Jane. also included are 
quotes from the artist herself, 
as well as Sigmund and anna 
Freud, gaston bachelard, georges 
didi-Huberman and maggie 
nelson, among others. replete 
with installation views and detail 
shots, the publication reads like 
a thoughtful walkthrough of the 
exhibition itself. 

hAuser & WirTh PuBlishers
9783952446157 u.s. $30.00 cdn $40.00  
Flat40 Hbk, 6 x 8.5 in. / 86 pgs /  
43 color. available/art
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Franziska 
Rutishauser:  
Reeling to Real
Preface by Hans-Werner 
Kalkmann. Text by Margit im 
Schlaa, Raimar Stange. in Reeling 
to Real, Swiss artist Franziska 
rutishauser (born 1962) reflects 
on the man-made threat of 
climate change to our world. With 
striking photorealistic oil paintings, 
drawings and lightbox installations, 
she seeks to sensitize viewers 
to the dire situation gripping the 
globe. 

verlAg für MoDerne kunsT
9783903131446 u.s.$35.00 cdn $45.00  
Flat40 Hbk, 8.25 x 11 in. / 124 pgs / 
79 color. July/art

Constantin Jaxy: 
Hovering Screws and 
Sham Blossoms
Text by Alexander L. Heil, Andre 
Dekker, et al. german artist 
constantin Jaxy (born 1957) 
creates drawings, prints, paintings, 
objects, sculptures, room 
constructions, as well as light, 
sound and shadow installations, all 
of which engage with the technical 
and the architectural. His first 
comprehensive monograph, this 
volume presents Jaxy’s 30-year 
oeuvre chronologically.  

kerBer
9783735603272 u.s. $50.00 cdn $65.00  
Flat40 Hbk, 9.25 x 11.5 in. / 176 pgs 
/ 112 color / 37 b&w. august/art

Moris: The Triumph 
of the Rat
Edited with text by Andrea Jahn. 
Text by Ralf Christofori, Francisco 
Hernández. israel meza moreno, 
known as moris (born 1978), 
belongs to a young generation of 
mexican artists who work with 
found objects in mexico city, 
creating sculptures that reflect 
metropolitan violence and the 
struggle to survive. this catalog 
is the first to present the entire 
spectrum of his work. 

kerBer
9783735602893 u.s.$35.00 cdn $45.00  
Flat40 pbk, 9.25 x 11.5 in. / 96 pgs /  
20 color / 11 b&w. august/art/latin 
american & caribbean art & culture

Nina Annabelle 
Märkl: Permeable 
Entities
Edited with text by Florian 
Matzner. Text by Jan-Philipp 
Frühsorge, Florian Matzner, Eva 
Wattolik. in the multilayered 
works of nina annabelle markl 
(born 1979), recurrent motifs 
assume many forms—installation, 
sculpture, drawing. Permeable 
Entities gathers sculptures in which 
humans merge with machines. 

kerBer
9783735602800 u.s. $35.00 cdn $45.00   
Flat40 pbk, 8.25 x 10.75 in. /  
144 pgs / 112 color. august/art

Judith Egger: Matter
Text by Ann Cotten, Lucas 
Gehrmann, Ramuntcho Matta, 
Franz Schneider. munich-based 
artist Judith egger (born 1973) 
explores nature’s uncontrollable 
forces—particularly those 
considered most repugnant or 
threatening—in her performances, 
installations and objects. this 
monograph showcases her work of 
the past seven years, unabashedly 
taking on even the most alarming 
of natural phenomena. 

verlAg für MoDerne kunsT
9783903131705 u.s. $35.00 cdn $45.00   
Flat40 Hbk, 8.25 x 10.5 in. /  
128 pgs / 43 color / 15 b&w. July/art

Max Schaffer:  
Power of Style
Edited with text by Janneke de 
vries. Text by Tobias vogt, Hemma 
Schmutz. the installations and 
sculptures of german artist max 
Schaffer (born 1985) explore the 
institutional realities and laws 
governing the presentation and 
reception of art. Power of Style 
presents a unified body of work 
examining these themes. 

verlAg für MoDerne kunsT
9783903153066 u.s. $30.00 cdn $40.00   
Flat40 pbk, 6.5 x 9.5 in. / 104 pgs / 
44 color. July/art

Herwig Turk: 
Landscape = 
Laboratory
Edited with text by Christine 
Wetzlinger-Grundnig. Text by 
Christian Höller, et al. austrian 
artist Herwig turk (born 1964) 
works in video and installation to 
dissect complex scientific themes, 
examining high-tech laboratory 
culture as well as the landscapes 
ripe for colonial and industrial 
exploitation. this volume presents 
the first comprehensive overview 
of his work.  

verlAg für MoDerne kunsT
9783903131583 u.s. $35.00 cdn $45.00  
Flat40 pbk, 8.25 x 11 in. / 152 pgs / 
73 color / 2 b&w. July/art

Claudia Comte
Edited with text by Fanni Fetzer. 
Text by Chus Martinez, Matthieu 
Poirier, Neville Wakefield. Swiss 
artist claudia comte (born 1983) 
is best known for her site-specific 
installations featuring wooden 
sculptural forms set against 
abstract wall paintings and for her 
installation in palm Springs, ca. 
this volume documents her most 
recent works as well as her first 
retrospective survey, 10 Rooms,  
40 Walls, 1059 m3.  

JrP|ringier
9783037644911 u.s.$55.00 cdn $70.00  
Flat40 pbk, 9.25 x 11.25 in. /  
160 pgs / 140 color. october/art

Carlo Borer: 
Transformers Clouds 
and Spaceships
Text by Peter Lodermeyer, Eduard 
Kaeser, et al. Swiss sculptor carlo 
borer (born 1961) creates objects 
in steel or aluminum, which he 
designs and constructs on a 
3d-cad system. this volume 
gathers his sculptures, statues and 
installations (which he playfully 
calls “transformers,” “clouds” and 
“spaceships”), which appear to 
belong to some future civilization. 

kerBer
9783735603333 u.s. $50.00 cdn $65.00  
Flat40 Hbk, 9.25 x 11.5 in. / 194 pgs 
/ 96 color / 8 b&w. august/art

Bik Van der Pol:  
Were It as If
Edited by Defne Ayas, Samuel 
Saelemakers. Text by Manuel 
Borja-villel, Elizabeth Povinelli, 
Terry Smith, et al. Were It as If is 
an important consideration of the 
history and future of contemporary 
art venues, taking Witte de With 
and its socioeconomic context as 
its departure point. 

WiTTe De WiTh CenTer for 
ConTeMPorArY ArT
9789491435492 u.s. $30.00 cdn $40.00   
Flat40 pbk, 8.5 x 11.75 in. /  
300 pgs / 220 color.  december/art

Maja Bajevic: Power 
Governance Labor
Edited by Raphael Gygax, 
Heike Munder. Text by Barbara 
Biedermann, Manuel Borja-
villel, et al. Since the mid-
1990s, French-bosnian artist 
maja bajevic (born 1967) has 
explored issues of globalization, 
migration, neoliberalism and more 
through photographs, videos and 
performances. this monograph 
offers a comprehensive overview 
on bajevic’s work. 

JrP|ringier
9783037644973 u.s. $49.95 cdn $64.95   
Flat40 Hbk, 6.75 x 9 in. / 200 pgs / 
200 color. august/art

John Bock: 
Wesenspräsenz
Foreword by Thomas Köhler. Text 
by Stefanie Heckmann. german 
sculptor, draftsman, action artist, 
filmmaker and author John bock 
(born 1965) explores themes of 
material corporeality in installations 
and exhibitions. this volume 
explores his oeuvre, which draws 
on processes such as fermentation 
and decay. 

WAlTher könig, köln
9783960980933 u.s. $39.95 cdn $50.00   
Flat40 Flexi, 6.75 x 9 in. / 304 pgs / 
343 color. September/art

Michael Laube:  
Space Reloaded
in the acrylic-glass works of 
berlin artist michael laube (born 
1955), colorful structures interact 
in sequences of stripes or rings. 
Space Reloaded provides insights 
into laube’s work of the last five 
years. 

kerBer
9783735603265 u.s. $45.00 cdn $57.50   
Flat40 Hbk, 9.75 x 12 in. / 140 pgs / 
54 color / 8 b&w. august/art

Claudy Jongstra
Text by Louwrien Wijers, Laura M. 
Richard, Lidewij Edelkoort. dutch 
artist claudy Jongstra (born 1963) 
creates site-specific murals and 
sculptural installations that offer 
visceral landscapes of texture 
and color. this volume explores 
the artist’s distinctive, sustainable 
approach—which involves a 
range of natural materials and 
techniques—and provides an 
overview of her exceptional 
ongoing career. 

nAi010 PuBlishers
9789462083608 u.s. $75.00 cdn $95.00   
Flat40 Hbk, 8 x 10 in. / 344 pgs / 
430 color. november/art

Lawrence Weiner: 
Wherewithal
Edited by Thomas D. Trummer. 
Text by Nazil Gürlek, Rainer 
Metzger. this catalog, designed 
by lawrence Weiner (born 1942), 
surveys his oeuvre while focusing 
on new work created for his 
exhibition at Kunsthaus bregenz. 

kunsThAus BregenZ
9783960980476 u.s. $45.00 cdn $57.50   
Flat40 Hbk, 8.5 x 12 in. / 160 pgs / 
illustrated throughout. august/art

Idris Khan: 
A World Within
Text by idris Khan, Thomas Marks, 
Deborah Robinson, Stephen 
Snoddy. london-born idris Khan 
(born 1978) layers various kinds of 
found imagery—for example, every 
page of the Quran, the scores 
for beethoven’s sonatas or every 
J.m.W. turner postcard from tate 
britain—in a way that condenses 
the colors and shapes so much 
that they become abstract. 

hATJe CAnTZ
9783775743099 u.s. $75.00 cdn $95.00  
 Flat40 Hbk, 9.5 x 11.5 in. /  
304 pgs / 173 color. July/art
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Wade Guyton: 
Zeichnungen von 
Drama und Frühstück 
im Atelier
the latest in the series of american 
post-conceptual artist Wade 
guyton’s (born 1972) Zeichnungen 
artist’s books, this volume depicts 
a collection of book pages printed 
over with photographs, bitmap 
files and screen captures from 
websites piled onto his studio’s 
kitchen floor. 

WAlTher könig, köln
9783960980971 u.s. $39.95 cdn $50.00   
Flat40 Flexi, 7.5 x 10.5 in. /  
130 pgs / 62 color / 1000 b&w. 
July/artists’ books

Yishai Jusidman: 
Prussian Blue  
Text by Norman Bryson, 
Cuauhtémoc Medina. With texts 
by norman bryson, cuauhtémoc 
medina and yishai Jusidman, 
this book is published on the 
occasion of the exhibition of 
yishai Jusidman’s (born 1963) 
Prussian Blue series at the museo 
universitario arte contempor.neo 
(muac) in mexico city and the 
yerba buena center for the arts in 
San Francisco. 

rM
9788416282883 u.s. $50.00 cdn $65.00   
Flat40 Hbk, 8.75 x 10.75 in. /  
96 pgs / 70 color. July/art/latin 
american & caribbean art & culture

Yishai Jusidman: 
Prussian Blue
Text by Norman Bryson, 
Cuauhtémoc Medina. in Prussian 
Blue, mexican artist yishai 
Jusidman (1963) delves into the 
visual memory of the Holocaust 
and the limits of its representation. 
painting photographic images 
of nazi concentration camps, 
Jusidman re-signifies them by 
turning them blue—the same 
shade that stained the walls of gas 
chambers. 

rM/MuAC
9788416282906 u.s. $19.95 cdn $25.95   
Flat40 pbk, 6.5 x 8.75 in. / 160 pgs /  
71 color. July/art/latin american & 
caribbean art & culture

Rose Wylie and 
Fraser Taylor: 
Collisions
Steidl-Werk No. 24
Edited by Alison Harley. Text 
by oona Bosch, Jo Melvin, Jeff 
Gibbons, Liam Scully, Jimmy 
Cosgrove, ian Massey. Steidl-Werk 
no. 24: Collisions explores the 
creative influences and personal 
friendship between artists rose 
Wylie and Fraser taylor, and is 
a mixed-media survey of their 
careers to date. 

sTeiDl
9783958293076 u.s.$30.00 cdn $40.00  
Flat40 Hbk, 9 x 12 in. / 392 pgs / 
183 color. november/art

Eric Baudelaire:  
The Music of Ramón 
Raquello & His 
Orchestra and Other 
Stories
this artist’s book brings together 
research, material fragments, 
chronologies, images and texts 
that have informed the paris-based 
artist eric baudelaire’s (born 1973) 
work process. baudelaire engages 
histories of images, cinema, 
radical militancy and violence by or 
against the state. 

WiTTe De WiTh CenTer for 
ConTeMPorArY ArT/TABAkAlerA
9789491435508 u.s. $20.00 cdn $26.00   
Flat40 pbk, 6.75 x 9.5 in. / 192 pgs / 
140 b&w. July/art

Alex Arteaga: 
Transient Senses
Edited by Ramón Reverté. this 
volume represents the conclusion 
of alex arteaga’s research project 
into mies van der rohe’s german 
pavilion for the 1929 World’s 
Fair in barcelona. it consists of 
a sound installation with video, 
audio and text, exploring concepts 
of interiority and exteriority 
in architecture. documentary 
photographs and essays shed light 
on the project. 

rM/funDACiÓ Mies vAn Der rohe
9788416282678 u.s. $22.50 cdn $29.95   
Flat40 Hbk, 6 x 9.5 in. / 120 pgs / 
26 b&w. July/art

Tarek Atoui: The 
Reverse Sessions/The 
Reverse Collection
Text by vincent Normand, Andre 
vida. interview by Andrea Lissoni, 
Catherine Wood. French sound 
artist and instrument builder 
tarek atoui (born 1980) creates 
sound-generating objects for 
improvisation. this volume 
documents works presented and 
performed at tate modern in 2016. 

Mousse PuBlishing
9788867492596 u.s. $26.00 cdn $34.95   
Flat40 pbk, 8.25 x 11.75 in. /  
80 pgs / 50 color / 10 b&w. august/ 
performing arts

Stephen Cripps: 
Performing Machines
Preface by Roland Wetzel. Text 
by Sandra Beate Reimann, Lisa 
Le Feuvre, Ally Raftery, David 
Toop, Dominic Johnson, Jeni 
Walwin. interview by Paul Burwell. 
british kinetic artist Stephen 
cripps (1952–82) built machines 
and interactive installations and 
staged radical pyrotechnical 
performances. published for an 
exhibition at museum tinguely, 
Performing Machines surveys his 
work. 

verlAg für MoDerne kunsT
9783903131910 u.s. $45.00 cdn $57.50   
Flat40 pbk, 8.75 x 11.75 in. /  
192 pgs / 117 color / 45 b&w. 
July/art

2017 sPring–suMMer suPPleMenT

Wendelien van 
Oldenborgh:  
Cinema Olanda
Edited by Lucy Cotter. Foreword 
by Birgit Donker. Text by Beatriz 
Colomina, et al. Cinema Olanda 
presents the work of artist 
Wendelien van oldenborgh (born 
1962) for the dutch pavilion of the 
2017 venice biennale, featuring 
three new films in a site-specific 
installation. 

hATJe CAnTZ
9783775742818 u.s. $30.00 cdn $40.00   
Flat40 Hbk, 5.50 x 8.25 in. /  
144 pgs / 40 color. July/Film & video

2017 sPring–suMMer suPPleMenT

Joep van Liefland: 
Mastertape
Edited with text by oliver Zybok. 
Text by Joep van Liefland. Joep 
van liefland (born 1966) takes 
us back to the era of the video 
recorder, creating installations, 
sculptures and wall objects 
from the machines of a bygone 
technological world. readers of 
Mastertape are both visitors from 
the future and visitors to a past 
that was once itself science fiction. 

hATJe CAnTZ
9783775742573 u.s. $45.00 cdn $57.50   
Flat40 Hbk, 8.75 x 11.5 in. / 160 pgs 
/ 60 color. available/art

2017 sPring–suMMer suPPleMenT

Simryn Gill: 
Wormholes
Edited by Catherine de Zegher, 
Lucie Chevalier. an artist’s book 
from malaysian multimedia 
artist Simryn gill (born 1959), 
Wormholes features subtle black-
and-white photographs that trace 
the remains of life in a building 
that slowly and gradually turns to 
ruin. textual interventions by the 
artist guide the reader through the 
unsettling atmosphere. 

Mer PAPer kunsThAlle
9789492321374 u.s. $25.00 cdn $32.50   
Flat40 pbk, 7.5 x 9.5 in. / 104 pgs / 
75 b&w. available/art

2017 sPring–suMMer suPPleMenT

Erik van Lieshout: 
The Show Must Ego 
On!
Edited with text by Zoë Gray. 
introduction by Dirk Snauwaert. 
Text by Adrian Searle, et al. dutch 
artist erik van lieshout (born 
1968) first became known in the 
early 2000s for his visceral videos 
shot within installations whose 
rough, bricolaged forms belie their 
sophistication. this monograph 
showcases his provocative work. 

koenig Books
9783960980414 u.s. $39.95 cdn $50.00   
Flat40 pbk, 5.5 x 8.25 in. / 432 pgs / 
illustrated throughout. available/art

2017 sPring–suMMer suPPleMenT

Mark Boulos
Edited by Matthew Schum. Text by 
Sacha Craddock, Gareth Evans, et 
al. over the past decade american-
Swiss filmmaker mark boulos 
(born 1974) has created film-
essays that blend documentary 
cinema with installation. Whether 
set amid traffic in london’s 
financial district, a catholic home 
in damascus or rebel territory in 
the philippines, boulos’ films trace 
the complexities of our era. 

hATJe CAnTZ
9783775742696 u.s. $30.00 cdn $40.00   
Flat40 Hbk, 8 x 11 in. / 160 pgs /  
84 color. July/art

Jan Hoeft: +4812
Text by Kris Dittel, Carla Donauer, 
Ben Kaufmann, Alexander Nowak, 
Aneta Rostkowska, Slawomir 
Shuty, Huib Haye van der Werft. 
+4812 documents Jan Hoeft’s 
(born 1981) public piece in Kraków 
between two football stadiums: a 
football scarf mimicking the design 
of the two hostile clubs was placed 
on the side of a newly installed 
handrail. it was stolen each day 
and replaced immediately, its art 
context always denied. 

verlAg für MoDerne kunsT
9783903131989 u.s. $35.00 cdn $45.00   
Sdnr40 Hbk, 6.75 x 9.75 in. /  
110 pgs / 14 color / 6 b&w. July/ 
artists’ books

Mahmoud Obaidi:  
In Conversation with 
Hans Ulrich Obrist
Edited with text by Hans Ulrich 
obrist. Foreword by Sheikha Al 
Mayassa bint Hamad bin Khalifa 
Al Thani. Preface by Dia al-
Azzawi. the career of iraqi artist 
mahmoud obaidi (born 1966) 
has been marked by conflict and 
exile. Fragments assembles his 
politically charged art alongside 
a conversation with Hans ulrich 
obrist. 

silvAnA eDiToriAle
9788836635122 u.s. $50.00 cdn $65.00   
Flat40 clth, 8.25 x 11.25 in. /  
224 pgs / 180 color. September/art/
middle eastern art & culture

2017 sPring–suMMer suPPleMenT

Michele Abeles: 
Zebra
Edited by Domenick Ammirati. 
interview by isabella Graw. this is 
the first monograph on the work 
of michele abeles (born 1977), 
an artist based in new york who 
works primarily with photographic 
imagery. through numerous color 
images and exhibition views, it 
traces abele’s prolific and diverse 
output over the last seven years. 
an interview with critic isabelle 
graw offers insights into the 
artist’s thinking and methodology. 

sADie Coles hQ/47 CAnAl
9780992655655 u.s. $29.95 cdn $37.50   
Flat40 pbk, 7 x 10 in. / 104 pgs /  
50 color / 12 b&w. available/art
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Alfons Schilling: 
Artist and Visual 
Thinker
Edited by inés Ratz, Peter Coeln, 
Rebekka Reuter, Fabian Knierim 
Preface and text by Peter Weibel. 
Text by Rebekka Reuter, et al. 
Whether in photographs, drawings 
or paintings, the work of Swiss 
artist alfons Schilling (1934–2013) 
critiques perception, focusing on 
the popular fascination with visual 
effects. this publication offers the 
first exhaustive overview of the 
artist. 

verlAg für MoDerne kunsT
9783903153011 u.s.$60.00 cdn $78.00  
Flat40 Hbk, 9.25 x 11.75 in. /  
280 pgs / 128 color / 140 b&w. 
July/art

Antonis Pittas:  
Road to Victory
Edited by Clare Butcher, Kris 
Dittel. Text by Anthea Buys, Clare 
Butcher, Charles Esche, et al. With 
archival matter and sculpture, 
greek-born, amsterdam-based 
artist antonis pittas (born 1973) 
presents a rereading of the work 
of exhibition designer Herbert 
bayer, whose 1942 exhibition Road 
to Victory at moma presented a 
highly aestheticized celebration of 
american involvement in World 
War two.  

Mousse PuBlishing
9788867492572 u.s. $35.00 cdn $45.00  
Flat40 pbk, 7.5 x 9.75 in. / 288 pgs / 
100 color / 90 b&w. august/art

Dan Rees: Road Back 
to Relevance
Text by Dieter Roelstraete, Saim 
Demircan, Ben Gregory. Road 
Back to Relevance  surveys 
the last decade of dan rees’ 
(born 1982) practice, compiling 
paintings, videos, installations and 
photography. throughout these 
varied mediums, rees explores 
a recurring preoccupation: the 
politics of taste. 

Mousse PuBlishing
9788867492176 u.s. $30.00 cdn $40.00   
Flat40 pbk, 8 x 10.25 in. / 144 pgs / 
144 color. august/art

Lizza May David: 
The Canvas and the 
Monkey
Text by oona Lochner, victoria 
Herrera, Anna-Lena Wenzel. 
inspired by her philippine origins, 
multimedia artist lizza may 
david (born 1975) explores topics 
relating to memory, knowledge 
and loss in archives and nature in 
the philippines. The Canvas and 
the Monkey offers insight into her 
painting of the last decade. 

kerBer
9783735603258 u.s. $30.00 cdn $40.00   
Flat40 pbk, 7.75 x 11.75 in. /  
96 pgs / 60 color / 22 b&w. 
august/art/asian art & culture

Hans Op de Beeck: 
The Silent Castle
Edited with text by Fritz 
Emslander. this book presents 
works from the last 12 years by 
belgian artist Hans op de beeck 
(born 1969), most of which are 
drawn from the goetz collection. 
op de beeck produces large 
installations, sculptures, films, 
drawings, paintings, photographs 
and texts that reflect on mortality 
and society. 

verlAg für MoDerne kunsT
9783903153028 u.s. $35.00 cdn $45.00   
Flat40 Hbk, 8.25 x 9.5 in. / 136 pgs /  
80 color. July/art

Jana Sterbak:  
Life-Size
Text by Söke Dinkla, Marietta 
Franke, Michael Krajewski, Lena 
Nievers. the first comprehensive 
retrospective on czech-canadian 
artist Jana Sterbak (born 1955), 
Life-Size documents Sterbak’s 
multifaceted oeuvre of sculpture, 
performance, photography 
and film works. exploring the 
conflicts of the human subject in 
contemporary society, the artist 
unpacks social roles and norms 
with playful subversion. 

verlAg für MoDerne kunsT
9783903153035 u.s. $45.00 cdn $57.50   
Flat40 Hbk, 8.5 x 10.75 in. /  
140 pgs / 60 color. July/art

Peter Jellitsch:  
The Way You Moved 
through Me
Text by Sébastien Pluot, Marlies 
Wirth. interview by Joseph Becker. 
peter Jellitsch (born 1982) explores 
the micro-measurements of 
atmospheric change activated by 
wireless data networks through 
drawings and sculptures. precisely 
measured numerical values take 
on the appearance of abstract 
artistic gesture. 

verlAg für MoDerne kunsT
9783903131736 u.s. $28.00 cdn $37.50   
Flat40 pbk, 8 x 12 in. / 144 pgs /  
77 color / 23 b&w. July/art

Birgit Graschopf:  
Sur Face Depth
Text by Hans-Jürgen Hauptmann, 
Georgia Holz, Elissa Nelson, 
et al. vienna-based artist birgit 
graschopf (born 1978) has been 
in the public eye for over 15 
years with her performances and 
staged photographs in which her 
own body is the raw material. 
in Sur Face Depth, graschopf 
investigates social spaces and 
cultures, combining installation 
and performance. 

verlAg für MoDerne kunsT
9783903131101 u.s. $35.00 cdn $45.00  
Flat40 Hbk, 8.5 x 10.5 in. / 198 pgs 
/ 152 color / 11 b&w. July/art

Cristina Lucas
Spanish artist cristina lucas (born 
1973) combines performance art, 
video, photography, installations, 
sculpture, drawing and painting 
to examine power structures. this 
volume offers an introduction to 
her practice, which reveals the 
contradictions between official 
histories, actual histories and 
collective memory. 

Turner
9788416714483 u.s. $30.00 cdn $40.00   
Flat40 pbk, 9 x 11 in. / 224 pgs / 
130 color. July/art

Inka & Niclas 
Lindergård: The Belt 
of Venus and the 
Shadow of the Earth
Stockholm-based artist duo inka 
(born 1985) and niclas (born 
1984) lindergård appropriate 
photographic imagery from 
everything from search-engine 
results to occultism. this volume 
features their latest series, The Belt 
of Venus and the Shadow of the 
Earth.  

kerBer
9783735603111 u.s. $80.00  
cdn $100.00  Flat40 Hbk, 13.75 x 
11.75 in. / 100 pgs / 60 color /  
24 b&w. august/photography

Santiago Sierra:  
Mea Culpa
Edited by Diego Sileo, Lutz Henke. 
this catalog collects the most 
iconic and representative political 
works of Spanish conceptual artist 
Santiago Sierra (born 1966) from 
the 1990s to the present, with 
documents regarding his many 
performances enacted around the 
world.  

silvAnA eDToriAle
9788836636792 u.s. $45.00 cdn $57.50   
Flat40 Hbk, 9 x 11 in. / 304 pgs / 
220 color. September/art

Oliver Beer
Edited by oona Doyle. Text by 
Ben Eastham, Martin Germann. 
british artist oliver beer (born 
1985) explores the relationship 
between sound and space. this 
volume presents his exhibition at 
galerie thaddeus ropac london, 
featuring his latest sculptural and 
performance work including The 
Resonance Project. 

gAlerie ThADDAeus roPAC
9780995745612 u.s. $40.00 cdn $52.50   
Flat40 Hbk, 8.5 x 11 in. / 96 pgs /  
illustrated throughout. august/art

Erick Meyenberg: 
The Wheel Bears No 
Resemblance to a Leg
Edited by Karen Marta, Gabriela 
Rangel, Lucía Sanromán. Foreword 
by Deborah Cullinan, Susan Segal. 
Text by osvaldo Sánchez, Gabriela 
Rangel, Lucía Sanromán. this book 
documents the work that mexican 
artist erick meyenberg (born 1980) 
produced during a residency at in-
Site/casa gallina in mexico city—a 
participatory piece involving a local 
high-school marching band. 

AMeriCAs soCieTY/YerBA BuenA 
CenTer for The ArTs
9781879128422 u.s. $25.00 cdn $32.50   
Flat40 pbk, 7 x 9.5 in. / 168 pgs / 
115 color / 13 b&w. august/art

Rosa Barba: From 
Source to Poem
Text by Manuel Borja-villel, 
Giuliana Bruno, Joan Jonas, 
Elisabeth Lebovici, Andrea Lissoni, 
Roberta Tenconi. alongside 
reproductions of films, sculptures 
and light works, this volume on 
Sicilian filmmaker rosa barba 
(born 1972) features the new 
35mm film From Source to Poem 
(2016), in which hundreds of 
archival images evolve into a 
collage of america’s cultural 
legacy. 

hATJe CAnTZ
9783775743266 u.s. $60.00 cdn $78.00   
Flat40 Hbk, 7.5 x 9.5 in. / 252 pgs / 
125 color. September/art

Wael Shawky: 
Crusades and  
Other Stories
Edited by Abdellah Karroum, 
Laura Barlow. Text by Boris Groys, 
Carolyn Christov-Bakargiev. 
egyptian artist Wael Shawky (born 
1971) creates videos, drawings 
and performance art that explore 
the construction of history; his 
films reprise well-known (and 
sometimes disputed) tales. 
this catalog gathers his series 
Cabaret Crusades and  Al Araba Al 
Madfuna. 

silvAnA eDiToriAle
9788836632893 u.s. $55.00 cdn $70.00   
Flat40 Hbk, 8.75 x 10.75 in. /  
208 pgs / 200 color. September/art/
middle eastern art & culture

Susan Morris:  
Self Moderation
Text by Briony Fer, Felicity Lunn, 
Sadie Plant. british artist Susan 
morris (born 1962) subverts 
traditional notions of self-
portraiture by replacing external 
appearance with recorded traces 
of everyday activity and automatic 
bodily movement. this volume 
compiles her work: data on 
sleeplessness transcribed into 
abstract screen-prints, inkjet prints 
that chart her biorhythms, and 
more. 

verlAg für MoDerne kunsT
9783903131637 u.s.$29.95 cdn $37.50  
Flat40 pbk, 8.25 x 11.5 in. / 96 pgs / 
40 color / 10 b&w. July/art
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2017 sPring–suMMer suPPleMenT

Armin Mueller-Stahl: 
The Blue Cow
Edited by Frank-Thomas Gaulin. 
german artist, actor and author 
armin mueller-Stahl (born 1930) is 
well known for his roles in movies 
such as Night on Earth, Shine 
and Music Box. The Blue Cow is 
a superbly designed volume of 
watercolors and charcoal-on-paper 
drawings, based on the quirky 
ballad of the same name, proves to 
be a heavily symbolic fable. 

hATJe CAnTZ
9783775742559 u.s. $30.00 cdn $40.00   
Flat40 Hbk, 9.5 x 8 in. / 48 pgs /  
19 color. available/art

2017 sPring–suMMer suPPleMenT

Christina de Middel: 
Cucurrucucú
mexican-based, Spanish-born 
documentary photographer 
christina de middel (born 
1975) offers 200 drawings of 
different archival news magazine 
photographs accompanied by 
lyrics of mexican ranchera songs. 
a pastiche of forms, Cucurrucucú 
invites us to reexamine the 
violence concealed beneath 
accepted codes, whether in 
photojournalism or folk music. 

rM
9788416282654 u.s. $45.00 cdn $57.50   
Flat40 pbk, 6.75 x 9.5 in. / 340 pgs / 
350 color. available/art

2017 sPring–suMMer suPPleMenT

Marc Camille 
Chaimowicz: An 
Autumn Lexicon
Edited by Melissa Blanchflower, 
Melissa Larner, Agnes 
Gryczkowska. Text by Hans 
Ulrich obrist, et al. this artist’s 
book takes the form of a 
French cahier, offering a visual 
index of chaimowicz’s (born 
1947) technical drawings and 
photographs related to various 
recent projects. 

koenig Books
9783960980148 u.s. $40.00 cdn $52.50   
Flat40 pbk, 8.5 x 10.25 in. /  
136 pgs / 74 color / 20 b&w. 
available/art

2017 sPring–suMMer suPPleMenT

Willem de Rooij: Fong 
Leng Sportswear
Edited by Susanne Gaensheimer. 
Text by Stéphanie Moisdon, Philipp 
Ekardt, Manfred Hermes. this 
volume presents the dutch artist 
Willem de rooij’s (born 1969) 
collection of sportswear by dutch 
designer Fong leng. Focusing 
on the seemingly trivial, mass-
produced objects, de rooij creates 
groups of similar labels, colors and 
patterns. 

koenig Books
9783863357245 u.s. $39.95 cdn $50.00   
Flat40 pbk, 8.75 x 11.5 in. /  
144 pgs / 90 color. available/art

Marcus  
Matthias Keupp: 
Corporate Slave
in Corporate Slave, Swiss artist 
marcus matthias Keupp (born 
1977) takes on our work culture in 
his usual satirical way, generating 
tongue-in-cheek warning 
notices and instructions for both 
employees and supervisors. this 
artist’s book takes on the sense 
and senselessness of modern 
work. 

kerBer
9783735603616 u.s. $25.00 cdn $32.50   
Flat40 pbk, 6 x 8.5 in. / 120 pgs /  
46 color / 9 b&w. august/art

Dana Sederowsky: 
Monotony Repetition 
Practice
Text by Sinziana Ravini. Swedish 
artist dana Sederowsky (born 
1975) uses video, performance and 
photography to address the human 
condition in broadly existentialist 
terms. this hand-bound, limited-
edition artist’s book contains a 
handwritten text on repetition and 
language that has been scanned 
and folded into a 35-foot leporello. 

kerBer
9783735602985 u.s. $35.00 cdn $45.00   
Flat40 Special edition, 9.5 x 7.25 in. /  
1 pg. august/art

Jim Dine: My Letter 
to the Troops
a trade edition of a 2016 limited 
edition, this book is Jim dine’s 
(born 1935) confessional address 
to the people he has collaborated 
with, to his friends and family. 
consisting of a long poem and 
18 color linocut portraits of those 
closest to dine, the book explores 
his emotions, thoughts and 
memories. 

sTeiDl
9783958293397 u.s.$40.00 cdn $52.50  
Flat40 Hbk, 9.5 x 12.25 in. /  
56 pgs / 18 color. november/art

Jim Dine: Jewish Fate
Jewish Fate is an evocative 
autobiographical poem by Jim 
dine (born 1935) accompanied 
by 18 lithographs of one of his 
favorite motifs, tools. the poem 
shows dine reminiscing about 
his childhood days spent at his 
grandfather’s hardware store in 
cincinnati. 

sTeiDl
9783958293229 u.s.$40.00 cdn $52.50  
Flat40 clth, 11.75 x 9.25 in. /  
40 pgs / 18 b&w. november/art

Ai Weiwei:  
Artist Book
Idomeni Laundromat
this artist’s book is ai Weiwei’s 
(born 1957) latest project in the 
realm of human rights activism. 
Shot at the idomeni refugee camp 
on the border of greece and the 
former republic of macedonia, 
the series chronicles the migrants’ 
clothes hanging up to dry after 
they were washed, ironed and 
classified by the artist. 

lA fáBriCA
9788416248902 u.s. $65.00 cdn $85.00   
Flat40 pbk, 11.75 x 15.75 in. /  
24 pgs / 21 color. october/art/asian 
art & culture

Critical Writing 
Ensembles
Dhaka Art Summit 2016
Edited by Kaya García-Antón, 
Antonio Cataldo, Diana Campbell 
Betancourt. Text by Anshuman 
Das Gupta, Chus Martínez, Shukla 
Sawant, Filipa Ramos, Yin Ker, 
Belinder Dhanoa, Quinn Latimer, 
Salima Hashmi, et al. this two-
volume set brings together essays, 
presentations, poems and other 
writings from the eponymous four-
day session held during the dhaka 
art Summit in February 2016. 

Mousse PuBlishing
9788867492701 u.s. $28.00 cdn $37.50   
Flat40 pbk, 6 x 8.75 in. / 464 pgs. 
august/nonfiction criticism

Theory of 
MultiDream 
(A Cosmic-Dream 
Investigation by H.P. 
Lovecraft)
By Jean-Philippe Cazier. 
Edited by Daniele Riviere. 
illustrated by Andreas Marchal. 
Translated by Jeffrey Zuckerman. 
Theory of MultiDream, written by 
author and poet Jean-philippe 
cazier (born 1966), is a work of 
fiction loosely inspired by the 
contemporary astrophysicist 
aurelien barrau’s work on 
“multiverses” and by the stories of 
H.p. lovecraft. the book entwines 
astrophysics and fantasy literature 
through fiction, deconstructing 
the frameworks of narration, logic, 
identity, space and time.

the story commences with 
the disappearance of one of 
its characters, developing a 
kaleidoscopic narrative in which 
identities proliferate, when dreams 
become the means for travel 
through space and time and in 
which lovecraft himself seemingly 
becomes one of the characters. 

Theory of MultiDream charts a 
troubling voyage in which science 
and literature converge to create 
a paradoxical universe that is 
nonetheless real—or was it merely 
dreamed? but who said dreams 
weren’t reality?

Dis voir
9782914563857 u.s. $29.00 cdn $37.50  
Flat40 pbk, 8.5 x 11 in. / 128 pgs / 
20 b&w. november/Fiction & poetry

Adelita Husni-Bey: 
White Paper
On Land, Law and the 
Imaginary
Edited by Antonia Alampi, Binna 
Choi, Jens Maier-Rothe, Pablo 
Martínez. Text by Ellen Feiss, 
Ana Mendez de Andes, et al. 
White Paper, a project by new 
york–based italian artist adelita 
Husni-bey (born 1985), chronicles 
the complex dynamics that 
inform the right to housing in 
egypt, the netherlands and Spain 
through diverse methodological 
approaches. 

vAliZ/CAsCo, BeiruT, CA2M
9789492095275 u.s.$19.00 cdn $25.00  
Flat40 pbk, 6.25 x 9.5 in. /  
88 pgs / 20 color / 30 b&w. July/art

Rick Myers:  
A Bullet for Buñuel
Fragments of a Failed Bullet
british-born artist rick myers’ 
(born 1974) A Bullet for Buñuel has 
taken many forms—a video work, 
a multiple, a performative lecture—
all of which are represented in 
this publication. myers’ writing, 
research, correspondence and 
photographs are also included in 
the book, a singular meditation on 
the poetics of failure. 

PriMArY inforMATion
9780991558544 u.s. $18.00 cdn $23.95   
Flat40 pbk, 6 x 9 in. / 112 pgs /  
56 b&w. September/art

Fear Indexing  
the X-Files
By Nora Khan, Steven 
Warwick. 
in this extended illustrated essay, 
artists Steven Warwick and nora 
Khan analyze key episodes of The 
X- Files to address the evolving 
climate of fear during the clinton 
era, which marked the birth of the 
commercial internet and a new era 
of networked communication and 
deregulated neoliberalism. 

PriMArY inforMATion
9780991558568 u.s. $10.00 cdn $12.50  
Flat40 pbk, 5.5 x 8.5 in. / 44 pgs / 
52 color. September/art

Israel Martínez: 
Resounding Roar
Text by Mariana Ampudia, Mónica 
Arreola, verónica Gerber Bicecci, 
et al. part of errant bodies’ 
Doormats series, Resounding Roar 
takes aim at the corruption of 
the mexican government. Sound 
and visual artist israel martinez 
(born 1979) reflects on mexico’s 
regime of narco-politics through 
art, interviews, notes and images 
in this polyphonic work of creative 
resistance. 

errAnT BoDies Press
9780997874419 u.s. $12.00 cdn $15.00   
Flat40 pbk, 4.5 x 7 in. / 120 pgs /  
18 b&w. July/art/latin american & 
caribbean art & culture
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Designing Dreams:  
A Celebration  
of Léon Bakst 
Edited by Célia Bernasconi, John 
E. Bowlt, Nick Mauss. Text by Léon 
Bakst, John E. Bowlt, et al. this 
book pays tribute to the greatest 
set designer of the modern era. 
viewing theater as a total artwork, 
léon bakst (1866–1924) worked 
with artists such as diaghilev, 
nijinsky, cocteau and Stravinsky, 
transforming modern ballet. cover 
available in five different colors.

Mousse PuBlishing
9788867492770 u.s. $55.00 cdn $70.00   
Flat40 pbk, 9.5 x 13 in. / 208 pgs / 
180 color / 20 b&w. august/design

Handicraft 
Traditional Skills in the 
Digital Age
Edited by Christoph Thun-
Hohenstein, Rainald Franz, Tina 
Zickler. interview by Rainald 
Franz, Tina Zickler, Richard 
Sennett. Handicraft highlights 
the handmade as an integral 
component of material culture. it 
traces the history of handicraft, 
explores new developments on the 
interface to digital technologies, 
and presents masterpieces from a 
range of craft disciplines.

verlAg für MoDerne kunsT
9783903131835 u.s. $35.00 cdn $45.00   
Flat40 pbk, 9 x 11.75 in. / 208 pgs / 
247 color. July/design

Colori 
Emotions of Color in Art
Edited with text by Carolyn 
Christov-Bakagiev, Marcella 
Beccaria, Elena volpato, Elif 
Kamisli. Text by Richard E. 
Cytowic, Claire Lehmann, et 
al. inspired by the work of 
anthropologist michael taussig, 
among others, Colori investigates 
the use of color through the 
presentation of over 400 works by 
more than 130 artists from around 
the world, from the late 19th 
century to today.

silvAnA eDiToriAle
9788836636693 u.s. $45.00  cdn $57.50   
Flat40 Hbk, 9.5 x 11 in. / 336 pgs / 
400 color. September/art

Theaterbauhütte: 
The Lodge at 
Gelsenkirchen
Edited with text by Anita Ruhnau. 
the musiktheater in gelsenkirchen 
is a postwar architectural 
masterpiece by architect Werner 
ruhnau. in this volume, anita 
ruhnau offers insight into the 
art scene of the ‘50s and ‘60s 
alongside previously unpublished 
letters and photographs of those 
who made the theater come to life. 

kerBer
9783735603227 u.s. $45.00 cdn $57.50  
Flat40 Hbk, 8.25 x 10.5 in. / 80 pgs 
/ 36 color / 39 b&w. august/art

2017 sPring–suMMer suPPleMenT

Leibniz’s Storehouse
Edited with foreword by Peter 
Weibel. Text by Horst Bredekamp, 
Martin Kemp. in Leibniz’s 
Storehouse, artists renate Heyne 
and Floris neusüss play with the 
idea of what might have happened 
had the philosopher leibniz been 
able to realize his dream of a 
chamber of objects and artifacts. 
their imagined archive features 
photograms from the collections of 
15 museums of nature, antiquity, 
science and art. 

hATJe CAnTZ
9783775742306  u.s. $55.00 cdn $70.00   
Flat40 Hbk, 9 x 11 in. / 232 pgs / 
150 color. June/art

2017 sPring–suMMer suPPleMenT

Symmetries: Three 
Years of Art and 
Poetry at Dominique 
Lévy
Edited by Sylvia Gorelick. Preface 
by vincent Katz. this volume 
gathers poems by edmund 
berrigan, peter cole, brenda 
coultas, erica Hunt, vincent Katz, 
amy King, ange mlinko, anne 
tardos, anne Waldman and Karen 
Weiser, among others. 

DoMiniQue lévY
9781944379131 u.s. $40.00 cdn $52.50   
Flat40 Hbk, 6.75 x 9.25 in. / 232 pgs 
/ 91 color. available/Fiction & poetry

Providence
Fracas Psychédélique en 
Nouvelle-Angleterre
Edited with text by Jonas 
Delaborde. Foreword by Hervé Di 
Rosa. Text by Dan Nadel, François 
Bon. documenting the fertile diy 
scene in turn-of-the-millennium 
providence, this book gathers 
works by melissa brown, brian 
chippendale, Jim drain, c.F., ben 
Jones, marie lorenz and others—
ranging from abstract knitting 
and weaving to pop collages and 
grotesque figurative paintings. 

Musée inTernATionAl Des ArTs 
MoDesTes, sèTe
9782951596696 u.s.$39.95 cdn $50.00  
Flat40 pbk, 7.25 x 10.25 in. / 208 
pgs / illustrated throughout. July/art

Para Fictions
Edited by Natasha Hoare. Text by 
Evan Calder Williams, Jean-Max 
Colard, Deanna Havas, Aaron 
Peck, et al. Para Fictions invited 
eight artists to create work around 
literature—from Samuel beckett 
to virginia Woolf, agatha christie 
to bessie Head. the resulting 
publication includes contributions 
by critics, artists and writers who 
respond to the work of each 
commissioned artist. 

WiTTe De WiTh CenTer for 
ConTeMPorArY ArT
9789491435522 u.s. $27.00 cdn $34.95   
Flat40 pbk, 5 x 9 in. / 112 pgs /  
96 color / 16 b&w. december/art

FarbRaumKörper
Gotthard Graubner, Imi 
Knoebel, Blinky Palermo, 
Reiner Ruthenbeck
Edited with text by ingvild 
Goetz, Karsten Löckemann, Leo 
Lencsés. Text by Andreas Bee, 
Erich Franz, et al. Four legendary 
artists are united for the first time 
in the goetz collection: gotthard 
graubner, imi Knoebel, blinky 
palermo and reiner ruthenbeck. 
each is connected to the 
renowned düsseldorf akademie, 
and each has explored the 
possibilities of abstraction. 

hATJe CAnTZ
9783775743211  u.s. $45.00 cdn $57.50   
Flat40 Hbk, 7 x 9.75 in. / 200 pgs / 
90 color. July/art

Mirror Images
Reflections in Art and 
Medicine
Edited with text by Helen Hirsch, 
Alessandra Pace. Text by Guenda 
Bernegger, vittorio Gallese, et al. 
Mirror Images combines artistic 
works with scientific experiments 
that deal with the way we perceive 
our own bodies in space, featuring 
pieces by vito acconci, John 
baldessari, dan graham, William 
anastasi, annika eriksson, thomas 
Florschuetz and others. 

verlAg für MoDerne kunsT
9783903131880 u.s. $35.00 cdn $45.00   
Flat40 pbk, 7 x 9.5 in. / 144 pgs / 
101 color / 10 b&w. July/art

Wall Drawings 
Icones Urbaines 
Text by Thierry Raspail, Hervé 
Perdriolle, Julien Malland, 
Stéphanie Lemonie, Tristan Manco. 
edited by French street artist 
Julien malland (known as Seth) 
and Hervé perdriolle, a specialist 
in vernacular indian art, this book 
offers a world tour of street art by 
artists entirely outside of any art 
discourse or public profile beyond 
the public evidence of the work 
itself. 

silvAnA eDiToriAle
9788836634262 u.s. $28.00 cdn $37.50   
Flat40 pbk, 8.25 x 10.25 in. /  
160 pgs / 200 color. September/art

Die Augen der Bilder
Portraits from Fragonard to 
Dumas
Text by Markus Stegmann, isabel 
Zürcher. in this book, portraits 
by artists such as Jean-Honoré 
Fragonard, edgar degas and 
pierre-auguste renoir enter 
into dialogue with renowned 
contemporary artists such as 
michaël borremans, marlene 
dumas and luc tuymans, 
comparing epochs and 
conventions of self-portrayal. 

hATJe CAnTZ
9783775743341 u.s. $55.00 cdn $70.00   
Flat40 Hbk, 7.75 x 9 in. / 128 pgs / 
45 color. november/art

Collection Klein
About the Relations with 
People When Affection Is 
Involved
Edited with text by Ulrike Groos. 
Text by Christiane Fricke, Gerrit 
Friese. the Kunstmuseum Stuttgart 
offers the first presentation of the 
collection of peter W. and alison 
Klein, with works by artists such as 
gregory crewdson, tracey moffatt, 
anna oppermann, Sean Scully and 
Jorinde voigt, among others. 

hATJe CAnTZ
9783775743167 u.s. $45.00 cdn $57.50  
Flat40 Hbk, 8 x 10 in. / 156 pgs /  
92 color. September/art

Abstract Painting 
Now! Gerhard 
Richter, Katharina 
Grosse, Sean Scully
Text by Heinrich Klotz, Ulrich 
Loock, Demetrio Paproni, Florian 
Steininger. looking at painters 
who came to prominence in the 
1960s, ‘70s and ‘80s, this book 
shows how abstract painting has 
developed in the wake of postwar 
movements such as art informel. 

WAlTher könig, köln
9783960980926 u.s. $39.95 cdn $50.00   
Flat40 Hbk, 9 x 11 in. / 192 pgs / 
100 color. november/art

Descent 
Contributions by Charlotte 
ickes, Rizvana Bradley, M. 
NourbeSe Philip. Descent 
animates alternative modes of 
inheritance across generations 
of families, artists and artworks: 
used or surplus possessions, 
intergenerational collaborations, 
maternal memories and  
transatlantic journeys. artists 
include virginia overton, lisa 
tan, runo lagomarsino, Karina 
aguilera Skvirsky and matriarch. 

insTiTuTe of ConTeMPorArY 
ArT AT The universiTY of 
PennsYlvAniA
9780884541394 u.s. $25.00 cdn $32.50   
Flat40 pbk, 6.5 x 9.25 in. / 154 pgs / 
40 color. december/art

BACk in PrinT

The Air Is Blue
Edited by Hans Ulrich obrist, 
Pedro Reyes. The Air Is Blue was 
an exhibition orchestrated in luis 
barragán’s house and studio by 
Hans ulrich obrist and pedro 
reyes, featuring Francis alÿs, 
dominique gonzales-Foerster, rem 
Koolhaas, lygia pape, anri Sala, 
ettore Sottsass, rikrit tiravanija 
and niele toroni, among others; 
this volume is a reprint of the 2006 
catalog for that exhibition. 

Mousse PuBlishing
9788867492602 u.s. $28.00 cdn $37.50   
Flat40 pbk, 7.5 x 10.75 in. /  
240 pgs / 16 color / 100 b&w. 
august/art
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Made in Rome
Edited by Manuel Blanco. Made 
in Rome assembles the work of 
artists and researchers in 2015–16, 
sponsored by scholarships from 
the Spanish royal academy 
of rome. the volume marks a 
period of growth for the Spanish 
royal academy, which supports 
the growth of Spanish and latin 
american creative culture. 

lA fáBriCA
9788416248926 u.s. $29.95 cdn $37.50   
Flat40 pbk, 6.75 x 9.25 in. / 199 pgs 
/ 168 color. September/art

Behind the Wall II
Edited with text by Elvia Rosa 
Castro. introduction by Juan 
Delgado Calzadilla. Text by orlando 
Brito Jinorio, iván de la Nuez. 
Behind the Wall documents the 
second iteration of a project at the 
Havana biennial, for which the city 
esplanade was transformed into 
a street museum. it showcases 
works from over 50 artists from 
both cuba and abroad, including 
ernesto garcía Sánchez, José 
rosabal, pablo rosendo and glexis 
novoa. 

lA fáBriCA
9788416248889 u.s. $40.00 cdn $52.50   
Flat40 Hbk, 9 x 11 in. / 232 pgs / 
270 color. october/art/latin ameri-
can & caribbean art & culture

Under 30 XII. Jeune 
Art Suisse
Kiefer Hablitzel Award 2016
Text by Daniel Baumann, Séverine 
Fromaigeat, Meret Kaufmann, 
Eva Kenny, Gioia Dal Molin, Denis 
Pernet. Under 30 presents annual 
award-winning young up-and-
coming Swiss artists. this volume 
presents 2016’s winners: brigham 
baker, lorenzo bernet, chloé 
delarue, Selina grüter & michèle 
graf, marc Hunziker, daniel v. 
Keller, Flora Klein, yoan mudry and 
mathias ringgenberg. 

verlAg für MoDerne kunsT
9783903131750 u.s. $35.00 cdn $45.00   
Flat40 pbk, 6.75 x 9.5 in. / 192 pgs / 
73 color / 2 b&w. July/art

Utopia / Dystopia
A Paradigm Shift in Art and 
Architecture
Edited with text by Pedro 
Gadanho, João Laia, Susana 
ventura. Text by Franco Berardi, 
Rosi Braidotti, et al. this reader 
contains previously unpublished 
essays on the ongoing transition 
from the 500-year-old notion 
of utopia, toward the pervasive 
ubiquity of its opposite: dystopia. 
the authors gathered here were 
asked to discuss this tension. 

Mousse PuBlishing
9788867492800 u.s. $25.00 cdn $32.50   
Flat40 pbk, 6.5 x 10.25 in. /  
260 pgs. august/architecture & 
urban Studies

Ars Electronica 2017
Festival for Art, Technology, 
and Society
ars electronica has been 
accompanying and analyzing 
the digital revolution and its 
manifold implications since 
1979. it has consistently focused 
on processes and trends at the 
interface between art, technology 
and society. this artistic-scientific 
research is presented at the 
annual festival in linz, austria, 
documented in this volume with 
2017’s entries.  

hATJe CAnTZ
9783775743358 u.s.$45.00 cdn $57.50  
Flat40 pbk, 6.5 x 9.75 in. / 320 pgs. 
november/art

Unlimited 
Art Basel 2017
a large, museum-esque exhibition 
within an art fair, Unlimited is a 
special sector of art basel that 
has served to showcase unique 
contemporary works by some 
70 invited artists since 2000. 
this catalog documents 2017’s 
dynamic presentation. 

hATJe CAnTZ
9783775742924 u.s. $85.00  
cdn $105.00   
Flat40 pbk, 6.5 x 8.5 in. / 176 pgs / 
75 color. august/art

EXHIBITION SCHEDULE

basel, Switzerland: art basel, 
06/15/17–06/18/17

CyberArts 2017
International Compendium 
Prix Ars Electronica
announced annually since 
1987, the prix ars electronica is 
considered a trend barometer of 
global media art. With numerous 
images, texts and statements by 
the jury, the book assembles works 
that were awarded prizes in 2017 
in the categories of computer 
animation / Film / vFX, digital 
communities, interactive art and 
u19—create your World. 

hATJe CAnTZ
9783775743365 u.s. $45.00 cdn $57.50   
Flat40 pbk, 6.5 x 9.75 in. / 256 pgs / 
530 color. november/art

Permanent Collection
Issue III
Text by Heidi Zuckerman, Richard 
Tuttle, Agnes Martin, Pier Paolo 
Calzolari, Fischli & Weiss, Dave 
McKenzie. Permanent Collection, 
iii the latest volume in the aspen 
art museum’s new series, focuses 
on the subject of happiness. 
drawing from the museum’s 
38-year history, the publication 
features contributions from Heidi 
Zuckerman, richard tuttle, agnes 
martin and derek Jarman. 

AsPen ArT Press
9780934324793 u.s. $14.00 cdn $17.95   
Flat40 pbk, 8.5 x 11 in. / 70 pgs /  
50 color / 10 b&w. october/art

To the Artists of the 
World
Museo de la Solidaridad 
Salvador Allende, México/
Chile 1971–1977
Text by Jessica Berlanga, Amanda 
de la Garza, et al. this volume 
reflects on the contributions of 
mexican artists to the collection 
of the museo de la Solidaridad 
Salvador allende in Santiago, 
chile, especially in the period 
following the 1973 coup d’état. 

rM/MuAC
9788416282890 u.s. $19.95 cdn $25.95   
Flat40 pbk, 6.5 x 8.75 in. / 240 pgs /  
84 color. July/art/latin american & 
caribbean art & culture

Participation:  
ART for the World 
1995–2016
Edited by Adelina Cüberyan von 
Fürstenberg. Founded in 1995 in 
geneva, on the 50th anniversary 
of the united nations, art for 
the World arranges international 
traveling art exhibitions, 
performances, films and concerts, 
to build cross-cultural relationships 
and promote education. this 
publication documents its 
activities. 

Mousse PuBlishing
9788867492237 u.s. $30.00 cdn $40.00  
Flat40 pbk, 6.5 x 9.25 in. / 256 pgs / 
192 color / 64 b&w. august/art

Meanwhile...
Edited with text by Christiane 
Krejs. Preface by Sissi Makovec. 
Text by Sibylle omlin, et al. 
interview by olivia Jacques with 
Pascale Grau, Sabine Marte, Romy 
Rüegger, Angela Strohberger. 
Meanwhile… asks what happens 
to performance when the 
performative act is over, what 
is enabled or developed in the 
spaces in-between performance. 
With contributions from artists, 
philosophers, writers and others, 
this volume is a cutting-edge 
consideration of performance art. 

verlAg für MoDerne kunsT
9783903131903 u.s. $29.95 cdn $37.50   
Flat40 Hbk, 6 x 8.5 in. / 96 pgs /  
30 color. July/art/performing arts

2017 sPring–suMMer suPPleMenT

The Next 100
Ideas, Views and Visions of 
Tomorrow’s World
Text by Adriano Sack. in The Next 
100, the bmW group invites 
experts from a variety of social 
spheres—scientists, engineers, 
entrepreneurs, journalists and 
artists—to join bmW in reflecting 
on and discussing the future. 

hATJe CAnTZ
9783775742221 u.s. $150.00  
cdn $195.00  Flat40 Hbk, 8.75 
x 12 in. / 592 pgs / 599 color. 
available/design

Foundation Beyeler: 
The Collection
“It Might Turn out Well if 
The Sunshine Lasts”
on the occasion of the beyeler 
Fondation’s 20th anniversary, 
this richly illustrated publication 
gathers quotes, letters, interviews 
and writings from arp, bourgeois, 
cézanne, degas, dubuffet, 
Kandinsky, Klee, malevich, 
matisse, mondrian, monet, 
picasso, rousseau, tillmans, van 
gogh, Wolfson and others. 

hATJe CAnTZ
9783775743334  u.s. $125.00  
cdn $162.50  Flat40 pbk, 9.75 x 12 in. 
/ 304 pgs / 22 color. September/art

Minimal Art
From the Marzona 
Collection
Edited by oona Doyle. Foreword 
by Thaddaeus Ropac. Text by 
Alistair Rider. Focusing on 
american conceptual and minimal 
art in the marzona collection—one 
of the most significant collections 
in the world—Minimal Art presents 
key works from the collection by 
carl andre, dan Flavin, donald 
Judd, Sol leWitt, lee lozano, 
robert ryman, Fred Sandback and 
richard tuttle. 

gAlerie ThADDAeus roPAC
9780995745605 u.s. $45.00 cdn $57.50  
Flat40 Hbk, 8 x 10.25 in. / 96 pgs / 
21 color / 26 b&w. September/art

Touch the Reality
Rethinking Keywords of 
Political Performances
Edited with text by Christiane 
Krejs, Ursula Maria Probst. Preface 
by Karin Zimmer. Text by Holger 
ventura, Gerardo Mosquera. What 
effect can art have in the face 
of current conflict? in Touch the 
Reality, curator and editor ursula 
maria probst examines numerous 
practices of political performance, 
in works by akram al Halabi, 
catrin bolt, tania bruguera, 
carolina Frank, masha dabelka, 
Fidel garcía and others. 

verlAg für MoDerne kunsT
9783903131767 u.s. $29.95 cdn $37.50   
Flat40 Hbk, 6 x 8.5 in. / 128 pgs / 
47 color / 4 b&w. July/art

How to Gather
Acting Relations, Mapping 
Positions
Edited by Defne Ayas, Bart de 
Baere, Marie Egger, Nicolaus 
Schafhausen. Contributions by 
Saskia Sassen, Ackbar Abbas, 
Ceren Cytter, Eyal Weizman, et al. 
the globalized world is both hyper-
connected and ever more rife with 
conflict. How to Gather brings 
together cultural and scientific 
practitioners who reflect on these 
conditions. 

kunsThAlle Wien/M hkA MuseuM 
vAn heDenDAAgse kunsT/WiTTe De 
WiTh CenTer for ConTeMPorArY 
ArT/v-A-C founDATion
9785990625570  u.s. $30.00 cdn $40.00   
Flat40 pbk, 8 x 5.5 in. / 700 pgs / 
314 color. July/art
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Gian Paolo Barbieri: 
Flowers of My Life
Poems by Branislav Jankic. this 
volume recounts renowned italian 
fashion photographer gian paolo 
barbieri’s (born 1938) love affair 
with evar, a young architect 
and model who was killed in a 
motorcycle accident. barbieri’s 
portraits of evar are accompanied 
by poems by branislav Jankic. 

silvAnA eDiToriAle
9788836632909  u.s. $90.00  
cdn $115.00  Flat40 Hbk, 9.5 
x 12 in. / 108 pgs / 130 color. 
July/photography

Tom Wood:  
The DPA Work
Edited with text by Cian Quayle. 
Text by Audrey Linkman, Clare 
Shaw. tom Wood’s (born 1951) 
The DPA Work explores two 
institutions near liverpool: rainhill 
psychiatric Hospital and cammell 
laird shipyard. the two main 
volumes include archive material 
on rainhill and cammell laird, 
while a third book features late 
19th-century photographs of 
patients at rainhill. 

sTeiDl/ universiTY of ChesTer
9783958293472 u.s. $65.00 cdn $85.00   
Flat40 Slip, pbk, 3 vols, 8 x 10 in. 
/ 424 pgs / 202 color / 120 b&w. 
november/photography

Hans Danuser: 
Darkrooms of 
Photography
Text by Stephen Kunz, Urs Stahel, 
Jörg Scheller, Philip Ursprung, et 
al. this book presents an overview 
of the work of Swiss photographer 
Hans danuser (born 1953) over 
the last 35 years and places it in 
wider artistic and social contexts. 
the breakup of power blocs and 
the rise of globalization are among 
the topics of danuser’s often large-
format and site-specific works. 

sTeiDl/BünDner kunsTMuseuM 
Chur
9783958293373 u.s.$65.00 cdn $85.00  
Flat40 clth, 8 x 12.75 in. / 
224 pgs / 35 color / 115 b&w. 
november/photography

Jörg Adolph and 
Gereon Wetzel: How 
to Make a Book with 
Carlos Saura & Steidl
Journey of a Book
Text by Alex Rühle. this 
documentary film shows the 
story of creating carlos Saura’s 
Vanished Spain, a book of Saura’s 
photographs of andalusia and 
central Spain in the late 1950s, 
published by Steidl in 2016.  

sTeiDl
9783958293533u.s.$20.00 cdn $26.00 
Flat40 dvd, 5.5 x 7.5 in.  
november/photography

Liza Ryan:  
The Unreal Real
Edited by Manfred Heiting. Text 
by Hanna Heiting, Sarah Lehrer-
Graiwer, Holly Myers. The Unreal 
Real, american artist liza ryan’s 
(born 1965) fifth publication, 
surveys the last two decades of 
her work. Whether documenting 
her experience in antarctica or 
examining the repercussions of 
loss, ryan’s work captures a sense 
of evanescent transience. 

sTeiDl
9783958293519 u.s.$45.00 cdn $57.50  
Flat40 clth, 11.5 x 9 in. / 200 pgs / 
110 color. november/photography

Diana Michener: 
Being Animal
interview by Jim Dine. Being 
Animal presents diana michener’s 
(born 1940) poignant photographs 
of animals taken in india, paris and 
in various zoos throughout europe 
and the uSa. 

sTeiDl
9783958293267 u.s. $40.00 cdn $52.50  
Flat40 clth, 8 x 12 in. / 96 pgs /  
50 b&w. november/photography

Katja Novitskova: 
Dawn Mission
Edited with text by Bettina 
Steinbrügge. Text by Lucy Chinen, 
Nora N. Khan, venus Lau, et al. 
estonian installation artist Katja 
novitskova (born 1984) adapts 
images from online sources, 
referring to realities that lie beyond 
the capacities of the human eye 
but have long entered our lives 
as visual artifacts. Dawn Mission 
explores how constant mediation 
acquires an ecological dimension. 

Mousse PuBlishing
9788867492282 u.s. $28.00 cdn $37.50  
Flat40 pbk, 7.5 x 10.5 in. / 226 pgs / 
117 color. august/photography

Sofía Ayarzagoitia: 
Every Night Temo ser 
la Dinner
Edited by Gonzalo Golpe. through 
nonlinear micro-narrations, 
mexican photographer Sofía 
ayarzagoitia (born 1987) composes 
a series of experiences—in the 
shape of a performance—which 
she then captures with her 
camera. this series documents 
ayarzagoitia’s encounters with 11 
men of various backgrounds. 

lA fáBriCA
9788416248766 u.s. $49.95 cdn $64.95  
Flat40 Hbk, 6.25 x 11 in. / 160 pgs / 
140 color. october/photography/latin 
american & caribbean art & culture

Maurizio Galimberti: 
Atelier Paris
Edited by Federico Mininni. 
Foreword by Elliot Bernerd. Text 
by Maurizio Rebuzzini. this book 
covers 20 years of italian celebrity 
portrait photographer maurizio 
galimberti’s (born 1956) work. 
galimberti is renowned for his 
mosaic style of portraiture, in 
which the subject’s image is built 
up through numerous polaroids of 
individual features. 

silvAnA eDiToriAle
9788836635849 u.s. $60.00 cdn $78.00  
Flat40 Hbk, 12 x 15 in. / 282 pgs / 
300 color. September/photography

Sissa Micheli:  
On the Process of 
Shaping an Idea  
into Form through 
Mental Modelling
Text by Sissa Micheli. in this 
artist’s book from vienna-based 
artist Sissa micheli (born 1975), 
items of clothing are thrown into 
view in the former textile district 
of east london as the camera 
captures their brief flight. 

kerBer
9783735603470 u.s. $20.00 cdn $26.00   
Flat40 pbk, 4.75 x 7.25 in. / 104 pgs 
/ 44 color. august/photography

Paolo Monti: 
Photographs  
1935–1982
Edited by Pierangelo Cavanna, 
Silvia Paoli. paolo monti (1908–82) 
was the most important italian 
photographer of his generation. 
alongside his well-known projects 
documenting architecture and 
cities, portraits of artists, and his 
niece, this book critically presents 
many previously unpublished 
materials for the first time.  

silvAnA eDiToriAle
9788836635870 u.s. $45.00 cdn $57.50  
Flat40 Hbk, 9.5 x 11 in. / 336 pgs / 
250 color. September/photography

Roger Ballen / Hans 
Lemmen: Unleashed
Edited with text by Jan-Philipp 
Fruehsorge. Text by Claude 
d’Anthenaise, Stijn Huijts. 
Unleashed brings together 
two very different artists: 
Johannesburg-based photographer 
roger ballen (born 1950) and 
dutch draftsman Hans lemmen 
(born 1959). their collaboration 
reveals a universe of surreal truths 
born out of a dialogue between 
their respective mediums of 
photography and drawing. 

kerBer
9783735603562 u.s. $45.00 cdn $57.50   
Flat40 pbk, 9.5 x 11.25 in. / 144 pgs 
/ 81 color / 26 b&w. august/art

Antonin Kratochvil: 
Circus Sideshow
Text by Peter volf. created 
in 1973–74 and previously 
unpublished in english in its 
entirety, Circus Sideshow, 
by czech-born american 
photojournalist antonin Kratochvil 
(born 1947), offers an amazing 
pageant of tightrope walkers, 
jugglers, snake women, giants, 
dwarves, contortionists and fire 
eaters at a circus in gibsonton, 
Florida, a small coastal town near 
tampa. the town was then known 
as a winter vacation hotspot for 
circuses, a place to recharge 
before setting out on their spring 
and summer cross-country tours.

visiting the mobile homes, 
caravans and trailers of the 
performers, and walking through 
their narrow alleys and circus 
tents, Kratochvil was able to 
photograph freely and intimately, 
and his black-and-white 
photographs testify to his vision 
of them as people “expelled from 
society, but [who] were able to 
maintain their dignity.” in 1974 he 
sent his photographs to the new 
york editorial office of American 
Photo, which the magazine’s art 
director, Jean-Jacques naudet, 
printed as a ten-page report. Circus 
Sideshow documents an amazing 
lost american subculture. 

kAnT
9788074372087 u.s. $40.00 cdn $52.50   
Flat40 Hbk, 9.25 x 8.5 in. / 84 pgs / 
54 duotone. november/photography

Pío Cabanillas: 
Gaia 
Text by Walt Whitman, Alexander 
von Humboldt. From argentina 
to vietnam, greenland to Kenya, 
mount everest to the grand 
canyon, the dead Sea in Jordan 
to the valley of the baltoro glacier 
in pakistan, Gaia is a collection 
of images of the most beautiful 
and startling natural landscapes 
in the world. in the words of its 
author, Spanish photographer pio 
cabanillas (born 1958), “nature 
is something so vast and so 
hypnotizing, that either you find 
yourself or you fade away right 
there. great landscapes make you 
feel tiny and at the same time, 
part of something immense.” Gaia 
perfectly conveys that hypnosis—
that sometimes disquieting 
impression—we feel before 
the world’s natural wonders. 
a spectacular large-format 
publication, Gaia is a must-have 
for photography enthusiasts and 
nature and travel lovers alike.

lA fáBriCA
9788416248827 u.s.$55.00 cdn $70.00  
Flat40 Hbk, 9.5 x 12.5 in. / 256 pgs /  
120 color. october/photography/
nature
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Stefan Koppelkamm: 
Palermo
Lavori in Corso
german photographer Stefan 
Koppelkamm (born 1952) 
documents his personal palermo—
not the gothic and baroque 
façades of churches and palaces 
but views of a medieval city center 
and a modern periphery, with 
gas stations, market stalls and 
construction sites. 

hATJe CAnTZ
9783775743177 u.s. $45.00 cdn $57.50   
Flat40 Hbk, 12 x 9 in. / 128 pgs /  
75 color. november/photography

David Lurie: 
Undercity
The Other Cape Town
South african photographer david 
lurie (born 1951) set out on a 
search for the “other” cape town. 
His series Morning after Dark deals 
with the infrastructure of public 
and private places and its influence 
on the city’s residents; the second 
series, Writing the City, pursues 
the city’s surfaces: billboards, 
street signs and graffiti. 

hATJe CAnTZ
9783775743273 u.s. $75.00 cdn $95.00   
Flat40 Hbk, 9 x 13 in. / 128 pgs /  
65 color. november/photography

Katja Stuke/Oliver 
Sieber: You and Me
A Project between Bosnia, 
Germany and the US
You and Me follows the story of a 
bosnian-born refugee who lived 
in düsseldorf in the 1990s before 
moving to the uS. the photobook 
sets up links between bosnia, 
germany and the uS, while also 
providing a contextual frame for 
the artists and their relationship to 
the past.  

sPeCTor Books
9783959051316 u.s. $45.00 cdn $57.50   
Flat40 pbk, 9.25 x 11.75 in. / 
458 pgs / 235 color / 115 b&w. 
September/photography

Jens Klein: Sunset
Jens Klein’s (born 1970) Sunset 
depicts the places where people 
tried to escape across the east/
West german border. the pictures, 
culled from the archives of the 
Stasi records agency, were taken 
by the secret police, the police and 
border troops from 1961 to 1989. 

sPeCTor Books
9783959051279 u.s. $32.00 cdn $42.50   
Flat40 pbk, 8.25 x 11 in. / 128 pgs / 
90 b&w. September/photography

Raoul Ries: Thirty-six 
Views of Mount Fuji
inspired by Hokusai’s 36 
woodcut prints of mount Fuji, 
luxembourgian landscape 
photographer raoul ries 
circumnavigated Fuji with his 
camera, creating Thirty-six Views of 
Mount Fuji. ries’ photographs feel 
like images of a floating world, in 
flux in space and time. 

hATJe CAnTZ
9783775743082 u.s.$59.95 cdn $76.50  
Flat40 Hbk, 11.25 x 9.5 in. / 80 pgs /  
37 color. august/photography

Claudia Andujar: 
Tomorrow Must Not 
Be Like Yesterday
Edited by Susanne Gaensheimer. 
Text by Carolin Köchling. Since 
the ‘70s, claudia andujar 
(born 1931) has worked as 
both activist and documentary 
photographer to preserve a record 
of the yanomami, brazil’s largest 
indigenous people. this volume 
gathers her portraiture. 

kerBer
9783735603289 u.s. $35.00 cdn $45.00   
Flat40 pbk, 8.25 x 10.75 in. /  
112 pgs / 32 color / 98 b&w. 
august/photography/latin american/  
& caribbean art & culture

Alessandro Cosmelli 
and Gaia Light: 
Havana Buzz
Text by Abel Fernández-Larrea. 
the fourth chapter in the buzz 
project series, Havana Buzz is 
devoted to one of the most iconic 
metropolises in the world. casting 
an eye beyond its romantic façade 
to its impoverished population, 
photographers cosmelli and 
light depict the capital in 
this moment of long-awaited 
historical transition. caught in 
fleeting glimpses from its public 
buses, Havana’s features are 
dispassionately laid bare. behind 
the romantic languidness of 
its urban relinquishment, the 
daily struggles for survival of an 
impoverished but resourceful 
population are displayed against 
the backdrop of anachronistic 
propaganda billboards, decrepit 
housing estates, crumbling 
infrastructures and a lush tropical 
nature that reclaims its rule after 
man’s neglect. yet signs of change 
are visible throughout the city and 
the new appears to seep through 
the cracks of the past, creating 
a unique blend of antique and 
nouveau, nostalgia and hope, 
disillusionment and elation. the 
world may soon lose the Havana of 
romantic postcard dreams, but the 
people of Havana may be about to 
experience a new revolution. 

DAMiAni
9788862085601 u.s. $30.00 cdn $40.00  
Flat40 pbk, 4 x 6 in. / 224 pgs /  
150 color. october/photography/latin 
american & caribbean art & culture

Pablo López Luz: 
Frontera
Text by Eduardo Antonio Parra. 
Frontera, by mexican landscape 
photographer pablo lópez luz 
(born 1979), examines the mexico–
uS border—the most transited 
border in the world, now famously 
the site of much political debate—
in aerial photographs from both 
sides. 

rM/ToluCA eDiTions/neWWer
9782952244282 u.s. $38.00 cdn $49.95   
Flat40 Hbk, 8 x 11.75 in. / 82 pgs /  
52 color. July/photography/latin 
american & caribbean art & culture

Vladimir Marcano:  
El Mal
Text by Charlotte Raven. 
barraquitas is a venezuelan fishing 
village on the shores of lake 
maracaibo marked by alarming 
poverty and genetic illness: 
the village is a major focus of 
Huntington’s disease. venezuelan 
documentary photographer 
vladimir marcano (born 1971) 
captures the ravages of this 
neurodegenerative disease in an 
environment of appalling poverty. 

rM
9788416282807 u.s. $45.00 cdn $57.50   
Flat40 pbk, 11 x 11 in. / 120 pgs /  
74 color. July/photography/latin 
american & caribbean art & culture

Stefano Cerio:  
Night Games
Text by Gabriel Bauret, Angela 
Madesani, Nadine Barth 
photographer Stefano cerio (born 
1962) explores amusement parks 
after dark in this latest series; 
employing artificial lighting, he 
achieves almost sculptural qualities 
in his images. the results, in Night 
Games, are uncanny views of 
desolate carnival rides, slides and 
carousels.  

hATJe CAnTZ
9783775743013 u.s. $60.00 cdn $78.00   
Flat40 Hbk, 11 x 9 in. / 128 pgs /  
54 color. July/photography

Peter Piller: Archiv
Erscheinungen
For his new series, german artist 
peter piller (born 1968) spent more 
than three years at freeway rest 
stops, taking pictures of the rears 
of trucks displaying advertisements 
that feature women, from which 
he removed all typography. 

hATJe CAnTZ
9783775743136 u.s. $75.00 cdn $95.00   
Flat40 Hbk, 11.5 x 11.5 in. /  
160 pgs / 80 color. September/ 
photography

Candida Höfer:  
Nach Berlin
Edited with text by Marius Babias. 
introduction by Herbert Burkert. 
this publication documents the 
exhibition Nach Berlin by candida 
Höfer (born 1944) at neuer berliner 
Kunstverein, using the book as a 
site of presentation and display. 
it includes new photographs 
and projections that mark a 
development toward abstraction in 
the artist’s oeuvre. 

WAlTher könig, köln
9783960981008 u.s. $29.95 cdn $37.50   
Flat40 Flexi, 6.5 x 10 in. / 108 pgs / 
184 color. october/photography

2017 sPring–suMMer suPPleMenT

Walter Niedermayr: 
Raumaneignungen–
Lech 2015/2016
Foreword by Gerold Schneider. 
Text by Catherine Grout. over 
a period of two years, austrian 
photographer Walter niedermayr 
(born 1952) took his camera to 
the same locations around the 
mountains of lech am arlberg, 
capturing seasonal changes in 
landscape and atmosphere. the 
resulting series is minimalist 
and vivid, a study in the subtle 
disruptions and shifts of nature. 

hATJe CAnTZ
9783775742665 u.s. $50.00 cdn $60.00   
Flat40 Hbk, 9 x 11 in. / 144 pgs / 
100 color. available/photography

Jens Uwe Parkitny:  
Marked for Life 
Myanmar’s Chin Women 
and their Facial Tattoos
Edited with text by Jens Uwe 
Parkitny. Text by Franz Xaver 
Augustin, Lisa Crosswhite,  
Nathalie Johnston, Lars Krutak, 
Jan Philipp Sendker. Marked for 
Life documents the vanishing 
tradition and the unique beauty of 
facial tattooing among the women 
of the various chin ethnic groups 
in myanmar (burma). though 
a centuries-old tradition, this 
tattooing practice has never been 
the subject of any anthropological 
research. until the last century, 
the practice of facial tattooing 
among the so-called “hill tribes” 
of the asian pacific region was 
still fairly widespread; today it 
only survives in remote regions 
of the country. even today, as 
myanmar slowly opens up to the 
outside world through recent 
shifts in its political constitution, 
it is still considered among the 
least-known countries on earth 
because of the inaccessibility 
of many of its remoter regions. 
Jens uwe parkitny’s photographs 
provide a unique glimpse into an 
extraordinary culture that is quickly 
vanishing.

kerBer
9783735603555 u.s. $55.00 cdn $70.00   
Flat40 Hbk, 12 x 12 in. / 148 pgs /  
104 color / 16 b&w. august/ 
photography/asian art & culture
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Gabriela Torres Ruiz: 
Silence
Text by Timothy Persons. in 
her Silence series, mexican 
photographer and architect 
gabriela torres ruiz (born 1970) 
juxtaposes landscape motifs and 
interiors in diptychs and triptychs. 
the decay of buildings alongside 
enchanted alpine and forest 
landscapes evoke the interplay 
between architecture and nature. 

hATJe CAnTZ
9783775743181 u.s. $55.00 cdn $70.00   
Flat40 Hbk, 9 x 11.5 in. / 112 pgs /  
90 color. december/photography/
latin american & caribbean art & 
culture

August Eriksson:  
The Walk
Text by Mårten Snickare. in The 
Walk, Swedish photographer 
august eriksson captures the 
corporeal movement of a walk 
through seriality and repetition. 
Sixty-six images follow one after 
another, all with the same strict 
composition: the path, seen 
from the eye level of the walker, 
disappears into the vanishing point 
of the image. 

kerBer
9783735603104 u.s. $40.00 cdn $52.50   
Flat40 Hbk, 9.75 x 12 in. / 80 pgs / 
66 color. august/photography

Oliver Kröning:  
282 Gymnasts
during the World championship 
of 2015, oliver Kröning 
photographed 282 gymnasts 
from 58 countries outside of their 
usual surroundings, in front of a 
stylized background. the gymnasts 
are also depicted during their 
workouts, highlighting the training, 
dedication and strength of each 
athlete. 

kerBer
9783735603043 u.s. $45.00 cdn $57.50   
Flat40 clth, 9.25 x 11.75 in. /  
176 pgs / 117 color. august/ 
photography

Elisa González 
Miralles: Wannabe
in Wannabe, Spanish 
photographer elisa gonzalez 
miralles (born 1972) points her lens 
at the fetishized doll-like female 
so pervasive in Japanese culture. 
exploring the interplay between 
objectification and performativity, 
she questions societal standards of 
self-projection—both in Japan and 
elsewhere. 

lA fáBriCA
9788416248858 u.s. $49.95 cdn $64.95  
Flat40 pbk, 7.5 x 11 in. / 64 pgs /  
64 color. october/photography

Dirk Braeckman
Edited with text by Eva 
Wittocx. Text by Douglas Fogle, 
Hubertus von Amelunxen. 
belgian photographer dirk 
braeckman (born 1958) brings 
stillness to today’s steady tide of 
images; working with analogue 
photography, he explores the 
boundaries of his medium, 
choosing recognizable subjects 
while flirting with abstraction. this 
monograph captures the special 
charge of braeckman’s work. 

koenig Books
9783960981152 u.s. $50.00 cdn $65.00  
Flat40 Flexi, 8.25 x 10 in. / 200 pgs / 
120 color. october/photography

Hans-Olav Forsang: 
Human Tonic
Edited by Henrik Haugan. Text by 
Jonas Forsang, Hans-olav Forsang. 
norwegian photographer Hans-
olav Forsang (born 1955) takes a 
theatrical approach to traditional 
documentary photography, 
creating staged pictures as well 
as those of actual events. Human 
Tonic highlights the relationship 
between the quotidian and larger 
existential questions through 
imagery that moves from the 
actual to the fantastical. 

kerBer
9783735601629 u.s. $55.00 cdn $70.00   
Flat40 Hbk, 9.5 x 11.75 in. /  
136 pgs / 16 color / 51 b&w. august/ 
photography

neW reviseD eDiTion

Pierre Gonnord: 
PHotoBolsillo
Edited by Chema Conesa. Text 
by Lorena Martínez del Corral. 
pierre gonnord (born 1963) 
has photographed prisoners, 
monks, geishas, urban gangs, the 
mentally ill and ethnic minorities, 
always seeking to capture human 
essence in elegant portraiture. 
this volume compiles some of the 
most captivating portraits by the 
photographer in a revised edition 
featuring new photographs. 

lA fáBriCA
9788416248971 u.s. $19.95 cdn $25.95   
Flat40 pbk, 5 x 7 in. / 96 pgs /  
63 color. october/photography

Joan Fontcuberta: 
PHotoBolsillo
Edited by Chema Conesa. Text 
by Sema D’Acosta. the aim of 
Spanish photographer Joan 
Fontcuberta (born 1955) has 
always been to destabilize the 
veracity attributed to photography, 
whether through image or story 
manipulation. this third edition 
of a PHotoBolsillo classic offers 
a tour across the oeuvre of a 
true innovator in contemporary 
photography. 

lA fáBriCA
9788416248988 u.s. $19.95 cdn $25.95  
Flat40 pbk, 5 x 7 in. / 96 pgs /  
69 color. october/photography

neW reviseD eDiTion

Xavier Miserachs: 
PHotoBolsillo
Edited by Chema Conesa. Text by 
oriol Maspons. this new revised 
edition of Xavier Miserachs: 
PHotoBolsillo compiles various 
series by the acclaimed catalan 
photographer (1937–1998). From 
his famous depiction of barcelona 
in the ‘60s to the images of 
andalusian bullfighters and easter 
processions, the volume offers a 
glimpse of miserachs’ Spain.  

lA fáBriCA
9788416248964 u.s. $19.95 cdn $25.95   
Flat40 pbk, 5 x 7 in. / 96 pgs /  
61 b&w. october/photography

Eduardo Momeñe: 
PHotoBolsillo
Edited by Chema Conesa. Text 
by Alfonso Armada. basque 
photographer eduardo momeñe 
(born 1952) masterfully combines 
classicism and modernity in 
his black-and-white portraits, 
treating his subjects as actors in 
a photographic construction. this 
volume chronicles the work of the 
well-known photographer, whose 
photos have appeared in Vogue, 
Marie Claire and Elle. 

lA fáBriCA
9788416248957 u.s. $19.95 cdn $25.95   
Flat40 pbk, 5 x 7 in. / 96 pgs /  
73 b&w. october/photography

Nives Widauer: 
Special Cases
nives Widauer (born 1965) works 
in photography, film, painting, 
sculpture and installation.
during the lucerne Festival in 
2011, she photographed the 
instrument cases and possessions 
of the musicians of the vienna 
philharmonic.  

hATJe CAnTZ
9783775743020 u.s.$75.00 cdn $95.00  
Flat40 Hbk, 9.75 x 12.25 in. /  
304 pgs / 160 color. July/ 
photography/music

 

2017 sPring–suMMer suPPleMenT

Arne Reimer:  
Long Play
Text by Ulf Erdmann Ziegler. For 
more than a decade, photographer 
arne reimer visited record stores 
and collectors in europe and the 
uS, creating portraits and interior 
photos that capture the era of the 
vinyl record. Long Play compiles 
reimer’s look back to an analog 
age, documenting the evolution of 
a medium. 

koenig Books
9783960980377u.s.$55.00 cdn $70.00  
Flat40 pbk, 9.5 x 11.75 in. / 
156 pgs / illustrated throughout. 
available/photography

2017 sPring–suMMer suPPleMenT

Robin de Puy:  
If This Is True  
I’ll Never Have to 
Leave Home Again
Afterword by Wim van Sinderen. 
young dutch portrait photographer 
robin de puy’s (born 1986) 
first monograph documents 
her 8,000-mile solo journey 
through the united States on a 
Harley davidson and those she 
encountered along the way. 

luDion
9789491819551 u.s. $45.00 cdn $57.50  
Flat40 pbk, 10 x 13 in. / 246 pgs /  
20 color / 134 b&w. available/ 
photography

2017 sPring–suMMer suPPleMenT

Achim Lippoth: 
Storytelling
german photographer achim 
lippoth (born 1968) has long 
focused his work on childhood 
in all its emotional frankness; his 
candid portraits feature children as 
the protagonists while adults take 
on the role of extras. Storytelling 
presents a comprehensive 
overview of lippoth’s career. 

hATJe CAnTZ
9783775742733 u.s.$59.95 cdn $76.50  
Flat40 Hbk, 9.5 x 10.75 in. /  
208 pgs / 138 color. June/ 
photography

Karoline Hjorth  
and Riitta Ikonen: 
Eyes as Big as Plates
Foreword by Aina Landsverk 
Hagen. Afterword by Hanna 
Johansson. Eyes as Big as Plates 
is an ongoing collaborative 
photography and sculpture project 
by norwegian-Finnish artist duo 
Karoline Hjorth and riitta ikonen 
(both born 1980). initially a play on 
characters from nordic folklore, 
the series has evolved into a 
search for the human connection 
to nature. Hjorth & ikonen work 
together throughout the process 
with their complementary skills 
(Karoline is the photographer in 
the duo, while riitta works mainly 
with the creation of the wearable 
sculptures). Since 2011 the duo 
has collaborated with retired 
farmers, fishermen, zoologists, 
plumbers, opera singers, 
housewives, artists and academics. 
each character inhabits the 
landscape in a wearable sculpture 
made from natural materials.

the book features portraits, 
field notes, essays and behind-
the-scenes stories from many 
of the project’s 60 shoots. With 
international press coverage in the 
Huffington Post, the bbc, TIME 
LightBox, Life and elsewhere, plus 
a highly successful Kickstarter 
campaign attracting a large 
american audience, the series 
has developed into a project with 
universal appeal. 

forlAgeT Press
9788232801497 u.s. $70.00 cdn $90.00   
Flat40 Hbk, 9.5 x 12.5 in. / 176 pgs /  
450 color. august/photography
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Paul Hansen:  
Being There 
this handsome production is the 
first major survey on the highly 
acclaimed photography of award-
winning Swedish photojournalist 
paul Hansen (born 1964). His 
assignments and self-initiated 
projects take him all over the world 
and have won him enormous 
praise in Sweden and internation-
ally. in 2013 he won the World 
press photo for his powerful 
image of the funeral procession 
for two palestinian children and 
their father, who were killed during 
an israeli air attack. Hansen impli-
cates himself in the situations he 
depicts: “you have to get close to 
your subject. in fact, you can’t get 
too close to your subject.” 

this volume gathers nearly 200 
of Hansen’s most outstanding 
color images of conflicts and 
confrontations in russia, bosnia, 
afghanistan, the congo, Haiti, 
Kenya and the “arab Spring.”

MAX sTröM
9789171264138 u.s. $60.00 cdn $78.00  
Flat40 Hbk, 9 x 11.5 in. / 304 pgs / 
270 color. november/photography

2017 sPring–suMMer suPPleMenT

Winfried Bullinger: 
At the Edges of Power
Text by Hubertus von Amelunxen. 
Shot with a large-format camera 
over a period of ten years in six 
countries in Western africa, At 
the Edges of Power is german 
photographer Winfried bullinger’s 
(born 1965) conceptual work of 
portraiture, an exploration of the 
complex connections between the 
individual and his community. 

hATJe CAnTZ
9783775742603 u.s. $100.00 
cdn $130.00  Flat40 Hbk, 9.5 x 
11.75 in. / 304 pgs / 180 color. 
July/photography

2017 sPring–suMMer suPPleMenT

Werkstatt für 
Photographie  
1976–1986
Edited with text by Florian Ebner, 
Felix Hoffmann, inka Schube, 
Thomas Weski. Text by Ute 
Eskildsen, et al. this is the first 
book on the history and impact 
of the Werkstatt für photography 
(photography Workshop), founded 
by the berlin photographer michael 
Schmidt at the volkshochschule 
Kreuzberg in 1976. 

koenig Books
9783960980438 u.s.$55.00 cdn 
$70.00Flat40 Hbk, 9.75 x 11 in. 
/ 392 pgs / 150 color / 75 b&w. 
available/photography

2017 sPring–suMMer suPPleMenT

Han Sungpil
Korean photographer Han 
Sungpil (born 1972) confronts the 
themes of environment, energy 
production and humankind’s 
impact on nature. the three series 
in this book of photographs are 
distinguished by their surprising 
perspective, which extends 
beyond the visual vocabulary 
normally found in environmental 
documentations. 

hATJe CAnTZ
9783775742795 u.s. $59.95 cdn $78.00  
Flat40 Hbk, 11.75 x 9 in. / 176 pgs / 
90 color. June/photography

Christine Turnauer: 
Dignity of the 
Gypsies
Text by Karl-Markus Gauss, Siva 
Prasad, Franz Salm, et al. austrian 
photographer christine turnauer 
(born 1945) details her search 
for roma (gypsy) history. Her 
documentation begins in gujarat 
and rajasthan, and continues 
through Hungary, romania, 
montenegro and Kosovo.  

hATJe CAnTZ
9783775743075 u.s. $85.00
cdn $105.00  Flat40 Hbk, 11 x 13 in. /  
296 pgs / 260 color. october/ 
photography

 

Margaret Courtney-
Clarke: Cry Sadness 
into the Coming Rain
Foreword by David Goldblatt. Text 
by Sean o’Toole. this book is 
margaret courtney-clarke’s (born 
1949) visual ode to her home 
country of namibia, and describes 
the bare circumstances of women 
and men forced to negotiate 
ravaged lives.  

sTeiDl
9783958292536 u.s. $85.00  
cdn $105.00   
Flat40 clth, 14.25 x 10.25 in. / 200 
pgs / 109 color /  
11 b&w. november/photography/
african art & culture

Matador S
The Future
Edited by Alberto Anaut. 
Contributions by Étienne-Louis 
Boullée, Yang Yongliang, Reiner 
Riedler, Edgar Martins, Nick 
Brandt. Text by Robert Engelman, 
et al. this volume of Matador 
magazine presents a visual, 
philosophical and cultural guide to 
the idea of the future. With images 
by yang yongliang, reiner riedler, 
edgar martins, nick brandt and 
more, the issue presents a visual 
history of our past and current 
conceptions of the future. 

lA fáBriCA
9788416248896 u.s. $90.00  
cdn $115.00  Flat40 pbk, 11.75 
x 15.75 in. / 172 pgs / 45 color. 
october/Journal

Realism, Neorealism 
and Reality: 
Photographs in Italy 
1932–1968
Guido Bertero Collection
Edited with text by Andrea 
Busto. Text by Roberta voltorta, 
Enrica viganò. this substantial 
publication narrates italian history 
between 1932 and 1968 through 
photographs from the guido 
bertero collection, with works 
by robert capa, Henri cartier-
bresson, paul Strand and Walker 
evans, among others. 

silvAnA eDiToriAle
9788836635283 u.s. $50.00 cdn $65.00   
Flat40 pbk, 9 x 12 in. / 288 pgs / 
215 b&w. September/photography

A New Generation  
of Photographers
Edited by Juan Bufill. compiling 
the work of 16 emerging 
photographers born in the ‘70s 
and ‘80s and working in Spain—
among them laia abril, pep bonet 
and cristina de middel—A New 
Generation of Photographers 
highlights documentary, 
conceptual and poetical modes of 
expression. 

lA fáBriCA
9788416248872 u.s. $39.95 cdn $50.00   
Flat40 pbk, 6.5 x 9.25 in. / 128 pgs /  
62 color / 59 duotone. october/ 
photography

Fluz Quito
Edited by Pablo ortiz Monasterio, 
Claudi Carreras, Ramón Reverté. 
introduction by Pablo Corral vega. 
Preface by Claudi Carreras. Text 
by Pablo ortiz Monasterio, Jean 
Pol Armijos, Alberto Rosero. 
photographers marcos lopez, 
ricardo cases, Jorge chiguano, 
edu leon and others were invited 
to a workshop to explore Quito, 
ecuador—both the real city and 
imaginary structures. the resulting 
volume, Flux Quito, compiles their 
work. 

rM
9788416282869 u.s.$25.00 cdn $32.50  
Flat40 pbk, 5.75 x 9 in. / 160 pgs /  
88 color. July/photography/latin 
american & caribbean art & culture

iMAGE CREDiTS  Front cover Stephen Shore, “Holden Street, north adams, massachusetts” (detail), July 13, 1974. © Stephen Shore. courtesy 303 gallery, new york. page 4–5: Stephen 
Shore, “Second Street, ashland, Wisconsin,” July 9, 1973. © Stephen Shore. courtesy 303 gallery, new york. page 6: unknown photographer, chinese photostudios Series, c. 1950. collection 
beijing Silvermine / thomas Sauvin, paris. bernard plossu, “on the acapulco road, mexico,” from Le Voyage mexicain series, 1966. © bernard plossu. Jacques-Henri lartigue, “grand prix de 
l’acF, automobile delage, circuit de dieppe,” 1912. © ministère de la culture – France / aaJHl © Jacques-Henri lartigue. luciano rigolini, “tribute to giorgio de chirico,” 2017 appropriation 
(unknown photographer, 1958) © luciano rigolini. page 7: William eggleston, “untitled,” Los Alamos Series, 1965–74 © William eggleston. page 10: Jasper Johns, “Flag on orange Field ii,” 
1958. glenstone museum, potomac, maryland © Jasper Johns / vaga, new york / dacS, london photo: tim nighswander/imaging4art.com. page 14: alice neel, “alice childress,” 1950. oil on 
canvas 29.875 x 20". collection of art berliner © the estate of alice neel. page 15: Jacob lawrence, “in every town negroes were leaving by the hundreds to go north and enter into northern 
industry,” 1940–41. From the migration Series. the phillips collection, Washington, dc, acquired 1942. © 2017 the Jacob and gwendolyn lawrence Foundation, Seattle / artists rights Society 
(arS), new york. page 16: “ode à l’oubli (ode to Forgetting).” illustrated book with 32 fabric collages. ©2017 the easton Foundation/licensed by vaga, ny. page 17: Josef albers, “monte 
albán, mexico,” ca. 1940. Fifteen gelatin silver prints, mounted on paperboard, 8×12". Solomon r. guggenheim museum, new york, gift, the Josef and anni albers Foundation (96.4502.31) 
© 2017 the Josef and anni albers Foundation / artists rights Society (arS), new york. Josef albers, “uxmal, mexico,” ca. 1940. gelatin silver print, image: 4.6 × 6.7"; sheet: 5 ×7.6". Solomon 
r. guggenheim museum, new york, gift, the Josef and anni albers Foundation (96.4502.39) © 2017 the Josef and anni albers Foundation / artists rights Society (arS), new york. Josef 
albers, “variant/adobe, orange Front,” 1948–58. oil on masonite, 23.5 × 27". the Solomon r. guggenheim Foundation, gift, the Josef and anni albers Foundation in honor of philip rylands 
for his continued commitment to the peggy guggenheim collection (97.4555) © 2017 the Josef and anni albers Foundation / artists rights Society (arS), new york. page 28: christian dior, 
paris, John galliano, Spring−Summer 1997 haute couture. photo by michael thompson, featured in Vogue Paris, 1997. © licensed by trunk archive. model: Kylie bax. page 30: marguerita 
mergentime, “Jolly geranium” tablecloth, 1937. photo: michael Fredericks. marguerita mergentime, new york World’s Fair tablecloth, 1939. photo: michael Fredericks. marguerita mergentime, 
1930s. marguerita mergentime’s “two-timing” tablecloth featured in House Beautiful, February 1935. marguerita mergentime, “Have to Have” tablecloth, 1934. photo: michael Fredericks. 
page 37: William Henry Fox talbot, “leaves and Flowers of a plant,” 1839. the William t. Hillman collection. page 38: robert descharnes, duchamp and dalí playing chess during filming for 
A Soft Self-Portrait, directed by Jean-christophe averty, 1966. photograph, 8.25 x 12.5". archivo Fotografico pere vehi, cadaqués. photo robert descharnes / © descharnes & descharnes sarl 
2017. image rights of Salvador dalí reserved. Fundació gala-Salvador dalí, Figueres, 2017. page 40: Frances benjamin Johnston, “agriculture, mixing Fertilizer” from The Hampton Album, 
1899–1900. platinum print, 7.56 × 9.5". the museum of modern art, new york. gift of lincoln Kirstein. page 44: Josef Koudelka, “czechoslovakia, 1968,” “France, 1973,” “France, 1987.” © 
Josef Koudelka / magnum photos. page 68: photographs of robert Storr © lyle ashton Harris. page 69: laurie Simmons, “untitled portrait of carroll dunham,” 2016. page 72: cai guo-Qiang, 
“the century with mushroom clouds: project for the 20th century (looking toward manhattan),” 1996. photo by Hiro ihara, courtesy cai Studio. Xu bing, “a case Study of transference,” 1994. 
Huang yong ping, “a History of chinese art and a concise History of modern painting Washed in a Washing machine for two minutes,” 1987. chen Shaoxiong, “Five Hours,” 1993/2006. page 
73: John Sex, “acts of live art,” 1980. the museum of modern art, new york. John Sex, “erotic art Show,” 1981. the museum of modern art, new york. Joseph Szkodsinski, “dead Kennedys 
at irving plaza,” 1981. collection the artist © Joseph Szkodsinski. Kenny Scharf, “i’m off,” 1979. collection bruno testore Schmidt © Kenny Scharf, courtesy Honor Fraser gallery, los angeles. 
Keith Haring, “untitled” (cabinet door for Joey arias), c. 1980. collection Joey arias © Keith Haring Foundation. page 66: photograph courtesy rilke archiv. page 117: mark bradford, “let’s 
Walk to the middle of the ocean,” 2015. mixed media on canvas, 102.25 x 144.25". © mark bradford. courtesy the artist and Hauser & Wirth. photo: Joshua White. page 130: roy lichtenstein, 
“drowning girl,” 1963. oil and synthetic polymer paint on canvas, 67.625 x 66.75". the museum of modern art, new york.  philip Johnson Fund (by exchange) and gift of mr. and mrs. bagley 
Wright, 1971 © 2017 estate of roy lichtenstein. page 160: patrick ireland, “Five identities,” 2002. photograph on aluminum. collection of the artist. page 164: photograph by Willemijn lofvers. 
page 191: photograph © mark-blower.

2017 sPring–suMMer suPPleMenT

Sandra Ratkovic: 
Moscow Mockba 
Moscau
Text by Wladimir Kaminer. 
german photographer Sandra 
ratkovic (born 1980) showcases 
contrasting moscows, in which 
the omnipresent military and the 
ubiquitous putin cult meet kitsch 
and folklore. 

hATJe CAnTZ
9783775742566 u.s. $40.00 cdn $52.50   
Flat40 pbk, 8.25 x 11 in. / 96 pgs / 
58 color. available/photography
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PhoTogrAPhY BACklisT highlighTs

kArl BlossfelDT: 
MAsTerWorks 
9781942884132 
Hbk, u.s. $55.00  cdn $70.00  
d.a.p.

lgBT: sAn frAnCisCo 
9781909526396 
Hbk, u.s. $60.00  cdn $78.00  
reel art press

looking AT PhoTogrAPhs: 
100 PiCTures froM The 
ColleCTion of The MuseuM 
of MoDern ArT 
9780870705151 
pbk, u.s. $45.00  cdn $57.50  
the museum of modern art

niCk BrAnDT:  
inheriT The DusT 
9780692520543 
Hbk, u.s. $65.00  cdn $85.00  
edwynn Houk editions

PAris MeTro PhoTo 
9782330065911 
Hbk, u.s. $55.00  cdn $70.00  
actes Sud

PeTer huJAr:  
losT DoWnToWn 
9783958291065 
Hbk, u.s. $30.00  cdn $40.00  
Steidl/pace macgill

riChArD AveDon: 
PhoTogrAPhs 1946–2004 
9788791607493 
Hbk, u.s. $75.00  cdn $90.00  
louisiana museum of modern art

roBerT frAnk:  
The AMeriCAns 
9783865215840 
clth, u.s. $40.00  cdn $50.00  
Steidl

sAul leiTer:  
eArlY BlACk AnD WhiTe 
9783865214133 
Slip, clth, 2 vols, u.s. $90.00  cdn 
$110.00  
Steidl

The fAMilY of MAn 
9780870703416 
pbk, u.s. $29.95  cdn $37.50  
the museum of modern art

WAlker evAns:  
AMeriCAn PhoTogrAPhs 
9780870708350 
clth, u.s. $40.00  cdn $52.50  
the museum of modern art

WilliAM egglesTon’s guiDe 
9780870703782 
pbk, u.s. $45.00  cdn $57.50  
the museum of modern art

AnThonY hernAnDeZ 
9781942884019 
Hbk, u.s. $49.95  cdn $64.95  
d.a.p./SFmoma

ArBus frieDlAnDer 
WinogrAnD:  
neW DoCuMenTs, 1967 
9780870709555 
Hbk, u.s. $45.00  cdn $57.50  
the museum of modern art

CinDY sherMAn:  
The CoMPleTe 
unTiTleD filM sTills 
9780870705076 
Hbk, u.s. $50.00  cdn $65.00  
the museum of modern art

fink on WArhol: neW 
York PhoTogrAPhs of 
The 1960s BY lArrY fink 
9788862085151 
Hbk, u.s. $50.00  cdn $65.00  
damiani

freD herZog:  
MoDern Color 
9783775741811 
Hbk, u.s. $45.00  cdn $57.50  
Hatje cantz

friDA kAhlo:  
her PhoTos 
9788492480753 
Hbk, u.s. $45.00  cdn $55.00  
rm

gorDon PArks:  
i AM You 
9783958291829 
Hbk, u.s. $50.00  cdn $65.00  
Steidl/the gordon parks 
Foundation/c/o berlin

henri CArTier-Bresson:  
The DeCisive MoMenT 
9783869307886 
Slip, Hbk, u.s. $125.00  cdn $150.00  
Steidl

hiroshi sugiMoTo: 
TheATers 
9788862084772 
Hbk, u.s. $60.00  cdn $78.00  
damiani/matsumoto editions

JAMel shABAZZ: sighTs 
in The CiTY, neW York 
sTreeT PhoTogrAPhs 
9788862085229 
Hbk, u.s. $50.00  cdn $65.00  
damiani

JAMes Mollison: 
Where ChilDren sleeP 
9781905712168 
Hbk, u.s. $30.00  cdn $39.95  
chris boot

Joel MeYeroWiTZ: 
MorAnDi’s oBJeCTs 
9788862084536 
clth, u.s. $50.00  cdn $65.00  
damiani
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ArT BACklisT highlighTs

MATisse in The sTuDio 
9780878468430 
Hbk, u.s. $55.00  cdn $70.00  
mFa publications, museum of 
Fine arts, boston

MerCe CunninghAM: 
CoMMon TiMe 
9781935963141 
Hbk, u.s. $75.00  cdn $95.00  
Walker art center

MoDern WoMen:  
WoMen ArTisTs AT The 
MuseuM of MoDern ArT 
9780870707711 
Hbk, u.s. $65.00  cdn $75.00  
the museum of modern art

PiCAsso PorTrAiTs 
9781855145429 
Hbk, u.s. $55.00  cdn $70.00  
national portrait gallery

PiCAsso sCulPTure  
9780870709746 
Hbk, u.s. $85.00  cdn $100.00  
the museum of modern art

roBerT rAusChenBerg  
9781633450202 
Hbk, u.s. $75.00  cdn $95.00  
the museum of modern art

rAYMonD PeTTiBon:  
hoMo AMeriCAnus 
9781941701263 
Hbk, u.s. $65.00  cdn $85.00  
david Zwirner books/deichtorhallen 
Hamburg–Sammlung Falckenberg

revoluTion: russiAn 
ArT 1917–1932 
9781910350430 
Hbk, u.s. $65.00  cdn $85.00  
royal academy publications

soPhie CAlle:  
True sTories 
9782330060404 
Hbk, u.s. $20.00  cdn $26.00  
actes Sud

The essenTiAl CY TWoMBlY 
9781938922459 
Hbk, u.s. $75.00  cdn $90.00  
d.a.p.

WhAT is ConTeMPorArY 
ArT? A guiDe for kiDs 
9780870708091 
Hbk, u.s. $22.95  cdn $29.95  
the museum of modern art

Yves klein: in/ouT sTuDio 
9781942884095 
Hbk, u.s. $60.00  cdn $78.00  
d.a.p./verlag Kettler

ABsTrACT 
eXPressionisM 
9781910350300 
Hbk, u.s. $65.00  cdn $79.00  
royal academy of arts

ClAss DisTinCTions 
9780878468300 
Hbk, u.s. $65.00  cdn $75.00  
mFa publications, museum of 
Fine arts, boston

De kooning: A 
reTrosPeCTive 
9780870707971 
Hbk, u.s. $85.00  cdn $105.00  
the museum of modern art

frAnCis PiCABiA: our heADs 
Are rounD so our ThoughTs 
CAn ChAnge DireCTion 
9781633450035 
Hbk, u.s. $75.00  cdn $95.00  
the museum of modern art

frAnk sTellA: PrinTs  
9780692587072 
Hbk, u.s. $75.00  cdn $90.00  
Jordan Schnitzer Family Foun-
dation

georgiA o’keeffe: 
WATerColors 
9781942185048 
Hbk, u.s. $60.00  cdn $78.00  
radius books/georgia o’Keeffe 
museum

gerhArD riChTer: 
PAnorAMA 
9781938922923 
Hbk, u.s. $65.00  cdn $85.00  
d.a.p./tate

henri MATisse: The CuT-ouTs 
9780870709159 
Hbk, u.s. $60.00  cdn $70.00  
the museum of modern art

JACoB lAWrenCe:  
The MigrATion series 
9780870709647 
Hbk, u.s. $50.00  cdn $60.00  
the museum of modern art

JeAn-MiChel BAsQuiAT 
9783775725934 
Hbk, u.s. $65.00  cdn $75.00  
Hatje cantz

John singer sArgenT: 
WATerColors 
9780878467914 
Hbk, u.s. $60.00  cdn $70.00  
mFa publications/brooklyn museum

TAnTrA song 
9780979956270 
Hbk, u.s. $39.95  cdn $50.00  
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hiPPie MoDernisM: The 
sTruggle for uToPiA 
9781935963097 
pbk, u.s. $55.00  cdn $65.00  
Walker art center

PoPulAr CulTure BACklisT highlighTs

AlCohol: sovieT  
AnTi-AlCohol PosTers 
9780993191152 
Hbk, u.s. $32.95  cdn $42.50  
Fuel publishing

ArT & BeAuTY MAgAZine: 
DrAWings BY r. CruMB 
9781941701348 
Hbk, u.s. $35.00  cdn $45.00  
david Zwirner books

CAliforniA surfing AnD 
CliMBing in The fifTies 
9781938922268 
Hbk, u.s. $39.95  cdn $50.00  
t. adler books

high line: A fielD guiDe 
AnD hAnDBook 
9780894390869 
pbk, u.s. $15.00  cdn $19.95  
printed matter, inc/Friends of the 
High line

MAsTerWorks: rAre AnD 
BeAuTiful Chess seTs of 
The WorlD 
9780993191169 
Hbk, u.s. $47.50  cdn $60.00  
Fuel publishing

MinA sTone:  
Cooking for ArTisTs 
9780984721078 
Hbk, u.s. $40.00  cdn $50.00  
Kiito-San

russiAn CriMinAl TATToo 
enCYCloPAeDiA voluMe i 
9780955862076 
Hbk, u.s. $32.95  cdn $40.00  
Fuel publishing

TAMArA shoPsin: 
WhAT is This? 
9780989785945 
Hbk, u.s. $9.95  cdn $12.50  
the ice plant

The AnAToMiCAl venus 
9781938922916 
Hbk, u.s. $35.00  cdn $45.00  
d.a.p./distributed art publishers, 
inc.

The Moon 1968–1972 
9781942884057 
Hbk, u.s. $18.00  cdn $23.95  
t. adler books

The siCk rose 
9781938922404 
Hbk, u.s. $35.00  cdn $40.00  
d.a.p./distributed art publishers, 
inc.

We go To The gAllerY 
9780992834913 
Hbk, u.s. $14.95  cdn $17.50  
dung beetle ltd

ArChiTeCTure & Design BACklisT highlighTs

101 DAnish  
Design iCons 
9783775742122 
Hbk, u.s. $55.00  cdn $70.00  
Hatje cantz

5 YeAr DiArY:  
BlACk Cover 
9780977648139 
Hbk, u.s. $24.95  cdn $27.50  
the ice plant

AleXAnDer girArD:  
A Designer’s universe 
9783945852057 
clth, u.s. $85.00  cdn $105.00  
vitra design museum

BY The PeoPle:  
Designing A BeTTer  
AMeriCA 
9781942303145 
pbk, u.s. $29.95  cdn $37.50  
cooper Hewitt

CAPe CoD MoDern 
9781935202165 
Hbk, u.s. $45.00  cdn $55.00  
metropolis books

fire islAnD MoDernisT: 
horACe gifforD AnD The 
ArChiTeCTure of seDuCTion 
9781938922091 
Hbk, u.s. $60.00  cdn $70.00  
metropolis books/gordon de vries 
Studio

frAnk lloYD WrighT: 
unPACking The ArChive 
9781633450264 
clth, u.s. $65.00  cdn $85.00  
the museum of modern art

never BuilT neW York 
9781938922756 
Hbk, u.s. $55.00  cdn $70.00  
metropolis books

osCAr heYMAn: The 
JeWelers’ JeWeler 
9780878468362 
Hbk, u.s. $45.00  cdn $57.50  
mFa publications, museum of Fine 
arts, boston

see reD WoMen’s 
WorkshoP 
9781909829077 
pbk, u.s. $39.95  cdn $50.00  
Four corners books

X-rATeD: ADulT Movie  
PosTers of The 60s AnD 70s 
9780956648792 
Hbk, u.s. $49.95  cdn $64.95  
reel art press
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WriTings BACklisT highlighTs

100 seCreTs of  
The ArT WorlD 
9783863359614 
pbk, u.s. $9.95  cdn $12.50  
Koenig books

An ATTeMPT AT eXhAusTing 
A PlACe in PAris 
9780984115525 
pbk, u.s. $12.95  cdn $15.00  
Wakefield press

BluePrinT for  
CounTer eDuCATion 
9781941753095 
boxed, pbk, u.s. $55.00  cdn $70.00  
inventory press

DonAlD JuDD WriTings 
9781941701355 
pbk, u.s. $39.95  cdn $50.00  
Judd Foundation/david 
Zwirner books

Joe BrAinArD: 
i reMeMBer 
9781887123488 
pbk, u.s. $14.95  cdn $17.50  
granary books

like ArT: glenn o’Brien  
on ADverTising 
9781942607489 
pbk, u.s. $25.00  cdn $32.50  
Karma, new york

living Well is  
The BesT revenge 
9780870708978 
pbk, u.s. $14.95  cdn $17.50  
the museum of modern art

MArCel DuChAMP: The 
AfTernoon inTervieWs 
9781936440399 
pbk, u.s. $16.00  cdn $20.00  
badlands unlimited

MigriTuDe 
9781885030054 
pbk, u.s. $15.95  cdn $17.50  
Kaya press

rolling The r’s 
9781885030511 
pbk, u.s. $16.95  cdn $22.00  
Kaya press

shAkesPeAre AnD 
CoMPAnY, PAris 
9791096101009 
Hbk, u.s. $34.95  cdn $45.00  
Shakespeare and company, paris

The eXhiBiTionisT: JournAl 
on eXhiBiTion MAking 
9781942884125 
pbk, u.s. $39.95  cdn $50.00  
the exhibitionist

299 792 458 m/s 87

abele, michele 189
abstract painting now!  

gerhard richter, Katharina 
grosse, Sean Scully 195

ackermann, niels 57
actopolis 170
adam, ricky 88
adams, robert 96
adjaye, david 76
af Klint, Hilma 128
aili, Jia 180
air is blue, the 194
al ani, latif 101
albers, Josef 17, 18
aldrich, richard 176
alechinsky, pierre 148
american illustration 87
american photography 87
amunt 2g 168
andujar, claudia 201
another earth catalog 63
another promised land:  

anita brenner’s mexico 154
anti-museum 159
antonelli, paola 27
ape culture 63
apology magazine 86
arcana 150
arcangel, cory 145
archiprix 171
architecture in the netherlands 170
arman 183
ars electronica 197
art and china after 1989 72
art design architecture 166
arteaga, alex 188
artists on Walter de maria 161
atlas of Furniture design 21
atoui, tarek 188
ault, Julie 151
authenticity?  158
automata 80
autophoto 7
ayarzagoitia, Sofía 198

bachardy, don 142
bajac, Quentin 40, 130
bajevic, maja 186
bakst, léon 194
ballen, roger 198
bandau, Joachim 183
banking on images 63
barba, rosa 191
barbieri, gian paolo 199
barnes, Hunter 100
barrada, yto 103
bartana, yael 156
baselitz, georg 178
baudelaire, eric 188
bauhaus in the making, the 79
bauhaus news 63
bauhaus: 1919–1933 19
baumann, daniel 93, 197
beer, oliver 191
behind the Wall ii 197
beier, nina 182
being modern 130
being public 158
bellini, mario 172
bellotto and canaletto:  

Wonder and light 132
bellotto, bernardo 132
benet, Juan 83
benjamin, Walter 67
bernhardt, Katherine 118
beshty, Walead 146
beyond control  151

bickerton, ashley 139
black and White 94
blind man, the 65
bock, John 186
bonnard, pierre 129
bontecou, lee 124
borer, carlo 186
bose, günter Karl 173
boulos, mark 189
bourgeois, louise 16
bradford, mark 117
braeckman, dirk 202
brätsch, Kerstin 138
braun, niina lehtonen 180
braunig, Sascha 140
brenner, anita 154
brooklyn rail, the 70
bruguera, tania 156
building platforms 169
bullard, William 42
bullinger, Winfried 204
butturini, gian 45
butzer, andré 179

cabanillas, pío 199
cabinet 86
cairo: open city 63
calderón, miguel 104
california infernal: anton  

lavey & Jayne mansfield 53
cameron, Julia margaret 97
canaletto 132
candide 171
caro, anthony 183
carpenter, tim 114
casanova: the Seduction of 

europe 35
casasempere, Fernando 184
cattelan, maurizio 51
cazier, Jean-philippe 193
celmins, vija 123
cerio, Stefano 200
chaimowicz, marc camille 192
chanel backstage 77
change, patty 156
charles and ray eames 20, 25
chen, ting 169
cheon, Woon-young 85
chikura, yukari 113
christian dior 28
christov-bakagiev, carolyn 195
city of the Future 85
claydon, Steven 182
club 57 73
coburn, ralph 176
coddington, grace 29
coHousing inclusive 169
cole, ernest 92
cole, max 127
collection Klein 195
collector’s cabinet 81
collier, anne 102
colori 195
compassion  158
compliant art 157
comte, claudia 187
construction of the tower  

of babel, the 83
conversations with artists 152
co-op principle: Hannes  

meyer 63
cornwall, debi 111
cosmelli, alessandro 200
courtney-clarke, margaret 204
craft becomes modern:  

the bauhaus in the making 79
cragg, anthony 177
creating ourselves 162
cripps, Stephen 188

critical mass  153
critical Writing ensembles 193
croft, José pedro 184
cubity 169
cuoghi, roberto 184
curating From Z to a 151
cyberarts 197

da corte, alex 185
d’agata, antoine 105
dai Hanzhi: 5000 artists 159
dalí, Salvador 38
dalí/duchamp 38
dancehall 56
danuser, Hans 199
das, Kapil 112
davey, moyra 148
david, lizza may 190
davidson, bruce 94
de maria, Walter 161
de middel, christina 192
de puy, robin 203
de rooij, Willem 192
deco ceramics 172
denzler, andy 179
descent  195
design is Storytelling 24
desk in exile  79
desnos, robert 82
diana, mike 143
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